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Foreword to the English edition
This book, originally published in 2009, presents the history of diving in support of the oil industry on the Norwegian continental shelf. In Norway, the people who did
this work have come to be known as the North Sea or
pioneer divers. They played a key role in the development
of the Norwegian oil industry during the first few decades after 1965, but their story has become a controversial one. The work they did has left many of them with
injuries or health problems.
As explained in the forewords to the Norwegian edition, North Sea divers in Norway was commissioned by
Norway’s Storting (parliament). It was presented to the
North Sea divers by Carl I Hagen, acting president of the
Storting at the time, during a ceremony at the Norwegian Petroleum Museum on 22 June 2009. It was well
received by the divers. But the “diver issue” remained
unresolved.
The group of divers who had sued the Norwegian
government for compensation lost in Norway’s Supreme
Court. However, they took their case to the European

Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg and won on one
point in a judgement issued on 5 December 2013. The
government was found to have failed to take action over
the health risks which it knew were present. Particular
mention was made of the way the government, instead
of insisting that the diving companies used safe standardised diving tables, permitted them to employ tables
which demonstrably injured many divers. Both the counsel for the divers and the final judgement from the court
referred to this book.
A number of people have subsequently commented
that the judgement enshrines a very important principle,
which could influence efforts to improve worker safety
in other countries. The story presented here for the first
time in English is accordingly even more relevant than
was expected when it was decided to produce a translation.
Stavanger, 2014

Foreword
“The history of the divers was falsified” was the headline
in Oslo tabloid Dagbladet in September 1999 when a pioneer diver said what he thought about the limited coverage of oil-related diving at the Norwegian Petroleum
Museum. This new Stavanger institution was intended
to embrace the whole story of Norway’s oil adventure –
but the divers felt they had been left out. The museum
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was also the scene of a political demonstration during
its official opening on 20 May of the same year, when a
pioneer diver went forward to HM King Harald to deliver documents on the diver issue. Within a short space of
time, two specific incidents involving the new museum
had thereby shown that the diver issue was rapidly gaining a place in the national consciousness.
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Against that backdrop, a constructive dialogue developed between the diver community and the museum about launching a documentation activity focused
on oil-related diving. At the initiative of the divers, a
meeting in the museum as early as the autumn of 1999
brought together more than 70 of the pioneers to record
their experiences. That session inspired the museum to
develop a historical project covering this part of the oil
industry. In cooperation with other research and diving
specialists, the museum formulated a preliminary project in 2000-2002 which described how the history of
North Sea diving and the pioneer divers in Norway could
be documented and communicated.
When the Storting (parliament) considered White Paper 47 (2002-2003) on conditions for pioneer divers in
the North Sea, its standing committee on local government became aware of the museum’s plans, which were
then well advanced. The Storting resolved to appropriate
funds for the museum to lead a documentation and communication project on North Sea diving and the pioneer
divers (Recommendation no 137 to the Storting, 20032004). This work was to embrace both a history book
and an exhibition at the museum to document the contribution made by the pioneer divers.
The museum has actively pursued the project on that
basis since 2005. Historians Helge Ryggvik from the
University of Oslo and Kristin Øye Gjerde from the Norwegian Petroleum Museum were commissioned to write
the present book. They have interpreted the Storting’s
mandate to embrace a broad historical presentation of
diving’s role in the growth of Norway’s new oil activity.
This details the establishment of a new and unfamiliar
industry with substantial challenges. Barriers had to
be breached as a necessary condition for industrial progress. The pioneer divers did some of the toughest jobs.
For many of them, the price proved very high.
The authors have maintained a continuous dialogue
with a book committee comprising people with professional historical or diving expertise. They were:
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Finn Erhard Johannessen, University of Oslo (chair)
Ole Andreas Engen, University of Stavanger
Bjørn Wilhelm Kahrs, diver education department,
Bergen University College
Albert Johnsen, former diving manager in StatoilHydro
and Mobil
Edgar Hovland, University of Bergen (until 2007).
In addition to this committee, a project board was established from the start with representative of the divers,
the unions, the government, the oil companies and the
diving contractors. This board was kept informed about
the progress of the project, and its members provided
support and opened doors along the way. They were:
Rolf Guttorm Engebretsen, North Sea Diver Alliance
Roald Wigen, North Sea Diver Alliance
Terje Johansen, Nopef/Industry Energy
Terje Nustad, Norwegian Union of Energy Workers (Safe)
Magne Ognedal, Petroleum Safety Authority Norway
Per Otto Selnes, Norwegian Oil Industry Association
Einar Wold Svendsen, StatoilHydro
Sjur M Lothe, Technip Norge
Finn E Krogh, Norwegian Petroleum Museum.
Leading this project has proved a big and challenging job for the museum because the history of oil-related
diving is complex and has become controversial. I would
like to thank the authors for their wholehearted commitment to the book over several years. Everyone who has
been involved also deserves thanks for the constructive
collaboration which has characterised this history project throughout. Finally, it is my hope that the divers
themselves will recognise the story presented here.

Finn E Krogh, director/project manager
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Authors’ foreword
The media often use the expression “the judgement of
history”, and occasionally also “the judgement of historians”. This book is neither of these. It is about North Sea
divers and the work they have done on the Norwegian
continental shelf (NCS) from 1966 until 2009. We also
cover the many conditions which created the operating
parameters for this work – the nature of diving assignments, the diving contractors, the development of new
equipment and diving methods, experimental dives,
medical research related to diving and the government’s
efforts to regulate the business. But the book has been
written under circumstances which have forced us to be
clear about the job of history as a subject and the historian’s role. The “diver issue” which emerged in the Norwegian media in the late 1990s and continued to be pursued as a political question during the subsequent decade
represented in many respects a process whereby society got to grips with the history of the North Sea divers.
The Lossius commission of inquiry and the subsequent
consideration of its report by the Storting (parliament)
were intended to be a way of reaching a settlement with
the past. Because many divers were dissatisfied with the
proposed compensation scheme, however, the history
of North Sea diving also moved into the courts. That
created a very special and challenging framework for
the project. The divers themselves, the authorities, the
diving contractors, the oil companies, the specialists in
hyperbaric medicine – all of them important sources for
a historical presentation – were at times irreconcilably
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opposed to each other over an issue where everyone involved had their own interest in how the story was presented and interpreted.
No historian is uninfluenced by their own times. Like
everyone else, we also have normative views and moral
perceptions which could consciously or unconsciously
influence the aspects we have emphasised. But a historical presentation differs from a political or legal process
first and foremost because the focus is not on clarifying
moral responsibility or guilt, but on outlining and summarising significant events and describing why they happened.
An important basis for this book is provided by a
wealth of written sources. The Lossius commission, the
divers themselves and their helpers, and civil servants
have scoured available archives. We have not had the capacity to delve much more deeply than that. We do not
exclude the possibility that written sources could emerge
in the future which may cast new light on the history
of North Sea diving on the NCS. Nevertheless, it is our
belief that the basis for our account builds on more extensive records than a great many other historical works.
The biggest challenge where sources are concerned
has been how we should deal with the oral ones. We have
conducted a large number of interviews. Under an earlier agreement, we have also had access to the interviews
conducted in connection with the writing of Else M Tungland’s book På dypt vann – pionérdykkerne i Nordsjøen
(In deep water – the pioneer divers in the North Sea).
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We have also made direct and indirect use of oral sources
in the sense that we were present when witnesses gave
evidence in the various legal cases or have drawn on recordings of these depositions.
As in similar pioneering groups, a number of stories
have been told and retold so many times among the divers that they have become “true” in the sense that it is
difficult at a later time to distinguish between what has
been personally experienced or simply heard about. We
have naturally been conscious of such considerations. In
many cases, at least part of the truth about such stories
can be confirmed by written sources. In other cases, they
can be confirmed by several independent accounts. It
seems that the divers are generally very good at remembering details about how they personally experienced
incidents under water. On the other hand, it can be difficult for those who experienced an incident to date it exactly and to recall on which rig, platform or diving support ship it occurred. For us as historians, however, even
undocumented legends or myths can have a value. This
is because they are in themselves part of the conceptual world of the divers, something in which they believe.
Moreover, such tales are often re-told and acquire a life
of their own because other divers recognise their own
circumstances in them.
We have divided the work on this book as follows.
The introductory chapter has been written in collaboration by both of us. Chapters 2, 5, 7, 9 and 11 are written
by Gjerde, while Ryggvik has written chapters 3, 4, 6, 8
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and 19. Chapters 12 and 13 have largely been written by
Ryggvik with contributions from Gjerde.
We would thank the book committee, chaired by
Finn Erhard Johannessen and with Ole Andreas Engen,
Bjørn Wilhelm Kahrs, Albert Johnsen and Edgar Hovland as members, for the work it has done in following
the project over four years. Comprising both historical
and diving expertise, the committee has given us valuable input at a number of levels. We would also thank
Trude Meland for the job she has done in receiving and
recording large volumes of archival materials and diver
photographs, and in making provision for illustrating the
book. Thanks are also due to the director of the Norwegian Petroleum Museum, who has led the project in an
open and orderly fashion. Finally, we would express great
thanks to all the divers who have contributed by telling
their stories, by answering our questions or supplying
documents or photographs. Their help has been crucial
in allowing us to present the history of North Sea divers
in Norway.
Finally, we would like to thank Rolf E Gooderham for
his highly competent translation to English.

Stavanger/Oslo
Kristin Øye Gjerde
Helge Ryggvik
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Chapter 1

Diving and
oil exploration

Johannes Straumøy woke up one morning in the autumn of 1969 and
wondered why such an unnatural silence prevailed on the Ocean Viking
drilling rig, where he was working as a diver. Drilling and mud pumps
normally created an infernal row when an exploration well was under
way. Not a sound was now to be heard and, when Straumøy came up on
deck, the odour of oil assailed his nostrils. Buckets full of crude stood
all over the deck, collected by the crew from the sandshaker before
drilling ceased.1 Along with the other divers, Straumøy had been down
in about 70 metres of water to check that everything was progressing
as it should in casting a foundation for the bit on the seabed. Then
they had simply waited while the drillers did their part of the job. The
sub-surface beneath the rig proved to contain a lot of oil. Together with
the rest of Ocean Viking’s crew, Straumøy was involved in making the
first commercial discovery in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea, in
block 2/4 – the field which was later given the name Ekofisk.
Drilling on the NCS had begun on 19 July 1966 from the Ocean
Traveler rig. Its sister vessel, Ocean Viking, started work in these waters
in the summer of 1967. These two rigs, operated by American drilling
contractor Odeco, were responsible for the bulk of the exploration wells
on the NCS until Ekofisk was found. Odeco had a series of contracts
with the various oil companies which had received interests and operatorships in the first two licensing rounds. The drillers were the largest
occupational category on the rigs. In addition came the people needed
to operate the actual vessel – a radio operator, a nurse, catering personnel and so forth. But a rig could not start to drill or abandon a well
without divers.
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Diving spread on Ocean Viking, with the drill
string in the foreground. The Comex diving
bell and deck decompression chamber (DDC)
were installed on the cellar deck immediately
below the derrick.
Photo: Sigurd-Tore Anda
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pressure, but the one who was going into the water merely had to descend and wait until the bottom hatch could be opened before donning his breathing mask and exiting into the cold, dark water while
the other diver remained in the bell. The work usually involved repairs
or collecting mud samples around the wellhead after the casing in the
well had been cemented. Dives lasted a maximum of 45 minutes, since
the time divers could spend in the cold water was limited. They used
unheated suits. Although these were porous under atmospheric pressure, they were squeezed thin at the working depth and provided little
insulation. At depths below 50 metres, the divers breathed a mixture of
helium and oxygen (heliox). That made them even colder, since helium
dissipates body heat faster than ordinary air. The diver in the water
quickly lost feeling and sense of touch in fingers and hands. After his
work excursion, he was recovered to the bell stiff with cold. Coming up
for decompression could feel good.2

The US Navy – a pioneer in diving technology
The method described above by Straumøy, later usually called bounce
diving, was originally developed for use by the US Navy. Until the end of
the 1950s, naval forces played a key role in developing diving technology in a number of coast states – including Norway and Denmark-Norway before 1814.
As early as the 16th century, special diving privileges were awarded
by the Dano-Norwegian monarchy with possible profits split between
the Crown and the diver.3 In 1673, diver Jacob Vinskænk reportedly recovered 500 sheets of copper from a ship belonging to treasurer Müller
which had been wrecked en route to Hamburg. The copper came from
Røros in Norway, and Vinskænk demanded 3 500 riksdaler for the
bell-diving job. Diving bells at the time looked like a big wooden bucket
sheathed in lead and upended. It was kept submerged by ballast. The
bell provided space for the diver and enough air to remain there for a
while. Additional air could be provided from barrels. Documents from
1781 show that two divers received pay in Trondheim during salvage
work on Perlen, a ship which sank off Ladehammeren in the Trondheim
Fjord.4
Men were specially trained by the navies of several countries in the
19th century to conduct operations under water, based on traditional
free diving. This is the term applied to the simplest form of diving, where
the divers had trained their lungs so that they could remain under water for fairly long periods. The same technique was used by Mediterranean pearl and sponge divers from antiquity.
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(NSDS) was established at the Navy Yard in Washington DC in 1927.
At the same time, the US Navy Experimental Diving Unit (NEDU) was
moved from Pittsburgh to the same area. Test dives with heliox were
also transferred there, and the first simulated deep dive with people
breathing heliox in a decompression chamber was carried out at the
DC Navy Yard. Helmet divers had discovered by then that diving with
ordinary air in more than 50 metres was hazardous. We know today
that this is due to the nitrogen in the air, which causes narcosis – a dangerous form of intoxication. The US Navy experimented by replacing
the nitrogen with helium. This was not an illogical move, since helium
is a very light gas. That confers a benefit under high pressure because
it makes breathing easier. Nor had helium been found to be toxic. Heliox was tested on animals before human trials began. These experiments clearly revealed that the mix had many advantages compared
with air as a breathing gas for dives deeper than 50 metres. The divers
avoided nitrogen narcosis and were more concentrated and clear-thinking during such deep dives, but also felt the cold more because helium
conducts heat better than nitrogen. The human voice also changed – a
phenomenon now known as the “Donald Duck” effect.
Decompression chambers were another innovation which was to become highly significant. The navy conducted a number of trial dives in
such chambers with various types of gas mixtures. Between September
1937 and May 1939, the NEDU carried out almost 700 such experiments in a wet tank. The deepest of these went down to 150 metres.
This new technology revealed its significance when the USS Squalus
submarine sank under dramatic circumstances in a depth of 74 metres
off Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in 1939. Twenty-six of the 59 crew
drowned when the three rear sections in which they had been isolated
filled with water. But no water entered the two forward sections, where
32 crew remained. A rescue chamber was connected to the submarine,
and all the survivors were rescued in four stages. No less than 53 divers took part in this extensive operation and the later salvaging of the
vessel. They performed a total of 628 dives. Heliox was used for 255 of
these in depths from 67 to 74 metres. The remainder were conducted as
air dives. Two cases of decompression sickness, also known as the bends,
were reported.7 This condition is caused because gas dissolved in the
blood accumulates as bubbles, either in the circulatory system or in tissue, when the return to atmospheric pressure occurs too quickly.
Another area of research involved experiments with various technical solutions for equipping divers with compressed air in cylinders. The
breakthrough here occurred immediately after the Second World War
with the development of scuba (self-contained underwater breathing
apparatus) gear, which was bought by the US Navy from 1947 as part of
its standard equipment. Although the use of compressed air was not in
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itself a technological advance (it was more a question of finding a suitable sealed and pressure-resistant cylinder design and a functional valve
system), this invention would revolutionise military, commercial and
recreational diving. Once compressed air could be stored in cylinders, it
was a short step to developing similar equipment for other gas mixtures
intended for deeper water.
With the opportunities for deeper and longer dives which the new
technology provided, establishing good safety procedures for decompression became a matter of urgency. Breathing for long periods in deep
water increases the volume of gas dissolved in the body. The only way
to compensate for this was decompression – a gradual return to atmospheric pressure which allowed divers to expel excess gases through
their lungs. Experiments at the NEDU formed the basis for revised decompression tables published by the US Navy in 1937, superseding an
earlier set from its British counterpart. These new tables introduced
surface decompression. Divers first carried out compression stops in the
sea at every third metre in accordance with the table. The diver received 100 per cent oxygen in his helmet for the two final stops, at 18
and 15 metres. He was then taken quickly to the surface and placed in
a decompression chamber under a pressure corresponding to 15 metres
in the water, where the rest of the decompression occurred.
The US Navy’s decompression tables were intended for emergency
use in rescuing crew from sunken submarines. These could escape by
donning diving suits and controlling decompression in line with the
tables. A new version based on additional research was issued in 1950,
with the depth of the decompression stops where the diver received
100 per cent oxygen changed to 15 and 12 metres. A corresponding
adjustment to 12 metres was also made to the pressure in the deck decompression chamber (DDC).8
In cooperation with a number of American universities, the US
Navy launched an extensive research programme to establish the limits
of human ability to cope with high pressure. Large-scale experiments
were conducted at North Carolina’s Duke University and others. A
number of decompression chambers were installed next to each other.
The human guinea pigs were subjected to pressure over such a long
period and at such a depth that they became vulnerable to the bends
during decompression. In mild cases, the gas bubbles dissolved in the
blood can cause itching and pain in joints. People suffering more serious episodes can become crippled, lose consciousness and in the worst
case die. When a test subject felt ill, he was recompressed and treated
for the bends. More than a thousand people took part in these trials.
The US Navy’s diving tables were soon adopted for commercial
diving. In the 1950s, the laying of huge sewer pipes from the largest
US and European cities played a key role in extending depth limits for
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working under water. A discharge pipe from Los Angeles was laid nine
kilometres from land in 65 metres of water during 1958. Designed for
an operational life of 100 years, it was installed by helmet divers. They
breathed air – in other words, operated right at the limits of what was
acceptable – and used the new diving tables when returning to the surface. The use of gas mixtures was still at the experimental stage at this
time.
Britain’s Royal Navy also researched the limits for deep diving.
One experiment was carried out in Norway in 1956, when UK naval
diver George Wookey set a world record by descending to 183 metres
with helmet diving equipment and heliox off Garnes in the Oster Fjord
north-east of Bergen. Although Wookey had to be treated for the bends
afterwards, the result was described as positive. Norwegian fjords were
very suitable for such trials because they are both deep and sheltered
from wind and high seas.9 These experiments eventually became significant for commercial diving in the oil industry. When the latter expanded offshore, it depended on diver assistance from the start.

Initial offshore diving on the NCS
When the first exploration licences were offered off the coast of Louisiana in 1945, no recognised methods existing for drilling under water.
The first trials were conducted from a fixed drilling rig in six metres of
water in 1947, and proved a success. Kerr McGee, as the drilling company was called, discovered oil after only a few weeks and documented
that crude could be recovered from beneath the seabed. This commitment marked the start of a completely new industry – contractors specialising in offshore drilling.
A huge gas field was found in 1959 at Groningen in the Netherlands.
This discovery had an interesting geological structure which extended
out to sea. That was the direct reason why a number of the world’s oil
companies began to show an interest in the North Sea. Shell, Esso and
Phillips Petroleum initiated seismic surveys in the Norwegian sector
as early as 1962. Their findings indicated that further oil exploration
would be worthwhile. Esso and Shell began drilling off the Netherlands in 1962, and the first drilling season on the UK continental shelf
(UKCS) started in 1964. Since the initial wells in these waters were
limited to depths down to 30 metres, the necessary diver assistance
could be provided by surface-oriented (air) diving with ordinary air.
Those involved with the initial exploration activities in the North
Sea basin felt that the Americans were far out in front. But their experience did not go back that far, after all, and the whole business seems
in a longer historical perspective more like collective parallel progress.
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By and large the same companies, often even the same personnel, operated everywhere using the same groundbreaking processes. The new
diving techniques and the depths in which they were applied were still
at the research and experimental stages. The US and British navies had
devoted much of their limited resources to research on physiological
problems related to deep diving. This role was taken over by the commercial diving contractors from around 1970.10
During the mid-1960s, the deepest dives were conducted off California. According to a local newspaper, an American record was set when
divers from a diving contractor worked three 30-minute stints at 117
metres on an oil repair job in the Santa Barbara Channel in 1966.11 The
report noted that this success was down to “the new popular oxy-helium method, which was developed commercially by local diving firms”.
The company responsible for this operation was Ocean Systems. At the
same time as it was setting records for commercial deep diving off California, the company was winning contracts which could lead to even
deeper dives on the NCS.
The extensive awards of blocks in the Norway’s first and second offshore licensing rounds, in 1965 and 1968 respectively, committed the
oil companies to pursue drilling programmes in water depths ranging
from about 50 metres to 130 metres. This was beyond the physical limit for diving with ordinary air. In addition to exceeding the 50-metre
boundary, which called for heliox to be breathed, divers would be required to work considerably further out to sea than before. Moreover,
weather conditions in the North Sea were far more demanding than in
the Gulf of Mexico or off California. High waves made big demands on
the equipment. The biggest challenge was nevertheless the cold water
in the North Sea, where an average year-round temperature of 5-7°C
placed clear restrictions on how long the divers could decompress in
the water.

Diving methods and equipment
Both Ocean Systems and Comex had experience from the UKCS when
they started work in the Norwegian sector. A substantial share of the
work in British waters during the first drilling season had been traditional surface-oriented diving, where the diver breathed ordinary air
either from a cylinder or a hose (umbilical) from the surface. That was
because drilling operations until then had seldom occurred in depths
beyond 50 metres. The divers could enter the water either from small
boats or by being lowered from a drilling rig. After the work had been
completed, involving a maximum time of 40-50 minutes on the seabed,
the divers made a slow ascent in order to equalise the pressure in their
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bodies. They halted frequently at predetermined intervals on the way
up. This part of the decompression process could take an hour. When
the diver reached 12 metres, he ascended rapidly to the surface, was
hoisted onto the deck and helped to remove his diving suit and other
equipment before entering the pressure chamber for further decompression. This had to happen within five minutes of leaving the 12-metre depth in order to avoid the bends. The procedure was described in
diving tables. When the waves were high and the DDC was on a rig
more than 15 metres above the sea surface, it could be difficult to reach
the chamber within a few minutes. During decompression, the diver
breathed pure oxygen for 20-minute periods separated by five-minute
breaks until he was back at atmospheric pressure.
The least labour-intensive form of diving involved the diver swimming around freely, without being supplied with air from the surface
and guided only by a signal line. All that was then needed on the surface was a diving supervisor and a standby diver ready to descend at
short notice if anything unexpected occurred. This duo was often supplemented by an assistant who acted as the signaller and was responsible for maintaining the diving equipment.
Helmet diving, common for construction jobs close to land, was also
used in the North Sea for work on the seabed or on fixed installations
below water. The diver then wore a copper helmet and whole-body suit,
with an air hose and a communication link to the diving supervisor.
Either air or a gas mixture were also used for helmet diving. The decompression procedure was the same as with other forms of surface-oriented diving, with halts below water and the final stage in a DDC. While
the helmet and suit could be rather heavy out of the water, its weight
was neutralised by its volume once submerged. It did not take much experience before the diver’s freedom of movement was comparable with
most other types of equipment, apart from free swimming. The biggest disadvantage of helmet diving, as for other surface-oriented diving
methods, was that the standby diver stayed on the surface. A long time
passed before he was able to provide possible assistance.
Both Ocean Traveler and Ocean Viking carried DDCs. These were designed so that a bell could lock onto them, which made it possible to use
bounce diving. The divers were lowered to the relevant working depth
in the bell under normal atmospheric pressure. The internal pressure
was then raised in the course of a few minutes to the ambient level.
This meant that the body was rapidly subjected to several considerable physical loads. First, both pressure and temperature rose rapidly as
the bell was pressurised. Second, the diver had to adjust to breathing a
heliox mixture instead of ordinary air if the descent went below 50 metres. Then came the temperature shock as he entered the water at 5-7°C
close to the seabed. There were always two men in the bell, with the
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second – known as the bellman – functioning both as an assistant and
as a standby in case anything went wrong with the diver in the water.
The Comex diving system (spread) on Ocean Viking involved the
diver being supplied with breathing gas from cylinders mounted on the
outside of the bell. Nothing came from the surface, and all regulation
of the breathing gas was done from a panel inside the bell.12 The bell
was provided with electricity and a radio link to the surface via the
hoisting cable and winch, incorporating a cable to the control room.
It had no heating. Nor was there any radio communication between
the diver outside and the bell or the surface control room. All communication between diver and bellman was based on hand signals, tugs
on the hose and so forth. When visibility was good, the bellman had
visual contact with the diver through a few small portholes in the bell.
The floodlight on the outside of the bell illuminated the worksite well
if the water was clear, but often had to be switched off because it worsened visibility when the water was murky. The diver also carried his
own torch. Although bounce diving was under better control than normal surface-oriented diving, the amount of time which could be spent
working on the seabed was limited. That could prompt a hurried job in
order to get as much done as possible.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, divers wore a tight-fitting rubber
drysuit. Norwegians generally used the “Viking” suit made in Stavanger, but other types were also worn. British divers opted for a drysuit
from Dunlop. From 1970, the Swedish-made Unisuit was also in use.
Intended to keep the diver dry inside, the suit was worn over suitable
tight-fitting warm clothes. The “teddy-bear” underwear made by Norway’s Helly Hansen comprised woolly long-johns and a long-sleeved
jumper specially designed for wearing under drysuits. But the divers
were still unable to keep particularly warm. The drysuits often leaked,
and it then certainly got cold. In addition, the suit became heavy when
the diver was pulling himself back into the bell.
An alternative was the wetsuit. This was manufactured in neoprene,
a porous material with nitrogen-filled pores and good insulating properties. The diver was wetted by the water which penetrated the suit,
but kept warm because the temperature of the water between skin and
suit was raised by the diver’s own body heat. This system functioned
best close to the surface, when the wetsuit was six-eight millimetres
thick. It was less suitable at working depths below 50 metres, where its
thickness was reduced to one-two millimetres and the insulating effect
lowered accordingly. With the ambient water temperature not much
above 5°C, the diver felt the cold. The chill factor was increased by
breathing gas mixtures containing helium. Divers report that they continued to feel cold even after returning to the bell. On the other hand,
they describe what a relief it was to feel the warmth flow through them
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Diving during exploration drilling
overflateorientert luftdykking. Ulempen var at det var en langt mer personellkrevende, tidkrevende og dermed også en mer kostbar form for
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Mike
Lally
in a wetsuit
without
gloves during
Thomas
Michael
Courtny
Lally i våtdrakt
uten
exploration
drilling from
in 1968.
hansker. Pusteventilen
er Orion
på magen.
Fra The
letebreathing
valve ision
his stomach.
boring på «Orion»
1968.
Photo:
MikeLally
Lally
Foto: T.M.C.
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There could also be periods with little diving and long days of waitskulle sikre et godt fundament for boringen videre nedover og hindre at
ing. The divers then maintained their equipment, as well as mixing and
fremmedelementer trengte ned i brønnen. Borelaget var avhengig av at
pumping breathing gas. They often carried out “dry” training dives to
dykkere inspiserte denne prosessen, blant annet ved å ta prøver av semenkeep body and routines in trim. Since the diving equipment was placed
ten til casingen. Dykkerne kunne utføre disse operasjonene under konimmediately beneath the drill floor, it was vulnerable to being soiled
troll av TV-kamera (svart-hvitt) med kraftig lys som løp på guide wiren på
by drilling mud. The drillers water-jetted all the mud off the drill floor,
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sleep. Straumøy recalls an example of such assignments:
Det kunne også være perioder med lite dykking og lange dager med
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A letter from Mike Lally to his six-year-old
son Mark describes a diving operation he took
Brev fra Mike Lally som beskriver dykkeoperapart in.
sjonen han deltok i for sønnen Mark på seks år.

I was once down and fished up a length of drill string which had

venting. Dykkerne vedlikeholdt da utstyret, blandet og pumpet pustebroken during tripping [when the drill bit is replaced]. It lay with its
gass. De foretok gjerne tørre treningsdykk for å holde kropp og rutiner
upper section bent out of the BOP and across the seabed. The drillers
ved like. Siden dykkerutstyret var plassert rett under boredekket var det
were terrified that the whole string would fall down the open well
utsatt for søl med mud fra boringen. Borefolkene spylte all muden vekk
and require a complex and expensive fishing operation from the rig.
fra We
boredekket,
og da havnet det en etasje lenger ned på kjellerdekket,
had oxy-arc cutting equipment with us, and I managed to cut a
derhole
dykkerutstyret
Det var
litenthe
jobb
å holde
in the string var
and plassert.
attach a cable
fromderfor
the rigingen
just above
BOP.
dykkerutstyret
noenlunde
rent.
Dykkerne
var
i
konstant
beredskap
Then I cut the string a bit further up, and all they had to do was hoist og
blethe
aktivert
thing når
up. det oppstod problemer med boringen. Da kunne de gå i
dagevis med minimalt med søvn. Johannes Straumøy forteller om
eksempler
slike oppdrag:
This
rescuepåoperation
meant that drilling could rapidly resume, and
avoided substantial extra costs for the contractor.
Jeg
varwinter,
en gangwhile
nede Ocean
og fisket
opp en
borestreng
haddedrilling
røket under
One
Viking
spent
severalsom
months
a prob(skifte
av borekrone).
Den låmarking
med øverste
bøydofutthe
av anlem«tripping»
well, most
of the
pendant buoys
the enden
location
BOPen
bortover
Borefolkene
for to
at hele
chors
wereogtorn
free havbunnen.
in bad weather.
When var
thelivredde
rig came
be moved,
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these buoys would have been used by the support ships to lift the anchor
from the seabed so that the anchor chain could be wound on a drum.
The rig was in raised position, its pontoons awash, and the weather was
terrible with a high sea. To get the anchors up from the seabed, the support ship had to attach a cable and a large “chain chaser” collar to the
anchor chain. This was then “chased” along the chain until it snagged
on the anchor and allowed the latter to be pulled up. The challenge was
to lead a line from the vessel around the anchor chain and back. The
divers were given this job, which was pretty risky. They were lowered
in a bosun’s chair to the “cow catcher” on the pontoon, being tossed
around like rag dolls by the powerful wind on the way down. Once on
the pontoon, they had to cling on every time a wave broke over them
to avoid being washed away. Straumøy was picked up by a wave and
thrown under the rig. It was the middle of the night, dark and slippery
and difficult to get back onto one of the pontoons by a column where
a ladder ran up to the deck, but he managed it eventually. The support
ship manoeuvred as close to the rig as possible. One minute it was high
above the divers, and the next minute many metres below. The support
ship crew first threw a line to the divers which they wrapped round
the anchor chair. Then they had to find a calm moment between two
breakers and throw the line back. They finally accomplished this after
many attempts, all the anchors were raised and nobody was seriously
injured.15 Only the divers could have carried out this operation, but they
undoubtedly put themselves in great danger.

3X – first Norwegian offshore diving company
The first American diving contractors brought experienced divers with
them from California and the Gulf of Mexico when they started up in
the North Sea. It was not long before they had recruited many local divers, who were cheaper. British personnel quickly became the majority
on the UKCS.16 Another advantage of the Britons from the American
point of view was that they spoke the same language. Communication was important in diving, not least when a diving supervisor had
to instruct the diver about a job, manage decompression and so forth.
France’s Comex naturally brought a number of French divers into the
North Sea, but had to accept that the working language in the oil industry was English. Comex soon also hired a number of British divers
and, as mentioned above, recruited its first Norwegian in the summer
of 1968. But Straumøy was nevertheless not the first diver from Norway
to get a job related to the oil industry. During the first drilling season on
the NCS in 1966, Ocean Systems decided to take on two Norwegians as
trainee divers. They were Idar Johnsen and Odd Gåskjenn.
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Odd Gåskjenn wearing a helmet diving suit in
the 3X
warehouse
Strømsteinen in på
StavanOdd
Gåskjenn
iført at
hjelmdykkerutstyr
3X
ger lager
during
sitt
på1969.
Strømsteinen i Stavanger i 1969.
Photo:
Leif-Tore
Skjerven
Foto:
Leif-Tore
Skjerven

Before joiningogOcean
Systems,
pairComex
were interviewed
dekomprimering
tilsvarende.
Detthis
franske
tok naturlig at
nokNorth
flere
Sea
Exploration,
Stavanger’s
first
oil
base.
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a
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Sommeican diver is said to have abused an Esso representative at the Place
ren 1966, i den første dykkesesongen på17norsk sokkel, besluttet Ocean
Pigalle bar in Stavanger’s Victoria Hotel. Ocean Systems had no desire
Systems å ta to norske dykkere inn i en opplæringsstilling. Det var Idar
to be on bad terms with the world’s largest oil company, and an opening
Johnsen og Odd Gåskjenn som ble ansatt.
accordingly appeared for yet another Norwegian.
Forut for jobben i Ocean Systems hadde Johnsen og Gåskjenn blitt
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fordivers
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Victoria
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None
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we had
dived to 60for
metres,
hadi never
seen a diving
–
det ...
åpnet
segonly
en mulighet
å dykke
Nordsjøen.
Underbell
avtjening
av
except
perhaps
in
bad
science
fiction
films
–
and
all
we
knew
about
verneplikten i sjøforsvaret var det mulig å ta sjøforsvarets dykker- og
helium was that og
it was
one ta
of hjelmdykkerkurs.
seven noble gases which
were
apparentfroskemannsskole
videre
Det var
den
beste dyk18
ly
non-toxic.
kerutdanningen man kunne få i Norge i 1960-årene. De norske dykkerne erfarte raskt at utfordringene i Nordsjøen var atskillig mer krevende
The hva
American
training
system
involved og
working
under the supervienn
de hadde
vært med
på i marinen
som yrkesdykkere
i Nordsion of an experienced diver and receiving practical and theoretical
Norge. Ingen av dem hadde dykket fra klokke med den type helium/
instruction in gas mixing and decompression with a heliox mixture.
oksygenblanding som selskapene benyttet på store dyp. Leif-Tore SkjerThe Norwegian divers seem to have learned very quickly. As early as
ven forteller:
1 September 1968, three of them were involved in founding the first
Norwegian diving contractor, 3X or ThreeX. Gåskjenn, Gunnar Møl… vi hadde bare dykket til 60 meter, en dykkerklokke hadde vi aldri sett
legaard and Skjerven were shareholders. The share capital was NOK
kanskje i dårlige science fiction filmer, og om helium visste vi
20annet
000. enn
To begin
with, they leased a small office in the North Sea base
18
at det var enfurnished
av syv edelgasser,
som visstnok
ikke var giftig.
at bare
Strømsteinen,
it and secured
a telephone
line. The rest of
the share capital was spent on gas cylinders and diving suits.19 Little
Det
amerikanske
gikk ut
de skulle arbeide
money
was left foropplæringssystemet
pay if the company failed
to på
winatwork.
under oppsyn av en erfaren dykker og få teoretisk og praktisk opplæring
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The Banana deck decompression chamber
Trykkammeret Bananen på lageret på
(DDC) in the warehouse at Strømsteinen, with
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a helmet diver in the foreground and Leif-Tore
Leif-Tore Skjerven opererer vinsjen.
Skjerven operating the winch.
Foto: Leif-Tore Skjerven
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Initially, 3X hired out personnel to Ocean Systems and Comex. The
divers could also get jobs in other countries, particularly during the
winter months when activity was low in the North Sea. Divers from
3X were hired out to Ocean Systems, for example, for an assignment in
Mauritania on the west African coast in the winter of 1968-69. Operating from the Glomar North Sea drill ship, drilling-related diving was
conducted in 75-125 metres of water and gave 3X valuable experience.
The fact that leave could be spent in their own appartementos in Las
Palmas was attractive.20
In October 1968, the company purchased an underwater camera
with 200 metres of cable. This cost roughly NOK 100 000, compared
with about NOK 10 000 for the TV monitor in the control room. The
camera made work safer, and jobs could be better planned in advance.21
In 1969, 3X invested in its first DDC – nicknamed the Banana since
it was painted yellow. And, in August 1971, it acquired its first diving
bell with DDC, made in Stavanger by AS Alfred Paulsen. Gåskjenn,
Skjerven and Møllegaard designed the bell, Alfred Paulsen handled
drawings and manufacture, while the naval department of Norwegian
shipbuilder Horten Verft helped to check the plate thickness calculations.22 The bell was just over 1.6 metres tall, giving no room inside for
the divers to stand up, and was connected to the deck chamber through
a pressure hatch on the side. It was also equipped with an obligatory
bottom hatch, which the diver used to get in and out the bell when
working under water. Several accidents when the divers felt trapped
inside the bell led to it being dubbed the Rat Trap.

Transition to the development phase
During the initial exploration phase on the NCS, a number of new and
previously unknown occupational titles entered the Norwegian language. Translations had to be found for driller, derrickman, roustabout,
casing operator, cementer, mud logger and so forth. Being an offshore
diver during a drilling operation was also a novelty. This job was primarily done by experienced American, British and French personnel
with a naval background. There may perhaps have been no more than
40-50 of them in the 1966-70 period. A handful were Norwegian.
North Sea diving built during the next phase on the expertise of
these people and of the earliest contractors. After oil and gas had been
found, Ekofisk and later Frigg were to be brought on stream (into production). A large number of installations and pipelines needed to be
put in place, while exploration activity continued at full pitch on other
NCS blocks. This was when work in the oil industry really took off, and
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The Rat Trap (left, with man standing on top) ready to blast free a subsea wellhead in 1972-73. Photo: Leif-Tore Skjerven
Rottefella klar for en brønnsprengingsjobb i 1972–73. Foto: Leif-Tore Skjerven

the number of people employed in this sector seriously increased. That
videre. Å være offshoredykker under en boreoperasjon representerte
«Rottefella»
also applied to the divers, whose ranks quickly swelled. The number
også noe nytt. I første rekke var det erfarne amerikanske, britiske og
of diving contractors rose from a handful to around 15 by 1973. AcFørste gang utstyret ble referert til som «Rotfranske dykkere med bakgrunn fra marinen som ble benyttet. De var
tefella» var da utstyret skulle sjekkes på kaia
tivities related to the Ekofisk development were largely responsible for
kanskje
ikke
flere
enn
40–50
totalt
i
perioden
1966
til
1970.
En
håndfull
på Strømsteinen, hvor 3X hadde kontor og
the breakthrough of 3X and several other Norwegian diving companies.
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the continued progress of diving technology will be covered in the next
og Arne Jentoft. Det skulle bare være et kort
Etter
at olje og gass var funnet, skulle produksjonen på Ekofisk og senere
chapter.
dykk, så umbilikal var ikke koblet til – altså
Frigg settes i gang. En lang rekke installasjoner og rørledninger skulle på
ingen kommunikasjon. Dykkerklokka ble senket i sjøen. O-ringen, som måtte til for å sikre at
plass, samtidig som leteaktiviteten fortsatte for fullt på andre blokker i
sidedøra på klokka holdt tett, var uteglemt.
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New challenges on
Ekofisk and Frigg

Work now began in the middle of one of the world’s roughest seas on
constructing small “platform towns” – offshore factories. Oil and gas
were to be produced for the first time on the NCS from Ekofisk, while
Frigg – straddling the UK-Norwegian boundary – ranked at the time
as the largest offshore gas discovery to be brought on stream. Many
groundbreaking technological advances were made in developing these
fields, not least with regard to diving. The divers performed a number
of jobs – installing, inspecting and repairing equipment, flame cutting
and welding under water, helping to lay and connect pipelines, and so
forth. Demand for diving work rose as the development projects increased in scope, making this a technological bottleneck. Expensive
drilling operations and other activities had to wait while divers did their
underwater jobs.
Well-known methods such as surface-oriented, helmet and bounce
diving were used in connection with test production on Ekofisk. But
saturation diving was adopted for the subsequent development of fixed
installations and the laying of oil and gas pipelines to land. This new
technique was suited to deeper water and longer dives.
The time and depth limits for diving work were constantly being
stretched, with the oil companies and international diving contractors
as the prime movers. With rising oil prices and a demand for oil deliveries from politically stable regions, the pressure was on to get production
started and ensure reliable supplies to the markets.
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Divers on the way down in a basket from
Ocean Viking.
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Quick start to oil output from Ekofisk

Mike Lally was one of the divers killed while
diving from Ocean Viking during the hectic
start-up phase on Ekofisk in the spring of
1971. He wrote a letter to his son to explain
what Daddy’s job was like.
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Its oil and gas reserves make Ekofisk one of the world’s 100 largest fields.
Since coming on stream, it has contributed a fifth of Norway’s petroleum output and could continue producing for as much as 50 years. As
soon as the field was proven in 1969, the need was to get it quickly on
stream so that operator Phillips Petroleum Company Norway and its
partners could start to earn money. An application was submitted to
start test production. This plan called for the Gulftide jack-up– originally a drilling rig – to serve as a production platform from June 1971. It
would produce from the first four exploration wells on the field, which
had all revealed substantial reserves. Ocean Viking was chartered in the
spring of 1971 to re-enter these wells and complete them for production.
Diver assistance was required in this context, and Comex was given
the contract. British diver Thomas Michael (Mike) Courtny Lally, who
worked for the French contractor, died during this work. The pressure
to get drilling started meant that many of the usual safety measures
were ignored on this occasion. That included failing to use the diving
bell, since it was faulty. Combined with the fact that Lally was on extraordinary call-out after a long stint, the cold and high seas during the
dive imposed great physical burdens on the diver. This accident and the
issues it raised are discussed in detail in a later chapter.
The four “Xmas trees” (valve assemblies) installed on the seabed
around Gulftide each controlled one well and were the first subsea installations on the NCS. Flowlines carried the wellstreams from these
wellheads to the temporary production platform, where oil, gas and
water were separated in a simple plant. The gas was burnt off from a
flare boom above the top of the derrick, the water went back into the
sea and the oil was piped to two loading buoys.1 Brown & Root, a major US engineering contractor, had the job of installing Gulftide, laying
the flowlines from the four wellheads and positioning the risers which
carried the wellstreams up to the platform. Taylor Diving & Salvage
Company did the diving work when Gulftide was installed. The unusual feature of this job was that Taylor Diving brought in two saturation
diving spreads for the Ekofisk project. One was placed on a barge and
the other on Gulftide. Installing that platform accordingly marked the
first use of saturating diving on the NCS. It was groundbreaking, but
likely to have been controversial at the time. Taylor Diving was also
responsible for connecting up the first well, while the other three were
handled by Ocean Systems. Phillips required the latter to have a saturation diving spread as back-up, but it was not used. Ocean Systems
preferred to utilise well-proven but heavy helmet diving equipment. It
did not even use a bell to reach the seabed. The advantage was greater
flexibility with regard to working in high waves. A diving bell could not
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cope with much of a seaway, while helmet diving equipment functioned
fine once the diver had reached a sufficient depth. Ocean Systems was
more than a little proud of being able to do the work with a crew of
12 compared with the 30-strong team needed by Taylor Diving.2 Per
Birkeland, who had been hired out from 3X to Ocean Systems, reports
that much toil and many adjustments were needed for everything to
go as planned. Mechanical connectors which required crane capacity
were used. The final well was made ready in five days, which Phillips
found very satisfactory.
A Dutch vessel installed the two loading buoys a few kilometres
to the south of the platform. Taylor Diving worked on the first, while
France’s Cosean diving company connected up the second with assistance from 3X divers. The connection was made by attaching a loading
hose to a flowline which lay on the seabed under the buoy. A buoy also
hung beneath the sea surface to give the loading hose an S-shaped profile in order to avoid damage during bad weather. Six anchors held the
buoy in position, immediately above the flowline on the seabed.3 While
the loading buoy was being installed, a tanker lay ready to receive the
first consignment of crude when production began. Installation was an
urgent business.

Diving work with Gulftide
A permanent six-strong team of divers was stationed on Gulftide after
it begin producing. They worked the same tours of duty as the other
offshore workers – 14 days offshore and 14 on land.4 All diving work
associated with buoy loading and platform maintenance was managed
by the marine department at Phillips. Established in 1971, this unit
comprised two-four people stationed partly on land and partly offshore.
They were responsible for commissioning diving companies to do the
actual work.5
Gulftide was equipped with a diving spread which comprised a control
room, decompression chamber, diving bell, hoisting winch, low-pressure compressor, high-pressure cylinders for oxygen and helium, and
some smaller items of equipment. Once the platform was on stream,
the divers had a number of jobs to do. This work took place largely at
depths of 65-72 metres. All the flowlines with their seabed connections
had to be checked. The platform’s four steel legs needed regular inspection, plus checks that they were not being undermined on the seabed.6
When such erosion occurred, the divers had to pile sandbags around
the legs. They also looked for possible erosion around the base plate
for the risers. Moreover, the flanges on the oil flowlines to the loading
buoy involved a lot of work. A flange is a collar on the pipe which can
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Connecting up flanges on a moving loading buoy often represented a difficult and dangerous job for the divers. Former diver Paul Roy
Pallesen recalls a connection job of this kind in 1974-75 which proved
fairly out of the ordinary:
The loading system on Ekofisk was called single buoy mooring (SBM),
which hailed from Switzerland. Its loading hose swivelled so that the
tanker could swing around the buoy. On one occasion, the gasket in
this swivel had failed and we were working to remove it. I was sitting
and working on the “swan’s neck”, which was connected to the pickup line retrieved by the tanker. Both hands were needed for the job,
and I had to hold on with my legs. That was probably the worst part
of working on the surface. In such operations, with everything in motion because of the waves, two small diver hands weren’t up to much.
It was very easy to get a finger in between.
Then something happened which could quickly have become a
disaster. We were working on the surface with the buoy, more or less
in the splash zone, so we were wearing wetsuits but not breathing
gear. Somebody then opened the wrong valve on Ekofisk, and crude
oil suddenly flooded out. Many tonnes poured into the sea. The barge
we were working from was there, of course, but those on board were
afraid that the oil would explode, so they pulled away from the flow.
That left three-four us on the buoy. Nor could the helicopter take us
off, either, because of the explosion risk. The sea was black with oil,
and we heard people on the barge saying that nobody must smoke.
We could have been blown skyhigh if anyone had dropped a spanner
and caused a spark. After deciding that this was no place to stay, we
dived into the water. Finding ourselves between the devil and deep
blue sea, we opted to swim the 100-150 metres through the crude oil
to the barge. When we reached the barge, our wetsuits dropped off us
like chewing gum. They had been dissolved by the oil. We were literally coal black. All you could see was the whites of our eyes – which
were yellow, probably because of the gas. We had to clean ourselves
with ointment to get [the oil] off and protect our skins. So it all went
well in the end.13

This episode may have been a one-off occurrence, but the divers faced
plenty of demanding challenges on Ekofisk in the construction period.

Diving in the Ekofisk development proper
Construction of the first fixed installations on Ekofisk began in the late
winter of 1971 and continued during the spring and summer of 1972.
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Three wellhead platforms were installed to bring up oil and gas and
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hyperbaric centre, which pursued extensive technical and medical research. We also know that Cosean worked on Ekofisk.
The American diving companies which played a very important role
in the start-up phase also held their ground, and were supplemented
by new arrivals. Ocean Systems International Inc was the largest on
the NCS in the early 1970s. While the offshore diving division had its
head office in Santa Barbara, the company was headquartered in New
York with a development department in Washington DC and a research
unit in Tonawanda. Ocean Systems was characterised by close relations with the US Navy.17 Taylor Diving & Salvage Co Ltd was active in
pipeline-related diving on both Ekofisk and Frigg. It had close ties with
Brown & Root, which held the biggest engineering contracts on these
fields. Oceaneering Int was a new and fairly small diving company in
1969, and acquired the five-times larger but financially troubled Divcon
company in 1971. That suddenly made Oceaneering a major international player, with activities around the world and its head office in
Houston. It also had contracts on Ekofisk.18 McDermott Int was another US contractor, which carried out several assignments on Ekofisk and
Frigg as well as laying a third of the oil pipeline from Ekofisk to Teesside
in the UK.
Some British companies, such as North Sea Diving and Strongwork
Diving, probably also worked on the NCS, but their involvement was
relatively brief.19 Britons Ric Wharton and Malcolm Williams, known
as 2W, left Comex to form their own company in 1977. This entered into
a collaboration with Norway’s Wilh Wilhelmsen and later changed its
name to Rockwater.20
New companies were also established in Norway, where the domestic oil industry enjoyed broad political support. Foreign companies were
required by the government to use Norwegian goods and services as far
as possible. To satisfy this condition, some foreign diving contractors
registered Norwegian companies. Comex led the way.21
The north Norwegian Nordive company, which had experience from
construction diving, opened a branch in Stavanger in June 1972 while
retaining its main base in Tromsø. Six-eight of its 12 divers were employed offshore, usually by being hired out to larger companies. All had
attended the Norwegian navy’s diver and frogman school in Bergen. In
addition, they had to undertake a three-four week training programme
with dives to 150 metres before being ready to work in the North Sea.22
An agreement to form a new diving company named Seaway Diving AS was signed in July 1973 by Odd Berg of Tromsø, Nordive’s Jon
Berg and Jacob Stolt-Nielsen AS in Oslo. Jon Berg was elected chair at
the statutory general meeting and, largely for that reason, the company
chose to have its head office in Tromsø. The goal was nevertheless to
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Terje Skreien and Ernst W Amundsen wearTerje Skreien og Ernst W. Amundsen ikledd våting wetsuits in the bell before a bounce dive.
drakter inne i dykkerklokken før bouncedykk.
There were always two men in the bell, but
Det er alltid to mann i klokken, men bare den
only one went outside to work. The other
ene dykkeren går ut for å arbeide. Den andre er
remained as the bellman and stand-by.
hjelpemann og stand by.
Photo: Ernst W Amundsen
Foto: Ernst W. Amundsen

A bell dive

Klokkedykk
Alf Schønhardt, who started out as a diver on Ocean Viking in 1971, has described
Alf
Schønhardt,
somwith
begynte
som
dykker
på «Ocean
Viking»
i 1973, on
harinvolved
beskrevet
what
a bounce dive
a bell
was
like. One
of the jobs
he worked
hvordan
et bouncedykk
med which
klokkecontrolled
opplevdes.the
Et av
oppdragene
han
med på,
overhauling
the Xmas trees
wellstream
flow
to var
Gulftide,
at var
a
ådepth
overhale
som styrte oljestrømmen til «Gulftide». Arbeidet skjedde på
of 70ventiltrærne
metres:
70 meters dyp:
There is just about room for two men in the bell, which hangs from a cable. Through [the
middle of] the cable runs a communication line and a 440-volt power line. Breathing
Der er så vidt plass til to mann i dykkerklokka, som henger i en wire. I [midten av] wiren går en
gas is limited in volume and stored in cylinders on the bell. The bell is tossed around in
kommunikasjonskabel og en 440 volt strømkabel. Gassen som brukes, er begrenset, og lagethe waves when it reaches the surface, and you have to hold on tight. The whipcracks
ret på klokka er i lagerflasker. Klokka blir kastet rundt i bølgene når den treffer vannflaten, og
from the cable as it tightens are not exactly confidence-inspiring. Once we’re 10 metres
det er om å gjøre å holde seg fast. Smellene fra wiren som strammer seg, er ikke akkurat
down, we don’t get tossed around any more, and the bell is lowered slowly to the Xmas
tillitsvekkende. Nede på ti meters dyp blir vi ikke kastet rundt lenger, og klokka blir senket
tree on the seabed. It gets blacker outside, but it soon becomes lighter as we approach
sakte ned til «juletreet» på bunnen. Det blir mørkere utenfor, men snart ser vi det blir lysere
the bottom. The work site is lit by strong floodlights, and we orient ourselves through
når vi kommer nær bunnen. Arbeidsstedet er opplyst av sterke lyskastere, og vi orienterer oss
the windows in the bell. Ready for compression. [We’re] dressed in Viking drysuits with
gjennom vinduene i klokka. Klar for kompresjon. Dykkeren er kledd i Viking-tørrdrakt med
a Dunlop neck seal. Our head and throat are uncovered, in other words, and in direct
Dunlop-halstetning. Hodet og halsen er altså bar og i direkte kontakt med sjøen. Heliumgascontact with the sea. The helium we’re compressed with conducts heat six times better
sen vi komprimeres med, har en varmeledningsevne som er seks ganger høyere enn luft.
than air. If you get helium in your suit, it feels incredibly cold. So we have a cylinder of
Kommer det helium i drakten, føles det vanvittig kaldt. Derfor har vi med oss en luftflaske
air with us and a hose to fill our suits during compression.
med slange og fyller luft i drakten under kompresjonen.
When we’re ready with mask, gloves and all that, the countdown to compression
Når dykkeren er klar med maske, hansker og det hele, starter nedtelling for kompresjon.
starts. Five, four, three, two, one – and the blowdown valve is opened fully. In the
Fem, fire, tre, to, en, og så åpnes blowdown-ventilen for fullt. I løpet av ett til to minutter øker
course of one-two minutes, the pressure rises from zero to 70 metres, and the temtrykket fra null til sytti meter, og temperaturen stiger brått fra ti–femten grader til over førti.
perature climbs suddenly by 10-15°C to more than 40°C. Once the pressure inside the
Når trykket inne i klokka er større enn vanntrykket utenfor, smeller bunndøren opp, og dykkebell is greater than the ambient pressure, the bottom hatch clangs open and you shoot
ren raser ut i det kalde vannet. Den varme gassen i masken blir umiddelbart avkjølt og glasset
out into the cold water. The warm gas in the mask is immediately cooled down and the
dekket med dugg. Svimmelheten etter den hurtige kompresjonen, kuldesjokket ved iskaldt
faceplate covered with condensation. Dizziness after the rapid compression, the shock
vann rundt hals og nakke samt maskeglass fullt av dugg gjør at dykkeren virrer rundt for å
of the ice-cold water on neck and throat, and a faceplate full of condensation mean you
finne jobben. TV-kamera er plassert sammen med lyskasterne på guidewirene, og det er her
stumble about to find the job. The TV camera is positioned with the floodlights on the
det skal avgjøres om du går på land med første helikopter eller ikke. […] Bunntiden er begrenguide wire, and this is when they decide if you’re going to be heading back to land on the
set og regnes fra en starter nedblåsning, til dekompresjon begynner. Vi har en time på oss til å
first helicopter ... Time on the bottom is limited, and calculated from the start to comgjøre jobben. Etterpå er det dekompresjon i klokka og i kammer. Totalt tar dykket cirka tre
pression until decompression begins. We have an hour to do the job. That’s followed by
timer. En dykker én gang per tolv timer skift. Etter en uke svir det i lungene etter all oksygendecompression in bell and chamber. In all, the dive takes about three hours. You dive
pustingen.16
once per 12-hour shift. After a week, your lungs burn from all the oxygen-breathing.16
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secure offshore-related contracts on the NCS.23 The company was later
known as Stolt-Nielsen Seaway and then as Acergy.
3X also expanded, with its workforce rising from 10 in 1971 to 14 by
June 1972 and 20 in October of the same year. Although the volume of
work increased with growing activity, particularly on Ekofisk, it was not
always easy to maintain permanent employment for them on the NCS.
The company supplemented work there with jobs off Ireland and Israel.
But the breakthrough came in 1972, with its first independent contract
on the Ocean Tide diving support ship (DSV) for oil company Conoco.24
Two new contracts for offshore work were secured by 3X in July 1973.
One was with Netherlands Offshore Co for construction work on the
UKCS near Ekofisk from Orca, a Dutch pipelay barge. Nine divers were
involved in this job. The other covered inspection work from Ocean Tide
south-east of Ekofisk and close to the Danish North Sea sector. Awarded by French oil company Elf, this one-year assignment involved five divers from 3X. At that time, this was the only company in Norway with
contracts for offshore diving.25 It continued to expand through jobs in
Norwegian fjords during the construction of the Condeep concrete
gravity base structures (GBSs) for production platforms.

Saturation diving – a new method
Although the water depth on Ekofisk was not beyond the acceptable
range for bounce diving, this technique had limitations which made
underwater work a technological bottleneck. That delayed other operations on the field. Drillers waited impatiently while the divers corrected
faults which arose so that drilling could continue. Construction work
depended on divers in certain phases. Pipelaying between platforms
and from the Ekofisk area to land demanded a lot of diving. And, finally, divers were required to inspect and maintain all the equipment
installed below water. A clear need existed for methods which made
diving more efficient, and it would be a great advantage if the divers
could work for longer periods once they were in the water.
Saturation diving was the answer to these challenges. As mentioned
above, this method had been introduced to the NCS by Taylor Diving
on Ekofisk as early as 1970. It was then still at an experimental stage,
and had been used already for dam work in the USA and offshore assignments in the Gulf of Mexico.
This technology was first used to do a job in 1965 on the Smith
Mountain Dam in the Virginia mountains. Its inventor, Alan Krasberg,
had developed the necessary equipment in cooperation with the undersea division of Westinghouse. Repair work on the dam was carried out
at a depth of 60 metres and took five days – significantly quicker than
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Four divers in saturation on Ekofisk. Adopted
Fire dykkere i metning på Ekofisk. Metningsaround the mid-1970s, this technique revoludykking ble tatt i bruk rundt midten av 1970tionised diving. The diver’s body was adapted
tallet og revolusjonerte dykkingen. Dykkerens
to the pressure at the working depth in a
kropp blir da tilpasset arbeidsdybden i et
saturation chamber.
trykkammer.
Photo: ConocoPhillips
Foto: ConocoPhillips
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A diving bell is readied for use.
Dykkerklokke klargjøres før bruk.
Photo: ConocoPhillips
Foto: ConocoPhillips
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i sjøen.
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BørreBørretzen
Børretzen
Foto: Børre
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year. They say that the habitat on the BAR 279 barge in the North Sea
was continuously pressurised for three years.26
The big transition for divers on the NCS occurred around 1974-75,
when saturation diving was adopted for pipelaying and inspecting pipelines and fixed installations on Ekofisk, Frigg and other fields. This
technique changed the working day for divers so radically that it can be
described as a paradigm shift for the industry.

Seaway Falcon – first permanent
DSV on Ekofisk
Phillips chartered Seaway Falcon in August 1975 as its first permanent
DSV and fire-fighting vessel for the Ekofisk area. This ship was specially built and outfitted with a saturation diving spread. That included a
pressurised habitat for the divers under saturation. To conduct diving
operations on the open sea and in deep water – with pipelines, for example – the ship was equipped with modern navigational equipment.
It was dynamically positioned, which meant that the navigation system
and propulsion machinery were connected. Thrusters were installed
in transverse tunnels fore and aft. Combined with the main propeller,
these allowed the ship to move in any direction or to maintain position
over a fixed point on the seabed virtually regardless of weather, current
and wind conditions.
Seaway Falcon gave little external evidence of being a diving support
vessel (DSV). Main and auxiliary cranes dominated on deck. The whole
diving spread, with bell and chamber complex, gas banks and control
room, lay below deck. The diving bell descended through a midships
moonpool. At the heart of the spread was the chamber complex, where
several large steel pressure chambers were connected together with air
locks. One was used for compression and decompression of the divers.
Another, known as the transfer chamber, functioned as a workplace
and connection point for the bell and contained a shower and toilet. A
large diving spread usually contained two big habitats, where the divers
lived and slept while under saturation. Ideally, a chamber equipped for
rescue would also be included.
A life support system was used to maintain the correct pressure,
humidity and temperature in the habitat while supplying oxygen and
removing carbon dioxide. This was run from the saturation control centre. The DSV carried a number of gas banks to supply chamber complex, diving bells and divers with the right gas mixture.27
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Diving support vessel (DSV) Seaway Falcon
Dykkerfartøyet «Seaway Falcon» var fast
was permanently stationed on Ekofisk.
stasjonert på Ekofisk.
Photo: N Ruscio
Foto: N. Ruscio
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men slept, ate and spent their leisure hours there. Food and drink were
served through air locks in the habitat wall. Clothes and equipment
were taken out the same way, cleaned and returned. During their free
time, the divers could listen to music and the radio, read magazines,
play cards and chat. But their immediate companions were always the
same. They lived in an isolated world, but nevertheless under constant
video monitoring from the control room – even when using the toilet.
It was much like today’s Big Brother reality shows, with the difference
that the breathing gas and high pressure distorted the vocal chords in
a strange manner. Even a man with the deepest bass talked like a furious Donald Duck. It sounded laughable, but was part of the job. Such
was the diver’s existence, hour after hour, day after day – indeed, week
after week. The length of a saturation dive varied from job to job, but
normally lasted 21-30 days on the NCS. Once the work was finished,
decompression began. Its duration depended on the pressure the divers
had been placed under. As a general rule in the 1970s and 1980s, a diver
was considered to need one day’s decompression for each 30 metres of
depth. But the exact time was determined by the diving tables.30

Heavy pressure of work for saturation divers
Saturation dives could also last for more than a month. Paul Roy Paulsen recalls periods of up to 45 days in saturation:
You weren’t the same man when you came out as when you entered.
In weight terms, it wasn’t unusual to lose more than 10 kilograms
during such a period. The helium conducted so much heat that your
body had to burn a lot just to maintain its temperature and we lost
weight. You ate bacon and sandwiches, and the mayonnaise squished
out, but not enough calories went down. You lost a lot of weight and
were just like an infant calf when you came out. Weak in the legs, just
like a new-born calf. So it probably wasn’t healthy in the long run.31

Karl Jørgensen, who worked for Scandive on Arctic Surveyor, also recalls
hard toil and being used to the full when in saturation:
We could work 10-12 hours on the seabed in busy periods. At other
times, the stints were fairly short. I often thought the stints were unfairly distributed. There were six of us, after all – two down at a time
while the other four rested. If you’d been down for 10-12 hours, it was
a case of a shower, some food and then lying down to sleep. The next
pair were perhaps only down for six hours before coming up. I heard
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sections from May 1972. American diving contractors dived from the
various laybarges which started from Teesside, while Norway’s Arctic
Surveyor provided diver assistance for pipelaying from the Ekofisk centre. Registered in Tromsø, the latter was the first Norwegian DSV and
could work much more quickly than the barges because it had dynamic positioning. Four computer-controlled propellers/thrusters held the
ship in the desired position. The computer determined its location with
the aid of at least three reference points on the seabed. When the DSV
moved, all it had to do was retrieve the divers and haul up the reference points. It could be on its way within 10 minutes. By comparison,
the barges had up to eight anchors which needed to be laid out to hold
them in place. Getting all these up before moving to a new site took
time. Moreover, the anchors had an unfortunate tendency to damage
the pipeline when they were being laid out.34
Ahead of the pipelaying, the divers carried out route surveys and
topographic measurements. The seabed was investigated in advance to
find the best track for the pipe. In addition, the divers provided assistance throughout the laying operation. A number of their jobs were performed as surface-oriented dives along the stinger – the extension to the
barge over which the pipeline was fed on its way to the seabed (so called
because of its resemblance to a scorpion’s tail). The divers checked that
the pipeline lay properly and slid down as it should, and that the stinger
was not damaging the pipe coating. They also made sure that the angle
of the descending pipeline did not become too sharp, so that it ran the
risk of snapping. The divers were responsible for adjusting valves and
checking or replacing lights and cameras on the stinger. Down on the
seabed, they checked the line, made connections, operated valves and
inspected pipeline burial or trenching.35
Jørgensen worked with pipeline connections on the seabed along
the oil line from Ekofisk to Teesside – when the pipeline was to rise
up to the compressor platforms, for instance – and at the landfall. He
worked then in saturation. To start with, the connection work was done
mechanically. According to Jørgensen, the connectors were “some huge
beasts” which lay on the deck of Arctic Surveyor before being lowered
to the seabed with the aid of cranes. Before the connector could be
attached to the pipeline, the diver had to cut away a piece of the concrete coating on the facing pipe end with hydraulic cutting equipment
in order to obtain a good edge. The connector was then pulled into
place with the aid of a “comealong” cable. Only one man, the diver, was
available to do this, and it was heavy work. According to Jørgensen, the
actual diving was only 25 per cent of the job: “If you couldn’t work with
your hands, you had no place there”.36
His work stints could involve up to 12 hours in the water. The diving
team was in saturation, pressurised to a working depth of 60-70 meres.
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at the top of the bell. When we came up, I asked the cook to serve up
the cod because I wanted fresh fish. But I was bawled out for getting
fish guts in the bell. Colossal amounts of fish were attracted when
the lights were on. We often lost visibility completely because there
were so many of them. One time, when I was entering the bell, I felt
something tugging at my suit. It turned out that plankton had become attached to the material, and the fish were grazing on it. I got a
fantastic feel for the water. I felt exactly like a fish, even though I was
wearing mask and suit.37

Alf Schønhardt, on the other hand, describes how the work could be
mentally exhausting:
I’m sitting and staring out of the window in the diving bell. The dark
grey colour of the sea changes to azure blue as we’re hoisted to the
surface. Tiny bubbles of gas glitter like diamonds when occasional
sunbeams penetrate through 50 metres of crystal-clear sea. I look
across at my partner, Bjørn. His eyes are downcast and he looks weary and dejected. Twelve hours at a depth of 70 metres can finish off
the strongest person. We’ve been down working on the Teesside pipeline, and yet another shift is over. It was pitch black when we started,
now it’s daytime. The sunshine which penetrates down to us through
the water is the only form of natural light we’ve seen for a month. The
bell starts to jerk about. We’ve reached the moonpool and it’s dark
outside for a brief minute. Then we emerge from the water and the
light returns – but now in the form of floodlamps. More banging, the
scraping of metal, we notice hectic activity outside the bell, and soon
the loudspeaker crackles: “Open the equaliser in the bottom hatch”.
The heavy hatch opens, and we feel the warm gas from chamber 2
streaming towards us. I haven’t noticed that we’ve been sitting and
shivering for the past four-five hours. The main thing now is to climb
down the ladder, strip off the cold, wet suit, get into the hot shower
and warm your body up again.38

After many long hours, work on the Teesside pipeline was completed on
21 October 1975. That marked the official opening of the line and the
receiving terminal. When the taps were turned on, the oil had taken
four days to travel the 345 kilometres from the field.

Fire on Arctic Surveyor
The running-in period for Arctic Surveyor was not without its problems.
This vessel was a prototype, and faults in the equipment had to be cor-
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rected. The dynamic positioning system failed a number of times, causing the divers to be towed behind the ship – on one occasion as far as
1.5 kilometres. Another difficult area was the valves which controlled
the gas supply to the divers. One diver was supplied in error with pure
helium. Albert Johnsen, a diving superintendent at the time, reports
that there were up to 12 cases of divers fainting under water when running-in Arctic Surveyor.39
A dramatic oxygen fire broke out on 30 March 1975, while the ship
was involved with pipelaying operations on Ekofisk.40 Jørgensen, who
was a qualified fire-fighter in addition to being a diver, did a heroic
job together with colleague Eyolf Assersen. When the explosion and
the consequent fire occurred, four divers were in decompression at two
different depths. Two Britons were in the emergency chamber, with an
American and a Norwegian in the habitat. Jørgensen relates:
Somebody had opened a valve at the bottom, I think, of the diving
bell. When the oxygen burst out, some of the hoses snapped and fire
broke out. An oxygen blaze occurred. The worst aspect was that the
cables, hoses and communication equipment which caught fire were
wound around the emergency chamber, which contained two men.
A lot of smoke was generated by the flames, and getting at them with
extinguishing gear was not easy. Arctic Surveyor had a box which
supposedly contained smoke diving equipment and cylinders, but it
held only one set. That was idiotic. So I [as a fire-fighter] broke out a
conventional oxygen cylinder plus a steel tube and a hose to breath
through for my use. Assersen used the smoke diving set.

Assersen recalls how he experienced the incident as the other “fire-fighter”.
All the hoses in there were alight. A jet of flame squirted right across
the compartment. Some wallboards which were stood against the
wall on the other side also caught fire. As they burnt, they exploded
and jumped about and set everything that could burn alight. The fire
got a hold in the insulation above the emergency chamber, creating
an incredible amount of smoke. In the next chamber, the poor divers
who were in saturation twisted desperately around without being
able to affect their fate. We had 700 tonnes of fuel in the bottom of
the ship – if that caught fire, it wasn’t only the fellows in saturation
who were in trouble. Quick action was needed. The crew started the
fire pumps, but the pressure was too low. Everyone had a hose, so
that only a dribble came out of each. I leapt up to the deck and tied a
knot in every hose except one. That meant we had at least one which
worked.41
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spread with no chance of evacuation. Thanks to the swift response by
the two Norwegian divers, all went well in the end. Everyone was alive
and well, and efforts were subsequently made to learn from what had
gone wrong.43

Inspecting the Emden gas line and
other pipelines
The gas line from Ekofisk to Emden was the other big pipeline which
gave the divers a lot of work. It was intended to ensure stable supplies
of natural gas from the NCS to households and industry in Europe. Two
compressor platforms were installed along the 440-kilometre route to
boost gas pressure on its journey. This 36-inch pipeline ranked as the
longest welded steel structure in the world when it opened in September 1977.
Used for pipeline inspection, Seaway Falcon was staffed for diving around the clock and had divers in saturation at all times. Bjarne
Sandvik was one of the divers who followed the pipeline to Emden. He
recalls being in saturation at a living depth of 65 metres. The divers
swapped constantly between depths from 20 to 75 metres – a range of
55 metres, which puts a big burden on the body. A limit of nine metres
up and down was introduced in 1991, which represents a depth range
of just 18 metres.44
The pipelines were regularly cleaned by pumping a “pig” through
them. If anything unexpected was observed during a pigging operation, divers were always sent to make an external inspection.45 These
were initially conducted in a fairly unconventional manner. A large
drop weight hung on the outside of the bell to hold it at the required
depth. The diver then sat on the weight, with a personnel basket lowered through the moonpool hanging a little behind him as a reference
point. That allowed the diver to direct the movements of the support
ship. During an inspection run, the pipeline was seen to be lying in one
place with a free (unsupported) span of 60 metres. To avoid excessive
stress which could cause the line to break, it had to be supported with
sandbags. Sand was requisitioned in its own ship, and arrived a couple
of days later. The divers were still in saturation, and the bags were lowered in nets down to the man on the seabed so that he could lift them
into place beneath the pipeline. This was heavy physical work.46 The
divers also had the job of covering the Emden pipeline with sand where
it crossed Denmark’s continental shelf, as required by the Danish government.
The internal transport system connecting the four Ekofisk-area
fields embraces 1 400 kilometres of seabed flowlines.47 Laying all these
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Readying sandbags to cover the gas pipeline
Klargjøring av sandsekkene som ble lagt over
from Ekofisk to Emden.
gassrørledningen fra Ekofisk til Emden.
Photo: National Library of Norway, Rana
Foto: Nasjonalbiblioteket i Rana
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the risers at that depth. Things were so bad that 13 divers got the bends
on 15 dives. The eventual outcome was that the US Navy’s tables had
to be modified, not least by enforcing longer stops in the water during
decompression, and the number of cases of the bends declined.56
After the Ekofisk 2/4 A fire, a map of the jackets for all the platforms
on the field was produced to guide the divers more accurately under
water. People worked around the clock to prepare this system. All the
nodes on a jacket were given names on a large drawing, and these designations were used by the diving supervisor when identifying points on
the map and guiding the divers – the names were not inscribed on the
actual underwater structure. The diving supervisor always knew what
depth a diver was at, which was important for controlling the latter
during decompression.57
All the platforms on Ekofisk were inspected under water annually or
every other year with the aid of divers or ROVs, as were all the subsea
installations. Risers/pipelines were inspected from the splash zone to
500 metres from the platform, where they were buried in the sand.58

Diving to support Frigg pipelaying
Frigg was the other major discovery proven on the NCS at an early
stage. Operated by Elf, it had a thin oil zone which could not be produced with the technology of the day. However, the gas reserves were
huge and easy to recover. The field straddled the boundary between
Norway and the UK, with 61 per cent of the reserves on the Norwegian
side and 39 per cent in the British sector. Frigg was developed with five
fixed steel or concrete installations, while satellite fields discovered later were brought on stream from subsea facilities.
Although Frigg was closer to Norway than the UK, the market for
the gas was in Britain and all the gas produced on the UK side was
sold to British Gas for political reasons. Norway offered no domestic
market for natural gas and had no infrastructure for distributing this
commodity to possible consumers. Nor was it technically possible to
cross the 360-metre-deep Norwegian Trench with a gas pipeline. So
Norway’s gas was also sold to British Gas. It was resolved at an early
stage that twin pipelines would be laid to a receiving terminal at St Fergus in Scotland, with French oil company Total as operator.
The decision to lay two pipelines 70 metres apart reflected the reality that a single line would have insufficient capacity to transport all
the gas. One line was British and the other Norwegian. They ran almost
entirely on the UKCS. A compression platform was placed roughly midway along the lines to maintain sufficient gas pressure. The water depth
on Frigg was about 100 metres, and 80 per cent of the pipelines lay
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together later. That work marked the first use of hyperbaric (high-pressure) welding in an underwater habitat.
Ahead of this advance, Taylor Diving and Comex had carried out
a major test programme to optimise the welding process under high
pressure. Trained welders with diving competence were given the job.
A habitat – a kind of chamber with an open bottom, large enough to
encompass the whole area around the pipeline sections as well as the
welder and all his equipment – was installed over the welding site. The
water was blown out, the habitat filled with a suitable heliox mixture,
and the pressure raised more or less as in a diving bell. Everything
had to be dry before the welding started. Pressure in the habitat corresponded to the ambient seabed level, in this case 15 bar. The welding diver wore light diving gear or could use surface-oriented breathing
equipment instead of a helmet. After the welding had been completed,
an X-ray was taken of the weld to make sure that it could cope with the
pressure.59 A three-man team did the welding, living in saturation for
21 days at a time.
When the weather was good, pipelaying continued around the clock.
The record was 4.3 kilometres in 24 hours, which remained unbroken
until Alwyn North was developed on the UKCS in the late 1980s. Both
pipelines were trenched to a depth of one-three metres beneath the
seabed. A trench was dug and the pipe laid in it, with the excavated
material placed alongside. The currents ensured that the trench was
eventually refilled. That provided extra protection against damage from
trawling and reduced the risk that stretches of the pipeline would be
unsupported on the seabed.60

Trial and error in the development phase
The very earliest years of developing and starting production on Ekofisk
and Frigg in the 1970s was a time when many things in the Norwegian
oil industry were being done for the first time. That applied to all parts
of the business, and not least to underwater activities. The international diving contractors brought with them their equipment, their experience of how to do the work, the diving tables to be used and so forth.
But a tough climate and deep water presented new challenges.
Starting test production from Gulftide was the pilot project. Saturation diving as a technique was adopted for the first time on the NCS
when this jack-up came to be installed. Bounce diving with a bell and
surface-oriented diving were used in the subsequent work of installing
Xmas trees on the production wells, underwater inspection of the production platform and getting offshore loading to function. Work was
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done at depths down to 70 metres, at the absolute limit of what could
be accomplished efficiently with these methods.
The same challenges were repeated during the construction of the
fixed installations on Ekofisk and Frigg. Since so much was happening
at once, diving operations became a bottleneck. That can also be said
about laying the oil and gas pipelines from Ekofisk and Frigg to Teesside, Emden and St Fergus. These operations were conducted over such
long periods that bounce diving – which provides a very limited period
of work in the water – became a source of delay. Pipelaying was well
suited to the newly developed saturation diving method. The divers
were then pressurised to a specific working depth over a three-week
period, and could spend many hours in the water on each dive because
their suits were heated by hot water. That significantly improved diver
efficiency. Saturation diving contributed, in other words, to eliminating
the technological bottleneck represented by bounce diving. At the same
time, it increased the burden on the diver. He was at work for three
weeks or more at time, without the opportunity to take a break unless
a crisis occurred.
Diving work was seldom routine. Tales are told of many dangerous
conditions faced as a result of equipment failures or because excessive
risks were taken. Time was often short. The divers were called in when
something went wrong, and spent longer in the water and in saturation
than is now considered acceptable. Their stories demonstrate just how
weak regulation was for training, working hours, working depths, and
so forth in this first phase of development and production on the NCS.
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How special were
the North Sea
divers?

There was surely something special about the North Sea divers? How
else can one explain why anyone should choose the extreme conditions
which prevailed under water in the pioneering days of Norway’s oil
industry as their workplace? It was not unemployment and privation
which drove youths and young men to become divers in Norway at the
end of the 1960s. Divers not only chose their career freely, but many of
them also battled hard to join this profession. To determine whether
a specific diving culture existed, we must first establish who actually
became divers. The next question is how far conditions in their chosen
work helped to encourage specific ways of relating to diving colleagues
and the world at large which differentiated divers from other workers.
Although our main focus in this book is on the Norwegian North Sea
divers, we cannot ignore the fact that most of the diving was carried
out for a long time by Americans and Britons. The Norwegian divers
joined work organisations where strong norms about what was right
and wrong might appear to exist already. Americans dominated the
first diving teams on Ocean Traveler and Ocean Viking. Their equipment
and expertise impressed the small Norwegian diving community in the
1960s. This was nevertheless an industry in a pioneering phase. That
characterised the technology, the companies the divers worked for and
the divers themselves.
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also an important profession with a long history in British ports. With
the same type of education and a shared language, the British divers
fitted quickly into the work organisation and culture in the US companies. Since the Britons lived closer to the workplaces out in the North
Sea, they were more accessible than their US counterparts, who were
not particularly keen to sit in Aberdeen or other British ports waiting
for good weather.
At the same time, diver Jim Limbrick demonstrates in North Sea Divers. A Requiem how the social background of British offshore divers
varied. They included everyone from seafarers, miners and construction workers to university undergraduates.3 Limbrick also makes it
clear that the high rates of pay were one reason why many divers opted
to work in the North Sea. But he identifies other motives which were
equally important for many people when they initially chose to become
divers, and then later ended up offshore. One was a fascination with
diving itself. Another was the sense of adventure and enthusiasm of
being involved in a pioneering time – the feeling of taking part in something new:
Not exactly on a par with astronauts walking on the moon, ... but
nevertheless, when major goals are achieved, it often seems just as
fantastic, considering that the underwater world is still almost as
totally alien to man as it was a million years ago ...4

A special love of water?
Nor were Norwegians originally driven to start diving by the prospect
of a well-paid offshore job. After all, the small group of divers in Norway who secured North Sea work as early as the late 1960s could not
know how important the oil industry was to become for their country
when they began to dive. A number of Norwegians who started diving
offshore in the 1970s and 1980s have subsequently reported that a great
fascination with the underwater world was the key attraction which
eventually brought them into the business. Most were recreational divers before they decided to go professional. Virtually all of them can
relate fantastic diving experiences: “I felt I was merging with the elements”, “I was captivated the first time I tried on a diving mask” and
“I saw Jacques Cousteau’s fantastic underwater pictures, and had to try
this for myself”.
These and many similar descriptions from Norwegian divers could
undoubtedly be used to support a thesis that they had a special love of
water.5 The reality of North Sea diving – with the cold water quite literally penetrating the body and transforming the air breathed into a toxic
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gas absorbed by the tissues – could provide similar and far stronger support for a conclusion on which serious scientists fairly generally agree:
no particular indications suggest that the human species, in its relatively brief history, has developed any special genetic properties suited for
remaining in and under water. But humans can learn to swim – and to
dive. The motive has been what usually drives a person: the struggle for
a livelihood. When divers so often emphasise an urge to explore, a sense
of curiosity and aesthetic experiences under water, this can be related
to other basic human characteristics.
Like other Norwegian oil workers, North Sea divers were recruited from a wide geographic area. But substantial differences also existed. Norwegians who got jobs on the first drilling rigs had much in
common with the workforce on typical construction sites in the 1960s,
with an over-representation of people who lived in traditional farming
communities and small industrial towns in the Jæren region south of
Stavanger.6 During the hectic exploration and development phase in
the early 1970s, many offshore personnel came from the crisis-hit shipbuilding industry. Although initially former seafarers, they were increasingly industrial workers from engineering works.
Diver recruitment has followed a more stable pattern. Divers have
been recruited throughout from those parts of Norway where interest
in diving has been greatest – in other words, along the coast from Finn
mark in the far north to Østfold south-east of Oslo.7 The only inland
town where a certain number of North Sea divers can be found is typically enough Gjøvik, which stands on the country’s largest lake, Mjøsa,
and has its own active diving club. Bergen, Haugesund and Stavanger
with surrounding areas along the south-west coast have the biggest concentration of divers. Compared with every other category of Norwegian
offshore work, a remarkably high proportion of the North Sea divers
grew up along the outer Oslo Fjord, particularly the stretch from Vestfold to Grenland – a region with an active recreational diving community.

Diving in the Norwegian navy
Apart from a burning interest in diving as such, a background as a naval diver again provided an important shared source of experience for
Norwegian offshore divers. Diver training in the navy was not the only
route into the North Sea, particularly in periods when labour shortages
were most acute. Some got in with a simple frogman course and recreational diving as their only experience.8 Divers tell tales about people
who bluffed about a diving past and went into the water in the North
Sea when they had scarcely worn a diving mask before.9 People with
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The Norwegian navy’s diver and frogman class
Dykker- og froskemannsskolen i 1966. Den
of 1966. Johannes Straumøy, the first Norweførste norske nordsjødykkeren, Johannes
gian North Sea diver, is on the right in the back
Straumøy, befinner seg bak til høyre. Av de
row. Of the 36 who started the course, only
opprinnelig 36 som begynte, var det fem som
five graduated.
fullførte.
Photo: Johannes Emil Straumøy
Foto: Johannes Emil Straumøy
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For some, mastering the physical tests at the naval diving school
was in itself a motivation to become a diver. Unlike the USA and the
UK, Norway’s naval diver training formed part of a general duty to perform military service. Serving as a naval commando (marinejeger) was
regarded as one of the toughest jobs in the defence forces – perhaps the
toughest. Many say that they wanted to prove to themselves that they
could get onto and through the course. Such a background undoubtedly
influenced the self-image of many Norwegian North Sea divers. Leif
Tore Skjerven describes the naval divers as follows:
In addition to acquiring the constitution of an ox and overcoming
cunning mental challenges, we received a solid education in diving
medicine and theory. We could race a tractor until it ran out of petrol,
beat up any military policeman, and knew everything about diving.
We acquired a solid ego, and knew we were hard – compared not just
with most others, but with everyone.12

Like Limbrick and many others, Skjerven nevertheless emphasises
that the challenges faced in the North Sea were another matter entirely. Norwegians with a naval background had the advantage that their
training was to a great extent the same as that of many American and
British divers – who had also been in the navy, of course. They needed
to be familiar with the basic international terminology of diving. Nevertheless, Norwegian divers had to start literally at the very bottom of
the hierarchy already established in the diving companies operating on
the NCS, where the British and American divers and diving supervisors had acquired leading positions. But that did little to undermine
the self-image which many of the Norwegian divers brought with them
to the North Sea. Perhaps the opposite was true. The special selection
mechanism many of them had been through may have meant they bit
the bullet even more strongly in order to show that they were equal to
the challenge.
Diver training in the Norwegian navy lasted only 18 months. That
was significantly shorter than the period of service for British and US
naval divers, who signed up for a four-year stretch.13 To be sure, a number of the Norwegian naval divers were expected to enlist after completing their national service. But that was in principle voluntary. Newly recruited Norwegian offshore divers did not have to be diving long
in the North Sea before they had experienced significantly more drama
than they ever saw in the navy. Nevertheless, their naval service provided Norwegian divers with an important frame of reference. They had
developed a common language there, forged close friendships, and got
to know each other. That proved crucial for many of them when seeking
work. Naval divers were well regarded anyway, of course. But if a diver
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Pride and pioneers
The aspect which helped more than any other to shape the identity of
the North Sea divers was the work they did. The pioneer divers found
themselves right in the front line of the great technological experiment
which developing the NCS actually represented. They felt involved in
something big and important, and constantly helping to break new
ground. This was a feeling the divers shared with many other groups
of offshore workers. While personnel on Ekofisk, Frigg and Statfjord
moved from a turbulent development and running-in phase to a more
stable production stage, however, the divers were constantly drawn
towards new challenges. That was to some extent inherent in the nature of the technology. Where the challenges had been overcome, it
was easier to replace human labour with robust, automated technical
solutions. Operating at the limits of the possible was more dependent
on specific adaptations, improvisation and ad hoc solutions – in other
words, jobs which were performed most efficiently with human hands.
The divers were accordingly required to carry out increasingly complex
assignments in ever deeper water, until the depth no longer acceptable
for people was reached.
Even though everyone who worked in one way or another with the
early diving operations on the NCS shares a pride in having been involved in moving boundaries, however, the Norwegian divers found
themselves in positions which pulled them in different directions. A
number moved fairly early on into senior posts in the diving companies,
not only as diving superintendents but also in key management posts on
land. Some divers climbed the full career ladder, from the naval diving
course and a job as a “rank and file” offshore diver to senior posts in
oil companies such as Statoil and Norsk Hydro. Others exploited their
experience to build up their own Norwegian diving companies in fierce
competition with their foreign counterparts. A few secured jobs related
to the research work conducted at the Norwegian Underwater Institute
(NUI). And diving was a brief experience for many, before they moved
on to completely different work.
The great majority remained ordinary working divers. But this
group also breaks down into a number of sub-categories. The one which
has left the largest number of traces in the form of written documents
comprised those divers who worked for Norwegian companies. Their
working conditions were relatively regulated. They were permanently
employed. At least as many worked for diving contractors registered
outside Norway, with considerably worse terms of employment. A third
sub-category worked either for small companies or for no company at
all. They were hired on short-term contracts when required.
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at thedaEkofisk
discoveryble
in 1969,
Ocean
Viking
even before
this alle
findrede
før funnet
ble offentlig
kjent.
De følgende
årene
han
med
had been
made public.
During
the following
years,
he arbeidet
worked as
a diver
dykking
i Singapore,
før haninto
gikkaover
til annen
Johnin Singapore
before moving
different
field.virksomhet.
Johnsen hadIdar
been
insen
hadde
vært
med
i
diskusjonene
om
å
danne
3X,
men
slo
i
stedet
til
volved in the discussions on establishing 3X, but instead accepted an
16
på
et to
tilbud
arbeide
dykker
i et britisk
Der for
ble three
han i
offer
workom
as åa diver
forsom
a British
company.
Heselskap.
stayed16there
tre
år before
før handeciding
bestemte
forhaving
å slutte.
Johnsen
hadde allerede
erfart
years
toseg
quit,
already
experienced
many of
the
mange
de tøffeste
sideneprofession.
av dykkeryrket.
familie
som
toughestavsides
of the diving
With aMed
family
waiting
at ventet
home,
hjemme,
orket
hanlive
ikkewith
lenger
å leve med
he could no
longer
extremely
longekstremt
periods oflange
workarbeidsperioand what he
der,
og detashan
opplevde som
uforsvarlig
dykking.
hatt
regarded
unacceptable
diving
standards.
He hadJohnsen
sufferedhadde
the bends
several times.
Hebends
got a job
instead
asHan
a roughneck
on
dykkersyke
eller
flere
ganger.
fikk seg i(drill
stedetfloor
jobbworker)
som boreone of the rigs på
where
heriggene
had served
a diver,
andsom
rosedykker.
rapidly Der
through
dekksarbeider
en av
han as
hadde
besøkt
steg
the ranks.
the lateI slutten
1980s, av
Johnsen
became
of Statoil’s
han
raskt i In
gradene.
1980-årene
varhead
han blitt
leder i drilling
Statoils
department and
led one of var
the han
company’s
international
operations
durboreavdeling.
I 1990-årene
leder for
en av Statoils
internasjonaing
the
1990s.
le operasjoner.
Gåskjenn,Møllegård
Gunnar Møllegaard
who created
as
Gåskjenn,
og Skjerven,and
som Skjerven,
allerede i september
19683X
danNorway’s
firstnorske
diving dykkerselskapet,
company as early3X,
as gikk
1968,rett
went
net
det første
innstraight
i rollen into
som the
det
role
usually
called
entrepreneurship
by
economic
historians.
Working
man i økonomisk historie gjerne kaller entreprenører eller gründere. På
on their
own
meant
freergjort
thanhvis
if they
had climbed
egen
hånd
stoaccount
de tre friere
ennthey
hvawere
de hadde
de skulle
ha gått
the
career
ladder
in
a
foreign
company.
One
of
their
motives
was
gradene i de utenlandske selskapene. Et av motivene var åpenbartclearly
pengfinancial. The Norwegian divers had found that, as apprentices, they
er. De norske dykkerne hadde erfart at de som læregutter tjente bare en
earned a fraction of the money made by the Americans. British divers
brøkdel av det de amerikanske tjente. Også de britiske dykkerne fikk i
were also better paid initially than the Norwegians. By submitting a
starten bedre betalt enn nordmennene. Ved å sende regning for utført
bill for work done, they escaped a pay system where social differentials
oppdrag slapp en å forholde seg til et lønnssystem der sosiale forskjeller
between the various groups of divers played a role. That gave them an
mellom ulike dykkergrupper spilte en rolle. Dermed var det mulighet
opportunity to earn more. But a condition of making anything at all
for
ta utthe
mer.company
Men en got
forutsetning
for å ta
ut trio
noe hoped
som helst
at selwasåthat
enough work.
The
thatvar
forming
skapet
fikk
tilstrekkelig
med oppdrag.
var at det
etablere
seg som
the first
Norwegian
company
wouldHåpet
give them
an åedge.
Everything
det første norske selskapet ville gi en fordel. Alt var i bunn og grunn
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Leif-Tore Skjerven and Gunnar Møllegaard
Leif-Tore
og Gunnar
Møllegård, to av
were twoSkjerven
of the pioneers
in 3X.
pionerene
i
3X.
Photo: Leif-Tore Skjerven
Foto: Leif-Tore Skjerven
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avhengig av om dykkevirksomheten i Nordsjøen ville ta av på ordentlig.
ultimately depended on whether diving operations on the NCS would
I 1968 var det ingen som visste det med sikkerhet.
really take off. Nobody knew that with any certainty in 1968.
Nå fikk altså 3X allerede kort etter opprettelsen oppdrag som ga innAs it turned out, 3X won revenue-generating jobs soon after its cretekter. Men det dreide seg om en enkel type dykking sammenlignet med
ation. But these involved a simple type of diving compared with what
hva som foregikk ute i Nordsjøen. Kunnskapsbasen i det lille norske selwas going on in the North Sea. The knowledge base of the little Norskapet var
liten sammenlignet
med den
i Ocean
detComex.
franske
wegian
company
was small compared
with
OceanSystems
Systemsogand
Comex.
De
norske
dykkerne
hadde
jo
knapt
gjennomført
sine
After all, the Norwegian divers had hardly completed their first første
deep
dypdykk
før de
startetup
opp
egenown
hånd.
Metoden
tilby
3X
dives
before
starting
onpå
their
account.
Theinitiativtakerne
method adopted
brukte
å ta igjen
de utenlandske
forsprang,
den som
the
3X for
founders
to reduce
the lead selskapenes
enjoyed by the
foreign var
companies
nesten
har gjort
gjeldende
forbindelse
spredning
av tekwas
thealltid
one which
has seg
almost
alwaysibeen
used tomed
disseminate
technolnologi.
Man
tok for seg
man trodde
hadde kommet
lengst,
og så var
ogy.
They
identified
thedem
companies
they thought
had made
the greatest
det
om
å
gjøre
å
kopiere
så
godt
som
mulig.
Beretningen
om
hvordan
progress, and sought to imitate them as best as they could. The story
of
how Skjerven
and Gåskjenn
“accidentally”
across
the Comex
Skjerven
og Gåskjenn
«tilfeldigvis»
kom over came
Comex’
dykkerklokke
og
diving
bell and deck decompression
chamber (DDC)
the quayside
dekompresjonskammer
på kaien i Stavanger,
hvorpåon
Skjerven
måltein
og
17
Stavanger,
whereupon
Skjerven
measured
and
Gåskjenn
made
notes,
Gåskjenn noterte, er norsk industrihistorie.
has found its place in Norway’s industrial history.17

«Vel gjennomført galskap»
Well-executed
3X klarte aldri å bli enlunacy
reell konkurrent til de mest avanserte, utenland-

The sealer Brandal
in its right
before
Selfangerskuta
«Brandal»
i sittelement,
rette element,
3X 3X
installed
diving
equipmentom
onbord.
board.
før
plasserte
dykkerutstyr
Photo:
Norwegian Petroleum Museum
Foto:
NOM
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ske dykkerselskapene. Men 3X var det norske pionerselskapet. For
Although 3X never succeeded in becoming a genuine competitor to the
mange dykkere som senere spilte en hovedrolle i utviklingen av norsk
most advanced foreign diving contractors, it was the Norwegian piodykkevirksomhet, om det nå var som ledende fagforeningstillitsvalgte,
neer among the companies. Many of the divers who later played a key
arbeidsledere, ledere i dykkerselskapene eller ledere med ansvar for dykrole in the development of Norwegian diving – whether as leading unkingofficials,
i oljeselskapene,
startet
det nettopp
her.
Johnsen (senere
ion
supervisors,
company
executives
or Albert
diving managers
in the
dykkeleder
i
Mobil
og
Statoil),
Arne
Jentoft
(senere
sentral
tillitsvalgt
oil companies – started precisely there. Albert Johnsen, who became a i
NOPEFsuperintendent
og medlem avinODU),
Guttorm
Engebretsen
(NSDA)
og
diving
Mobil Rolf
and Statoil,
Arne
Jentoft, later
a key ofEinar
Wold
Svendsen
(senere
Statoil
og
OLF)
er
et
lite
utvalg
av
de
ficial in the Norwegian Oil and Petrochemical Workers Union (Nopef),
mange
senere Engebretsen
fremtredendeofdykkere
somSea
hadde
sin bakgrunn
fra 3X.
Rolf
Guttorm
the North
Divers
Alliance (NSDA)
var ikke
selskapet
i seg
selvtosom
skapte
tettNorwegian
miljø. Sammen
andDet
Einar
Woldbare
Svendsen,
who
went
Statoil
andetthe
Oil
med Leif-Tore
Skjerven
opprettet
Einar
endivers
forretning
Industry
Association
(OFS),
are just
a Wold
few ofSvendsen
the many
withfor
a
dykkerutstyr
i
Øvre
Holmgate
i
Stavanger
sentrum.
Svendsen
var
berbackground in 3X who later rose to prominence.
The og
company
wasminedykker
not alone in
forging a Den
tight-knit
community. Togenser
utdannet
i Marinen.
lille dykkerforretninggether
with
Svendsen
equipen ble et
stedSkjerven,
hvor dykkere
kom established
for å slå av aenshop
prat for
omdiving
formiddagen.
ment
at
Øvre
Holmegate
in
downtown
Stavanger.
Hailing
from
Bergen,
Flere dykkere kan fortelle at deres interesse for dykking ble vekket ved å
Svendsen
had taken the
navy’s mine iclearance
The littlefikk
shop
studere utstillingen
av dykkerutstyr
vinduet. course.
Inne i butikken
de
became
place
wherededivers
dropped
by for
a chat in
the mornings.
gode rådaom
hvordan
kunne
skaffe seg
nødvendig
kompetanse
for å
A
number
divers report that their interest in diving was aroused by
prøve
seg iof
Nordsjøen.
studying
the equipment
in the
Inside the
shop, they
Historien
om hvordanonetdisplay
lite miljø
av window.
norske dykkere
på selvstendig
received good advice about how to acquire the expertise needed to try
vis forsøkte å gripe tak i utfordringene som lå i dykking offshore, gir et
their luck in the North Sea.
godt innblikk i kulturen som rådet i denne perioden. Vi merker oss at det
The story of how a small community of Norwegian divers sought on
ofte er en markant forskjell i måten historier om hasardiøse dykk fremtheir own initiative to get to grips with the challenges posed by offshore
stilles på. På den ene siden fortelles det om dykk som ble gjennomført i
diving provides a good insight into the culture which prevailed in this
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Stavanger’s diving equipment shop in Øvre
Holmegate served for many years as a meetDykkerforretningen i Øvre Holmegate, Stavanging place and office for the small Norwegian
er, var i mange år både samlingspunkt og ardiving community.
beidskontor for det lille norske dykkermiljøet.
Photo: Leif-Tore Skjerven
Foto: Leif-Tore Skjerven

period. We have seen that marked differences exist in the way stories of
en pionerånd, hvor et norsk dykkermiljø kjempet for å mestre store nye
hazardous dives are presented. Tales are told on the one hand of dives
utfordringer under vann i konkurranse med utenlandske selskap; på den
carried out in a pioneering spirit, where a Norwegian diving commuandre
siden erto
temaet
somchallenges
følte seg presset
til å gjennomføre
nity struggled
masterdykkere
major new
under water
in competifarlige
dykk
underlagt
disiplinen
et etablert
dykkerselskap.
tion with
foreign
companies,
andi on
the other
the talk is of divers who
artikkel
«Dykking
fraowing
selfangerskuta
’Brandal’»
feltI Leif-Tore
pressuredSkjervens
to undertake
dangerous
dives
to the discipline
in
18
fortelles
en
typisk
pionerhistorie.
Artikkelen
tar
for
seg
et
dykkeoppan established diving company.
dragAsom
3X gjennomførte
for Shell
sommeren
1972. 3Xinhadde
fått i opptypical
pioneering story
is related
by Skjerven
his article
on
drag
å
sprenge
brønnhodet
på
en
tørr
brønn
ute
på
Vikingbanken.
BrønDykking fra selfangerskuta Brandal (Diving from the Brandal sealer)18.
nen,
somwith
var forlatt,
på 104
meter. 3X
enShell
gammel
selfangstskute
It deals
a divinglåjob
performed
by leide
3X for
in the
summer of
for
jobben.
meste blasting
av utstyret
inn fraonOcean
Systems. duster
Utsty1972,
whichDet
involved
freeblea leid
wellhead
an abandoned
ret
påmetres
lageretof
i Stavanger
særlig
vedlikehold.
Da
(dryhadde
well) stått
in 104
water out lenge,
on theuten
Viking
Bank.
An old sealer
was lille
chartered
by 3Xopp,
for the
job, overlesset
with mostmed
of the
equipment
leased
den
skuta startet
var den
utstyr.
Et lånt dekomfrom Ocean Systems.
This gear
hadstyrbord
been stored
Stavanger
for a long
presjonskammer
var surret
fast på
side, in
mens
en dykkerklokke
time
without
much
maintenance.
When
the
little
ship
set
sail,
was
var plassert i et lasterom på veien ut. Blandingsgassen sto forut påitdekk,
overloaded
borrowed
wasAvlashed
down
onbord
the
mens
kasserwith
medequipment.
sprengstoffAvar
plassert DDC
akterut.
dykkerne
om
starboard
side,
with a diving
bell stored
hold
on themed
waydypdykk.
out. The
var
det bare
Gåskjenn
som kunne
vise tilinenthe
viss
erfaring
gas
mixture
stood
on
the
foredeck,
while
cases
of
explosives
were
posiTo av dykkerne, Albert Johnsen og Inge Eriksen, hadde nettopp avsluttet
tioned aft. Gåskjennpåwas
the only diver on board who could claim some
hjelmdykkerskolen
Haakonsvern.
experience
of
deep
diving.
Two of the
others,
Johnsenenand
Inge
«Brandal» var i utgangspunktet
altfor
litenAlbert
til å traktere
dykkerEriksen,
just completed
the helmet diving
course
at Haakonsvern.
klokke
påhad
tre tonn.
Med det kranutstyret
som var
om bord,
var det umuBrandal was basically far too small to handle a three-tonne bell. Its
lig å løfte klokken opp i båten og koble den til kammeret. Dykkerne
hoisting gear was incapable of getting the bell back on board and conmåtte derfor inn og ut av kammeret mens det lå og svingte med bølgene
necting it to the DDC. The divers accordingly had to get in and out of
i vannskorpen. En del av operasjonen ble dessuten gjennomført med et
the bell while it lay bobbing on the surface. Part of the operation was
dårlig innkjørt hjelmdykkerutstyr. Dekompresjonen foregikk etter
also performed with helmet diving equipment which was not fully run
skjønn.
Gassblandingsutstyret
varestimates.
delvis defekt.
Dykkerne
måtte puste
in. Decompression
was based on
The gas
mix equipment
was
inn
en defective.
sterk, kvalmende
oljelukt.
ingen ende
på problepartly
The divers
had toDet
putvar
up nesten
with a strong
and nauseating
mene.
klartealmost
hele tiden
på to
et eller
annet vis But
å finne
løssmell ofMen
oil. dykkerne
There seemed
no end
the problems.
theen
divers
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alwaysFortellingens
managed somehow
or othertydelig
to findfrem
a solution.
The moral
of brithe
ning.
moral kommer
i avslutningen.
Den
story dykkeren
emerges clearly
at thelånt
end.utThe
British
who
had loaned
out
tiske
som hadde
utstyret
fradiver
Ocean
Systems,
tok imot
the
equipment
from
Ocean
Systems
was
waiting
for
the
Norwegians
de norske dykkerne da «Brandal» var tilbake i Stavanger.
when Brandal returned to Stavanger:

The North Sea Exploration base at StrømsteiStrømsteinen
– North
SeaOcean
Exploration
Base
–
nen in Stavanger,
where
Systems
had
hvor
Ocean Systems
utstyrslager
its equipment
depothadde
in the sitt
early
1970s.
tidlig
påAsse-Sandvik
1970-tallet.
Photo:
Foto: Asse-Sandvik

Winters sto på kaia på Strømsveien for å ta i mot utstyret sitt. Han var
Winters stood
ondet
thevar
quay
at både
Strømsveien
to take
delivery oftilhisover 100
forbauset
over at
kjørt
hjelmdykk
og klokkedykk
equipment.
wasutstyret
astonished
thatom
both
helmet
and bell
diving
had
meters
dybdeHe
med
som var
bord.
Det lyste
faktisk
litt respekt
been
conducted
in
a
depth
of
more
than
100
metres
with
the
gear
av uttrykket hans. Gutta i bransjen visste godt hva det dreide seg om, og
on board. A touch of respect actually showed on his face. The lads in
respekterte vel gjennomført galskap for hva det var verdt.19
the industry knew very well what this had involved, and respected
well-executed lunacy for what it was worth.19

Det manglet ikke på vilje og mot i det lille norske dykkermiljøet. Man
lærte gjennom å prøve og feile. Det overordnede for de første dykkerne
There was no lack of willingness and courage in the little Norwegian
var å kunne vise at de mestret utfordringene, koste nesten hva det ville.
diving community. People learned through trial and error. The overridIing
Skjervens
fortelling
er det
noewas
motsetningsforhold
mellom
dykconsideration
for the
firstikke
divers
to demonstrate that
they could
kerselskapet,
representert
vedregardless
Gåskjenn,ofsom
eier og operativ
master the challenges,
almost
thebåde
cost.var
In Skjerven’s
story,
dykkeleder,
og
de
menige
dykkerne.
Mye
tyder
på
at
det
er
en
riktig
gjenno conflict of interest existed between Gåskjenn – who was both owner
givelse.
Johnsen,diver
som var
en the
av de
nyutdannede
dykkerne,
et alvorand operational
– and
rank-and-file
divers.
This isfikk
in all
problig
tilfelle
av
bends
som
følge
av
dykket.
Han
bekrefter
like
fullt
Skjerability an accurate portrayal. One of the newly qualified divers, Albert
vens
fremstilling
den pionerånd
sombends
gjordeasseg
gjeldende.
Johnsen,
sufferedav
a serious
case of the
a result
of the20 dive. He
Fortellingen
om «Brandal»
bekrefter
at 3X, firespirit
år etter
at
nevertheless
confirms
Skjerven’s
accountsamtidig
of the pioneering
which
selskapet
var stiftet, ennå var langt unna å kunne konkurrere med de
prevailed.20
utenlandske
dykkerselskapene.
Når
Ocean
Systems
lånte
bort
The Brandal
story also confirms
that
3X, four
years villig
after its
foundautstyr,
varstill
det fordi
betraktet
det lille
norske selskapet
en
tion, was
a longselskapet
way from
being able
to compete
with the som
foreign
diving contractors.Det
Ocean
willingly
lent its
equipment
because
underleverandør.
var Systems
en ting 3X
fra starten
kunne
bedre enn
noe
the little
Norwegian
company
was regarded
as a subcontractor.
annet
utenlandsk
selskap.
Med bakgrunn
i Marinen
og fartstid i detRight
norfromhjelmdykkermiljøet
the start, however,hadde
3X knew
more
about over
one hva
subject
ske
de bedre
oversikt
somthan
rørte any
seg
foreign
company.
With
their
background
in
the
navy
and
experience
blant norske dykkere, enn noen andre. I de første årene fungerte 3X først
from
the domestic
helmet som
diving
community,
its founders
were better
og
fremst
som et vikarbyrå,
formidlet
arbeidskraft
til de erfarne
dykinformed
than
its
competitors
about
what
was
going
on
among
Norwekerselskapene. Det var trolig de utenlandske selskapene som tjente mest
gian
divers. During
its early
years,
functioned
primarily
as an agenpå
ordningen.
De kunne
spe på
med3X
dykkere
i perioder
da aktiviteten
var
cy
for
replacement
workers,
supplying
labour
to
the
experienced
diving
spesielt høy. 3X på sin side fikk tilgang til kompetanse de ellers aldri ville
companies.
Thepålatter
kunnet
utvikle
egenprobably
hånd. benefited most from this arrangement.
They could get extra divers at times when the level of activity was particularly high. For its part, 3X gained access to expertise it could not
possibly
developed on its own.
En
ny have
industri
De fleste norske dykkerne som var innom 3X, endte imidlertid snart opp
med å jobbe for de utenlandske selskapene som opererte på norsk sokA new industry
kel. Selv om antall norske nordsjødykkere vokste betydelig gjennom
hele
1970-årene,
forble
deNorwegian
i mindretall.
Det who
fantes
rett og
ikkeendtilNevertheless,
most
of the
divers
joined
3Xslett
quickly
strekkelig
dykkekompetanse
i
Norge
til
å
betjene
den
økte
etterspørseed up working for the foreign contractors operating on the NCS. Allen
somtheir
komnumber
som en rose
følgesubstantially
av den eksplosive
veksten
aktiviteten.
Det
though
throughout
thei 1970s,
Norway’s
finnes
ingen eksakt
statistikkinover
hvor mange
dykkere
somquite
arbeidet
på
divers remained
a minority
the North
Sea. The
country
simply
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21 Vi har to
lackedsokkel
sufficient
divingtid.
expertise
the growing
demand
genernorsk
til enhver
settmeet
hvordan
omfanget
av dykkingen
ated
by
the
explosive
rise
in
activity.
No
exact
statistics
exist
for
the
i de første årene fulgte takten i borevirksomheten. Borevirksomheten
21
number
divers
who worked
on the NCS etter
at anyEkofisk-funnet.
given time. We
gikk
inn of
i en
intensivert
fase umiddelbart
Forhave
det
seen how
thePhillips
scale ofomfattende
diving in the
firstfor
fewå klargjøre
years correlated
directly
første
startet
boring
for produksjon.
with the pace
offshore
drilling.
The latter
intensivefikk
phase
Samtidig
førteofden
generelle
optimismen
tilentered
at andreanselskaper
ny
immediately
after
the
Ekofisk
discovery.
For
a
start,
Phillips
initiated
tro på mulighetene i Nordsjøen. Da anleggsarbeidene ute på Ekofisk
extensive drilling
to fra
prepare
At the same
the genekspanderte
for fullt
1973, for
fikkproduction.
man en ytterligere
veksttime,
i omfanget
av
eral optimism gave other companies renewed faith in the opportunities
dykkingen; det samme gjorde man under utbyggingen av Frigg, Statfjord
on the NCS. The scope of diving expanded further when construction
og Valhall. Aktiviteten nådde en historisk topp i begynnelsen av 1980really got going on Ekofisk from 1973, and during the development of
årene.
Frigg, Statfjord and Valhall. Activity reached a peak in the early 1980s.
Målt i antall dykkere var utviklingen omtrent som følger: Frem til og
Measured by diver numbers, developments were more or less as
med
1969Until
arbeidet
sjelden
20–30more
dykkere
norskdivers
sokkelworksamfollows.
1969,
there mer
wereenn
seldom
thanpå20-30
tidig.
Av
disse
var
tre–fem
norske.
På
dette
tidspunktet
foregikk
dyking simultaneously on the NCS. Three-five of these were Norwegian.
kingen
utelukkende
i sommerhalvåret.
Mangetoavthe
de aktuelle
At that nesten
time, diving
was confined
almost exclusively
summer
leteriggene
arbeidet
på
tvers
av
norsk
og
britisk
sokkel.
Fra
1970
season. Many of the relevant drilling rigs worked on both sidestilof1973
the
anslår
vi antall dykkere
på norsk
å være
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the Norwegian Labour Inspection Authority (NLIA) on the background
of these employees provides an interesting cross-section of the diver
population at that time.22 The British were clearly the largest group.
However, some Americans, a Canadian and a Dutchman were also on
board. Only three were from Norway. The report reveals, moreover,
that the Norwegian divers not only had less diving experience but were
also considerably younger than their foreign counterparts. Most of the
latter had been diving for seven to 17 years, and were aged between 30
and 40. The three Norwegians were all in their mid-20s, with offshore
work experience of six months, one year and four years respectively.
All the divers had a background in naval diving. But the Norwegians
differed from the others here as well. They had only a brief spell in the
navy behind them, corresponding to their military service. Both the
British and American divers had many years of naval experience, and
had served as professionals.
A Norwegian official report from 1975 showed that 150-250 divers
were involved in offshore-related activities.23 Just under 800 people
worked in the NCS diving industry in 1978, including roughly 550
as divers. The rest were assistants, surface personnel and so forth.24
Norwegians numbered around 200 at that point. At peak, in the early
1980s, 700-800 divers were associated with the Norwegian oil industry. Norwegians accounted for about 300 of them at the time. With
land-based personnel, the total workforce related to offshore diving in
that period thereby exceeded 1 000 people. North Sea diving had become an industry.
Comex was clearly the largest diving contractor on the NCS for a
long time. It established a Norwegian subsidiary in 1973. Ocean Systems cut back on the NCS as the 1970s progressed. On the other hand,
US companies such as Taylor Diving and Oceaneering strengthened
their position. Both had roots in the Gulf of Mexico’s diving community and strong ties to the US Navy.25 But the huge expansion in activity
created space for even more. Companies such as K D Marine, Subsea
Oil Services, C G Doris, Strongwork, Wharton Williams (2W) and
Halliburton Sub Sea eventually became well known in the Norwegian
diver community. The various companies often had complex histories.
In some cases, they were spin-offs from other, larger companies. This
could involve a small number of divers who quit and hired themselves
out when the market peaked, as well as bigger splits where the aim
was to establish a large pool of equipment in order to take on bigger
assignments. During the 1980s and 1990s, the trend was in the other
direction as former competitors joined forces to create larger entities.
A Norwegian company had to surmount many barriers to get established as a serious player competing for the biggest contracts. Comex
and a number of the US companies had clear advantages in being able
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to exploit the knowledge base and research which had been developed
in and around the French and American navies. Although the UK
companies also recruited naval divers, they had less systematic links
to government-funded underwater research by the military. As with
their American and French counterparts, however, the British firms
had enough expertise as well as the networks required to obtain and develop the necessary equipment. This was not merely a case of knowing
about suitable decompression tables. Naval demand had prompted the
development of a supplies industry with long experience of every aspect
from building bells and chambers to a diver’s personal gear. The whole
diving community in these countries was far larger and had a much
broader composition than in Norway.
An opportunity existed to buy a good deal of the expertise possessed
by the foreign companies. But that called for more capital than little
3X initially possessed. After all, the company had been built up from
scratch by practising divers, based in part on private loans. However,
Norway’s diving sector became better capitalised in 1973 when Norwegian shipowner Jacob Stolt-Nielsen established Seaway Diving in
Haugesund, just up the coast from Stavanger. As early as 1974, Seaway
could mobilise Seaway Falcon as a brand new DSV with a great deal
of advanced equipment on board. The company expanded rapidly and
soon became the biggest Norwegian diving company, typically enough
with a number of divers who had worked for 3X as employees. Seaway
had almost 200 personnel by the late 1970s.
3X also had to accept that significantly more capital was required to
secure the equipment needed in order to take on larger and more longterm contracts. After a share issue, the three original owners were left
holding 10 per cent of the stock. Norwegian shipowner and industrialist Fred Olsen became the new dominant owner. The company changed
its name to Dolphin in 1975 and then to Subsea Dolphin after joining
forces with an Aberdeen partner. The first pioneering era was over for
the 3X founders. Power in the company shifted to Oslo and later to Aberdeen. The original trio found it difficult to adapt to the new structure.
Gåskjenn left to start Scandive, which thereby became the third Norwegian diving company focused on offshore-related work. Møllegaard
and Skjerven also departed soon afterwards.

Diver organisation
The pioneering days were far from over, even though the companies
had become bigger and powerful capitalist interests outside the core
diver community had acquired a more dominant position. Explosive
growth primarily helped to make diving more complex. It became clear
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to a lot of the very first Norwegian divers, as well as to a majority of
the many who followed them, that their profession placed them at the
bottom of a hierarchy where they had little control over their everyday
lives. An able diver could take the step up to being a diving supervisor.
However, their continued climb up the career ladder had become very
long, particularly for those with no theoretical education. Divers became wage slaves. Many were paid relatively well compared with other
Norwegian skilled workers. But most had a working day characterised
by great uncertainty. This was not just a matter of fearing that something might go wrong at work. Although demand for diving services
was generally high, the seasonal nature of diving, short contracts and
unclear terms of employment created insecurities about the individual’s future. The new entrants were still young, but it was now becoming
clear to a growing proportion of the divers that they had found their
metier. That realisation changed the way they perceived their working day. Stories told by Norwegian divers from this period are coloured
less by a sense of community and a pioneering spirit and more by dissatisfaction and underlying conflict. While that applied particularly to
those who worked for the foreign companies, it also affected personnel
at Norwegian-owned contractors.
The actual organisation of diving work on the NCS was relatively
simple. Being tailored to the prevailing technological solutions, it varied little from company to company. A typical diving crew on a drilling
rig with bell and DDC comprised five to seven men. In addition to two
divers in the bell, a stand-by diver was available on the surface. Two
men were also needed to pay out, keep untangled and haul in the umbilical. This was work which could be done both by experienced divers
– including the stand-by man – and trainees. The immediate boss was
the diving supervisor. While a dive was under way, his place was in the
control room. He might also have a personal assistant who helped to
check the instruments.26
It is difficult to find anything in other occupations corresponding
to the special relationship between supervisor and divers involved in a
complicated deep dive. A pilot at a busy airport may be equally dependent on receiving the right instructions from an air traffic controller to
ensure that nothing goes wrong. However, the pilot has full control over
their own aircraft and no need to deal with a traffic controller once on
the ground. The diving supervisor’s form of leadership differed greatly
from the traditional foreman’s role in a manufacturing company, whose
most important functions were overall supervision and allocation of
work. He performed a whole variety of management functions at one
and the same time – while also doing a number of specific jobs.
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long as no form of regulation existed for the time divers could spend
in the water, how many days they could work continuously and so
forth, they were forced to comply with the supervisor’s demands. Idar
Johnsen recalls one occasion in the early 1970s when he came home on
Christmas Day morning after 40 days offshore, only to be called out for
another 40 days the same afternoon.27 He knew that a refusal would
make it much more difficult to find work later. That was what life was
like for a lot of divers. And it stayed that way for many years.
In 3X, the original owners themselves went in and out of the diving supervisor role. When the company hired out divers to the foreign
companies, including members of the top management, they all went
offshore as rank-and-file divers at the bottom of the hierarchy. Some
Norwegian divers got jobs as supervisors during the second half of the
1970s. Well into the 1980s, however, when the proportion of Norwegian divers had increased considerably, most of the supervisors were
still Americans or Britons. A number of Norwegian divers recall how
many of these could have an abrasive style with something of a military
tone. However, most of the supervisors are described as able professionals.
The supervisor’s powerful position in relation to the divers primarily
reflected all the roles encompassed by the job. As long as no form of
effective regulation existed, as long as divers had no educational institution other the navy to qualify competent personnel, and as long
as so much responsibility and so many functions were embodied in a
single job, the person who held that position was bound to possess great
authority. He was also subject to strong pressures from above. Out on
the drilling rigs, supervisors were subordinated to platform managers
and oil company representatives pushing to get the work done. When
a drilling operation was completed, a rig could not move on until the
divers had done their work. This was expensive downtime for both oil
company and drilling contractor. At the same time, the diving supervisor was responsible to the management of his company on land, which
had contracts to fulfil.
Diving supervisors still play a very important role in all forms of
commercial diving. But their autocratic position in the earliest years of
diving on the NCS changed somewhat with the introduction of saturation diving from DSVs in the mid-1970s.28 The diving teams on Arctic
Surveyor and Seaway Falcon were more than twice as large as the ones
on the drilling rigs. The supervisory functions became quite simply too
numerous for one man to handle. A diving superintendent was introduced as the overall head of diving operations on board, handling all
communication with the oil company, the drilling contractor and his
own company’s management on land. He also ensured that the necessary equipment was on board at all times. During particularly difficult
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operations, too, he could become specifically involved by communicating directly with divers under water. Management of the actual diving
operation still lay with the supervisor, who had now been designated
a shift supervisor. Since saturation diving was conducted around the
clock, the usual practice was to have two shift supervisors on board. A
number of the other functions performed by the surface crew had also
acquired more technical titles, such as life support technician and gas
technician.29 At this stage, certain national differences emerged in the
way training was conducted. The British and US contractors retained
the arrangement with a personal tender – a trainee who acted by and
large as a servant for a diver.
This new and more differentiated division of labour on the DSVs
also changed the balance of power, and thereby the social relationships
between divers. It was still the case that a diver had to be approved
by a supervisor to retain his job. In the largest companies, however,
recruitment and other personnel issues were primarily a matter for the
diver on the one hand, and the superintendent and the land-based management on the other. In cases where a supervisor acted unreasonably,
the diver had an opportunity to appeal to a higher authority. Moreover,
circumstances could arise in which the operational part of the diving
team – including the supervisor – had interests which conflicted with
those of the superintendent or administration on land. It was no accident that divers first formed trade unions on the new DSVs.

Myths about the North Sea divers
North Sea divers were offshore workers. Collectively, the latter designation covers a broad range of trades, from catering personnel to drillers and process operators. But divers are regarded as a special group
in Norway, and not only because of the attention paid to them by the
Norwegian media in recent years. This difference dates right back to
the pioneering years. North Sea divers have always had a special status
in Norway, but one which has in many respects been contradictory.
A particular mythology has grown up in Stavanger and Haugesund
about the way the first offshore workers flashed their money around
in local restaurants and bars. That happened particularly in such bars
as Dickens, Alliken (Kafe Alexanders) and Place Pigalle in Stavanger
and Captains Cabin in Haugesund. Such stories are repeated again and
again when people talk about the early years of the oil industry in Norway, and are naturally picked up by journalists and others who want to
describe the period. The workers were regarded as tough types. They
worked hard out to sea. They had earned a lot. During their time on
land, they partied away their money. It was important to display their
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to NOK 3 500 in untaxed income.35 This money could be collected in
such places as New Jersey and brought back to Norway as cash in suitcases and pockets.
But the Norwegian divers naturally also assessed their pay in relation to what they knew the companies were willing to pay their foreign
counterparts. Pay levels for American divers were already extremely
high when North Sea diving began in the 1960s, primarily because
there was a big shortage of people with experience in bell diving with
helium. This type of expertise became particularly attractive in the
USA after a number of oil installations in relatively deep water were destroyed by Hurricane Betsy, which ravaged the Gulf of Mexico in September 1965. The oil companies had also begun drilling in relatively
deep water off Alaska. A diver could earn USD 3 750 per month there
in 1965.36 These were fantastic wages, even by American standards. At
the time, it was the cost of a relatively expensive car. Three-four months
would yield enough to buy a house. The first American divers in the
North Sea are unlikely to have earned much less than they could get
in Alaska. It would take a bit to tempt them from a booming market
off California and in the Gulf of Mexico to the cold, rough North Sea.
Straumøy earned NOK 2 500 per month when he joined Ocean Viking
in 1968. His monthly pay then rose to USD 550 (about NOK 3 900),37
which was very high by Norwegian standards in the late 1960s and far
more than he had previously earned as a construction diver at Falken
or Høvding Skipsopphugging. But it was also significantly less than the
Americans received. The size of the supplement for diving in more than
80 feet of water gives an indication of the differential – an American
diver received USD 1 per foot (about NOK 7), while the Norwegians got
NOK 1 for the same distance.38
Diving remained a bottleneck for the oil industry in the 1970s. A
growing group of more or less competent Norwegian divers helped
to reduce the pay gap somewhat. Experienced Americans still led the
pack, with considerably higher pay than they would get in the Gulf of
Mexico. US diver Gerry Cronin, who worked on the NCS from the mid1970s, notes that while the Americans could earn USD 60 per day in
the USA at that time, the corresponding figure for the North Sea was
USD 100.39 In a 1975 newspaper report, 31-year-old diver Michael Marris said that he earned up to NOK 350 000 per year in the North Sea.
That was three times as much as his Norwegian counterparts and more
than six times greater than average pay in Norway. How could the differential have remained so big? Were American divers so much more
able than the Norwegians?
In the mid-1970s, American and British divers with a naval background and many years of working on the bottom of the North Sea still
generally possessed more expertise and experience that their Norwe-
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gian counterparts. Marris was trained in the US Navy and had worked
for six years as a professional diver. As long as the majority of the diving
contractors were US and British, those who spoke the language best
had an advantage. Moreover, the diving industry was sufficiently small
that a diver could benefit from knowing people in the company managements. Where the Norwegians were concerned, pay was a matter
not only of what the companies were prepared to give but also what the
divers were prepared to work for. As long as the Norwegian divers competed against each other, the companies were unwilling to pay more
than they had to. This was precisely the circumstance that 3X and its
Scandive successor exploited. When the foreign companies had too few
personnel, they were willing to pay rates which corresponded to what
an American diver might cost. That was enough for the Norwegian
companies to make a solid profit while the divers were highly paid by
Norwegian standards.
Norway’s divers gained their best chance of catching up with US
and British pay with the creation of Seaway. Ultra-modern equipment
allowed it to become the first Norwegian company to win a long-term
contract directly from an oil company. Since its management was Norwegian, operating with discriminatory pay levels was difficult – at least
if these disadvantaged fellow nationals. Norwegian divers on Seaway’s
two DSVs were also able to secure big saturation supplements for the
first time. Per Jacobsen, a former naval diver from Vestfold county, had
a basic monthly pay of NOK 4 000 when he joined Seaway Falcon in
1975.40 After a year, he was promoted to “leading diver” and his basic
pay doubled. When the saturation supplements were fully adopted from
1977, he could earn NOK 198 000 per annum. That was almost three
times the average annual wage in Norway. He earned no less than NOK
260 300 in 1979. Jacobsen joined 2W as a diving supervisor on Statfjord
during the early 1980s. Since he no longer qualified for a saturation
supplement, which totalled NOK 1 600 a day around 1980, his annual
pay actually declined somewhat despite his promotion.

Norwegians and the other divers
No exact figures exist for the total number of dives conducted on the
NCS, but the majority were clearly made by foreigners.41 In addition to
Americans, Britons and Frenchmen, the Norwegians regularly dived
with Dutch, Italian, Swedish, Danish and Icelandic counterparts. Norway’s offshore workforce in general had a similarly multinational composition until the end of the 1970s. It included skilled American and
British workers with solid experience, who could be better paid than
people from Norway, and low-cost unskilled labour on much worse
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terms than the Norwegians. A substantial part of the hook-up work
on Ekofisk and Statfjord was carried out by Spanish-speakers on pay
rates which lay far below what Norwegians got for the same work.42
The Spanish proportion was reduced to almost zero overnight in 1978
when these workers secured Norwegian terms by going on strike. At
that time, strong political demands were being made to “Norwegianise”
the oil industry. Most of the foreign oil companies with operatorships
on the NCS accordingly established Norwegian operating organisations. Drilling contractors and other parts of the supplies industry also
implemented an extensive Norwegianisation of their workforces. However, the divers continued to form part of a broadly international pool
of workers.
Many Norwegian divers report that they developed good relations
with their counterparts from the US, the UK and elsewhere. A kind of
diving community eventually developed, where you were a diver first
and foremost and the most important consideration was your mastery
of the profession. The nation you were from carried significantly less
weight. But conflicts also occurred where nationality was an issue. Although the divers had much in common across their respective national
affiliations, cultural differences did exist. The Norwegians found the
Americans to be the most alien in this respect. While admiring US expertise, they could dislike the attitude of some American diving superintendents and get irritated about the big pay differentials. However, no
particular “us and them” attitude appears to have developed as a source
of conflict between Norwegians and Americans. Neither side saw the
other as a threat. The high pay of Americans was, after all, a reflection
of their preference for working in the Gulf of Mexico and off California.
To the extent that national groups formed, the conflicts lay between
Norwegian and British divers. From the 1970s, the latter were by far the
biggest group in all sectors of the North Sea where diving took place.
However, the two sides learnt to respect each other’s expertise, and
relations were good in most day-to-day circumstances. Relationships
between the two groups were affected for many years from the end of
the 1970s by efforts to institute protectionist measures, which demanded greater use of local labour. While Norwegians generally earned less
than Britons in the mid-1970s, pay rates began to equalise towards the
end of that decade. That development partly reflected growing expertise – the group of experienced Norwegian divers expanded steadily.
It was also a matter of economic trends. At one point, the number of
divers and diving contractors was finally sufficient to satisfy demand.
From then on, it only took a fluctuation in the level of exploration to
create a surplus of divers. That became particularly difficult for the
British divers, who were fearful of the consequences if they were una-
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A third diver emphasised the good collaboration which developed between Norwegian and British divers on Seaway Falcon.
A lot of differences existed to begin with. The British divers who remained on Seaway Falcon were fine types. They were able specialists
and had in many ways the same attitudes as we did. Their attitude to
the Norwegian system was actually positive.45

Care must be taken when generalising about relations between Norwegian and British divers based on retrospective reports. In so far as
underlying animosities existed, these changed from period to period.
As the examples quoted above also show, they could be experienced
differently from diver to diver. Retrospective stories told by Norwegian
divers may be coloured by the fact that British divers took over virtually
all diving on the NCS from the 1990s. Episodes of fighting when out
on the town do not need to have had anything to do with nationality
and cultural differences. Divers who regarded diving as a temporary
episode in their lives, and who lived in work camps or hotels far from
home, occupied a very different social setting from those who returned
to a family after an offshore tour and who regarded diving as a lifelong
career.
Neither retrospective interviews nor contemporary journalistic accounts can provide an exact picture of the social life of divers. Nevertheless, a number of credible reports confirm that many divers did regard the extreme conditions in the North Sea as a temporary existence,
where the aim was to earn as much as possible in the shortest possible
time. US diver Marris, already cited above, told a journalist that he was
thinking of retiring before the age of 35. Divers with such an attitude
could be well aware that they were stretching the limits of what the tolerable. Many gave up almost all social life and sought to work as much
as possible. The aim was to retire with solid savings. One British diver is
said to have spent almost six months continuously in saturation.
He was just skin and bone where he came out. His aim was to earn
enough to buy a pub where he came from.46

Similar attitudes could also be found among Norwegian divers. Although pay rates were relatively high, only a handful achieved earnings
which allowed them to retire after a few years. The same eventually
applied to the British divers. Some were trapped in a position where
they spent relatively freely during their time on land and felt they had
to accept the conditions which prevailed in the diving business in order
to maintain this level of consumption. Briton Philip Darcy provides an
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example of a diver who was clearly frustrated over his life but who nevertheless clung to the profession:
I dive solely for money. I could never contemplate diving in my leisure
time, and when I eventually stop diving professionally I’ll never put
on a breathing apparatus again.47

Darcy had nothing but contempt for the life he led on the platform,
according to Norway’s A-magasinet magazine:
When on board he thinks exclusively of his free time on land – which
he largely devotes to drinking fine whisky. Darcy got off to an unfortunate start. He came from the diver force in the British army and
only had experience of air diving. The limit there is 60 metres. On his
first day at work for a British contractor, he was literally sent to the
bottom. Without knowing how to use gas mixture and only a brief
verbal explanation of what goes on in a diving bell, he undertook a
complicated bell dive in 160 metres. He was terrified, felt that every
fibre in his body was stiff with fear, but managed both the job and the
stresses and stayed in the business. For the money.48

Divers and the other offshore workers
The special background of the divers, with many of them having gone
through a tough selection process in the navy and some able to flaunt
money and status symbols on land, might suggest that they enjoyed a
high status. The many newspaper reports on diving are clearly coloured
by respect for the work they did. In the industrial society which gradually developed on the NCS, however, the reality was different. There
the divers were almost at the bottom of the heap.
During the first exploration phase, as long as the diving spreads were
placed out on the rigs, the divers were a physical part of the offshore
work community. They flew to and from the rigs by helicopter along
with all the others. But the diving companies were sub-contractors to
the drilling contractors, who in turn delivered to the oil companies.
Out on the rigs, the divers could wait for many days at a stretch with
nothing to do. Even when they did work, the other offshore workers
had no feel for what was going on. Darcy, who worked for Comex on
the Deep Sea Driller rig, described the relationship with other offshore
workers in A-magasinet:
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Social contact with the other crew on the platform is poor. The divers
feel like outsiders, almost a pariah caste. The drilling crews, with
12-hour working days, look askance at the divers “who seldom do a
stroke of work”. For their part, the divers feel the dislike – and the
contempt from the others.49

None of the divers on Deep Sea Driller were Norwegian. But many divers from Norway also confirm retrospectively that negative attitudes
towards their profession existed among other offshore workers. “They
could look down on us. If we occupied the front row in the cinema, people could express disgruntlement – those who ‘didn’t work’ shouldn’t
take advantage of that to get the best seats.”50
In the same way that they had to accept the worst seats in the cinema, the divers – as sub-contractors – had to rest content with the poorest quarters on the installations.
Many divers themselves cite the long periods of waiting offshore as
one of the most frustrating aspects of their job in the early years. This
changed significantly when the divers became involved in construction
and most of the diving was transferred to large DSVs. These vessels, of
course, could be quickly redeployed to wherever drivers were needed at
any given time. But even on the DSVs, where diving was naturally the
centre of attention all the time, the divers did not always feel that they
were adequately valued. On the first DSVs, the divers always had to occupy cabins under the main deck.51 Those above, which suffered much
less noise, went to the seafarers.
Saturation diving also involved a lot of waiting. Those who had initially become divers from a sense of adventure and a desire for excitement increasingly experienced a different side of the job. In an interview with Bergen Arbeiderblad in 1975, Alf Schønhardt, Anton Smith,
Bjørn-Aage Lassen and Ola Røseth observed that those who were driven
by a desire for excitement were soon cured of that. “North Sea diving is
hard work. Exciting perhaps for short periods. But also boring and monotonous. Think of all the time we spend in the decompression chamber. Day after day of doing nothing.”52
Too much should not be read into the fact that a certain amount of
carping occurred between divers and other groups of offshore workers.
This was widespread between a great many of these groups during the
1970s.53 Oil company employees could look down on contractor personnel. Certain process operatives regarded themselves not as offshore
workers but as petroleum engineers, and were not happy to be lumped
in with catering staff and the like. The oil sector was a new and expanding industry. Different groups defined their own position by setting boundaries with others. Similar antagonisms emerged during the
growth of Norway’s modern industrial society in the early 20th century.
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a Norwegian.54 A fundamental change in the work culture of the foreign companies was the most important effect of the strikes. The latter
were forced to adjust to the traditional collaborative regime which prevails in Norwegian working life. For their part, the offshore workers established themselves as a strong counterparty not only in top-level union-management negotiations but also locally out on the installations.
A number of competing unions emerged. The largest were Nopef and
the Federation of Oil Workers Trade Unions (OFS). Now the Norwegian
Union of Energy Workers (Safe), the latter was originally independent
and later joined the Confederation of Vocational Unions (YS). However,
a common denominator for all the unions was the goal of organising all
types of offshore workers.
When unrest among the offshore workforce first became really evident in the late 1970s, most diving activity had transferred to DSVs.
Much of the physical contact with other groups of offshore workers was
thereby coming to an end. Divers on a few of the DSVs still flew by
helicopter with other offshore personnel to rigs and platforms. However, they were rapidly transferred to the DSVs via a basket. The biggest DSVs soon acquired their own helidecks. But the divers were by no
means excluded from the general unrest among offshore workers on the
NCS in the late 1970s.

Organising on Seaway Falcon and
demands on the TV news
Only chance prevented a group of divers from being the first to stage
an “illegal” (wildcat) strike on the NCS. A fax sent on 5 July 1977 from
Seaway Falcon to Seaway’s head office in Haugesund created a big stir.55
All the company’s divers offshore – 13 Norwegians and five Britons –
had signed a declaration in which they called unanimously for a pay rise
totalling 12 per cent. If the company refused to accede to this demand,
the divers would down tools with effect from 12.00 on 7 July.56 The 18
signatories had elected experienced diver Arne Jentoft as their spokesperson.
No strike occurred on Seaway Falcon. The management quickly realised that the divers were united and serious, and therefore opted to
agree to the demand – initially by phone. But the divers insisted that the
offer be put in writing, and this was done. The diving team on Seaway
Falcon had presented a united front to the management and won. But
they were aware of their vulnerability. They had put great emphasis on
ensuring that a possible strike would happen before their replacements
arrived on the DSV for a new tour. They knew that, if the initiative
passed to divers who had not been geared up through discussions and
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on the NCS. This played a part in the decision by the first operator employees at Phillips to establish a “house union” on Ekofisk – in line with
practice in many US companies – rather than join the LO.
The question of unionising was also raised among the divers in the
early 1970s. A couple of Comex divers had been members of the Norwegian Seamen’s Union, but did not feel they received much support
from it. Discussions among the Norwegian divers in 3X went so far
that a meeting was called in 1973 at the Victoria Hotel in Stavanger.58
Jentoft argued for a nationwide organisation and affiliation with the
LO. However, a number of the divers had negative experience of the
seamen’s union and wanted, like the operator personnel on Ekofisk, to
organise a house union. The meeting failed to reach any final conclusion, and the divers concerned were soon spread around the various
diving contractors.
A new attempt to organise the 3X divers was made during the autumn of 1974.59 At that point, the company had secured a substantial
job related to construction of the concrete gravity base structure (GBS)
for the Beryl A and Brent B platforms on the UKCS. This meant a concentration of divers in the same location. The prime mover on this occasion was Geir Jørgensen. There was never any question of affiliation
with the LO. However, the divers progressed far enough to adopt a set
of rules for a company union embracing everyone employed in 3X.60
These gave great emphasis to measures for improving diver safety. Representatives of the union contacted the NLIA in the spring of 1975,
which was working at the time to develop safety regulations. But this
initiative soon collapsed.
Organisation of the Seaway Falcon divers began in a similar way. A
company union was formed at the end of January 1977 among the Norwegian divers on the DSV. The divers held meetings after their shift
ended, often in the mess. Among other actions, they elected a safety
delegate – an important move for establishing some independence
from the management. Mandated by the employees, the safety delegate
could function as a union official. Discussions at several of the union’s
first meetings concentrated on working environment and safety-related
problems.61 In the spring of 1977, however, the main attention switched
to various proposals from the management on holidays and pay. When
the employees composed their first collective letter to the management,
great emphasis was placed on avoiding an overly aggressive tone so that
the management did not feel threatened and lost its room for manoeuvre in negotiations through an outright rejection.62
These cautious attempts to conduct talks with the management
made no progress. When a pay increase which lay far below diver expectations was presented on a “take it or leave it” basis, emotions finally
boiled over. By threatening a strike, the divers had adopted a confron-
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not because the unionised divers were satisfied with their conditions.
The option of downing tools was discussed on a number of occasions.
But the prospects of winning a possible dispute depended to a great
extent on the level of support from the membership.
After the breakthrough on Seaway Falcon, the diver activists in Nopef
tried whatever they could to exploit their position in Seaway to recruit
divers in other companies. Their success was minimal. Nopef had 97
diver members in 1981, all of whom worked for Seaway.63 Although
four years had passed since the first divers were recruited, the union
had failed to gain a single member in the other diving contractors. Two
years later, the hub of the unionised divers remained Seaway.64 Four
members in Comex and four in 2W were far from enough to make specific demands on these companies. Nopef even failed to secure a proper
foothold in Scandive and Subsea Dolphin, which had their origins in
the Norwegian community.

A theory on divers and unionisation
Readers of Bergen Arbeiderblad were confronted in 1982 with the following broadside from union official Trygve Gulliksen in Seaway:
Offshore personnel in general have taken their organisational traditions with them from land, have quickly established proper unions,
and with them as instruments have secured acceptable work and
pay conditions. The divers, on the other hand, are not a homogenous
group but have come drifting in – some from the armed forces, some
from abroad – and some or most of them are boys in search of adventure without an earlier professional background. This conglomerate of
divergent interests, the conservative, egotistical attitude of the divers,
and their lack of union awareness have always made union collaboration difficult – if not impossible.65

This article was an attempt to answer the question of why the divers had
failed to achieve the same rights as other offshore workers. As can be
seen, Gulliksen does not blame opposition from the diving contractors
or lack of government support, but the divers themselves. His starting
point is precisely whether there was something special about the divers
and if so, what it comprised. The article is not only a possible theory
about why divers had problems establishing strong unions, but also a
presentation of diver culture – from a diver in the heat of battle. However, most of the points made can be countered with other arguments.
People with a union background from manufacturing undoubtedly
played an important role when the offshore workers took action.66 Be-
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tween 1978 and 1984, their strike rate was 26 times higher than the
average for other occupational categories in Norway.67 Like the divers,
however, many groups of offshore workers were both young and came
to the industry without strong union traditions. That applied to personnel on the drilling rigs, who unionised as early as the 1960s – but who
in many cases quit the LO when they were compulsorily transferred
from the general workers to the seamen’s union. The question then is
why the divers did not follow suit when the other categories of offshore
workers unionised?
Although it does not appear in print that often, Gulliksen is not the
only observer to suggest that a background in the armed forces and
what he calls “conservative, egotistical attitudes” may have influenced
diver attitudes to unionisation. Between the lines, it is possible to discern a view that the basic ideological assumptions of the armed forces
about obedience, discipline and commitment to King and Fatherland
ran counter to the equally fundamental union assumption of a conflict
of interests between employer and employee. But this again becomes a
question of what came first. As mentioned above, divers were not the
only group affected by an attitude of “every man for himself”. During
the first few years, that applied to every category of offshore worker.
It is only by organising a majority of the workforce and establishing a
strong collective stance towards the employers that a union can fundamentally alter relationships between colleagues.
The divers were indeed special in many respects. However, nothing
about the group which worked on Seaway Falcon suggested that they
would be more positive towards unionisation than other Norwegian
divers. Seaway Falcon was the one of the most modern DSVs, with prospects for paying the best rates – at least for divers from Norway. Seaway
could thereby attract the most experienced of these. That undoubtedly
gave the divers a certain self-confidence when they decided to threaten
a stoppage. This meant at the same time that the proportion of people
with a naval diving background in the team on Seaway Falcon was larger than the average for Norwegian divers. Nothing indicates that such a
background produced particularly conservative attitudes. In any event,
these attitudes did not prevent the relevant divers from joining the LO.
Nor did an affiliation with the navy, which was at least as strong for
many US and British divers as it was in Norway, appear to have been
crucial for the failure of these groups to establish strong unions. Swann
describes how a number of attempts were made to unionise American
divers. The Maritime Union came close to success in 1974.68 At one
point, a majority of divers in all the major diving contractors except
Taylor Diving had petitioned for an internal vote on whether to unionise and demand collective pay agreements. The US system called
for such signed petitions before a company could be unionised. Feeling
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themselves under threat, the diving companies hired a firm which specialised in union-busting. Tactics deployed included placing spies in the
workplace. The union nevertheless succeeded in collecting signatures
from more than 50 per cent of the divers in all 24 of the large diving
contractors. After strong pressure from the management, however, the
pro-union vote only achieved a majority in three of the biggest companies – S&H, McDermott and Ocean Systems. Although these were substantial enterprises, that was not enough for survival and the attempt
at unionisation collapsed. Those divers who dared to declare personal
membership of a trade union risked being fired.
The defeat of the unionised American divers also affected conditions on the NCS. Those US divers on the NCS who had been involved
at one time or another in petitioning for union recognition at home
were likely to be particularly reluctant to appear pro-union when operating under more uncertain terms in foreign waters. At the same time,
the management and the supervisors, who had helped to win what one
of the key leaders in the diving industry described as a “war”, would be
conscious of the need to counter similar attempts to unionise in other
countries. If American unions had succeeded in organising the divers
– something they came close to doing –
 both British and Norwegian
divers would probably have unionised. It is worth noting that the American divers came closer to success in establishing strong unions than
many other oil workers in a part of the USA where employer antipathy
to such organisations was particularly strong.
As mentioned above, however, the union movement had success
with other Norwegian offshore workers even though corresponding
employee groups in the USA and to some extent in the UK failed to
unionise. This may quite simply be down to a combination of individual
efforts and chance. The small union protest action might not have led
to membership of Nopef if Jentoft’s father had not imprinted him with
socialist ideas. Alternatives could have been that the divers failed to
unionise at all, or joined one of the independent unions outside the LO.
However, it is unlikely to be a coincidence that Seaway was where the
divers unionised.
Unlike the exploration rigs, Seaway Falcon was a relatively large diver
workplace. That made it easier for the divers there to define themselves
as a group in relation to management. While discussions about strike action were under way out on the DSV, a substantial number of the divers
were in saturation. The petition was passed to them in the chamber for
their signatures. That would hardly have been possible if the relevant
diving supervisors had not supported the protest. It is difficult to see
how anyone could campaign against the wishes of the supervisors, given the dependent position people were in once they had entered a saturation spread. Unlike the other Norwegian diving contractors, Seaway
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had a long-term contract which involved year-round diving. Typically
enough, the unionised divers had corresponding problems recruiting
British divers on the converted supply ships Seaway Hawk and Seaway
Eagle, even though these belonged to the same company.
As a group, the divers were in much better physical shape than the
average Norwegian and the other groups of workers on the NCS. A substantial proportion of them had undergone a tough period of military
training during an important period of their lives. In many cases, that
may have contributed to a personal devotion to duty. But little suggests
that their special background explains why the divers, unlike many other groups of Norwegian offshore workers, failed to establish a strong negotiating position versus the companies and the government. If divers
as a group differed from other offshore workers, that seems primarily to
reflect conditions external to the divers themselves. These relate to the
work they did, the company structure they worked within, and the way
the government got to grips with and regulated their complex working
conditions.
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Accidents
and regulations

Things went wrong several times on Ocean Viking in the spring of 1971,
during preparations for test production on Ekofisk. A bolt failed just as
a bell carrying two divers was being hoisted onto the deck.1 The bell hit
the water hard, but the divers incredibly enough escaped without serious physical injury. However, it took a long time to recover the bell and
the lengthy period on the seabed meant that the divers had to spend
a long time in the deck decompression chamber (DDC). But the accident had caused delays. The rig was about to leave the well. To avoid
further hold-ups, Phillips asked diving contractor Comex to do the rest
of the work with surface-oriented diving. So two men descended to a
depth of about 70 metres without a bell, in normal frogman’s gear. They
could only stay down seven-eight minutes before having to ascend for
decompression. The job remained unfinished. Another pair of divers
was brought out at short notice. One was fetched from the Dickens bar
in Stavanger, where divers and other offshore workers congregated at
the time. The two – one Norwegian and one Briton – were sent down
as soon as they arrived on the platform. Night had then fallen, and the
water temperature was 5.9°C. After eight minutes on the bottom, they
also had to decompress before they could leave the water. The ascent
would take a total of 24 minutes with halts at 12 and then nine metres
from the surface. Finally, they had to spend 12 minutes at three metres.
However, the British diver went to the surface at once. He was feeling
ill. His colleague, who was still at three metres, managed desperately to
wave him back down again. After seven minutes, it was the Norwegian
diver’s turn to have problems. He was so chilled that he could not keep
hold of the mouthpiece which supplied breathing gas to the two divers
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from the surface. He vomited and ascended to the surface five minutes
too early. The British diver followed him up. The Norwegian was hoisted up first, but when the basket came down again for the Briton, he was
dead and floating on his back. It was just after midnight on 9 March
1971. Attempts at resuscitation by Ocean Viking’s crew were unavailing.
Just a few months later, on 5 May 1971, the crew on Ocean Viking
witnessed yet another tragic diving accident. A new suit and ventilation
system were to be tested, a diving bell was sent to the bottom, and the
diver left the bell. Nobody knows what happened then, but the diver
clearly got too much air in his suit. Because the pressure steadily fell
as he ascended, he rose faster and faster towards the surface like a balloon. The diving supervisor and the crew on deck tried to get hold of
him with a basket, but to no avail. When the air was released, the diver
sank like a stone. His body was found on the seabed beneath the rig the
day after.

Dreams and reality under water
The accidents on Ocean Viking served as a concrete reminder that Norway’s oil adventure would come at a price. Nevertheless, several years
were to pass before society seriously woke up to this reality, at least
where diving was concerned. The deaths warranted only brief mentions
in the Norwegian press.2 Stavanger Aftenblad was the only daily newspaper to devote some space to the first accident.3 But even it, the largest paper in the new oil region, confined the second fatality to a brief
single-column report.4 The spirit of the times was coloured by dreams
of all the benefits oil would bring. Cartoons of ordinary Norwegians
dressed as rich oil sheikhs were carried in the media. At the same time,
great political tensions prevailed. The non-socialist coalition headed by
Per Borten resigned at the beginning of 1971. On the weekend after the
first diving death, Trygve Bratteli began to construct a minority Labour
government. By the time the second fatality occurred, the country was
clearly heading for a referendum on joining the European Community
(EC). Much was talked about oil during the subsequent “EC struggle”.
But the broader issues dominated. How was Norway to ensure national
control of its oil resources when production from Ekofisk and possible
other discoveries in the North Sea began? What was the country to do
with its future oil billions?
On the same day that the newspapers wrote about the second diving
death, it was reported that Phillips was completing the installation work
which might permit test production to begin from Ekofisk that week. A
further four weeks was to pass before the field started producing from
the converted Gulftide drilling rig. This event was covered in detail on
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Divers were to remain over-represented in the accident statistics, even
after the rest of the offshore industry became noticeably safer.
An obvious explanation for the large number of accidents and
work-related injuries could be that diving was particularly hazardous.
We have seen how the divers, compared with other groups of offshore
workers, tended to be over-represented in jobs at the extreme limits of
the technologically possible. At best, that explanation is inadequate.
The potential for diving accidents was – and is – substantial. But the
same holds true of other technologies, such as nuclear energy, rail
transport and aviation, which nevertheless suffer fewer accidents. The
question then is the extent to which companies, government and, of
course, the divers themselves compensated for the risks by setting particularly stringent standards for the equipment, the way it was used and
the conditions when dives could be made.

Diving regulation
The diving industry as such has always been concerned with safety, of
course. Precisely because humans are not physically equipped to stay
under water for long periods, this activity is in itself a matter of devising technical facilities and of training divers to handle techniques and
procedures which minimise the risk. All basic diver training is thereby
intrinsically safety education. At the same time, however, there seems
to have been a tendency to introduce new hardware and methods with
no reliable knowledge in advance about how they would affect safety
and diver health. It also appears that new generations have started diving without any satisfactory training programmes in place. Moreover,
the government was slow to establish effective regulatory systems for
diving compared with many other industries and professions.
Although the use of diving for building quays, bridge foundations,
dams and the like expanded greatly in Norway during the first decades
after the Second World War, it took a long time for any form of regulation of this activity to emerge. As early as 1931, in the wake of a diving
accident in the Hjelte Fjord, efforts were launched to develop regulations for diving. These proved fruitless.7 Work resumed after a number
of diving deaths during the war. At that time, draft regulations existed
which called for a form of certification based on authorised training in
diving work. However, these proposals remained on the shelf because
no school of diving existed. Although Norway had 200-300 professional
divers as early as the immediate post-war period, it remained the case
in practice that anyone who wanted could undertake diving jobs.
Starting in the interwar years, the navy provided the only practical
and theoretical education. Its diving regulations of 1915 were used as a
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Hazardous work during the hectic development phase out in the North Sea some time
in the mid-1970s – before an effective safety
regime was established. All three people
pictured are divers.
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“manual” by many divers right up to the end of the 1950s. These specified that a diver had to be able to swim and be “strongly built and appropriately sized for the regulation diving suits”, and that divers should
preferably be lean (“divers with a tendency to put on weight should
be dismissed and must under no circumstances be used in greater
depths”).8
Torkell Tande from the Liberal Party asked during the Storting’s
question time in January 1959 why diving regulations had still not been
put in place.9 Andreas Cappelen, the local government minister of the
day, replied that the relevant civil servants in the ministry had been
occupied with other pressing work. In other words, diving did not have
the highest priority. Nevertheless, the government adopted regulations
for diving work with helmet and hose by royal decree two days later,
on 30 January.10 The text of the decree was very short. The age limits
for commercial diving was set at 21-40, but with opportunities for exemptions. Furthermore, divers needed an approved licence issued by
the Norwegian Labour Inspection Authority (NLIA). Apart from a requirement that a diver had to have a health certificate from a specially
appointed doctor, the qualifications required to obtain a licence were
not specified.
Diver training by the navy was significantly improved in the 1960s
compared with the interwar years and the immediate postwar period.
A number of private courses also existed. But no educational system
was in place for the new challenges faced by divers in the North Sea.
A common feature of all the reports by Norwegian divers about their
first encounter with working conditions offshore is that their existing
training was inadequate, and that they needed in practice to be trained
on the job. So it was an advantage for the first Norwegian North Sea divers that they met apparently experienced American and British counterparts. But too many of the Norwegians undoubtedly placed excessive
reliance on their rather older British and American colleagues. As Jim
Limbrick notes about his days in the UK’s early offshore industry, no
training for the type of diving done on the North Sea existed in Britain
either.11 “[W]e were inexperienced oilfield divers, but in the UK at that
time there were no British oilfield divers, nor oilfield training to be had
...”12 Christopher Swann, who details the meeting between the American divers and the North Sea, describes an industry and its practitioners similarly unprepared for the extreme challenges they faced.
Learning through trial and error and through social contacts between the divers was far from adequate in an industry which operated
so close to the limits of the technologically feasible. During the 1960s
and 1970s, the oil companies seldom interfered with the way diving
contractors dealt with safety issues. The key questions when negotiating a contract were whether the company concerned could do the rel-
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evant job, at what price and – often most importantly – how quickly.
This pressure on time found its best expression in the development of
diving tables. The ability to perform an assignment depended in part on
pure diving skills and the individual diver’s ability to overcome all possible technical and practical challenges. But a crucial financial criterion
for contractors competing with each other was how long they could
allow a diver to work on the seabed and how much time he needed to
decompress on the ascent.
The starting point for the diving contractors was the US Navy’s diving tables. That was natural. These tables built on the most detailed
research and the most extensive experience available there and then.
But they were also based on military risk assessments and goals. For
most naval divers, diving was primarily a way to travel from one place
to another. The diving tables for deeper water were intended for possible evacuation from submarines in a crisis, not extensive subsea work
over a number of years. Research done paid little attention to possible
latent injuries caused by working under high pressure in deep water.
The question was whether the same tables could be used by divers who
dived day in and day out, some for a whole professional career. When
the contractors eventually developed their own diving tables, the motive initially was not to identify the greatest safety margins. On the
contrary, they were after the facts which allowed a dive to be completed as quickly as possible. The contractors also kept their tables secret
from each other. Speedy ones were a competitive advantage. Since this
was an expanding industry with a shortage of experienced divers, the
contractors could be tempted to send novices down before they were
adequately aware of the challenges they faced.

Green light for diving from Ocean Traveler
and Ocean Viking
While motivated perhaps by curiosity rather than a sense of duty, there
was certainly no shortage of interest among the Norwegian civil servants concerned with safety issues when Ocean Traveler first anchored in
Stavanger during the summer of 1966. Certain American oilmen found
their misgivings about Norway confirmed when representatives from
no less than six government agencies – including the NLIA – arrived to
inspect the rig.13 The Norwegian inspectors drew up a list of 60 items
which had to be improved before drilling could start.14 None called
for significant conversion work, but covered such points as improved
radio communication, hand rails on dangerous companionways and
“No smoking” signs in particularly vulnerable locations. The final item
required that doors be fitted to the toilets. Most of these points were
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the actual diving or the decompression tables to be used. After obtaining more information and a conversation lasting two and a half hours at
Bergen’s Flesland airport with Jack Lahm, Sanford Brothers’ representative in Norway, Smith-Sivertsen wrote a report for the ministry where,
like Winsnes, he expressed a positive view of both the equipment and
the planned diving.22 He could note that he had seen a diving spread
similar to the one which was now to be used during a visit to the US
Navy a couple of years earlier. The US Navy diving tables used by Sanford Brothers were well known in the Norwegian navy, even though
nobody actually had any experience with using them for hard work in
deep water.
The correspondence on safety issues in connection with the start
to diving on Ocean Traveler and Ocean Viking was clearly influenced by
uncertainty over who had responsibility for what, and which legislation
might apply. In its comment, the NLIA expressed reservations about
whether Norway’s Worker Protection Act also applied offshore. That
question was never clarified. It was also unclear which government
agency could issue approvals. The only area in which observations by
the Norwegian authorities had any direct consequences for the first
dives was the requirement for medical monitoring. A group of doctors
was appointed under Smith-Sivertsen’s leadership to approve divers for
work offshore.23 The companies followed up by hiring their own doctors.24
As long as no government agency intervened and declared that the
planned diving was unacceptable, the companies could assume that
they had the necessary approval. This meant in practice that the assessments made by Winsnes and Smith-Sivertsen were adopted. Neither of
them possessed the necessary expertise to play that role at the time.
But nor did anyone else in Norway. The need for more expertise on
deep diving would be made clear a few months into Ocean Viking’s first
drilling season.

Fatal “swell-up”
The 22-year-old British diver Roger John Lyons from Manchester was
sent down to a depth of 67 metres from Ocean Viking on 3 October
1967, outfitted with helmet and hose but alone and without a bell.25 He
worked for Sanford Brothers. During the first stage of his ascent, Lyons
told the surface team that he felt unwell. He allegedly reported that his
condition improved somewhat on the way up. But something must have
happened at some point or another. At an unknown depth, the diver
“swelled up” and died as a result.
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Photo: Mike Lally
Foto: NOM
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requires decompression halts”.28 This recommendation was accepted by
the Ministry of Industry. In a circular to all the oil companies operating
on the NCS, it was repeated word for word but formulated as an order.29

The diving section
Although Hambro placed great emphasis on the many dangers which
could arise in connection with offshore operations in the North Sea, he
could reassure the Storting during its consideration of the oil issue in
1966 that the petroleum council under chair Jens Evensen was developing safety regulations.30 On 25 August 1967, well into the second exploration season, an apparently detailed set of regulations was adopted
as a royal decree.31 When the Ocean Viking accident occurred five weeks
later, an English translation of this code had still not been sent to the
companies in printed form. But the oil companies, which had been actively involved in shaping the rules through their North Sea Operators
Committee - Norway (NSOCN), knew what would be coming.
The oil companies had basically wanted an arrangement similar to
the one adopted in the UK, where they were responsible for developing
safety guidelines themselves through the Institute of Petroleum. However, Evensen insisted that Norway had to have official regulations. The
companies were nevertheless satisfied with the Norwegian regime because it differed little in practice from that in the UK. L J Loeffler from
Esso, who headed the company’s lobbying ahead of the royal decree,
took a sceptical view of government involvement in safety issues.32 That
was clearly demonstrated when the diving accident on Ocean Viking
was discussed at a meeting of the NSOCN in November 1967.33 Loeffler
maintained that a competent commission of inquiry, with oil company representation, would come up with proposals “much more quickly, with significantly less publicity, at far lower cost” and with “exactly
the same improvements” as the type of study conducted on behalf of
the Norwegian government. However, he was corrected here by a Shell
representative, who pointed out that most other countries would have
conducted their own investigations in the event of serious accidents
involving fatalities. A Phillips representative followed up by pointing
out that the police investigation had been conducted fairly efficiently,
without many formalities.
Norway’s new offshore regulations differed from the UK regime
particularly in their requirements for the maritime side of operating
drilling rigs. The rest of the code was full of references to “best industry
practice”.34 This formulation was not found in any other similar Norwegian regulations at the time. Diving was mentioned in just one section,
number 123, which read as follows:
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The ministry or whom it may authorise must be presented in advance with a plan for approval concerning the way the diving is to be
performed [and] which equipment is to be used, including the safety
measures which will be adopted to protect the life and health of the
divers. If the person who is to do the diving does not possess an approved diver certificate, consent must be obtained from the ministry
or whom it may authorise before diving can begin. Diving work must
be conducted in an acceptable manner and in accordance with the
regulations applicable at any given time.35

This section was little more than a confirmation of the practice which
had been established with regard to Ocean Systems and Sanford Brothers. In any event, the section would have no relevance unless separate
diver regulations were adopted.

Foot-dragging follow-up
The letter from the Ministry of Industry which required the companies
to use a diving bell “when diving in the open sea from a standing position which lies more than three metres above the surface of the sea”
was in line with the diving section, even if it was not formulated as
a regulation. Since the decks of the rigs which operated in the North
Sea were far more than three metres above the sea surface, the letter
could be interpreted to mean that a bell was mandatory for most types
of relevant oil-related diving. Such an interpretation would represent
a substantial intervention in diving contractor practice. However, the
requirement was unclear because it did not mention any specific diving
depth. It was also possible to avoid this provision by conducting deep
diving without a bell from smaller craft. No amplification was subsequently provided about the meaning of the terminology in the letter.
Nor did any government agency exist to check compliance in practice.
Safety follow-up for divers suffered the same fate as in other parts
of the offshore sector. A number of government agencies took action on
their own account right at the start. Once initial regulations were in
place, however, the companies were left to themselves for a long time.
To avoid the slightly chaotic conditions experienced when Ocean Traveler arrived, with a number of agencies virtually treading on each other’s
toes, the job of following up the regulations was assigned to the industry ministry’s oil department. This small team had more than enough
to do in dealing with more general issues of petroleum policy, and had
virtually no resources to monitor what was going on out in the North
Sea. The department could naturally draw on other relevant institu-
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tions, such as the NLIA, but the latter did not acquire any formal responsibility for following up North Sea diving until July 1969.36
Between the ministry’s letter after the 1967 accident and the fatalities in 1971, the authorities conducted virtually no specific follow-up of
diving. Nothing was done to develop concrete safety regulations. The
fairly informal “approval” of the diving contractors and their equipment on Ocean Traveler and Ocean Viking by Winsnes and Smith-Sivertsen was not followed up in any way when the diving was under way.37
In May 1968, the industry ministry did ask Smith-Sivertsen to inspect
diving operations on Ocean Viking and Orion, which were drilling at
the time for Phillips and Shell respectively.38 However, Smith-Sivertsen
cannot remember whether he carried out such an inspection.39
Asking him to carry out the inspection, rather than the NLIA, could
reflect the industry ministry’s opposition to extending the Worker Protection Act to the NCS. The NLIA, after all, had long experience of
inspecting workplaces. Even though the diving contractors were not
followed up after the initial approval, however, the first contacts did
contribute to some build-up of relevant expertise on North Sea activities. Quite specifically, this meant that Winsnes gradually began to
look at problems associated with more advanced diving operations in
deeper water. Towards the end of the 1960s, he contacted a number of
international deep-diving experts.40 He also established some degree of
contact with Smith-Sivertsen and others from the diving community at
Haakonsvern.
This small group of Norwegian civil servants soon began to pose
questions about the diving tables which the contractors brought with
them. They wanted to know how the tables used would affect the divers under the special conditions prevailing in the North Sea. Reports
they received supported a general perception that tables which called
for longer decompression were generally better for diver health.41 The
impression given to Winsnes at his first meeting with Ocean Systems
that the latter opted for safer tables than the US Navy did not entirely
reflect the reality. The problem was that the companies actually tended to do the opposite. While they were both on a visit to Stockholm
in January 1968, Winsnes and Smith-Sivertsen accordingly discussed
the possibility of adjusting the tables for dives below 40 metres.42 The
matter was taken no further. The little Norwegian community was still
nowhere near competent enough to propose alternative diving tables.
However, the pair had raised an issue which was to dog Norwegian diving for several decades. It was only after the fatalities on Ekofisk in 1971
that the Norwegian government again got to grips with the challenges
presented by North Sea diving.
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After Ocean Viking in 1971
On 26 March 1971, little more than a fortnight after the first of the
fatal diving accidents on Ocean Viking, the Directorate of Labour issued
a circular to all the diving contractors operating on the NCS.43 This
referred to the order issued in the wake of the 1967 accident, and listed
a number of new provisions.44 Given the course of events during the accident, it was appropriate to issue a reminder about the requirement to
use a diving bell imposed by the industry ministry on 11 January 1968.
The demand that such equipment should be used for dives requiring
decompression stops when diving from more than three metres above
the surface, was – if possible – even more relevant for Comex working on Ekofisk at night in cold and turbulent seas than it had been for
Ocean Systems on block 16/2 in October 1967. By sending four divers
in scuba gear to a depth of 73 metres, with subsequent decompression
stops, Comex had breached the 1968 provision. First came the problems
posed by decompression in cold water. Second, the course of the accident had been marked by difficulties in servicing the two divers from
the rig. In high seas, it was impossible to ensure that the divers were at
the right depth during the uppermost decompression stops. The divers
had to be hoisted up to the 11-metre-high rig deck by clinging to a kind
of seat formed from a metal plate. That could in itself have contributed
to the tragic outcome, since Mike Lally was alive when the first diver
was being hauled up. In the wake of the accident, Winsnes discussed
the problems of diving without a bell from the rig in the difficult conditions with representatives from Comex.45
However, he did not point out that the company had breached the
applicable regulations before the accident, nor did others from the
NLIA and the police.
The 1968 provision may have been unknown to Comex, which began diving on the NCS a little later than Ocean Systems. Since the industry ministry’s circular was sent to the operators, the latter had a responsibility for passing it on. Possible unfamiliarity with the applicable
regulations by Comex may also reflect the minimal follow-up received
by the company from the NLIA and the industry ministry’s oil department. That could be why the NLIA contented itself after the accident
with referring to the 1968 provision instead of pointing out that it had
been breached.
Once again, the provisions in the NLIA’s 1971 circular did not represent an attempt to lay the basis for new diving regulations. They
were an immediate response, clearly marked by a desire to indicate a
willingness to act in the wake of a tragic accident. For precisely that
reason, they can be read as an expression of what were perceived as
significant factors which contributed to the accident. “Dives are not to
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be performed if the equipment is not in [a] satisfactory state”,46 one of
the new provision specified. When a bolt could break so that a diving
bell fell into the water with two divers inside, something was fundamentally wrong with the equipment. It was also unsatisfactory that the
divers had to accept breathing air from hoses hanging down from the
surface at their final decompression stage. Most of the 10 requirements
concerned criteria to determine whether an individual diver should
not dive for health reasons. These included the diver feeling unwell or
suffering from seasickness, being under the influence of medicines or
alcohol, or failing to eat enough.
These conditions were definitely relevant for the accident in question. Bjørn Lilleland, the Norwegian diver who participated in the fateful dive, reports:
We were off duty in Stavanger when a message arrived that Ocean
Viking had an acute need for divers. The bell had been damaged. Two
French divers had carried out a dive in frogman’s gear to 70 metres,
but had not managed to complete the job. Mike [Lally] was fetched
from a bar. Both of us were flown straight out. We didn’t want to be
worse than the Frenchmen, so we agreed. You didn’t say no when
you’d first been asked. Otherwise you ran the risk that there wouldn’t
be a second time. Mike was in such bad shape that he threw up just
before he was due to descend. Everyone saw him. It was a cold dive.
As 4.5-millimetre-thick wetsuit feels like newspaper 70 metres down.
We had a helium mixture on our backs. During decompression, we
breathed air from something most like a garden hose which hung
down from the rig. My lips eventually became so numb that I ended
up swallowing large quantities of seawater. With three-metre-high
waves which pulled us up and down in the water during decompression, I became so seasick that I couldn’t manage any more. I could
barely grip the metal bar when I was hoisted up in the chair.47

Testimony from many divers who worked on the NCS in the 1970s
confirms that they carried out very risky dives, partly from youthful
determination and partly because of direct and indirect pressure from
their supervisors. Regulations circulated by the NLIA were unlikely in
themselves to produce any significant change in this. They contained,
for example, no specification of how to establish that the diver’s medical condition was satisfactory. Was this the diving contractor’s responsibility? Should the responsibility be vested in the supervising medical
personnel? If it was up to the diver, how should one ensure that the
diver felt able to refuse a job without running the risk of being fired?
Requirements for a medical examination of divers became an issue
in the wake of the Ocean Viking deaths. Immediately after the first acci-
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dent, diving doctor Hans Benestad pointed out in a letter to the NLIA
that the examinations of foreign North Sea divers he carried out regularly were far more extensive than those which qualified a Norwegian
to dive.48 According to a form from the NLIA, the requirements set for
Norwegian divers were the same for all forms of diving. Benestad maintained that special standards should apply to deep diving. Smith-Sivertsen responded that he agreed with the call for a more extensive examination of deepwater divers.49 At the same time, however, he expressed
doubts over whether more examinations would reduce the number of
accidents:
I believe the benefit of making a big commitment to a broad medical
examination of divers is limited to allowing the doctor to say with
a better conscience that ‘he, at least, did his best’ to ensure that the
diver did not have an accident. It seems far more important to me
that the number of doctors approved to examine divers is reduced
and that stricter requirements are set for such approval ... Preventing
diving accidents is a very complex issue, where medical examinations
of the diver play only a small part.50

Smith-Sivertsen had been a member of a medical commission which
had considered the criteria for selecting diving doctors.51 On the basis of its report, a scheme was introduce on 1 January 1972 which set
stricter requirements for doctors entitled to issue medical certificates
for divers.52 However, the same scheme still applied to all forms of professional diving.
Another issue raised in the wake of the Ekofisk deaths was working
hours for divers. In a letter to the industry ministry, the NLIA noted
that it was unfortunate that these were unregulated. “Long continuous
residence on the rig, with the limited mobility and closed community
on board, is likely to have an unfavourable effect on the physical and
mental condition of the divers.”53 The NLIA proposed that the same
working time be set for divers as for other personnel on the rigs. The
industry ministry responded swiftly. With direct reference to the two
accidents, it specified that no diver could spend longer than one week
on a rig.54 Each week on board was to be followed by a week off on land.
The NLIA’s tougher requirements for doctors issuing medical certificates for divers and the working time provisions were clear signs of
a greater willingness to get to grips with the diving issue. But the first
proposal to create comprehensive diving regulations came from neither
the Norwegian diving community nor the NLIA, but from the UK.
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Men det kan også ha ligget økonomiske motiver bak Prescotts henvendelse. I møtet med Winsnes viste han til at det siden dykkerutstyr var
kostbart, ville være urimelig å kreve at dykkerselskapene skulle holde
seg med forskjellig utstyr avhengig av hvilket territorialfarvann de
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a group to work on proposals for diving regulations. They took a positive view of modifying these rules so that they could also be applied in
Norway. The British group circulated a draft from the end of February,
and this also formed the basis for discussions in Norway.58 A series of
meetings was held in the spring and summer of 1972, many of them in
Stavanger’s Atlantic Hotel.59 Representatives from the British and Norwegian industry ministries held a joint meeting in Oslo during June,
where agreement on the existing draft was so great that both sides felt
they had clarified most of the problematic issues of principle.60 But the
work ceased completely in the autumn of 1972.61 When it resumed in
the UK two years later, all plans for a shared regime with Norway had
been dropped.

Winsnes and the diving company objections
Anyone who has been involved in developing regulations knows that
this can be a very complicated process. First, it involves bureaucratic
and legal aspects in the sense that new rules must be adapted to all
other existing legislation and statutory regulations in a society. Looking
just at safety, the legislative framework in Norway alone offers differing approaches and traditions which have big consequences for the way
statutes and regulations are drafted. The NLIA, rooted in the Worker
Protection Act, and the shipping industry with the Norwegian Maritime Directorate (NMD) and private classification society DNV are examples of institutions taking different approaches to safety which also
played a role in the way regulations were drawn up. From a historical
perspective, therefore, the unusual outcome would have been if the initiative taken by Prescott and Winsnes to develop a common regulatory
regime for diving had succeeded rather than collapsing.
The discussions conducted in the belief that agreement could be
reached indicate that the disagreements which arose did not primarily reflect a clear division between Norway and the UK. Rather, the
work became too complicated when different interest groups in both
countries were drawn into the process. A month after the joint meeting
in Oslo, Winsnes discussed the draft regulations with representatives
from Ocean Systems, Comex and 3X.62 The contractors had so many
objections that these can hardly be seen as anything but a frontal assault on the proposals. A few weeks later, Winsnes sent minutes from
the meeting to the British negotiators in which he expressed himself
in agreement with a number of the company objections.63 That must
clearly have been frustrating for those on the UK side who envisaged
a quick solution after the meeting in Oslo. Among other observations,
Winsnes expressed himself as if he agreed with the company objections
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to a proposal which would allow the divers to refuse to undertake jobs
they regarded as hazardous.64 Similarly, he appeared to agree with the
contractors in opposing a requirement to obtain the permission of the
rig manager before beginning a diving operation.
While Winsnes signalled a position which was more “company-friendly” than the British view on certain points, he wanted more
radical action on others. Although he can be interpreted as believing
that a diving supervisor should have unrestricted power over the actual
operations, he insisted that it must be up to the individual diver to decide whether he felt fit enough to dive.65 He referred to Norway’s Highway Code, where it is not the company for whom he might be working who decides whether a driver is fit to drive, but the driver himself.
Winsnes also wanted the rules on drinking alcohol ahead of a dive to
be far stricter than in the British draft. Both these views were clearly
influenced by the experience gained from the Ekofisk deaths.
The disagreements raised in Winsnes’ letter to the British were so
numerous and complicated that they could well have been enough in
themselves to defeat the attempt to agree common regulations. Had
Winsnes been the only problem, however, the British could have forged
ahead with the completion of their own rules and ignored the Norwegian objections. The fact that efforts to develop rules stalled for a time
on both sides of the North Sea primarily reflected a lack of political
initiative.

The diving industry organises
The objections from the diving contractors are unlikely to have been
unknown to the British civil servants. They were the same companies
on both sides, of course. Unusually, however, the views of the companies were conveyed through a Norwegian civil servant, who they must
basically have regarded as an ally. The new feature was that the diving
contractors had now organised themselves for the first time and were
thereby able to promote common views much more forcefully. But the
starting point was not conditions on the NCS or the UKCS, but events
in the USA – still the core country for the oil-related diving industry in
1971.
No coordination had existed between the diving contractors during
the 1960s, either on safety standards or over other conditions. The companies were exclusively competitors. When the new US Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) sought to intervene in the
diving industry towards the end of the 1960s, however, the companies
were forced to think differently. In 1970, the dominant American firms
founded the Association of Diving Contractors (AOD).66 Their aims
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were clear. First, they wanted to defeat efforts by American unions to
gain a foothold among the divers. Second, they sought to avoid government regulation by keeping the OSHA out of the industry. The management of companies such as Taylor Diving and Oceaneering regarded
the OSHA as a Trojan Horse for the AFL-CIO trade union confederation. However, the companies would find it difficult to oppose government regulation unless they could show that they were tackling the
safety challenges on their own account. Establishing “voluntary” safety
standards called for a form of organisation in itself.
About the same time that Prescott was contacting Winsnes, representatives of the companies operating on the UKCS came together in
1971 to found the Association of Offshore Diving Contractors (AODC).
The companies would doubtless have preferred to avoid government
regulation in the North Sea too. After oil had been proven on both the
NCS and the UKCS, however, it was difficult to see how some form
of official regulation was to be avoided. The diving contractors also
feared that their influence would be weakened if the safety regimes
established were solely a matter between the oil companies and governments. They were worried, for instance, that the operators would
secure disproportionate influence over when and how dives were to be
conducted. The AODC accordingly represented a united front not only
towards the authorities, but also against the powerful oil companies.
The organisation was given responsibility for coordinating operations on the NCS. From the perspective of the diving contractors, it
must have seemed a decided advantage that they secured greater acceptance of their views from Winsnes in Norway than in the British
government. The fact that consideration of the British draft also came
to a standstill for a time did not mean that the AODC had won the argument and was ready to establish a self-regulation regime, but that the
political will to push the proposal through was lacking in the Conservative government. Conditions changed when Harald Wilson resumed
office at the head of a Labour government after a general election in
February 1974, in the middle of the first oil crisis. The radical industry secretary, Tony Benn, wanted a quick solution.67 However, Norway
was now cut completely out of the process. The pressure for haste was
not only a matter of political ideology. No less than nine British divers
died in association with the offshore industry between 1972 and 1974,
while the regulations were under consideration.68 These diver fatalities
attracted great attention in the UK press. The Offshore Installations
(Diving Operations) Regulations came into force for the UKCS on 1
January 1975.69
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Inspections
Nothing significant was done to complete similar regulations in Norway during the period from the 1972 collapse of negotiations with the
UK on a joint regime until the British rules were adopted in 1975.70
Since the UK-Norwegian talks on a joint regime were never formally
broken off, Winsnes appears to have spent some time waiting for proposals from the other side of the North Sea. As the only person in the
Norwegian government with a clear responsibility for following up diving, he was by no means idle. In addition to his work on North Sea activities, he was still responsible for supervising other diving operations
in Norway. He was involved in a number of initiatives from the autumn
of 1972 which aimed to develop a training system for deep divers and
strengthen the general level of scientific diving expertise in Norway.
Both were important for diver safety. The first meeting on establishing
a Norwegian centre for underwater expertise took place in September
1972.71 A working party concluded the following March that such a
body should be established. Winsnes paid close attention to the work
which led to the establishment of the Norwegian Underwater Institute
(NUI). Given that he had to struggle on behalf to the government to
gain access to relevant research abroad, the prospect of being able to develop domestic expertise in this field was clearly a major step forward.
Winsnes also monitored the efforts to develop various training systems inside the companies.72 The activity which took most of his time
in the following years was a series of inspections of diving installations.
Most were conducted on land, but many took place out in the North Sea
as well. Such workplace inspections were important in the supervisory philosophy which underlay Norway’s worker protection legislation.
A key consideration for the NLIA’s inspectors was naturally that they
had a set of regulations to enforce. These could take the form of either
general provisions in the Worker Protection Act or special regulations
developed for specific activities. An NLIA inspection could accordingly
cover everything from checking that machinery and equipment complied with the regulations to looking at general tidiness in the workplace and whether the working time provisions were observed. Under
the NLIA’s supervisory responsibility, an inspection functioned as a
regulatory intervention in itself since the inspectors could issue specific orders for improvements to the company concerned. An inspection
thereby also served as a form of approval if the inspectors failed to find
any faults.
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Without specific diving regulations or any final clarification of
the Worker Protection Act’s status, and with an equal lack of clarity
about how diving would be regulated following the adoption of the
new Working Environment Act (WEA), Winsnes’ authority was limited as he travelled around and inspected diving facilities in the North
Sea.73 Reports exist of inspections between the autumn of 1973 and the
summer of 1974 at companies such as Comex, Subsea Oil Services and
Oceaneering, and on rigs and DSVs like Waage Drill I, Deep Sea Driller,
Ocean Rover, Blue Water 3 and West Venture.74 The last two were inspected while they operated off Shetland – in other words, on the UKCS.75
The intention was to clear the diving spreads before they were taken
into use on the NCS.
Many divers working in that period have reported that they can
remember how Winsnes visited their installation and conscientiously
checked most of the equipment in the company of the diving management. This is confirmed to some extent by the written reports of the
inspections. At first, Winsnes placed great emphasis on familiarising
himself with the functions of the equipment. He requested specifications of such aspects as how much pressure a bell could withstand, how
much breathing resistance there was in a breathing set and so forth. But
he also issued demands for improvements. When inspecting Comex on
Waage Drill I in November 1973, he listed five points which had to be
improved. The conclusion was nevertheless that the equipment looked
suitable for its purpose. Winsnes allowed Comex to continue operating,
but on condition that it corrected all the relevant points. In that way, he
“approved” both the Comex equipment and its activities.
Virtually all the comments made by Winsnes in his inspections were
technical in character. However, they continued to be couched in a cautious form and seldom required extensive and expenses interventions
or conversions. A number of his comments have clearly helped to improve operational safety during diving, as when he could point out that
it was a long time since the cylinders of breathing gas had been tested
and when he noted on a number of occasions that baskets should be
designed in such a way that a diver would find it easier to hold on.
Considering that he was employed by the NLIA, however, it is nevertheless unusual that Winsnes pays virtually no attention to operational aspects of the diving. That conditions could be different when a rig
was in action was demonstrated to him during an inspection on West
Venture off Shetland. When checking the same unit in Le Havre, he observed that the diving spread had been given a good and clear position
on the rig.76 In the meantime, winches had been installed in the same
area which made it difficult to move between the diving equipment.
The cautious request from Winsnes to the diving contractor and the
rig company, in which he asked them to discuss whether this position
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could be improved, was typical of the tone he employed with the industry. During these inspections, however, he never raised such aspects
as working hours, time spent in saturation and the offshore working
environment. On a couple of occasions, it emerges that the diving superintendent concerned reported what kind of diving tables were used.
But this was not a subject for discussion. One of the few occasions when
Winsnes raised matters which related directly to the divers themselves
occurred during an inspection of Comex on Deep Sea Driller while the
rig was at the Bergens Mekaniske Verksted yard in 1974. Winsnes noted
that the French divers, unlike the Norwegians, had a poor knowledge
of English.

A spate of accidents
During the very hectic years when Norway had to build up an advanced
petroleum administration from scratch, the government tended to
make its strongest interventions where the most pressing challenges
appeared to exist. So it was unlikely to have been entirely irrelevant
for the pace of regulatory development that no new diving accidents
occurred on the NCS between May 1971 and January 1974. Accidents
on the UKCS during the same period were often reported in Norwegian
newspapers, but they did not attract the same attention as a mishap
which occurred in Norway. The government avoided all the formal processes, in the form of identifying causes and possible culpability, which
followed an accident.
But another fatal diving accident struck the NCS on 16 January 1974,
this time involving the Drill Master rig.77 Two divers working for Ocean
Systems, one British and the other Norwegian, were diving for Esso just
north of Frigg when the brake for the ballast system (drop weights) on a
bell failed. The bell was accordingly “blown up”, killing the divers. This
accident had a particularly tragic twist in that the Norwegian diver was
Per Skipnes, one of the two divers rescued from the sunken bell on
Ocean Viking in March 1971.78 Skipnes stopped diving for a short time
because he thought working in the North Sea had become too dangerous. But he was back again by 1974.
The Drill Master incident was unusual because the blame – unlike
in earlier and many subsequent accidents – was pinned on the diving
contractor. The bell involved had just been sent across from the USA.
Parts of its equipment had been installed in France before it was dispatched for use on the NCS. The investigation established that the bell
had been fitted with a new type of valve system which needed to be
operated in a special way, but the correct instructions had not been
sent with it.79 The manual sent with the bell and in place on Drill Mas-
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ter belonged to a different system. It is unclear whether the divers sent
down in the new unit had read the instructions. They were in any event
wholly unprepared to operate the equipment properly. In a statement to
Norway’s public prosecutor, the NLIA recommended that Ocean Systems be fined.80 Although the accident claimed two lives, however, it
yet again failed to receive significant coverage in the media.81
This fatal accident near Frigg marked the start of a whole series. A
21-year-old British diver died on 27 August 1974 beside a pipeline close
to Ekofisk.82 He experienced problems with his gas supply and failed
to get back to the bell in time. According to Stavanger’s Rogalands Avis
newspaper, two of his colleagues suffered from shock as a result of the
incident – but were back at work two days later. Another British diver
died on a helmet dive in February 1975 during construction work outside Stavanger.83 The accident report noted that the diver lacked training. A Norwegian diver from 3X died on 22 March 1975 on the UKCS.84
He was working in very cold water at a depth of 140 metres when his
heating system failed. The autopsy report concluded that he died of
overexertion. Just a few days later, a serious fire broke out in connection with the diving spread on Arctic Surveyor.85 A gas control panel and
part of the electrical system was destroyed while two diving teams were
in saturation. A disaster was narrowly averted. In June 1975, a British
diver died while doing air diving for Comex during pipelaying on the
NCS.86 The presumed cause of the accident was nitrogen narcosis.
Compared with what was to come, this long series of diving fatalities
attracted little public attention. But they and a number of similar accidents affecting other categories of offshore workers helped to create a
far more critical attitude about what was going on in the North Sea. On
28 September 1974, Bergens Tidende – the leading Bergen daily – ran
a full-page story on the diving issue.87 One of the headlines read: “The
North Sea is being conquered with the lives of divers”. An introduction
continued:
Five people have so far paid with their lives when diving on the NCS
since [Norway’s] Oil Age began ... Diving is the profession which
has suffered the largest number of accidents in the work of bringing
North Sea oil ashore. They carry out operations by which the whole
oil exploration industry stands or falls, but have not so far been protected by fixed safety regulations.

Despite such apparently critical comments, the article is primarily a
review of diving in its full breadth. No criticism is directed at either the
diving contractors or the government. It concludes with an assurance
from Winsnes that diving regulations will be ready immediately after
the New Year – in other words, in the winter of 1975.
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It is first in the latter year that a serious shift can be detected in
newspaper coverage of oil issues related to unacceptable working conditions. In connection with discussions on extending the WEA to the
NCS, the Ministry of Social Affairs presented a study in the summer
of 1975 which was highly critical of the prevailing conditions.88 After a
cautious start-up, the NPD began to present a more independent face to
the oil industry. But this agency still had no direct responsibility for diving issues. Established as recently as 1972, it was the prime mover behind a regulatory development which would soon overtake the virtually
moribund work on diving regulations. The Vogt commission presented a proposal for safety regulations on fixed installations in June 1975.
They were tailored to the fact that the new WEA would apply. With the
clarification of legislation, statutory regulations and regulatory responsibility for fixed installations, the weakness of diver regulation became
even clearer. An official inquiry in 1975 which looked at general supervision of both fisheries and petroleum activities made special mention
of the urgent need for diving regulations.89 This inquiry’s report pointed
out that the UK had adopted such rules. The NPD, which still had no
formal responsibility for diving, also signalled that dedicated regulations for this activity were now a matter of urgency. In other words, the
pressure to regulate diving came no longer only from frustrated divers
but from parts of the civil service as well.

Diving in the crossfire between competing
regulatory regimes
When Winsnes resumed serious work on the diving regulations in 1975,
the job had become easier in the sense that he no longer had to take
account of proposals from the British. One option was naturally to copy
the UK regulations, which would mean achieving the goal of a common
regime. The British regulations were influenced, after all, by earlier
Norwegian proposals. Although Winsnes was more or less the only person involved with this work in Norway, it was by no means a lone effort
on his part. The idea had solid support in the industry ministry, which
wanted safety controls in the petroleum industry to be as independent
as possible from other Norwegian safety regulations. The draft Norwegian rules prepared for consultation by Winsnes in November 1975
built to a significant extent on the British regime.90 However, it soon
became evident that regulations based on a British tradition could not
simply be adapted to Norwegian practice. As a resolution approached,
moreover, the diver issue found itself in the crossfire between competing Norwegian regulatory regimes. It now became clear that work on
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Full concentration – the job must be done. But
at what price?
Photo: Børre Børretzen
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the diving regulations had been pursued in isolation from key events in
the safety arena.
The 1970s were characterised in both Norway and the UK by the
most extensive changes to the regulation of the working environment
and safety in the entire 20th century. Because the offshore industry
in the North Sea was of such economic significance and was pursued
in an area without pre-existing regulations, it developed into a battleground where old and new safety philosophies and policy regimes
clashed. Work on Norway’s new WEA had only just begun when the
diving regulations were under discussion in 1972.91 The NLIA occupied a central position in the far-reaching process which followed. A
draft was circulated for consultation in 1975. When the Act was finally
passed in 1977, it represented a radical break with much of the thinking
which had dominated safety work in Norway until then.92 (See chapter
8.) The safety delegate system was introduced to ensure that all aspects
of the Act were implemented in practice. Democratically elected, these
representatives (also called delegates) were given a legal right to halt all
hazardous activity. This represented a significant encroachment on the
employer’s right to manage.
However, work on safety legislation had progressed considerably
further in the UK than in Norway when the discussions on common
diver regulations were conducted in 1972. The British Health and Safety at Work Act was passed in 1974. Its extension to the North Sea was
opposed by the oil companies to the bitter end. When it was finally applied offshore, exemptions had been granted on a number of important
points.93 The oil companies were not obliged to permit employees to
elect safety delegates, and thereby also avoided the right of such elected
officials to halt work. In Norway, too, the oil companies sought – with
support from the industry ministry – to prevent the WEA being applied
offshore.94 Unlike the watered-down provisions adopted for the UKCS,
however, a strengthened version was extended to the fixed installations
in 1977. The Norwegian Act was a very important factor in the build-up
of strong unions by many groups of offshore workers. However, it was
not extended to mobile rigs and the many supply ships which worked
closely with oil installations. These remained subject to the safety regime and philosophies which prevailed in the shipping sector. That
proved a fateful decision for the Norwegian divers, since diving was
conducted to a great extent from mobile rigs and special ships.
The draft diving regulations drawn up by Winsnes were very little
affected by the changes taking place in the rest of the NLIA. When he
supported the position of the companies during the discussions with
the British and was sceptical about giving divers the right to refuse an
order from a supervisor to do a job they personally regarded as dangerous, he also signalled his opposition to a principle which would gain a
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key place in the new WEA. Were the latter also to be extended to diving, the regulations would have to be significantly amended. That question was clarified when it became clear that the Act would apply only
to fixed installations. Instead, the main issue came to be whether the
NLIA should have the authority to formulate diving regulations at all.
According to the NMD, excluding mobile rigs and supply ships from
the WEA and subjecting them instead to Norway’s maritime legislation
meant that the same applied to diving. It would thereby be up to the
NMD to draw up regulations. In line with the traditions which applied
in shipping, this would mean in practice that the NMD left the job to
DNV. Instead of developing regulations related to diving, this would
subject the activity to a classification regime. The NMD’s claims led
to a lengthy round of discussions on where responsibility should lie. It
became clear in the summer of 1977 that separate diving regulations
were to be developed. A completed draft was supported by the board
of the NLIA. At this point, however, the decision was taken to transfer
responsibility for diving to the NPD. That meant a further delay. It was
not until 1 July 1978, after the NPD had taken over responsibility for
diving, that the divers on the NCS became subject to “preliminary” but
nevertheless comprehensive regulations. By then, 12 years had passed
since North Sea diving began and 11 since the first serious accident.

A political responsibility
In circumstances where the completion of an important set of regulations is hampered or blocked by various competing regulators, sorting
matters out must necessarily be a political responsibility. Moreover,
much would probably have looked different if the government had devoted more resources from the start to doing something about diving.
Ignoring the question of overall responsibility and possible blame, and
concentrating on discussing what actually happened and why, we cannot ignore the fact that government work on diving safety throughout
the long period from the assignment of responsibility to the NLIA in
1969 until the regulations were ready in 1978 was confined in practice
to a single person – Winsnes. While not referring to him by name, the
Lossius commission makes it implicitly clear that he was not personally
to blame for the slow pace of developing the regulations. Its basic view
is that one man was not enough to deal with the big challenge represented by the diving issue. Both the records and most of the divers who
met Winsnes during the relevant material confirm that he made an
energetic commitment. But it is nevertheless the case that, as long as
Winsnes was the only person who worked actively to secure an overall
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picture of the issue, both his professional orientation and his personal
attitudes and assessments strongly influenced developments.
With his engineering background, Winsnes was a typical representative of a technical approach to safety which could be found in many
industries – perhaps even more strongly in rail transport and aviation
than in traditional manufacturing. The NLIA necessarily had to have a
number of technical specialists. However, these were balanced by staff
with a stronger orientation towards more operational and human relationships in a workplace. From that perspective, Winsnes was not a
typical representative of the NLIA – which was, after all, the birthplace
in the early 1970s of a WEA where the interaction between technical
and human factors occupied a very central place.
Precisely because Winsnes was the civil servant who had the most
to do with diving, one might have expected him to have argued that,
since the safety challenges facing divers were particularly large, more
resources were needed to get something done. But he did not. Winsnes
was a “bureaucrat”, without management responsibility. Norms exist in
a bureaucracy against asking too many questions about political priorities and getting on instead with the job one has been given. However,
the fact that Winsnes never complained about his working conditions
might also reflect a belief on his part that the position of the divers was
not particularly urgent, and a fairly high level of confidence in the safety work being done as a result of his many contacts with the companies.
As we saw, the report he received from Prescott in 1971 concluded that
diving could be the world’s most dangerous profession. The large volume of written materials Winsnes has left contain no indications that
he gave special weight to conveying such a view.
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Condeep diving
Work on casting the world’s first concrete tank for offshore oil storage
began in the summer of 1971. Its base was constructed in a dry dock
at Jåttåvågen in Stavanger before being towed out into deep water in
the adjacent Gands Fjord during February 1972, where the sides were
raised using a technique known as slipforming. Once the work had
moved into deep water, divers were naturally soon involved. They were
a necessary part of the workforce, despite being less visible than the
people erecting the formwork, tying the reinforcement bars (rebars) or
pushing wheelbarrows full of concrete.
This structure was to be used for intermediate storage of oil on Eko
fisk. The offshore loading system was vulnerable to strong winds and
high waves, with tankers all too frequently having to disconnect from
the buoys so that production was forced to cease. With a storage tank,
oil could continue to flow uninterruptedly in all kinds of weather.
France’s C G Doris was responsible for the tank’s design, and it was
built by Norwegian construction company Høyer-Ellefsen. Nine large
storage cells were surrounded by a breakwater wall with big holes which
allowed the waves to wash in and out. These openings were sealed with
steel plates during the construction phase in order to provide enough
buoyancy to get the tank out of the dry dock and into the open fjord.
Once the tank was safely moored in deep water, one of the first jobs for
the divers was to remove this steel cladding. Releasing and removing
a thousand of these sheets was heavy work. One team worked outside
and another inside. The latter unscrewed the bolts holding the plates in
place, so that the external gang could remove them for hoisting to the
surface.1 While the divers mostly used commercial helmet diving gear,
they were occasionally assisted by frogmen. This was a big job which
took a long time.
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og utsiden
holes
to be drilled
in the
to install
expansion
bolts for fas-av
ned tilhad
bunnen
av tanken,
slikconcrete
at en kunne
kontrollere
nedsenkingen
tening
protective
steel
covers
over
the
cables.
The
work
was
done
bell
Ekofisk-tanken ute på feltet. Kablene trengte beskyttelse mot
ytreasbelastdiving by many French and Norwegian divers. Rolf Guttorm Engebretninger, så det måtte bores hull i betongen og monteres ekspansjonsbolsen, who was then employed by 3X as a signalman and surface-oriented
ter, som igjen holdt beskyttende halvrør av stål over kablene. Dette ble
diver, says that the work also involved cleaning up the bottom between
utført med klokkedykking av mange franske og norske dykkere. Rolf
the external breakwater wall and the inner cells. Divers also installed
Guttorm Engebretsen, som da var ansatt som signalmann og lettdykker i
distance meters on the edge of the wall as well as some under the actual
3X, forteller
at dykkerne
også måtte
opp
tank.
Many hours
of bell diving
were rydde
devoted
to på
thisbunnen
task.2 mellom den
ytreBybølgebryterveggen
og
den
indre
tanken.
Dykkerne
monterte
også
24 June 1972, the structure had topped out. But much
equipment
avstandsmålere
på kanten
av bølgebryterveggen
og noen
selve tanstill
had to be loaded
on before
it was finished. The
tankunder
was designed
2
ken.
Det ble
med klokkedykking
til dette
to
receive
up mange
to 350 timer
000 barrels
of crude per day.
It wasarbeidet.
also decided
to
Sankthans
hadde konstruksjonen
fulle job
høyde,
install
oil and 1972
gas processing
equipment on nådd
top ofsin
it. That
and men
the
enda skulle outfitting
mye utstyrput
lastes
om bord
den11var
ferdig.behind
Tankenschedskulle
mechanical
towout
of thefør
tank
months
3
kunne
ta last
i mot
350the
000divers
fat råolje
i døgnet.
Detthe
blemooring
også bestemt
den
ule.
The
work
did was
to sever
chain at
with
flame
Doris
own diving for
team
French
personnelog
skulle cutters.
bygges på
for åhad
huseitsprosessutstyr
oljewith
og gass.
Påbyggingsfrom
Comex for this gjorde
job. 3Xatwas
also hired
to assist.
Whilemåneder
the French
utrustningsarbeidet
utslepet
av tanken
ble elleve
forwere
supposed
to
cut
two
of
the
chains
and
the
Norwegians
one,
the
3
sinket. Det siste dykkerne gjorde, var å brenne av ankerkjettingene.
former
ran hadde
into problems
and 3X ended
up dealing
with fra
all Comex.
three. The
C.G. Doris
et eget dykkerlag
med franske
dykkere
Det
Norwegian
company
had
20
permanent
divers
on
its
payroll
at
that
norske dykkerselskapet 3X ble også hyrt inn som assisterende team til
time,
andFranskmennene
many took partskulle
in thiskutte
job. to av kjettingene, mens nordmenjobben.
According
to Karl
Jørgensen,
originally
a fireman
had taken
nene
skulle kutte
én. Men
de franske
dykkerne
haddewho
problemer
med
a helmet diving course at Haakonsvern, it was not that easy to stay in
sine kjettinger, og det ble til at 3X kuttet alle tre. På dette tidspunkt
position when cutting the chains.4 The latter were incorporated in the
hadde 3X tjue dykkere fast på lønningslisten, og mange av disse deltok
concrete, three-four metres above the bottom of the tank. This job was
på jobben.
done in 65-70 metres of water as surface-oriented diving with a gas
Ifølge Karl
opprinnelig
brannmann
hjelmdykkerkurs
mixture,
usingJørgensen,
oxy-arc cutters.
Cutting
progressedmed
more
quickly if the
fra Haakonsvern,
var det
enkelt åwith
holde
seg i posisjon
ankerchain
was clean than
if itikke
wassåcovered
fouling
(marine når
growth).
4
kjettingene
skulle brennes
av. were
Ankerkjettingen
var støpt
inn i betongen
However,
working
conditions
not ideal. There
was nothing
to sit
tre
til
fire
meter
over
bunnen.
Denne
arbeidsoperasjonen
foregikk
on, and the diver had to maintain a grip on the chain while using thepå
65–70 That
meters
overflatebasert
dykking
på blandingsgass.
Det
cutter.
wasdyp
notsom
straightforward,
because
the tugs
keeping the tank
ble
brukt
oxy-arc-brennere
på
jobben.
Var
kjettingene
rene,
tok
det
korin position generated currents in the sea. “The propellers created mastere currents,”
tid å brenne
dem ennrecalls.
hvis de This
var dekket
groe. Arbeidsforholdene
sive
Jørgensen
was a av
particular
problem when
ascending.
He passed
the decompression
straps åthrough
var imidlertid
ikke ideelle.
Det var ingenting
sitte på,the
ogopenings
dykkeren
in
the tank
himself
in han
place.
A multitude
of sea cumåtte
holdewall
seg and
fast fastened
i kjettingen
mens
brukte
skjærebrenneren.
cumbers
kept
him
company.
Dette var ikke bare enkelt, for slepebåtene som holdt tanken i posisjon,
The
timei sjøen.
at working
depth was
justkjempestrømmer,»
over 30 minutes. That
meant
laget
strøm
«Propellene
skapte
forteller
Jørmany
chilly
hours
decompressing
in
the
sea
while
ascending
to
12
gensen. Det var særlig et problem på vei opp. Da tok han dekompresjonsmetres.
From
the divers
went straight
up seg
andfast.
intoDer
the hadde
deck destroppene
innethere,
i hullene
i tankveggen
og spente
han
compression
chamber
(DDC)
at
a
pressure
corresponding
to
12
metres
selskap av en mengde sjøpølser.
down. It was only after several hours that they could emerge into the
Bunntiden var på vel en halvtime. Det medførte mange kalde timer
open air.
dekompresjon i vannet på vei opp til tolv meter. Derfra gikk dykkerne
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Condeep diving
Condeep-dykking

last
chain was to be cut, there
were
not tilsvarende
many divers tolv
left
rettWhen
opp ogthe
inn
i dekompresjonskammer
med
trykk
who had not recently dived. John Haugestad, who had taken the nameters dyp. Først flere timer senere kunne dykkeren gå ut i frisk luft.
val diver and frogman course at Haakonsvern, was one of them. He
Da den siste ankerkjettingen skulle kuttes, var det ikke mange dykhad been doing shallow helmet diving off a quay, and was called up in
kere igjen som ikke nylig hadde dykket. John Haugestad, med utdanning
the afternoon. At 22.00, he entered the water and managed to “chew
fra
Marinens dykker- og froskemannsskole på Haakonsvern, var en av
through” half the chain in the dive time he had available. Øistein Berge
dem.
hadde vært
på jobb
grunn
et kaianlegg
5
then Han
descended
and cut
the med
last half
of hjelmdykking
the chain link.ved
Since
cutting
og
ble
oppringt
om
ettermiddagen.
Klokken
ti
om
kvelden
gikk
haniti
the chain took longer than expected, the towout was delayed when
sjøen
fikk on
«gnagd»
av 1973.
halve However,
kjettingenthe
på den
bunntiden
han with
haddea
beganogearly
21 June
weather
was ideal
til
rådighet.
Deretter
gikkhad
Øistein
Berge
ned
tok siste
halvdelen
av
dead
calm. Many
people
lined up
along
theogshore
to view
the event.
5
kjettingløkka.
det000-tonne
tok lengerstructure
tid enn antatt
kutte ankerkjettingSix tugs towedSiden
the 215
from åStavanger
to Ekofisk.
6
ene,
var slepet
noe forsinket
startetevent”.
natt til 21. juni. Været var
Stavanger
Aftenblad
described da
it asdet
a “world
imidlertid
ideelt,
med
vindstille.
Mange
hadde
tatt byoppstilling
The tank reached the field on 1 July. It was
installed
gradually
pumping
water intofor
theåtanks
until the structure
settled
the seabed.
langs
strandkanten
ta begivenheten
i øyesyn.
Sekson
båter
dro det
Bottom
conditions
had previously
beentil
investigated
by the Norwegian
215
000 tonn
tunge slepet
fra Stavanger
Ekofisk. Stavanger
Aftenblad
6
Geotechnical
Institute.
DNV,
responsible
for
approving
the
operation,
karakteriserte hendelsen som «en verdensbegivenhet».
feared
that the var
seabed
was toopåuneven
give
theNedsenkingen
tank stable support.
Lagertanken
vel fremme
feltet 1.tojuli
1973.
skjedThe
was adjusted
slightly
the lasttilminute.
This
gave the
de
vedplacement
at vann gradvis
ble pumpet
inn iat
tankene,
den sto på
bunnen.
På
Ekofisk
centre
its
characteristic
kink,
instead
of
the
installations
runforhånd hadde Norges Geotekniske Institutt foretatt grunnundersøkelser
ning
in a Det
straight
lineVeritas,
from south
to north.
The tank was
provided
på
stedet.
Norske
som sto
for godkjenningen
avalso
operasjonen,
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C G Doris’ Ulis system was used for diving
ULIS C.G. Doris dykkesystem ble brukt ved
around the Ekofisk tank.
dykking ved Ekofisktanken.
Photo: ConocoPhillips/Norwegian Petroleum
Foto: ConocoPhillips/NOM
Museum
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with a steel
skirt which
prevent
currents
fryktet
at havbunnen
varpenetrated
for ujevn tilthe
at seabed
tanken to
ville
stå støtt.
I sistefrom
øyeundermining
it and threatening
stability.
blikk
ble plasseringen
justert litt.its
Det
resulterte i at Ekofisk-senteret fikk
den karakteristiske knekken, i stedet for å ligge på rett linje fra sør til nord.
Tanken fikk også et stålskjørt som gikk ned i havbunnen, slik at havstrømA Norwegian
concept
mer
ikke skulle kunne
undergrave den og gjøre den ustødig.
Construction of the Ekofisk tank proved a success. It helped to shift

Condeep
–for
etwhat
norsk
konsept
the boundaries
specialists
thought was possible in the offshore
The first stage in building a Condeep GBS
Første fase i bygging av condeep-plattform i
at the Norwegian Contractors dry dock in
dokken ved Norwegian Contractors i Stavanger.
Stavanger. Casting these structures took
Støpingen av condeeper har skjedd i Stavanger,
place in Stavanger, Åndalsnes and HanøytanÅndalsnes, Hanøytangen utenfor Bergen samt
gen outside Bergen, while the Ekofisk tank’s
Ekofisktank-veggen i Ålsfjorden.
breakwater was cast in the Åls Fjord.
Foto: StatoilHydro
Photo: Statoil
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industry. The
world’s first concrete
tank
at seavellykket.
opened the
for til
theå
Byggingen
av Ekofisk-tanken
viste seg
å være
Denway
bidro
huge
production
platforms
in
the
same
material.
Just
a
few
weeks
after
flytte grensene for hva fagfolk trodde var mulig i oljevirksomheten til
the tank had been towed to Ekofisk, the first Concrete Deepwater Struchavs. Verdens første betongtank i havet banet vei for de svære produkture – Condeep – was ordered. Known as a gravity base structure (GBS)
sjonsplattformene i betong. Bare noen få uker etter at Ekofisk-tanken
because it sits on the seabed by its own weight, this unit supports the
var tauet ut på feltet, kom bestillingen av den første condeepen – Consteel topsides. The lower section comprises a set of cylindrical concrete
crete Deepwater Structure. Det er understellet på en condeep-plattform
cells which can be used for oil storage. One or more of these extend upsom er støpt i betong. Bunnen består av en rekke sylindriske celler som
wards as the hollow shafts on which the topsides sit. The shafts provide
kan
brukes
som oljelager.
Oppå dem
står de hule
søylene,
space
for conductors,
mechanical
outfitting
and so
forth.7eller
The skaftene,
Condeep
som
bærer
Skaftene
gir plass
for røropplegg,
utstyr med
design
wasdekket.
developed
by senior
engineer
Olav Moeteknisk
at Høyer-Ellefsen.
7 Condeep-konstruksjonen var utviklet av overingeniør Olav Moe i
mer.
With its
deep seas and rough climate, the NCS called for solutions other
Høyer-Ellefsen.
Norsk
sokkel
krevde
medcould
sine store
dypinogdepths
sitt værharthan the traditional
steel
jackets
which
be used
up to
de
klima
andre
løsninger
i
tillegg
til
de
tradisjonelle
stålplattformene,
100 metres. The Condeeps could stand in substantially deeper water.
somThe
kunne
dypMobil,
fra 70 which
til 100 meter.
kunne
bygfirstbrukes
client på
was
neededCondeepene
a production
platform
ges
betydelig
dyp.UKCS. Norwegian Contractors (NC) began
for for
its Beryl
fieldstørre
on the
Første
oppdragsgiver
varthe
Mobil,
som of
skulle
haShell
en plattform
proconstructing this GBS in
summer
1973.
followedfor
immeduksjon
på Beryl-feltet
i britisk
Byggingen
starteton
sommeren
diately afterwards
with an
order sektor.
for a similar
installation
its Brent
field. ved
Mobil
Brent A and
Shell Brent(NC).
B represented
thefulgte
definitive
1973
Norwegian
Contractors
Like etter
Shellbreakmed
through for
technology
in thetilNorth
Sea. ByDisse
the end
of 1974,
bestilling
avconcrete
en tilsvarende
plattform
Brent-feltet.
to plattforNC had«Mobil
no lessBeryl
than A»
six og
Condeeps
underB»,
construction
in the
mene,
«Shell Brent
representerte
detJåttåvågen
definitive
dry dock and the for
Gands
Fjord.
gjennombruddet
betongteknologien
i Nordsjøen. Innen utgangen av
These
Norwegian
structures
attracted
international attention,
and
1974 hadde NC ikke mindre enn seks betongplattformer
under oppføthe design
won
the prize og
fori technological
ring
i dokken
i Jåttåvågen
Gandsfjorden.innovation at the Offshore
Technology
(OTC)
Houston. Globally,
the Condeep
beDe norskeConference
condeepene
vakteininternasjonal
oppmerksomhet.
I 1975
came
the
very
symbol
of
oil
operations
in
the
North
Sea
and
can
stand
ble konstruksjonen tildelt premie for teknologisk nyskapning på oljeas Norway’s
most important
independent
contribution
to the offshore
messen
i Houston.
Internasjonalt
ble condeep
selve symbolet
på oljebusiness.
It
was
a
Norwegian
industrial
adventure
of
great
significance
virksomheten i Nordsjøen og kan karakteriseres som Norges viktigste
for value creation and employment in Norway. A thousand people or
selvstendige bidrag i offshoreindustrien. Det var et norsk industrievenmore were employed on each project, a small proportion of whom were
tyr som fant sted, med stor betydning for verdiskapning og sysselsetting
divers performing necessary underwater work. After the Ekofisk tank,
i Norge. 1000 mann eller mer var ansatt på hvert enkelt prosjekt, og et
Condeeps were produced one after another in Stavanger. The last was
lite antall av dem var dykkere som utførte nødvendig undervannsarbeid.
completed in 1995. Two of the Norwegian concrete GBSs were built at
Etter Ekofisk-tanken ble det produsert condeeper på rekke og rad i StaÅndalsnes further north. Completion of the platforms, with the mating
vanger.
plattformen
stoatferdig
1995. To
av de norske
betongof GBS Den
and siste
topside,
took place
Vats inorth
of Stavanger
and
Stord
installasjonene
ble bygd i Åndalsnes. Ferdiggjøring med påsetting av
Verft closer to Bergen.
dekk skjedde i Vats i Nord-Rogaland og ved Stord Verft i Hordaland.
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Inshore oil diving
Oljedykking
innaskjærs
Den første betongplattformen som ble bygd, «Beryl A», hadde et stort
Beryl A, the first Condeep GBS to be built, involved a wide range of
omfang av dykkearbeid knyttet til seg. Anleggsarbeidet pågikk kontinudiving work. Construction went on continuously throughout the week,
erlig hele uken gjennom, lørdag og søndag inkludert. I perioder med
including Saturdays and Sundays. In periods with a lot of diving, three
mye dykking kunne tre fartøy med fulle dykkerteam være i sving samtivessels with full diving teams could be engaged simultaneously. Ninety
dig. På alle condeeper ble 90 prosent av arbeidet utført som overflateper cent of the work on all the Condeeps was conducted as surface-oridykking.
Kutting
av ankerkjettinger,
som skjedde
på dypereinvann,
70–80
ented diving.
Cutting
of mooring chains,
which occurred
deeper
wameter,
krevde
klokkedykk.
ter 70-80 metres down, required bell dives.
En
spesielldiving
dykkejobb
påBeryl
«Beryl
A» var
montere stigerør
frafrom
bunnen
A special
job on
A was
theåinstallation
of risers
the
til
toppen
av
oljelagertankene.
Rørene
fortsatte
videre
opp
på
utsiden
bottom to the top of the oil storage cells. These pipes continued up the
langs
de of
høye
ForToå feste
dykkerne
montere
outside
theskaftene.
tall shafts.
attachrørene
them,måtte
the divers
first først
had to
install
kraftige
dobbeltsidige
stålklammer
rørene ble
festet
i, oppthe
langs
robust double-sided
steel
brackets upsom
the concrete
walls
to hold
risbetongveggene.
På
senere
condeeper
ble
stigerørene
i
stedet
montert
ers. On later Condeeps, the risers were installed dry inside the shafts.
tørtMore
inne ivaried
skaftene.
diving work was carried out underneath the GBS, such
asUnder
measuring,
piping inspection
and plugging,
and installing
anodessom
on
plattformen
utførte dykkerne
mye variert
dykkearbeid,
8
the bottom skirts.
Divers alsorørplugginger
tested nozzlesoginstalled
lowavonanoder
the outoppmålinger,
rørinspeksjoner,
montering
på
8
side
of
the
ballast
tanks
to
spray
water
under
high
pressure
towards
the
«skjørtekanten» av plattformen. Videre testet de jetdyser som var plasseabed
during
installation.
These jets ensured
that
the mud
swirled
up
sert
nede
på utsiden
av ballasttankene
– disse
skulle
sprute
ut vann
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The Ulis diving spread is readied by Rolf
ULIS dykkersystem klargjøres av Rolf Guttorm
Guttorm Engebretsen (left) and his father Rolf
Engebretsen og hans far Rolf Egil Engebretsen
Egil – a frogman and helmet diver.
– froskemann og hjelmdykker.
Photo: Geir Ivar Jørgensen
Foto: Geir Ivar Jørgensen
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Chapter

Geir Ivar Jørgensen (foreground) was one of
Geir
Ivar Jørgensen
( i midten)
var
en av dem
the divers
who worked
both on
Condeeps
and
som
dykket både på condeeper og offshore.
offshore.
Foto:
Geir
Ivar
Jørgensen
Photo:
Geir
Ivar
Jørgensen

under
trykkgot
neda mot
ble plassert
so
thathøyt
the GBS
goodbunnen
grip onnår
theplattformen
bottom. Before
towout,på
allfeltet.
aids
used
during
the construction
period had
to be removed.
That
gave the
Jetstrålen
sørget
for at bunnslammet
ble virvlet
opp, slik at
plattformen
9
divers
a lot
to do
the underwater
cranealt
supports.
A more
satte seg
godt
fastremoving
i sjøbunnen.
Før utslep måtte
hjelpeutstyr
fra unbygusual
job wasfjernes.
to huntDykkerne
for possible
cracks
if casting
errors
suspectgeperioden
hadde
da mye
arbeid
medwere
å fjerne
kran9
ed
or
signs
of
leaks
detected.
Divers
were
then
sent
down
to
seek
out
fundamentene under vann. En ikke fullt så vanlig jobb var å søke etter
and
seal the weakDet
spots
with aved
kindmistanke
of epoxy.om
In støpefeil
addition,eller
they tegn
somesprekkdannelser.
skjedde
til
times
hadDa
to look
for equipment
which
been
leftsprekkdannelser
behind or lost at i
lekkasje.
ble dykkere
sendt ned
forhad
å lete
etter
the
bottomogoftette
the GBS.
betongen
dem med en slags epoksy. I tillegg måtte dykkerne fra
Geir
Ivar
Jørgensen
recallseller
that mistet
a good utstyr
deal ofnede
workpåcutting
mooring
tid til annen finne gjenglemt
bunnen.
chains was always involved when a Condeep came to be towed out. The
Geir Ivar Jørgensen forteller at det alltid var en del arbeid med kutting
links were huge and had to be severed with flame cutters. That required
av ankerkjettinger når condeepene skulle slepes ut. Ankerkjettingene
skill, and only the best people were given that job. Starting the tow at
var svære og måtte brennes av. Dette krevde teknikk, og bare de flinkesthe right time was important. Any delay could be very expensive for the
te håndverkerne ble tildelt denne jobben. Det var om å gjøre at slepet
client. Jørgensen relates:
kom av gårde til rett tid. Enhver forsinkelse var veldig kostbar for oppdragsgiver.
forteller:
Time wasJørgensen
of the essence.
Cutting through these thick chains was pretty dangerous ... You had to burn cleanly, so that the slag was blown
Vi
var underlagt
et tøft
tidspress.
Det cavities
å brennetodisse
kjettingene
through.
Inaccurate
burning
caused
formtykke
where
oxy-hy- var
ganske
… Det gjaldt
brenne
et rent
slik at man
alltidofblåste
drogenfarlig.
gas collected.
That åcaused
some
realkutt,
explosions.
Several
us
smelten
gjennom.
brente
feil,
oppsto det
hulrom
detIdannet
were knocked
sillyHvis
and man
suffered
burst
eardrums
from
such der
blasts.
seg
knallgass.
Resultatet
noen
skikkelige
eksplosjoner.
Det varunder
flere av
eventually
developed
myvar
own
technique.
This
involved hanging
oss
blewith
slåttmy
i svime
og sprengte
trommehinnen
i slike
smell.
… Etter
thesom
chain
legs wrapped
round
it so that I could
burn
upwards
and take
advantage
the buoyancy
of the
water.
in that med
hvert
utviklet
jeg minofegen
teknikk. Jeg
hang
underBurning
ankerkjettingen
direction
gave
mekjettingen
full visibility
because
the bubbles
I also
beina
festet
rundt
og brant
oppover.
På denrose.
måten
blegot a
longer
jet
from
the
cutter.
The
disadvantage
was
that
the
red-hot
slag jeg
oppdriften i vannet utnyttet. Når jeg blåste nedenfra og oppover, hadde
ransikt,
down
me. som
It hitoppsto,
me in the
the Dessuten
stomach and
fri
foronto
boblene
stegmiddle
opp fraofmeg.
fikkflowed
jeg lengre
down both
sides
of my diving
suit. To
with,
I tried to avoid
jetstråle
ut av
brenneren.
Ulempen
varstart
at den
rødglødende
smelten rant
it, but
soonDen
noticed
did no
harm because
kind
steam
ned
på Imeg.
traff that
megitmidt
på magen
og rant aned
påof
hver
side av
coating formed around the molten steel. A few zips were undoubtedly
dykkerdrakten. I begynnelsen forsøkte jeg å unngå dette, men jeg merket
destroyed by the slag, but that was all. It looked a little dangerous, of
fort at det ikke gjorde meg noe, for rundt det glødende stålet dannet det
course, so I think I was the only one to use this technique. It allowed
seg en slags dampkappe. Det var nok noen glidelåser som ble ødelagt av
me to cut a chain with a single rod –
 in other words, two-three minsmelten, men bortsett fra det skjedde det ikke noe. Det så jo litt farlig ut, så
utes. Others might take 30 minutes or more on the same job because
jeg tror jeg var alene om denne teknikken. På denne måten klarte jeg å
they had to change a lot of rods as they chewed their way through
kutte kjettingen med én pinne. Det vil si 2–3 minutter. Andre kunne bruke
with many small cuts. I always held the record. That meant I was in
en
halv time
eller work,
mer påwhich
samme
jobben
fordi
de måtte
demand
for such
was
seen as
a prime
job.10skifte mange
pinner underveis og tygget seg gjennom godset med mange små kutt. Jeg
haddemooring
alltid rekorden.
til at jeg varwas
ettertraktet
til slikeand
jobber,
Cutting
chainsDet
onførte
the Condeeps
both exciting
chal10
som
i
miljøet
ble
betraktet
som
kremjobber.
lenging. The chain was tensioned to more than 700 tonnes, and the

divers had to cut against that. When half the link had been cut, the rest
Kutting
påforces
condeepene
var både spennende og
broke
freeavofankerkjettingene
its own accord. Big
were involved.
utfordrende. Kjettingen var spent opp med over 700 tonn, og dette skulle dykkeren kutte. Når halve kjettingen var av, røk resten av seg selv.
Store krefter var i sving.
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Condeep-dykkere
ogdiving
dykkerfartøy
Condeep divers and
vessels
3X var et av de ledende firmaene når det gjaldt condeep-dykking. I 1973
3X was
one ofknyttet
the leaders
for Condeepoljedivisjon.
diving. In 1973,
company
ble
selskapet
til Akergruppens
Fred.the
Olsen
regisbecame
affiliated
to
the
Aker
group’s
oil
division.
Fred
Olsen
then
regtrerte da firmaet som Sub Sea Dolphin og lot dette navnet eksistere
istered itmed
as Sub
Dolphin
and allowed
name to
alongside
11 De
parallelt
3X.Sea
første årene
var det this
«Spissøy»,
et exist
tidligere
fiske11
3X.
The
company
used
Spissøy,
a
60-foot
former
fishing
boat,
as
a
fartøy på 60 fot, som ble brukt som dykkebase for 3X. «Spissøy» var divkun
ing basefor
during
the early years.
This was outfitted
for surface-oriutstyrt
overflatedykk.
Forholdene
var noksåsolely
primitive,
med et
ented diving. Conditions were fairly primitive, with a DDC installed in
dekompresjonskammer montert i lasterommet og et hjemmelaget dykthe cargo hold and a home-made control panel
for air and gas diving
kepanel for luft- og
gassdykking fra overflaten.12 Etter hvert ble flere for12
from the surface. As time passed, more supply ships and barges were
syningsskip og lektere tatt13i bruk som dykkerfartøy.13 I forbindelse med
utilised as diving vessels. When Fred Olsen and the Aker group beat Fred. Olsen og Akergruppen kom inn i bildet, ble det tilført midler
came involved, funds were provided which permitted the purchase of
som ga muligheter til å kjøpe nytt utstyr. Blant annet ble det kjøpt tre nye
new equipment. That included the acquisition of three new saturation
metningsdykkesystemer
Italia,
og encar
tidligere
bilferge
ble kjøptThe
inn
diving spreads from Italyfra
and
a former
ferry for
use offshore.
og
brukt
også brukt
som
moderskip
for miniubåter,
latter
wasoffshore.
also usedDen
as able
mother
ship for
manned
submersibles,
which
blant
annet
under
inspeksjon
av
rørledninger.
carried out such work as pipeline inspection.
En annen nyvinning for 3X var lekteren «Buldra», som avløste «Spissøy» i 1977. Det var et fartøy som mange dykkere fikk et spesielt forhold
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Spissøy
alongside
Condeep
Spissøy moored
ligger ved
condeepapå
Stord. GBS at
Stord.
Foto: Børre Børretzen
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At work
onStatfjord
StatfjordAAi Digernessundet
in the Digernes Sound
På
jobb på
på
off Stord
in Rolf
1976.
Rolf Guttorm
Engebretsen
is
Stord
1976.
Guttorm
Engebretsen
i døra og
in the
hatch
and Rolf Buer
in the diving
suit. A
Rolf
Buer
i dykkerdrakt.
Dykkerlaget
besto
diving team
normally
comprised
five people,
vanligvis
av fem
personer,
og arbeidsoppgawho took
turn to doI løpet
the jobs.
vene
gikk it
påinrundgang.
av etEveryone
skift var
dived
duringog
a shift.
Diving
normally
tookdykalle
i vannet
dykket.
Vanligvis
foregikk
place inom
daylight,
but there
couldogså
alsovære
be
kingen
dagen, men
det kunne
periods
when
it
continued
with
several
shifts
perioder der dykkingen pågikk i flere skift
døgaround
the clock.
net
rundt.
Photo:
Geir
Ivar
Jørgensen
Foto:
Geir
Ivar
Jørgensen

Another
step forward
was the
Buldra barge,
which
replaced
til fordi
det siden
ble bruktfor
av3X
Statens
dykkerskole
i mange
år til
opplæSpissøy
in
1977.
Many
divers
developed
a
special
relationship
with
this
ring i metningsdykking. I utgangspunktet var «Buldra» skreddersydd
vessel because it was later used for many years by the National Diving
for bruk ved condeep-dykking.
School (NDS) to train saturation divers. Buldra was specially tailored
I de første årene med condeep-dykking var det behov for mange flere
for use with Condeep diving.
dykkere enn tidligere. Tilfanget av dykkere med bakgrunn i marinen var
A lot more divers than before were needed during the early years of
ikke nok til å dekke etterspørselen. Mange havnet da i dykkebransjen av
Condeep diving. The supply of personnel with a naval background was
tilfeldige
årsaker
og demand.
uten særlig
dykkeropplæring.
Et eksempel
var Tor
insufficient
to meet
Many
people then entered
the business
by
Jan
Wiik
som
var
mekaniker
da
han
begynte
i
3X
i
april
1975.
I
juli
samme
chance and without much in the way of training. One example was Tor
år
hanwho
sin was
første
jobb som dykker,
Stord.3XSportsdykkersertifikaJanfikk
Wiik,
a mechanic
when hepåjoined
in April 1975. He setet
tok
han
senere.
Etter
fire
år
avanserte
han
til
supervisor.
En annen er
cured his first job as a diver at Stord that July, and took the recreational
Johan
Johansen
varfour
salgssjåfør
dawas
hanpromoted
lot seg friste
av broren,
divingOtto
certificate
later.som
After
years, he
to supervisor.
som
var
dykker,
til
å
prøve
seg
i
yrket.
Han
hadde
da
kun
sportsdykkerAnother was Johan Otto Johansen, who was a sales driver before being
sertifikat
å skilte
med.
Geir Ivar
Jørgensen
kjøreskolelærer
oghe
hadde
tempted by
his diver
brother
to try
his luckvar
in the
profession. All
had
bare
brorens
dykkerutstyr
førJørgensen
han startet
sina dykkerkarriere
was atyvlånt
recreational
diving
certificate.
was
driving instruc-i
1973.
Felles
disse
tre, somhis
drev
mye med
condeep-dykking,
at de
tor, and
hadfor
only
borrowed
brother’s
diving
gear on the slyvarbefore
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starting
his behersket
career as aå bruke
diver in
1973. None
of these three,
did a
ikke
engang
ventilene
på dykkerdrakten
til who
å regulere
lot of Condeep
knew
how
to use
thedevalves
oningenting
their diving
lufttrykket
da dediving,
entret even
vannet
første
gang,
men
lot som
og
suits
to
regulate
the
air
pressure
when
they
entered
the
water
for
the
lærte raskt gjennom erfaring. Andre hadde utdannelse som tømmerfirst time.
But they
bluffedgullsmed
their way
through
and
quickly
from
mann,
rørlegger,
konditor,
eller
slakter.
Detlearnt
kunne
være utsikexperience.
Others
came
from
such
trades
as
loggers,
plumbers,
bakers,
tene til å tjene bedre som lokket, men det var også kjennskap og venngoldsmiths or butchers. The prospect of better pay could have been one
skap som trakk. Ifølge Wiik passet karakteristikken «profesjonelle
attraction, but another was acquaintanceships and friendships. Accordamatører» på måten de arbeidet på.14 Inntrykket av at det ble rekruttert
ing to Wiik, it would be fair to describe the way they worked as “promange dykkere uten14dykkeropplæring i den travle condeep-perioden,
fessional amateurs”. The impression that many people without diver
bekreftes av Leif-Tore Skjerven, en av lederne i 3X:
training were recruited during the busy Condeep period is confirmed
by Leif-Tore Skjerven, who was part of the 3X management:
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The diving control room on a Condeep dive in
Inne i dykkekontrollen ved et condeepdykk i
Åndalsnes. At the top of the photo are the two
Åndalsnes. Øverst i midten er to dybdemålere,
depth meters, one for each diver. Outside to
en for hver dykker. Ute til venstre ser en vinsjen
the left is the winch for raising and lowering
som trekker opp og senker ned umbilikalen
the umbilical which supplied the diver with
som forsyner dykkeren med pustegass, varmtbreathing gas, hot water and communication.
vann og kommunikasjon.
Photo: Ulf Lars Ola Fredriksson
Foto: Ulf Lars Ola Fredriksson

Vi trengte dykkere. Vi hadde egentlig tømt ressursforholdene for de vi
kjente
i Marinen.
NåWe’d
var viactually
ute etter
fagfolk.
Pettersen
platearbeider
We needed
divers.
used
up the
resourcevar
bank
represent- på
Rosenberg,
elektriker/ingeniør,
Bjørn
Vik var
ed by thoseHenning
we knewChristensen
in the navy.var
Our
target group now was
skilled
elektriker,
Gudmestad
elektriker,
var from
rørlegger.
Vi var ute
etter
workers. Pettersen
wasvar
a sheet
metalBuer
worker
Rosenberg,
Henfolk
som
kunne
jobbe
med
forskjellige
fag.
Jeg
fikk
et
inntrykk
av
at
de var
ning Christensen an electrician/engineer, Bjørn Vik and Gudmestad
brukende
i vannet.
Odda tok
dem utWe
påwere
«Spissøy»
hvor
var
electricians,
and Bue
plumber.
looking
forGunnar
people who
15
supervisor,
og han
så hvordan
deIoppførte
seg.
could provide
different
trades.
got the impression
that they were
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Norwegian experiment abroad
3X became the first Norwegian company to
conduct a series of test dives at the Tarrytown laboratory north of New York during
1975 in order to develop its own bounce diving
tables.17 The lab had experience in developing
tables for both the US Navy and Ocean Systems. A series of deep bounce dives was conducted to 188-235 metres of water using trimix. This blend includes a certain proportion
of nitrogen alongside helium and oxygen. In
addition to being speedy, with decompression
from 188 metres taking less than 18 hours, the
table was intended to save money by reducing
the consumption of helium –an expensive gas,
while nitrogen is free. In addition, a possible
thermal benefit was expected for the diver
since nitrogen is regarded as a “warm” gas.
Geir Ivar Jørgensen, Arne Jentoft and Odd
Pedersen participated in the six-strong team
together with three Britons and Americans.
They dived together in pairs. These were
the first tests of this type performed at the
Tarrytown lab with people. Pigs had been used
earlier.
“The blowdown speed was extremely
high,” recalls Jørgensen. “That caused strong
trembling when we passed the 120-metre
area. These shakes declined at the target
depth. Everything we did at the working depth
was designed to measure how much of our
capacity for work had been affected by HPNS
and the dense breathing gas. We managed the
tasks almost as well at the working depth as
when we did them on the surface. But we were
unable to carry out a single dive in this series
without serious symptoms of the bends. None
of the decompressions got us back to the
surface without repeated halts and recompression to a greater depth before we could
continue.”
Briton Clem Turner became seriously ill
during one of the dives and threw up a number
of times. The doctor outside the chamber ordered Jentoft to inject Turner, even though he
had never given injections before. Pedersen
became paralysed from the small of his back
and down (spinal bends). Treatment consisted
of pills and red wine in addition to recompression. The divers had to be transferred to saturation tables because no bounce tables were
available for such long periods of treatment.
On the basis of this series of dives, a table for
188 metres was adjusted by the Tarrytown lab
and subsequently approved without further
tests. But it was little used. Saturation diving
took over more and more from the bounce
method in the mid-1970s.18
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serviceable in the water. Odd took them out to Spissøy, where Gunnar
was the supervisor, and he saw how they conducted themselves.15

Most of the divers worked permanently offshore in the summer season, since all installation and maintenance work took place then. During their free time on land between tours, they took jobs on the many
concrete installations then under construction. But winter work was
confined to Condeep diving, since few assignments were then available
offshore. Casting and completing concrete GBSs went on continuously
throughout the year in sheltered fjords. Condeep diving could represent
an estimated 60-70 per cent of the total work available. The divers seldom worked permanently in only one place. They were nomads who
moved to where the jobs were. Although the companies which won the
contracts in the Gands Fjord or at Stord, Vats or Åndalsnes differed, the
same divers recurred.16

Accidents in the Gands Fjord
Condeep diving experienced a busy year in 1975. Several platforms
were to be completed simultaneously. Brent B, Beryl A and Statfjord A
were all due to be taken offshore. That put great pressure on the divers.
A fatal accident occurred on 6 February of that year during diving
on Brent B in the Gands Fjord. A 30-year-old British diver was out on
one of his first jobs on the GBS, which involved measurement work
about 50 metres down. He signalled to the other divers that something
was wrong, but failed to appear when they hauled up the umbilical.19
He had broken free and sunk to the bottom of the fjord in 250 metres
of water, and was never found. This accident was caused either by a
fault in the diving gear or because the diver had mistakenly released
the umbilical.
Another accident occurred in the late autumn. A 20-year-old Norwegian, Øyvind Kristiansen, who had taken the navy’s diving course
and worked for 3X, was helping to ready Statfjord A in the Gands Fjord.
The diving team to which he belonged had worked without a break for
a long period and was tired. Although this was inshore diving, working
time was governed by the petroleum regulations – in other words, a
12-hour daily shift for 14 days including Saturdays and Sundays. The
team was due to have the weekend off, but the job needed to be finished as a matter of urgency. The diving supervisor refused to take the
job, but another person with less experience was persuaded to accept
it. Kristiansen was to dive inside one of the “star cells” between the
storage cylinders, accompanied by a standby diver in a steel basket suspended at the water surface. The basket hung from one of the cranes
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onvannoverflaten.
the GBS. The cell
could beinne
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from
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a clearance
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Vanndypet
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40
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–
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cutting off 16 bolts
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som
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Underwater work on a Condeep.
Undervannsarbeid ved condeep.
Photo: Geir Ivar Jørgensen
Foto: Geir Ivar Jørgensen

I cut off the bolt, but the flange wouldn’t come loose. So I needed
Jeg brant av boltene, men flensen løsnet ikke. Jeg hadde derfor behov for
something to break it free. I was in a bit of a hurry. If the dive lasted
noe å brekke dette løs med. Jeg hadde litt liten tid. Hvis dykket varte for
too long, I’d need a decompression stop at three or possibly six melenge ville det være behov for dekompresjonsstopp på 3, eventuelt 6 meter.
tres. It was already late in the day, and it’d be good to finish early so
Det var allerede sent på dagen og det var fint å bli tidlig ferdig slik at jeg
I could get the weekend off. I reported that I needed something to
kunne
få en
frihelg.
Jegand
meldte
jegsurface
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with,
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eller
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cuttertilhose
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communication
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skulle
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hose ini fritt
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time, we didn’t know how bad the injury was. Gunnar Flaten pulled
out the bar. It was a bit difficult communicating with the people on
top of the cell. We got the steel basket lowered, but it vanished into
the water. When it came up again, Flaten was outside it. So the basket
had to be lowered afresh. Things went better then. We were hoisted
to the top of the cell and transferred to Spissøy, which was the vessel
we were working from. I was quickly sent to Stavanger Hospital. Flaten came with me in the ambulance. At the hospital, they quickly got
ready to operate. My right lung had been punctured in the accident.
The operation itself went well. I was hospitalised for several weeks.20

The report from the NLIA found that the way the crowbar had been
sent down into the cell, with the cutter hose as the guy line, was a grave
error. The supervisor was held responsible,21 and fined for breaching
procedures. That the accident occurred at the end of a shift just before
the diving team was due to take the weekend off was not considered
an extenuating circumstance. Nobody investigated how pressured the
work had been before the accident. Nor was anyone in the diving company management held responsible for requiring the team to dive when
they should actually have begun their weekend off.
Kristiansen recovered after a few weeks of operations and convalescence. Because of the damage to his lung, he was banned from diving
for life. 3X had promised him further training as a diving supervisor,
but that never happened. After a few years as a warehouse worker in the
company, he became fed up and quit. He became partially disabled and
later suffered other health problems which left him on a full disability
pension.

Condeeps hang in the balance
The Stord Verft yard had built one supertanker after another until the
shipping crisis of the mid-1970s, when most of its newbuilding contracts were cancelled. Conveniently enough, it landed its first offshore
contract in 1975 from Mobil for the Statfjord A topsides. It was then
decided to establish a deepwater base in the nearby Digernes Sound,
where the topside structure could be mated with the GBS. This facility, which was sheltered from wind and weather, soon became a competitive advantage in the offshore market. Stord Verft quickly secured
another three contracts from Shell for platform matings. The first was
Dunlin A, which had been built in Rotterdam. That was followed by
two big structures built in Scotland, Cormorant A and Brent C.22
A series of accidents occurred in connection with testing the platforms, when divers were among those who had to go into action. In
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Jørgensen
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A»-plattformen
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av An
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the course of 30 minutes. A reassuring tone was adopted in external
av en halvtime. Utad ble informasjonen holdt i en beroligende tone. Stainformation. Stavanger Aftenblad reported that the structure was never
vanger Aftenblad meldte at det aldri var fare for at plattformen ville
in any danger of sinking. Its design and buoyancy were such that even if
havarere. Konstruksjon og oppdrift var slik at selv om luftputen under
the airbags failed under all the cells, the platform would remain afloat.
alle kamrene ble borte, ville plattformen kunne holde seg
flytende. PlattThe list was corrected and work continued as normal.23 A leak also oc23 Også i mars
formenon
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rettet
opp, og
fortsatte
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normalt.
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platform
in arbeidet
March 1977,
but this
solved fairly
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på plattformen, som forholdsvis
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plug.lekkasje
raskt ble tettet ved hjelp av en trepropp. 24
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Statfjord A developed a serious list on 20 April 1977 during testing
of the ballast system. Through human error, a valve was mistakenly
opened so that the water level in the various cells became virtually the
same. The weight of the topside was unevenly distributed – with the
living quarters placed on one edge, for instance – so the platform tilted.
Spotting immediately what had happened, the duty officer in the control room sounded the alarm. Evacuation of the 200-strong afternoon
shift began at once. The list was three degrees, which meant that one
edge of the topsides sank by eight-nine metres. Since the list happened
so quickly, a number of the people on board panicked and problems developed in getting the whole shift down to the boats. The access stairs
had been partly removed ahead of the towout.25 Those who failed to
get down quickly enough jumped into the sea, but nothing of that was
reported in the press. Maintaining an orderly impression of the construction projects was important for the operators.26
The third platform, Cormorant A, also suffered mishaps after arriving from Ardyne Point in Scotland during July 1977. Weaknesses were
revealed when pressure-testing the piping system. A number of pipes
were removed in October and returned to the UK to be given a new
PVC coating.27 The piping system was completed during November, and
the platform was ready for its first deballasting test down to seven metres. Minor leaks were then discovered in some piping penetrations,
which had to be sealed before deballasting could continue.28 A few days
later, more leaks were discovered between the GBS cells and further
lowering was postponed. Mating with the topsides was delayed until
after the New Year.29 Information emerged later about yet another accident on Cormorant A, when the platform allegedly listed following a
leak during Christmas 1977. Whether this incident actually happened
is a matter of dispute.30
Problems were also experienced by a number of divers working on
Statfjord B at Stord in 1978. A big leak once again occurred here and
the platform had to be evacuated while it was being repaired. Geir Ivar
Jørgensen, a diver in this operation, recalls:
There was something special about being the only people on the
platform after the rest had been evacuated. The repair job was done
as bell diving with a Ulis system, rather than in saturation. Because
it was urgent, a number of divers were involved and a lot of dives
were made one after another. There was a crack in one of the star
cells – in other words, the three-sided spaces between the cylindrical
storage cells. This crack was 17 metres long and a couple of inches
wide. Many divers had to mobilise for this job. The first team opened
the manhole leading down to the star cell. It was followed by a gang
which tried to seal the crack with epoxy, but that was just sucked
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A diving bell descends to the work site.
Dykkerklokke
vei til arbeidssted.
Photo:
Øistein på
Berge
Foto: Øistein Berge

right through. Sawdust and wooden wedges were then used, a good
god gammeldags seilskuteteknikk. Kiler ble satt tett oppover sprekken, og
old-fashioned sailing ship technique. Wedges were packed tightly
imellom ble det brukt en blanding av sagmugg og epoksy. Det holdt.
together along the crack, with a mix of sawdust and epoxy between
them. That held.
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to a depth of about 80 metres. In the meantime, the tugs were waiting
with their engines going to start the tow as soon as the chains were gone.
Jørgensen had just left the bell when he discovered that, as soon as the
massive chains were cut, they would fall down on the concrete casing
of the GBS and damage it. He reported this to the surface, whereupon
it was decided to rotate the GBS a little to avoid the problem. The tugs
started moving, and the current increased. Meanwhile, Jørgensen had
ascended to the top of the bell. He held fast with one arm and clutched
the cutting equipment with the other. While this was happening, the
hawser holding the diving vessel in place broke. Jørgensen discovered
with a shock that the chain they were to cut was suddenly over the bell.
The position was critical. With the diving vessel adrift, the bell would
soon get caught in the chain. The steel cable holding it would be torn
off, leaving bell and divers to disappear in the depths. Their chances of
survival would be slim. Jørgensen knew he was in mortal danger but,
instead of panicking, he became icily calm. He contacted the supervisor, but had no time to explain the position. As clearly and as calmly as
possible, he said: “Come down with the bell. Come down with the bell”.
This was an unusual order and matters would have gone badly if the
person running the bell winch had not immediately done what he was
asked. Fortunately, supervisor Byron Tate was an experienced diver who
understood that this was serious and did what Jørgensen commanded.
The position was brought under control and the divers survived on this
occasion, too. In the meantime, the surface crew replaced the hawser,
got the vessel back under control and returned it to its original position.
Although Jørgensen was deeply shaken, he completed the cutting job
before ascending. Once back on deck, he saw that the boom holding the
bell was bent. The bell had been close to tearing loose. However, bellman Kjell Lindgaard was unaware of the drama. He had (fortunately)
been unable to hear the conversation in the bell.

If it works, it works
“GSG” – short for går det, så går det, which can be translated as “if it
works, it works” – was an established expression in the Norwegian diving community. It conveyed a kind of fatalism. The divers were willing
to try to overcome difficulties. If it worked, it became a good diving story. They appreciated that their job was risky, and a great many of them
can relate incidents when their own lives were in danger. But these
incidents were seldom or never reported.33
The number of risky episodes recalled from the 1970s reflects
the fact that some diving jobs on the Condeeps were not as carefully
planned as others. Unforeseen problems often cropped up. People who
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Øistein Berge monitors the depth of the bell –
Øistein Berge monitorerer dybden på klokken –
about 200 metres.
cirka 200 meter.
Photo: Øistein Berge
Foto: Øistein Berge
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Chapter 6

In deeper waters
The huge concrete oil installations will probably remain standing as a
monumental expression of Norwegian history from the late 1970s to
the mid-1990s. Each larger than the one before, they were towed offshore by a fleet of tugs which became pygmies against the colossi they
surrounded. Their groundbreaking qualities were symbolised by the
height of the concrete GBSs – the higher they were, the deeper the water in which they could be installed to produce oil and gas. As always in
the history of offshore oil, however, it was not only a case of getting this
valuable energy source up from the sub-surface. Production also had to
be brought to refineries and markets on land. Diving was essential for
all these aspects.
If people had not expected to earn big money once production started, the massive technological commitment would never have been
made. In other words, forcing the pace of change had a strong underlying financial motive. But developments were also driven by powerful
political forces. Some of these originated abroad. After the 1973 oil crisis, Norway and the UK were urged to step up the pace of North Sea development in order to safeguard strategic energy deliveries to the west
at a time of radicalisation and unrest in other key oil regions. During
the 1980s, under President Reagan, the Americans brought pressure to
bear on the Norwegians to speed up gas deliveries from the Troll field
to avoid Europe becoming over-reliant on Soviet supplies.1 However,
neither Middle East unrest nor the final throes of the Cold War were
responsible for pushing diving operations into ever deeper waters during the late 1970s and early 1980s. This primarily reflected a domestic
political motive. There was a strong Norwegian desire for the country’s
oil and gas to be processed on land in Norway. That depended on being
able to surmount the biggest challenge of all – the Norwegian Trench.
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After the installation of Statfjord A, one
concrete colossus after another – each larger
than its predecessor – was towed out to ever
deeper water. The tallest of them all is Troll A,
installed in 303 metres of water. It stands 472
metres high from the seabed to its topmost
point.
Photo: Statoil
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Chapter 6

By pipeline to Norway
This feature is a submarine valley which separates the relatively shallow waters in the middle of the North Sea, where the first petroleum
fields were found, from the Norwegian coast. Before the last ice age,
the area embracing most of today’s oil fields was dry land where Stone
Age humans lived alongside mammoths and sabre-toothed tigers. Only
the Trench separated these flat plains from the Norwegian coast. It extends from the outermost part of the Oslo Fjord, around the southern
and western coasts of Norway, and opens like a funnel towards Greenland and the Arctic Ocean. At its deepest point off southern Norway,
the bottom of the Trench lies 700 metres down. This rises to 280-300
metres off the west Norwegian coast. The Trench was regarded as a
challenge as far back as the early 1960s, when Norway was positioning
itself for negotiations with the UK and Denmark on North Sea boundaries.2 The Geneva convention on the law of the sea, which governed the
determination of boundaries in coastal and sea areas, defined a continental shelf as extending out to a depth of 200 metres or as far out as
the water depth permitted the exploitation of natural resources.
The strong Norwegian desire to ensure that possible deposits would
be landed in Norway had already been incorporated in the royal decree
of 9 April 1965, which formed the legal basis for the first licence awards
on the NCS: “If the King finds that the national interest requires it, he
may decide that produced petroleum products can be landed wholly
or partly in Norway.”3 Immediately after the Cod discovery in 1968, a
committee was appointed to assess the possibility of piping the oil to
the mainland.4 Discovered by Phillips, Cod initially proved too small
to justify commercial production. However, Phillips is unlikely to have
been surprised when the question of landing by pipeline to the Norwegian coast was raised immediately after the Ekofisk discovery.
As operator and dominant licensee, Phillips not unnaturally wanted
the pipeline to go where its markets lay – either the UK or continental Europe. Ekofisk lay in the middle of the North Sea. Why take an
expensive diversion via Norway? The problems of crossing the Trench
were crucial in allowing Phillips to win acceptance for its position. A
pipeline running directly from Ekofisk to the Norwegian coast would
descend to 372 metres at its deepest.5 That was deeper than any similar
pipelaying project in the world. Phillips claimed it to be impossible with
the technology of the day.
The Norwegian government also had an interest in ensuring that development costs did not become excessive. The question was whether it
could trust Phillips when the company claimed that a landfall was technologically impossible. After all, it had a clear financial interest in landing abroad. A committee appointed by the industry ministry in August
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Reidar Larsen, a former Communist Party
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oljevirksomheten i Nordsjøen.
control over oil operations in the North Sea.
Foto: Scanpix
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which had already been made for the DWP commission. Since the civil
engineers within the commission had already secured the bulk of that
money, the 3X proposal also failed.
With the politicians on the one hand wanting the quickest possible confirmation that a pipeline over the Trench was actually feasible, and Norwegian companies on the other concerned to secure the
strongest possible position for potential future pipeline projects, little
scope for critical comment existed in the sub-committee. At this time,
Smith-Sivertsen was developing a more critical stance to what was going
on. But he had little to contribute when all the foreign diving specialists
met by the sub-committee’s representatives on their travels maintained
that it was possible to come up with gas mixtures and decompression
tables which would make it possible to work at the depths involved.17
Even though the commission’s conclusions provided an opening for the
speed-up in activity which most people wanted, a number of the formulations in the chapter on diving were ambiguous and clearly influenced
by the increased disquiet felt by Smith-Sivertsen. For instance, the report describes the mental challenges facing a diver in deep water:
The diver knows that he is completely dependent in this alien element
on the equipment he uses being fault-free, and that there is little
chance of receiving assistance if he loses control of the circumstances. He also knows that a rapid retreat to the surface is impossible
because of decompression. He is often alone in the water, and cold,
darkness and poor communication with the outside world will
reinforce his sense of isolation. Responsibility for and the degree of
difficulty of the job to be done, as well as the limited time available to
him, could also help to increase mental strain during the dive.18

The report notes that “a certain lack of clarity prevails” about the depth
at which practical diving work can be done.19 The commission nevertheless presumed that a practical limit for simpler operations in 1974
was 300-350 metres of water.20 It pointed in that connection to the
existence of satisfactory diving equipment for such depths, with the
reservation that systems for heating suits and breathing gas could be
improved.21 According to the report, resistance in the diver’s breathing
equipment would particularly reduce work capacity at depths beyond
300 metres. It makes no unambiguous recommendation about the advisability of diving at such depths. On the one hand, the report refers to
“specially trained divers” being able to perform inspection and simple
tasks. On the other, it notes that divers at these depths would face such
major mental and medical problems that going beyond 350 metres had
to be regarded as risky.22
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with the answers and conclusions people want. The Ekofisk committee
thought that the necessary technology to permit practical work diving
in more than 300 metres would be available as early as 1974. That was
not the case. Even when the laying of Statpipe began a decade later,
no extensive practical experience had actually been acquired with diving in depths corresponding to the deepest sections of the line. The
fact that the studies nevertheless became gradually more realistic reflected a fairly substantial strengthening of international and Norwegian expertise in this area during the same period. Where Norway was
concerned, the creation of the Norwegian Underwater Institute (NUI)
played a significant role by providing the country with a genuine centre
of expertise in diving research (see chapter 9). It was also important
that the Norwegian diving companies developed the expertise to undertake major contracts on their own account rather than merely supplying divers to the foreign contractors.
So strong was the Norwegian political pressure to cross the Trench
that it became an important driving force in pushing the international
diving industry into deeper water. Deep diving on the NCS was regarded as a major future market. The oil companies were fully aware that
the trend was towards greater depths, regardless of Norway’s pipeline
choices. This gave the research institutes working to overcome “decompression issues” substantial elbow room. From the late 1960s and well
into the 1970s, a number of experimental dives were conducted in deep
water in the USA, the UK, France, Switzerland and West Germany.
Britain’s Royal Naval Physiological Laboratory (RNPL) and the research
lab at Duke University Medical Centre in North Carolina were originally developed for military purposes. Now, however, developments were
driven forward by the oil and gas companies.29 Comex had its own research centre in Marseilles, which also received extensive support from
a French government which regarded securing national participation in
an expanding international market for subsea technology as an important strategic goal.
Until the early 1970s, most of the research into deep diving was
based on bounce technology – in other words, a relatively rapid descent, a correspondingly short period of work under water, and then
decompression. Helium played a key role. But experiments were also
conducted with varying dosages of nitrogen and oxygen. With the
breakthrough of saturation diving, however, the research efforts also
changed their focus of attention. When the Norwegian representatives
from the DWP commission travelled around in 1973-74, the most prominent scientists they met were working almost exclusively on saturation diving. Physiologist Peter Bennett, who the Norwegian delegation
met at Duke University, had taken divers down to 1 500 feet – roughly
500 metres – during a 1970 experiment.30 When the Norwegians met
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much as possible, the cost per actual hours worked became very high.
Bounce diving could be suitable for short jobs related to exploration
drilling, but the saturation method was soon the only option for underwater work on platforms and pipelines.
Just as Ocean Systems became successful as the first company to
industrialise diving with the aid of bells and decompression chambers,
Taylor Diving led the introduction of the saturation method. Links to
Halliburton and Brown & Root on the owner side meant it was well positioned to win major construction-related assignments. When BP began production drilling and installation work on Britain’s Forties field
in the mid-1970s, however, the diving contract went to the much smaller Sub Sea International – even though Brown & Root was the main
development contractor. With work in depths from 110 to about 145
metres, Forties was the most extensive diving project worldwide before
activities on Statfjord got fully under way. From the award of the Forties contracts until the early 1990s, however, no similar oil-producing
region could match the contribution of the NCS to pushing the diving
business into ever deeper water.

Saturation becomes dominant
Most of the offshore diver’s work has been carried out on the seabed
in both exploration and production phases. The NPD’s statistics for
the average water depth of drilling on the NCS thereby also provide a
good indication of how deep the diving was at any given time. Logically
enough, diving on fields brought into production was largely conducted
at the same depths as exploration drilling. In the late 1960s and early
1970s, the average depth was 70-80 metres.31 By the late 1970s, drilling
in 140 metres around Statfjord helped to raise the average to just over
100 metres. From 1983, the average drilling depth was more than 200
metres. However, this figure was boosted by operations on Troll, where
drilling took place without diver assistance for the first time on the
NCS. Somewhat later, however, diving was carried out for exploration
drilling and installation of production facilities on Gullfaks. Parts of
this field lie as deep as Statfjord. Its third platform, Gullfaks C, stands
in no less than 216 metres of water.
Underwater diving work during exploration drilling was the same
in the early 1980s as it had been in the 1960s and 1970s. As drilling
moved into ever deep water and the demands on decompression chambers, habitats and other equipment increased, much exploration-related
diving was conducted in saturation. Transferring divers to specially designed DSVs meant that a diving team in saturation could theoretically
carry out work for several drilling rigs simultaneously. With dynamic
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Diving on Statfjord
After saturation diving had been introduced on Ekofisk and Frigg
(chapter 2), Statfjord more than any other development became the
proving ground for modern diving methods in deep water. From the
discovery of this field in 1974, exploration activity became at times intensive. Comex, which won the first major diving contracts related to
exploration operations on Statfjord, conducted all its deep dives using
the saturation method. Bounce diving with a bell, of the kind carried
out by the company from Ocean Viking and other drilling rigs in the
Ekofisk area, became both uneconomic and hazardous at a depth of
about 150 metres.
As soon as Statfjord was found, intensive production drilling began
in the area. Diving became a really large-scale activity when Statfjord A
(1977), Statfjord B (1982) and Statfjord C (1985) were installed.35 With
three apparently similar concrete behemoths spaced more or less evenly apart, this field could seem better ordered than Ekofisk. But the Statfjord development also had a chaotic character. Technological barriers
constantly needed to be breached, both above and below the waves.
As with Ekofisk, getting production going was a matter of urgency. In
many respects, in fact, it was even more urgent. The huge investment in
oil had created Norway’s biggest-ever trade deficit of NOK 20.5 billion
in 1977.36 This corresponded to about 11 per cent of that year’s gross
domestic product. The country’s foreign debt was rising year on year,
and the government budget was also in deficit. Welfare provisions had
been introduced in anticipation of expected offshore revenues. Statfjord held so much oil that both deficits would be eliminated if only
production could start. But disquiet began to spread for a while during
the late 1970s. Would Statfjord’s costs become so high that the project
nevertheless became unprofitable? Accidents, strikes, delays, budget
overruns – the newspapers were full of reports which painted a picture
of chaos.
All the occupational groups who worked to complete the platforms
offshore were under great pressure. The overriding priority was clear.
It was essential to meet the schedule, make sure that production started as soon as possible, and ensure that the oil and gas could be transported to market. Statfjord A remained far from finished when it was
towed out to the field in 1977. The next two platforms could build on
experience from the first, but were also characterised by incomplete
drawings, hasty planning and poor design, and occasionally by solutions which were far too complicated. Many of the weaknesses were
below water. That meant it was the divers who had to carry out difficult
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at once what he meant. It took time for the platform management and
process operators to learn all the practical consequences of the technical control mechanisms on board. Moreover, they often knew little
about the conditions faced by a submerged diver. Since most diving was
now done from DSVs, direct day-to-day contact between divers and other personnel on the platforms had been lost. The bell was also lowered
through the DSV’s hull, so that observers on a platform could not even
see whether divers were in the water.
From a diver perspective, the big production platforms presented
a number of dangers. Several submerged intakes might be present,
drawing in cold seawater to cool down machinery on board. These
were activated without regard for possible divers in the vicinity. Other
types of pipe sticking out from a platform could be equally hazardous.
A common potential trap for divers was the blind flanges closing off
pipes which might be required for later connections. Divers assigned
to remove these covers depended on the platform management having
the pressure under control. That was not always the case. An episode in
1984 can serve as an example. A diver was told that it would be safe to
enter a pipeline for inspection. While he was inside, a valve was opened
and the diver was blasted out into the sea like a bullet from a gun.37 The
dive was being conducted with an umbilical in 30 metres of water. Both
mask and equipment were blown off. The diver had to ascend rapidly
and enter saturation treatment. He survived. However, a diving superintendent recalls having to pluck pieces from destroyed equipment out
of the diver’s skin.
A substantial part of the diving on Statfjord was conducted to install
a complex system of flowlines between the various platforms. Unlike
the gathering lines from Ekofisk and Frigg, and the later gas pipeline
from Statfjord, these infield flowlines were welded together by divers
on the seabed. For simple jobs, this could be done directly in the water.
Although it might be thought that such surroundings would extinguish
any flame, the heat generated by a welding torch is so great that it will
also work on the seabed. Unless additional aids are deployed, however,
subsea welding creates a brittle weld which will be too weak in most
contexts – not least for flowlines required to carry large volumes of
oil and gas without leaking. As a result, most of the seabed welding on
Statfjord was conducted in the dry using a hyperbaric chamber similar to the system first adopted on Frigg. After welding, the flowlines
were buried by a specially designed trenching machine. Given all the
activity which took place in the waters around the platforms, the risk
that flowlines lying uncovered on the seabed would be damaged was
particularly high. But the divers were responsible for ensuring that the
job was done properly. Moreover, they were not infrequently required
to help lay sandbags. Handling such loads under saturation in a depth
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of 150 metres for four hours or more at a stretch and for many days in
succession was hard work.

The companies
Never before or since have so many divers worked in one and the same
place off Norway as during the Statfjord development. During a single
season, six-seven DSVs could be at work in connection with the field. In
addition to its maritime crew, such a vessel employed about 30 people
on the diving side. So 200-300 people could have been involved in underwater work during the peak period. Since their time was split roughly 50-50 between ship and shore, a total of 500 diving-related personnel
could have been involved with Statfjord at peak.
The diving companies competed vigorously for a long-term main
diving contract on Statfjord when it was put out to tender in 1979. Possessing experience, sufficient suitable equipment, and a staff of experienced divers and diving supervisors was naturally essential for a contractor. But it was still the case that the most important competitive
advantage over rival companies was how fast a specific job could be
done and at what price. The crucial consideration in that context was
the kind of diving tables used.
Mobil was operator for Statfjord and thereby primarily responsible
for awarding contracts. But Statoil, with 42.7 per cent of the unitised
field and ambitions to take over the operatorship, also influenced the
choice. Many people in the Norwegian diving community accordingly
expressed disappointment when the contract went to Britain’s Wharton
Williams (2W) and not one of the domestic companies.38 Wharton Williams had been founded in 1976 when the leaders of Comex’s UK arm
broke with their French management and formed a branch of Taylor
Diving.39 Comex, which had clearly wanted the big Statfjord contract,
found its award to the breakaway team a bitter pill to swallow. Taylor
Diving’s decision to concentrate on a UK branch partly reflected the
fact that British divers had by then become at least as competent as the
much more expensive Americans. Moreover, the US company expected
growing protectionism to make it harder for Americans to win work on
the UKCS.
The late 1970s were also characterised by increasing protectionism
in Norway. With support from key politicians and the government, Statoil actively applied pressure to ensure greater Norwegian success in
winning contracts. In this case, the state oil company supported Mobil’s choice of a foreign diving contractor. A diving superintendent in
Haugesund-based Seaway Diving told Oslo tabloid VG that unionised
Norwegian companies could not compete with foreign contractors
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which operated with contract divers and their own working-time rules.
“Even though Norwegian companies have cut [costs] to the bone in
their tender, ‘WW’ has always underbid them,” he claimed.40 This was
an issue which would come up again and again in the following years.
Although 2W was a foreign company, however, the first long-term
diving contract on Statfjord nevertheless represented a certain degree of Norwegianisation. It worked from DSV Tender Comet, owned
by Norway’s Anders Wilhelmsen. The company also undertook to use
Norwegian divers as far as possible. Since this was a long-term assignment, that was in many respects advantageous for the British company – providing the Norwegians had the necessary expertise. After all,
divers had to be flown in and out of the Statfjord area from heliports in
Norway. Over time, it was therefore beneficial that they lived nearby.
The first North Sea divers were used to moving from one company to
another, and many found a long-term job on Statfjord attractive. So 2W
had no difficulty recruiting Norwegian personnel. During the 1980s,
close to 70 per cent of its divers hailed from Norway.
Nor was 2W by any means the only company to secure work on
Statfjord. The scale of diving operations was so great that both Comex
and Seaway Diving – which had now changed its name to Stolt-Nielsen
Seaway (SNS) – won contracts for short-term work relating to various
special assignments. Precisely because these were short jobs, the companies relied heavily on contract divers. The proportion of Norwegian
divers employed by SNS was smaller at times than in 2W’s operations
on the NCS. That was something of a paradox, given that a SNS representative had complained about 2W not being Norwegian.

Diving on Statpipe
Statoil’s first chief executive, Arve Johnsen, was asked in connection
with the company’s 20th anniversary in 1992 to name the most important event during his 15 years at the helm. He responded that it
was the Storting’s decision in 1981 which led in part to the Statpipe
development:
The Statpipe project was special because we did something everybody
else thought would be extremely difficult – laying a pipeline across
the Norwegian Trench in 380 metres of water. We also laid the basis
for an infrastructure of gas pipelines from the NCS, which will have
enormous significance for Norway and Statoil ...41

Johnsen exaggerated a little when he added 80 metres to the actual
depth of the Statpipe line. This was nevertheless a technical achieve-
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bodde i nærheten. De første Nordsjø-dykkerne var vant til å skifte selment, where Statoil itself, the pipelaying contractors and not least the
skap. En langtidskontrakt på Statfjord virket attraktivt for mange. Derfor
divers and the diving companies all breached barriers.
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involved measuring the length of a free span, a job which ROVs were
still unable to do. Although most of the line pipes were welded together
up on the laybarges and laid out in full length, a good deal of welding
was required on the seabed.44 Since sections of the pipeline were laid
by different barges from various starting points, they had necessarily to
be welded together where their ends met. Steps were naturally taken
to avoid such a meeting point at the bottom of the Trench. With much
thicker pipes and higher pressure in the welding habitat, this work was
even more demanding than on Statfjord.
With such a large number of divers involved and an average saturation time of around 25 days per dive, Statpipe diving made big demands
on both the equipment and the personal qualities of each diver. Conditions in the diving spread on Seaway Condor were much improved from
the habitats used for the first saturation dives on Ekofisk and Frigg.
When Norwegian companies such as SNS and Scandive bought systems
for their DSVs, they occasionally combined components from manufacturers in different countries. Divers in Norway viewed systems from
Germany’s Dräger as the best, with Italian and British products regarded as of poorer quality. Arctic Surveyor used a Dräger spread with two
chambers.45 Diver comfort on Seaway Falcon improved markedly when
it acquired a separate toilet chamber. But this was very expensive to operate because there were entrances from both habitat and decompression chamber.46 Every time a diver in decompression needed to use the
facility, it had to be blown down from the working pressure to the relevant decompression depth. Large quantities of expensive helium could
disappear in such a process. The decompression chamber was provided
with its own toilet during a conversion in 1979.
Seaway Condor had four pressure chambers. Of the 15 men usually in saturation, two-three were generally involved in bell-related
work and six were under decompression. The remainder were sleeping or relaxing. All the “rooms” or chambers could be sealed off from
each other, with separate pressurisation. Divers were usually “blown
down” in the toilet chamber, which was also used to enter or leave the
bell with various items of equipment. The divers had two chambers at
their disposal when they were not down in the bell. One was used for
sleeping and the other for recreation and eating. These two chambers
were normally pressurised to the same depth, so that the divers could
move freely between them. However, the decompression chamber was
always separate and only opened when a new team was to start being
decompressed. A separate toilet for this chamber avoided the problems
which had arisen during the first phase on Seaway Falcon.
Even though the habitat on Seaway Condor was larger and better than
earlier diving spreads, however, life in saturation was never luxurious.
To start with, the diving companies used the extra space to increase the
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Diving on a large scale was also needed where the pipeline came
være en psykisk belastning å befinne seg så tett innpå mange andre, uten
ashore at Kalstø. Norwegian construction contractor Selmer had the
muligheter for å stikke seg unna.
contract to build a 600-metre concrete culvert which would protect
Det viktigste for et dykkerkammer var naturligvis at det var tett. Derthe pipeline in the rough landfall zone. This was constructed in five
nest var de såkalte life-support-systemenes kvalitet avgjørende for dyksections measuring 80-140 metres long, which were towed to Kalstø.47
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Driften av dykkesystemene ved Statpipe-dykkingen ble ytterligere
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near Bergen. Oseberg itself lay in 100 metres of water, but was right on
dem som satt oppe og styrte trykksettingen og regnet på dette, kunne det
the edge of the Trench, so that an oil pipeline would rapidly descend
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In deeper waters

route carefully in advance with the aid of ROVs, it proved possible to
find a track without excessively long free spans.
Although practical working dives never took place deeper than 248
metres, both Statoil and Hydro were dependent on it being possible to
carry out repairs with diver assistance right down to the deepest point
on the pipelines if something went wrong. The fact that no divers had
come near the deepest sections of Statpipe meant that the extent of inspection and possible adjustment to special seabed formations were not
as good as on other parts of the pipeline. The line broke in May 1984
while it was being laid. Fortunately, this only happened once and in 110
metres of water along the spur to Heimdal. The laybarge initially aban-
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The Statfjord area witnessed intensive diving
activity during its development.
Photo: Harald Pettersen/Statoil
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doned the broken pipeline to resume laying from another direction.
When these sections eventually met, however, divers had to go down to
clean up and weld. Moreover, the whole pipelaying job halted at Easter
1984 when an ROV discovered an old mine at a depth of 298 metres
in the middle of the route.50 This proved to be part of an unmarked
minefield laid against German submarines towards the end of the First
World War. Each containing 120 kilograms of TNT, these mines would
undoubtedly cause major damage if they went off. They were removed
with the aid of trawlers before any harm was done, so no diving was
required. But the episode was a reminder of the need to be prepared for
all eventualities.
Both Statoil and Hydro were told by the Storting that they remained
subject to its old requirement that the companies had to be able to make
repairs quickly with the aid of divers should the pipelines leak for any
reason. As long as the gas did not ignite, leaks from Statpipe posed no
immediate threat to those working at sea. An oil leak, on the other
hand, would cause substantial marine pollution. Since the Trench was
much closer to the coast than the offshore platforms, moreover, there
was a big danger of such pollution reaching land. Where both Statfjord
gas and Oseberg oil were concerned, the financial consequences were
undoubtedly at least as important as safety and environmental considerations in demanding that Statoil and Hydro had to document the
feasibility of making advanced operational dives down to 300 and 360
metres respectively. A full halt to oil deliveries while Oseberg was producing at its plateau rate would represent about one per cent of global
output. When planning the Troll gas development, operator Shell faced
a similar requirement.
Without divers, neither gas from Statfjord nor oil from Oseberg
could have been piped to Norway. Extensive saturation diving from
large DSVs was a step forward for the divers in the sense that many
conditions became more orderly than in the period when bounce diving
was the dominant method. Diving had become a fully industrialised activity. The equipment was more robust. Diving bells lowered and raised
amidships in a controlled manner made it possible to avoid the type of
hazardous conditions which had prevailed when divers and then bells
were hoisted up and down from drilling rigs in high seas. But the safety challenges associated with diving had by no means been overcome.
Diving in ever deeper water was steadily stretching the limits of the
human body’s tolerance without anyone knowing for certain what the
consequences might be for the individual.
Fortunately, no serious accidents have occurred since these important pipelines became operational. Divers have thereby never been
sent down to do heavy work at the very greatest depths. In order to
satisfy the Storting’s requirements, however, Statoil, Hydro and Shell
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In deeper
waters
På større
dyp

launched extensive
programmes
experimental
Many of these
industriell
virksomhet.
Utstyret varofblitt
mer robust.dives.
Med dykkerklokker
were
conducted
at
the
NUI,
others
were
done
abroad.
Theseman
experisom på kontrollert vis ble heist opp og ned midtskips, unngikk
den
ments
would
themselves
prove
hazardous
for
the
many
divers
who
took
type hasardiøse operasjoner som gjorde seg gjeldende da først mannskapartog
(see
9). Fromblethat
perspective,
conquering
theleteplattforTrench was
per
så chapter
dykkerklokker
heist
opp og ned
i høy sjø fra
a breakthrough which left a sour taste.
mene. Men det innebar ikke at sikkerhetsutfordringene ved dykkingen
på noen måte var løst. Med dykking på stadig større dyp tøyde en grensene for hva menneskekroppen kunne tåle, uten at noen visste sikkert
hvilke konsekvenser det kunne få for den enkelte.
Heldigvis har man ikke hatt noen alvorlige uhell mens de viktige rørledningene har vært i bruk. Dermed har dykkere heller aldri blitt sendt
ned for å gjennomføre tunge arbeidsoperasjoner på de aller største
dypene. Men for å oppfylle Stortingets betingelser gjennomførte både
Statoil, Hydro og Shell en omfattende mengde forsøksdykk. Mange av
dem foregikk i regi av NUI, andre i utlandet. Det dreide seg om forsøk
som i seg selv skulle vise seg å være risikofylte for de mange dykkerne
som deltok (kapittel 9). Slik sett var beseiringen av Norskerenna et
gjennombrudd med betydelig bismak.
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Lunch on the seabed under high pressure,
Lunsj på havets bunn, under høyt trykk, inne i et
inside a welding habitat near Oseberg in 1986.
sveisekammer ved Osebergfeltet i 1986. Georg
Georg Geoff is wearing a headset to communiGeoff har på seg headset og kommuniserer med
cate with the diving control room on the DSV.
kontrollen oppe på dykkerfartøyet.
Photo: Einar Andersen
Foto: Einar Andersen
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Chapter 7

«Alexander L.
The Alexander L
Kielland»-ulykken

Kielland disaster
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soner, mens 123 mennesker mistet livet. Havariet er den verste arbeidsulykken i norsk historie.

Diving work after the disaster
Dykkernes arbeid etter katastrofen

A pensive diver views the wreck.
Tenksom dykker etter havariet.
Photo: Børre Børretzen
Foto: Børre Børretzen
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L
Kielland.
Foto: Jan-Egil Pettersen
Photo: Jan-Egil Pettersen
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Steel cables hung from the wrecked rig like a spider’s web. Derrick
and cranes went so far down that they literally scraped the seabed. The
crane boom had broken off and was being dragged along the bottom by
cables attached to the rig. One of the dangers of the diving work was
that the bell could get caught up in the tangle. Items constantly fell
from the rig. Because of the poor visibility, the divers could only glimpse
dark objects tumbling down. Large sheets, probably steel plates, knifed
through the water at high speed. In the worst case, the diver or the umbilical supplying his breathing gas, hot water and communication link
could be hit – with fatal consequences. The rig’s helideck had landed
upside down on seabed together with a heap of other wreckage. Some
survival suits also lay on the bottom. They looked like people and could
give the diver a nasty turn.
Jørgensen, who was good at oxy-arc flame cutting, was given the job
of cutting steel cables. The strong current meant that these were under
great tension, making the work particularly demanding. Jørgensen had
to calculate carefully where to cut and the direction the cable would
take when parted, so that it would not hit the umbilical, the bell or
himself. Some of the mooring cables on the rig had snapped, but others
remained and had to be cut. These heavy steel hawsers comprised many
thinner wires twined together. During cutting, one wire after another
parted and flicked sharply around and to the side. Because they were
under tension, the wires parted abruptly and made the work unpredictable. It was perceived as a hellish business.
This dive became Jørgensen’s last in saturation. It imposed a far
greater mental burden than he realised. It was stressful to see corpses
floating beneath the rig after being ordered to leave them until the work
of securing the wreck was over. As a result, many of the dead vanished
into the sea and were never found. That conflicted with Jørgensen’s personal view of what was morally right. At great risk to themselves and
their colleagues, the divers had to give priority to saving technical material. This made Jørgensen angry.
Just after completing decompression from this saturation session, he
collapsed and lost consciousness. He was taken to the Central Hospital
and then to Wildrake for treatment in the decompression chamber. That
turned dramatic when he suffered cramps and breathing difficulties
during recompression. He was treated in accordance with the standard
procedure for the bends, but believes he was probably suffering from serious oxygen poisoning, to which the divers were exposed in the habitat
during the Alexander L Kielland operation.8
In the wake of the accident, rescue personnel – including the divers – were surveyed about their experience of the operation. Of the 15
divers who responded to the questionnaire, 11 had taken part in rescue
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The first attempt to right Alexander L Kielland
Første forsøk på å snu «Alexander L. Kielland»
in the Gands Fjord, with diving vessel Lunde
i Gandsfjorden. I bakgrunnen dykkerfartøyet
Senior in the background.
«Lunde Senior».
Photo: Einar Andersen
Foto: Einar Andersen
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Kværner Engineering was commissioned to plan and lead the job,
and a new attempt began in September 1983. Stolt Seaway Contracting
handled the actual work, which employed a new method. Robust pontoons were attached to the rig columns to provide additional assurance
that the rig would stay afloat once it had been turned upright. A total
of 1 200 dives amounting to 2 200 hours investigated the rig, attached
hoses and valves, installed pontoons, ran cables to winches on land and
so forth.13 One job given to the divers was to attach special strong stays
from the deck to the quarters module in order to reinforce the latter
and prevent it falling off while the rig was being righted. The divers cut
holes to attach the stays and secured them with big shackles and stay
tighteners. Two diving stations were used on this occasion, and work
continued around the clock. The actual operation succeeded in the end.

A human cost as well
A total of six bodies were found in the wreck. This small number was
undoubtedly a disappointment for many of the bereaved. Nevertheless,
everyone was assured that all which could be done to find those missing had been done. As a final closure, a memorial service was held in
Stavanger Cathedral, and wreaths were thrown on the sea in memory
of the dead. After a detailed examination, the rig was finally sunk in
700 metres of water in the Nedstrands Fjord north of Stavanger. That
marked the conclusion of an affair which had been not only a tragedy
but also a hot potato for the main political parties. For more than three
and a half years, the wrecked rig had served as a visible symbol that the
oil industry had a human cost as well.
Along with the Ekofisk Bravo blowout in 1977, the Alexander L Kielland accident ranks as the event which has attracted the greatest attention in Norway’s oil history. It is perhaps the incident which has
made the strongest impression on everyone involved with the petroleum sector, reminding workers, companies and the responsible authorities that safety needs to be taken seriously. Respect for safety issues
was difficult to avoid after that accident. Specific measures included
making it mandatory as early as the autumn of 1980 for all personnel
on offshore facilities to have survival suits. On the regulatory side, this
disaster prompted the adoption of the principles of self-regulation and
internal control.14 As we will see in the next chapter, that came to influence thinking on safety issues in the diving industry as well during the
years which followed.
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Norwegian newspapers were full of reports in early February 1978
about what was seen as a technological and human achievement. A dive
was to be conducted in the Skånevik Fjord north of Stavanger with the
goal of welding two pipes together in 320 metres of water. If this succeeded, it would be a world record. Nobody had previously carried out
extensive work at corresponding depths. Many newspapers conveyed
the impression that Statoil and Hydro were behind the dive.1 In reality,
a number of foreign oil companies accounted for the bulk of the financing. The budget was put at roughly NOK 40 million, with Hydro as the
responsible operator. The actual dive would be conducted by America’s
Taylor Diving. It was compared on the front page of Stavanger daily
Rogalands Avis with a space mission.2 According to the press, everything
was in safe hands. The dive had been approved by the NLIA, which
would have representatives present along with personnel from DNV
and the NPD.
It was no accident that the contract for the experiment had gone
to Taylor Diving. After the creation of its UK subsidiary 2W in 1976,
where Taylor Diving owner Brown & Root had a controlling interest,
the US company had cut back its direct presence in the North Sea. In
the late 1970s, nevertheless, it was still regard as the world’s largest
and most experienced saturation diving specialist.3 It was also the most
expensive. The dive in the Skånevik Fjord was a prestige project. If the
Trench were to be crossed with a pipeline, the ability to do complex jobs
in depths down to 360 metres would be essential. The divers who were
due to take part in the experiment had been trained by the US Navy.
Many of them also had long experience from the North Sea. Hiring
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The diving bell used on the Byford Dolphin
drilling rig.
Source: NOU 1984:11
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Press coverage in the wake of the Skånevik
Pressedekningen i etterkant av Skånevikulykaccident was extensive and critical. The headken var omfattende og kritisk.
line reads “Skånevik dive not terminated after
Kilde: Bergens Tidende, 9. februar 1978
fatality”.
Source: Bergens Tidende, 9 February 1978
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dive would be conducted.8 It would comprise only a few simple jobs.
Two divers would always be in the water together during the dive, in
constant visual contact with each other. The NLIA responded swiftly and issued a new permit. Around 01.00 on 14 January, three divers
again descended to 320 metres. During the morning hours of the following day, the welding habitat was retrieved to the surface. Seven days
after the accident occurred, the divers who had been so closely involved
with it were able to begin decompression.
In terms of prestige, it was clearly fortunate that the operation to
retrieve the habitat went well. It had thereby also been demonstrated
that it was possible to perform simple jobs in 320 metres of water if
something were to go wrong at a corresponding depth in the Trench.
Just a few days after the accident, moreover, Hydro’s press spokesperson
claimed that the fatal dive itself had not been completely unsuccessful
in purely technical terms.9 He pointed out that the divers had already
completed the most physically testing operations when the accident
occurred. What remained was welding in a habitat. Despite the tragic
accident, the dive was to be used subsequently as evidence that working
dives could be made in depths down to 320 metres.

Question without answers
As with so many earlier diving accidents, however, it proved impossible after the Skånevik accident to determine with complete certainty
what had gone wrong. This was despite the fact that no previous dive in
Norwegian waters had been monitored so closely. The doctors who conducted the forensic autopsy of Hoover found no indication of drowning,
but an excess of carbon dioxide in his body. That supported a hypothesis
that carbon dioxide poisoning was the direct cause of death. In practice, this meant that Hoover could have over-exerted himself. He had
become so breathless that he poisoned himself, probably with respiratory failure and loss of consciousness as the result.10 This was a disturbing
conclusion if the goal was to lay the basis for working in extreme water
depths. However, the doctors were unable to establish anything with
certainty. It was difficult to interpret findings from a diver who had
been subjected to a pressure of no less than 324 bar.
The initial investigation was headed by Olav Hermansen, district
police chief for Etne. He had been informed of the accident at 02.00 on
the night it occurred, and was in place to conduct interviews two hours
later, at 04.00. The value of these interviews has subsequently been
questioned in view of Hermansen’s limited command of English and
lack of diving knowledge. Since the divers at that time were still breathing a gas mix containing helium, too, their voices were distorted. Nev-
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ertheless, the written record of the interview with Kohl, in particular,
gives a detailed and credible impression.11 Kohl described an extremely
difficult dive beset by a number of technical and practical problems.
After having worked for a while in the water, both Hoover and Kohl
found that the hot water in their suits had been lost (with a water temperature close to 4°C, helium as a component in the breathing gas and
a pressure of 324 bar, the heat loss was acute). Both were therefore ordered into the bell. When the heat was restored after a few minutes,
they returned to the water to speed up the work. It transpired that the
valve used to blow gas into the seabed habitat was broken. After replacing it, Hoover was told to leave the habitat while Kohl remained to
check that everything worked during pressurisation. At that point, the
heat supply failed again. The divers were again ordered to return to the
bell.
When Kohl tried to leave the habitat, however, he found himself
entangled in the hose intended to pump in gas. At that point, the heat
was being restored. Kohl felt under such stress that he sought permission to cut the hose in order to get back into the bell in any event. That
request was turned down by the surface team. After a further attempt
to extricate himself, Kohl again asked to be allowed to cut the hose and
was again refused. While trying to get free, he felt his supply of breathing gas fail. He stopped his efforts in order to breathe calmly, but felt
that he was not getting sufficient air. He then raised himself so that his
head was in the part of the habitat being filled with gas, and took off
his mask to breathe. (That is confirmed by the dive log.) He was immediately ordered by the control room to put his mask back on, which he
did after taking a couple of gulps of air. When he resumed the mask, the
breathing gas supply was clearly functioning again. Kohl managed soon
afterwards to free himself from the hoses. On exiting, he again became
entangled in a hose, which proved to be Hoover’s. When Kohl finally
got out of the habitat, he found his colleague lifeless.
Kohl’s dramatic account supports the assumptions made by the doctors in the sense that the dive must have been extremely stressful, both
physically and mentally. But it can also be interpreted as serious criticism of the way the dive was managed from the surface. If Kohl’s statement that the breathing gas supply failed at one point is true, it could be
sufficient in itself to explain Hoover’s death. After all, he did not have
the same opportunity as Kohl to breath in the habitat. Kohl’s decision
to tear off his mask because of breathing problems may naturally have
reflected his sense of panic. However, this does not preclude a failure
in the gas supply at that point or Hoover experiencing the same. In that
case, the accident resulted from a failure in the equipment or in the way
it was operated from the surface. The failure of the heat supply on two
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Winsnes – who had personally played a key part in preparations for the
experimental dive – acquired such a prominent role in the first critical
phase of the investigation.
The Skånevik affair was investigated as a possible crime. Despite its
complexity, this inquiry was shelved as early as the autumn of 1978. At
that point, the cause of the diver’s death had still not been established
with certainty. The crucial consideration for the police was that they
could not find any relevant legislation or regulations which had been
breached in connection with the accident. A report in which the NLIA
vouched for Taylor Diving’s operations is likely to have weighed heavily
in reaching that conclusion.12 According to a report written by Winsnes,
no unacceptable conditions existed which could form the basis for criminal responsibility. Winsnes rejected Kohl’s account of a possible failure
in the supply of breathing gas as the cause of the accident. The police
investigation had established that Taylor Diving breached a number of
their internal safety instructions. However, the NLIA maintained that
none of the relevant rules were part of any official regulation. It also
asserted that none of the breaches in the internal safety instructions
were relevant for the accident.
It is reasonable to ask why the police, as the representatives of the
public prosecutor, did not get more strongly to grips with this affair.
A number of the questionable conditions mentioned above emerged as
early as a press conference two days after the accident.13 Although errors had been made, it must have been a difficult case to handle from
the perspective of a public prosecutor. Who was responsible for what,
and who was going to charge whom? It was said that the divers involved
were more than willing to make the dive, even though they were experienced enough to be aware of the potential dangers. All the institutions
with any form of safety responsibility were involved ahead of or during
the actual dive.14 That included the NMD as well as the NPD, which
was soon to take over responsibility for regulating the diving business.
However, the NLIA had the closest involvement. Winsnes had attended meetings with Taylor Diving in Rotterdam during December 1977,
when all aspects of the dive were discussed.15 He had been shown a detailed procedure for the operation. The NLIA also had a representative
on the diving barge during the dive. However, this was a new employee
with no particular experience of diving.
The NLIA and Winsnes maintained that responsibility for implementing the dive rested with the employers. In practice, it would unquestionably have been difficult for a representative of the regulator
to intervene once the dive was under way. When the NLIA imposed a
temporary diving ban immediately after the accident, and then gave
“permission” to retrieve the equipment from the seabed, it confirmed
its authority as far as it went. That was not the same as the NLIA being
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ical enthusiasm.” Smith-Sivertsen’s conclusion on the Trench was clear
– pipelines at depths beyond 200 metres were inadvisable as long as
they depended on diver assistance.
His article attracted no response from the many who were involved
in the Skånevik dive.19 However, it was picked up by Arne Skouen, a
well-known Norwegian film director and contributor to Dagbladet.20 In
his regular column for this Oslo daily, he used the Skånevik accident
and the diving business to illustrate what the recently-passed Working
Environment Act (WEA) was about “in the widest sense”. Norwegian
divers were an example of the kind of working conditions which the Act
was intended to eliminate.
One’s thoughts revert to the WEA and its long-term mission when the
Norwegian expert describes what happens to the diver in 320 metres
of water, under 33 times atmospheric pressure. Inside his suit, he
breathes the light gas helium, but the atmospheric pressure ‘makes
the gas tough to breath in’. So he must use most of his physical capacity to ‘maintain his breathing’. That leaves little for manual labour,
and ‘in these conditions, it is easy for the diver to overestimate his
ability’. Then he is dragged dead into the bell down in the depths.21

The most striking aspect for Skouen was the way the other divers, immediately after the accident, were nevertheless willing to continue the
experiment.
[We] get another demonstration of a working environment where the
tradition places a low value on human life. NOK 40 million has been
invested in an experiment with divers as the guinea pigs. The worker’s self-image is also an important element in the oil industry, with
demands for toughness encouraged by the buyer of labour. A life for
heroes, not for weaklings. A primitive working environment where
rumours of the dangers are a bonus on the wages.22

Diving becomes a public “issue”
While diving accidents in the early 1970s had earned no more than
brief reports in the press, the many hazards of North Sea diving became
a major issue in all the national media during 1978. It was no longer a
case of simply referring to information from the police and the diving
companies. Many journalists began to dig deeper on their own. The
new, far more critical attitude to the negative aspects of the oil industry was not confined to diving. Completion of Statfjord A acquired a
chaotic look, with big cost overruns and a number of serious accidents.
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ferred in particular to the programmes on diving, and maintained that
a number of conditions had improved in terms of both safety and equipment.29 In a report in Stavanger Aftenblad, diving medical officer Svein
Eidsvik at Haakonsvern also said that the negative picture of the industry painted by the programme was far too one-sided.30 Eidsvik, who had
been involved in the Skånevik dive, argued that the experiment was
not a complete fiasco and that the negative reports in the mass media
would frighten Norwegian expertise away from such advanced projects
and instead “heave all the jobs into the hands of foreign firms”.
But a number of people also asked whether the Skånevik accident
should be investigated anew. The public prosecutor for Bergen and
Hordaland county, which embraced the dive site, took an open attitude
on claims that the investigation had been conducted in an unsatisfactory manner.31 He pointed out that the police had been dependent on
the technical assessments made by the NLIA. It seems likely that the
extensive advance publicity had nevertheless helped to moderate Nilsen’s TV series. Two months after it ended, however, he emerged as the
co-author of a polemical book with a much sharper tone. Det brutale
oljeeventyret (The Brutal Oil Adventure) addressed all sides of the industry but, like the TV series, paid particular attention to the working
conditions of divers.32 He gave special emphasis to the length of time it
had taken to develop regulations, and also came close to accusing the
NLIA of trivialising the mistakes made in connection with the Skånevik accident and thereby contributing to the shelving of the case.33 By
the time the book appeared, however, public interest in the accident
had subsided.

The NPD takes over
The Skånevik accident illustrated the core of the safety challenges constantly faced by the diving industry in the North Sea. What could be
achieved with new technology? How much could the human body cope
with under water? It might seem that the dead diver had reached the
limits of the physiologically possible. But was there any limit to the size
of risk one could take? Could a regulatory regime be established which
would function as an effective counterbalance to big financial interests
and what Smith-Sivertsen has described as blind “technological enthusiasm”?
This incident marked the end of an era in the sense that it was the
last in which the NLIA and Winsnes were principally responsible for
diving regulation. The NPD took over responsibility for regulating offshore diving operations three months after the accident. From that perspective, neither the directorate nor Meier-Hansen had any reason to
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Despite the great initial expectations, a certain disappointment
soon spread among the unionised divers – both over the NPD and its
new diver section and over the government’s approach to diving in general. The first disappointment arose as early as the work on finalising
the preliminary diving regulations. Winsnes’ earlier draft had included
a provision which limited a bell run to eight hours.36 When the regulations came into force, all references to working time had been removed. This was justified on the grounds that provisions on working
hours would require additional rounds of consultation and further delay completion of the regulations.37 The NPD’s unwillingness to adopt a
provision on this point reflected the decision that diving, even after the
latest transfer of regulatory responsibility, was not to be brought under
the WEA. It would remain subject to legislation for the maritime sector.
As a result, a good deal of ambiguity persisted about who was responsible for what among government agencies. Remaining outside the WEA
was the biggest disappointment suffered by the divers.

Diving and the WEA
The following petition was sent in May 1978 to the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, the NPD and the prime minister by Arne Jentoft on
behalf of the divers organised in Nopef:
The divers will no longer accept being discriminated against as an
occupational group. It is the divers who indisputably run the greatest risk and have the most hazardous workplace in the North Sea.
Nevertheless, this occupational group is not covered by the WEA.
Nothing is said about divers, as far as I am aware, in [Norway’s]
maritime legislation. We will no longer accept being looked upon and
treated as a inferior occupational group which the individual diving
company or operator company can treat as disposable ... Diving is
incomparably the heaviest and most demanding occupation on the
NCS, and must on that basis acquire its own working-time provision.
The divers out on the NCS cannot understand how, and what, the
government was thinking when it excluded this occupational group
from the WEA. The divers must now suffer the consequences of this
[decision] – when, for example, as one of several occupational groups
on a DSV, barge, drilling rig or the like, they always receive the worst
living quarters. On DSVs, the divers are without exception allocated
the cabins which lie closest to the bottom of these vessels and where
the occupant is most exposed to noise from the engines, dynamic
positioning, anchor winches and so forth. They also get the cabins
with the most berths. On top of that, the divers are required to be
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not financial considerations but disputes over jurisdiction between government regulators in partial competition with each other.
Leaving rigs, support ships and diving subject to maritime legislation substantially reduced the NPD’s influence over key aspects of the
oil industry. Neither the Ministry of Trade nor the NMD, which were
struggling with a shipping industry in crisis, showed any inclination
to relinquish the foothold they had gained in the lucrative oil industry.
At the same time, the regulatory regime in the maritime sector was
based on a model in which a significant role in both formulating and
enforcing regulations had been ceded to private classification societies.
In Norway’s case, that was primarily DNV. The latter was by no means
satisfied with the compromise solution which had been adopted. In the
late 1970s and early 1980s, DNV head Egil Abrahamsen worked actively to secure an even more central position for the society on the fixed
installations as well.47
Regulation of the rigs was shared. The NPD was responsible for the
actual drilling facilities and processes, while all maritime functions related to operating the vessel were subject to the NMD. Since this activity was also excluded from the WEA, drilling personnel had to obey the
working time provisions in Norway’s maritime legislation. Although
many people regarded this separation as problematic, a fairly clear division existed between a drilling operation and the job of moving a rig
from one location to another – which was a maritime activity. However,
the division of regulatory authority became much more of a problem for
the divers. The actual diving – in other words, how dives would be conducted in practice, the diver’s personal equipment, hoses and so forth
– was a matter for the NPD. The NMD was responsible for the diving
systems, such as bells, decompression chambers and control rooms, on
rigs and DSVs. For a diver, however, every aspect related to technical
equipment in the control room, decompression chambers/habitats,
bells, breathing gas and suits, procedures for using this equipment and
the actual diving all formed part of an indivisible process. That was
the case as much for surface-oriented diving with a gas cylinder as for
advanced saturation diving in deep water. To a far greater extent than
with other occupational groups, moreover, diver working time was not
only a working environment issue but also a safety challenge.
In line with its customary practice, the NMD delegated most of its
duties to DNV, which undertook both classification and inspection of
diving systems. Given the public attention being devoted to diving, it
was impossible to avoid issuing specific official regulations for such facilities. The problem was that the NMD not only had little experience
of formulating regulations but also did not know all that much about
diving. That was illustrated by the fact that members of the NPD’s diver
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section had to assist in drawing up both the first set of regulations, issued in 1980, and a revised edition in 1984.48

Diver working time
Like the WEA, Norway’s maritime legislation contained provisions on
working time. Viewed from a diver perspective, the WEA again provided the best terms. When the NPD’s revised – but still preliminary
– safety regulations were issued in 1980, a number of safety-related
working-time provisions had been incorporated.49 The unionised divers
regarded this as a step forward. At the same time, however, the work of
improving these provisions became more complicated. The divers continued to press for the extension of the WEA. As long as they remained
unsuccessful in this, they had to work with the NMD and the trade
ministry on general working-time rules and with the NPD and the local
government ministry on safety-related provisions.
With the increased use of saturation diving, the working-time issue
for divers acquired four aspects. The first concerned how long a diver
could work in the water. Then came the question of how much time
should pass from the moment a diver sat fully equipped in a bell which
had been released from the habitat until the bell had returned and the
diver could remove his equipment (bell run). The third issue was how
long a diver could spend in saturation per session. Finally came the
question of how long a diver should spend offshore on each tour.
It was actually difficult to compare working time for divers with that
of other offshore workers because of the extreme loads the former were
subject to. Out on the drilling rigs in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
long periods of waiting could be followed by intensive spells of work.
With DSVs and saturation diving, the working-time issue acquired a
completely different significance. While other offshore personnel
worked a 12-hour shift during each North Sea tour, many divers were in
continuous saturation or decompression for most of the time they were
out. Personnel on Seaway Falcon, which had the best-regulated working
conditions for divers on the NCS in the late 1970s, the tour cycle consisted of 14 days at work in the North Sea and 14 of free time on land.
Most offshore days were spent in saturation. Assuming that the divers
spent all or much of a tour in saturation, and that time in saturation
was also work, they averaged no less than 84 working hours per week.
Even if saturation as such is not defined as work, the figure came to 42
hours – longer than was acceptable under the WEA.50 The unionised divers maintained that these long working hours represented a safety risk
and were unreasonable. They argued that the special loads they had to
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Although the adoption of the first genuine restrictions on diver
working hours represented progress, the divers in Nopef were disappointed. The hope that the NPD’s diver section would be a source of
support was changing into general mistrust. Nevertheless, while other
offshore workers were in widespread turmoil during 1980-81, with one
group after another staging lengthy and often illegal strikes, the divers
continued to appeal to the authorities. Immediately before the summer
holidays in 1981, it seemed that this would finally yield results. The
breakthrough looked like coming in the area regulated by maritime
legislation. On 26 June, the Labour government issued a special royal
decree on working time for divers on Norwegian vessels, drilling rigs
and other mobile units.53 This provision marked a step forward for the
divers directly affected, since it permitted a transition from an average
working week of 42 hours to one of 36. The divers could thereby convert
to a tour cycle of two weeks offshore and three on land, which was then
becoming normal for other North Sea workers.
But the new working-time arrangement had a serious drawback. Precisely because the breakthrough occurred under the maritime regime,
it was also subject to the “flag state” principle. This is an international
legal regime in the shipping sector which seeks to ensure that vessels
can sail across national boundaries without having to relate to different
sets of regulations – they only have to observe the rules of the state in
which they are registered. This meant in practice that foreign companies operating on the NCS could observe the provisions which applied
in the country whose flag their vessel was flying. American, French and
particularly British DSVs could accordingly operate on the NCS with
working-time agreements which were much worse than those applied
to Norwegian-registered ships by the royal decree. Because these differences had major financial consequences, companies with Norwegian
working-time provisions risked being out-competed.
More than six months passed from the adoption of the royal decree
before Seaway Diving had put a new tour cycle in place.54 As long as the
ships were subject to the flag state principle, however, this represented
at best only a partial victory for the divers. They were fully aware of this
in advance, and had won a certain amount of support for this objection.
The Storting’s standing committee of shipping and fisheries had asked
the government to work for the application of similar working time provisions to foreign companies as well.55 The Labour government justified
its attitude on the grounds that it had opted for “a cautious approach to
deviating from the flag state principle in questions relating to the working environment on such vessels”.56
Nothing prevented the government from deciding that the same
working time regulations should also apply on foreign DSVs. However, it feared that such action by Norway might rebound if the big Nor-
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wegian merchant fleet were subject to similar interventions in other
parts of the world. The trade ministry’s arguments had carried the day.
In a letter to Nopef immediately after the decisions, Kåre Halden in
the local government ministry said that the Norwegian government
would confine any regulation of foreign vessels to safety conditions.57
A statement from the NPD had tipped the balance here. On behalf of
the directorate, Rosengren had vouchsafed that “it is not considered
necessary for safety reasons to regulate working hours or time offshore
for divers on foreign vessels”.
Divers in both Nopef and Noemfo were bitter about the NPD’s role
in the discussions on the flag state principle.58 The diver section in
the NPD could defend itself by arguing that, to the extent that working-time issues were relevant for safety, they were covered by the provisions in this area in the revised regulations of 1980.59 The length of a
bell run and working time in the water were definitely more relevant
for diver safety than the relationship between total work and leisure
hours, which could be regarded to a great extent as a welfare issue. At

Fredrik Hagemann served as the first
director-general of the Norwegian Petroleum
Directorate (NPD) from 1972 to 1996.
Photo: Fredrik Refvem/Stavanger Aftenblad
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the same time, the divers could argue with greater justification than
many other groups that the opportunity to rest between periods of work
was also a safety matter. As with aircraft pilots, professional drivers
and similar professions, it was important that divers were rested and
concentrated when doing their work. In addition came the prevailing
uncertainty about the body’s ability to recover from a long period in
saturation.
The fact that the NPD’s formulation of the safety regulations had
made time in the water, the bell and saturation into negotiating issues
confirmed that the distinction between safety and welfare was unclear.
In practice, the diving regulations were tailored to the tour cycle which
was normal until the early 1980s, but with substantial opportunities for
“overtime”. The working-time scheme adopted by Seaway Diving after
the royal decree of 1981 in reality redefined a number of the provisions
in the safety regulations. Within a 14-day tour cycle, it was not possible
to operate a saturation period longer than 16 days as allowed for by
the rules. At the same time, the three weeks on land which the divers
gained under the new scheme provided a longer period for restitution
between each saturation session. In that way, working-time provisions
and safety regulations were intertwined – but only on Norwegian vessels.
The differences between requirements which governed diving by
Norwegian-registered and foreign contractors remained an unresolved
problem. This was why the unionised divers complained that the big
Statfjord diving contract went to Britain’s 2W (see chapter 6). The latter had to comply with the NPD’s safety regulations, but not the working-time provisions. A possible strategy for Nopef and Noemfo was to
organise employees in the relevant foreign companies and then demand “Norwegian” agreements on working conditions. However, the
differences which had been created definitely made it no easier to organise either Norwegian or non-Norwegian divers in the foreign contractors working on the NCS. Nopef had 96 divers among its members
in 1981, all of whom worked for Seaway Diving.60 Although four years
had passed since the first divers were recruited, in other words, Nopef
had not succeeded in signing up a single member in the other diving
companies. Under the leadership of Jan Christian Warloe, the competing Noemfo union succeeded in organising a majority of the divers on
DSV Sedco Phillips SS.61 However, the unionisation of divers in Noemfo
collapsed when the union ran into major financial problems and went
bankrupt. In the years which followed, Seaway Diving remained the
centre of gravity for unionised divers.62 In 1983, Nopef had four members in Comex and four in 2W. That was nowhere near enough either
to secure agreements with the companies or to put weight behind demands to the government.
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NPD – supporter or opponent?
A widespread feeling existed among the divers in the early 1980s that
the NPD’s diver section was on the side of the diving companies in
important disputes. That view was expressed not only by members of
Nopef and Noemfo, but also by some non-unionised personnel.63 Did
this attitude reflect unrealistically high expectations among the divers
about how a supposedly neutral government regulator would behave?
And did these expectations thereby overshadow the improvements
which actually occurred? Or was it true that the diver section acted differently towards its area of regulatory responsibility than other similar
sections of the NPD?
In purely formal terms, the NPD – like other government agencies –
was meant to be neutral and to work within parameters determined by
the politicians. Initially, it was subordinated to the industry ministry.
Its safety department became responsible to the local government ministry from 1 January 1979 in order to strengthen its neutrality even further in relation to industry interests.64 In practice, however, the NPD
enjoyed considerable autonomy. That included the ability to formulate
regulations, an area in which the ministry seldom intervened. Like other institutions, the NPD’s staff were able to influence the direction of
its work through the priorities they set for their day-to-day work. That
might concern such issues as when and where to carry out inspections,
the attitude taken to applications for exemptions, and the signals conveyed during conflicts. When all is said and done, the experience and
attitudes of the NPD’s staff played a certain role. Diver mistrust was
long focused first and foremost on Rosengren as head of the diver section.65
He held this post from its creation until 1989. Educated as a naval
officer, he had also received diver training at Haakonsvern.66 In 1974,
he was offered a job with Comex in Marseilles, where his work included
testing and further developing safety equipment as well as analysing
accidents. He was also involved as a diver in an experimental descent to
320 metres with just three days of decompression on the ascent. Upon
returning to Norway, he acted for a time as operations manager for
Comex’s Norwegian branch before returning to the navy. The latter was
considering at the time whether to install systems for deep diving on its
own vessels. During his final term with the navy, Rosengren assisted
Winsnes on a number of occasions with the inspection of diving systems in the North Sea.67 For the same reason, he had been involved
in preparing the experimental dive in the Skånevik Fjord. This broad
background put him in a strong position when he applied for the job as
head of the diver section at the NPD.
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The section initially devoted a great deal of work to speeding up
the creation of a long-desired diving school. Preparations were made
in collaboration with the NUI. Plans were presented in the autumn of
1978 for courses which could provide training for most of the relevant
diving jobs in the North Sea.68 The National Diving School (NDS) was
formally established and began teaching, but lacked both premises and
equipment to operate properly during its first few years. The Ministry of
Finance’s rejection of an application for funds to acquire a new building
and equipment caused great disappointment. However, this reflected
a lack of political willingness rather than insufficient commitment by
the NPD. The latter was a prime mover in efforts to ensure satisfactory
diver training. While awaiting a suitable education system, moreover,
the diver section launched an extensive effort to issue bell diving certificates. A total of 1 340 of these had been awarded by 31 December
1980. From that date, nobody would be allowed to dive in the North Sea
without such certification.69 Certificates were issued to both Norwegian and foreign divers. The criterion was sufficient relevant work experience. This meant that divers who had secured a job in the North Sea
without any relevant experience could now secure documentation that
they were trained. Securing a certificate was not difficult. Only about
10 per cent of applicants were rejected. This nevertheless represented
progress from the years when no proper control existed over who could
qualify as a diver. It was now also possible to make an adequate formal
education mandatory for newcomers.
With five staff working solely on diving, the government had an organisation to follow up the regulations adopted. During 1980 alone,
the NPD carried out 50 inspections of diving systems. Some of these
were outside the NCS when the inspectors arrived. Purely technological aspects continued to attract the most attention. But the NPD now
had the resources to ensure compliance with its own orders. Despite
disputes over where regulatory authority was to lie, the NPD inspectors
were also vigilant in checking compliance with the NMD’s diving system regulations.
Like Winsnes and the NLIA, however, the staff of the NPD’s diver section were not particularly strict about enforcing rules related to working
time and other operational conditions. This found specific expression
through extensive use of exemptions from those parts of the regulations
which came closest to the working-time provisions of the WEA. The
diving regulations allowed a saturation period to be extended from 16
to 24 days – exceptionally 36 – if agreement had been reached between
the company and a union official. Such exemptions could only be given
for a job which was best completed by the diving team already in satu-
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ration. Both Nopef and Noemfo complained that so many exemptions
were granted that the 16-day rule had no significance.
Diver education
Training of both civilian and military divers in Norway had traditionally been provided by the navy, but this education was unsuited to the oil industry’s requirements. During the pioneering years, many Norwegian divers were trained either
on the job by serving first as a tender for an experienced man or – in the best case
– being sent on a course abroad.
Some of the diving companies also organised courses in Norway, with Seaway
Diving staging the first in 1973. 3X gave one for DNV engineers in 1974, and Comex
ran programmes for its own employees in some years after 1975. Otherwise, the
divers usually took brief courses on such topics as helmet diving and work diving
which led to various certificates. This training could be arbitrary in nature, with
possibly unfortunate effects for safety.
When the NPD acquired responsibility for diving, attention was given to the
question of a proper diver education. The result was the formal establishment of
the National Diving School (after an interim period) in Bergen during 1980, on the
basis of a decision by the Ministry of Education and Church Affairs. The NDS has
subsequently offered a number of courses aimed at training professional divers
and support personnel. It obtained permanent premises during 1990 in Skålevik,
15 kilometres from central Bergen and close to other important permanent institutions such as the NUI/Nutec and the Haakonsvern naval base.
Basic training for divers has been provided by the NDS. Valid certificates from
the Directorate for Labour Inspection and the NPD (later the Petroleum Safety
Authority Norway – PSA) have been required since 1980 to pursue professional
diving. In addition, the diver must meet health standards set by these regulators.
The basic course for occupational diving has qualified graduates as class I divers
– in other words, diving with surface-oriented equipment down to 50 metres.
Currently qualifying students for the certificate issued by the PSA, the bell diving
course provides the knowledge needed to dive from a bell and in saturation. This
course was first offered in 1979. Diving took place in most years from the Buldra
barge, but DSVs have also been used. The NDS failed to secure sufficient government funds to continue the bell diving course after 1996. Training of saturation
divers in Norway accordingly ceased until the spring of 2008, when the course
resumed.
A one-year technical college course for professional divers was launched by the
NDS for the first time in the autumn of 2004. This was the first course approved at
technical college level by the Norwegian Agency for Quality Assurance in Education (Nokut). The NDS merged on 1 January 2005 with Bergen University College
and is now a department of the latter.

Similarly, exemptions were given for the duration of both bell runs and
the individual diver’s water time. Although the diver unions could theoretically help to prevent such exemptions through their local officials,
this was found to be difficult in practice. When a job urgently needed
to be done, the individual diver could find it difficult to refuse – not
least at times when competition over new contracts was tough. The sat-
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uration supplements were moreover so high that many divers preferred
to spend as long as possible in the habitat, even if this was felt to be a
strain. In such circumstances, it was hard for elected union officials
to say no. That became clear not least during diving on Statpipe. In
order for divers on Seaway Condor to spend no less than 25 days in saturation, this had to be agreed both by their union officials and by the
NPD. After an application from SNS, the NPD agreed to an exemption.
The company was also permitted to breach the working-time provisions
regulated by the NMD. SNS’s motive was clearly financial. With the
lengthy decompression required by the divers after working 220 metres
down, not much time was left to work in the water if the safety regulations and working-time provisions were to be observed. When even the
union officials for the most unionised of the Norwegian divers gave way
during the biggest operational diving project on the NCS, the working
time restrictions were not worth much in practice. For the divers on
Statpipe, who were responsible for the most intensive deep diving ever
on the NCS, the exception became the rule.
Another area where extensive use of exemptions from the safety regulations became an issue was the provision (section 3.3.2) that diving
from a bell was prohibited if the umbilical to the diver in the water was
longer than 29 metres. The divers knew perfectly well, of course, that
the further they went from the bell the further they were from help if
anything went wrong. And the longer an umbilical, the more likely it
was to get entangled and stuck. The Skånevik dive had illustrated how
hazardous this could be. The companies often maintained that it could
be more dangerous to dive from a vessel which lay close to a platform
with its positioning thrusters in action than to send off a diver with a
long umbilical from a point further away. At the same time, of course,
the longer the umbilical the more flexible and thereby economically
efficient a diver could be. In other words, the companies had an opportunity to use safety arguments to justify an exemption when the motive was actually financial. The unionised divers questioned the point
of the regulations when the NPD gave an exemption so systematically
every time a company requested one. Many union officials regarded
this practice as further evidence that the NPD’s diver section tailored
its interpretation of the regulations to suit the needs of the companies
rather than the divers.

The NPD’s good years
Despite its demarcation dispute with the maritime agencies and the increased dissatisfaction among the divers, the 1980s were good years for
the NPD. It could point to a noticeable improvement in safety within its
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base, the offshore workforce established a strong and committed layer
of elected union officials who put safety requirements high up the agenda. Norwegian oil companies and suppliers, who wanted a key place
in the lucrative petroleum sector, placed great emphasis on presenting
themselves as better at safety and the working environment than their
foreign competitors. In turn, the latter feared that their future position
would be weakened if they failed to improve. It is worth noting at the
same time that divers accounted for 10 of the 82 offshore fatalities up to
1978, and no less than seven of the 13 after Alexander L Kielland.
Oil company acceptance of greater overall responsibility for safety
developments also benefited diver safety. One of the main problems in
the diving sector nevertheless remained the disputes over where regulatory responsibility should lie. Yet again, serious accidents were needed
before further progress could be made. Two such incidents occurred in
1983. The first hit the unionised Norwegian divers on Seaway Falcon.73
A number of those involved had been at a union meeting on board that
day. Together with operator Phillips, the company had signalled a desire to introduce a tour cycle whereby the divers would be continuously
at work for 24 days. This created a rebellious mood in the workforce.
The accident happened on the afternoon of 16 March.74 Seaway Diving had been instructed to work on mooring attachments on the north
side of the Ekofisk tank. Seaway Falcon had problems mooring close to
the work site. The diver thereby had to swim some distance. During
the work, fears arose that the diver had been drawn into the suction
from the propellers. These were turned off. A standby diver quickly entered the water when contact with the diver was lost. It proved to be too
late.75 The dead man was found the following day.
A complex sequence of events led up to this accident. These involved
several unfortunate factors which collectively influenced the tragic outcome. No individuals were blamed for operational errors, and the accident accordingly had no legal aftermath. One issue naturally raised was
precisely the length of the umbilical. Seven months later, an accident
occurred which attracted far greater public attention.

Byford Dolphin
Five divers died at 04.00 on 5 November 1983 on the Byford Dolphin
drilling rig.76 This was the most serious diving accident ever on the
NCS. It differed from other incidents in this sector by taking place
when a bell was to be disconnected from a saturation habitat on the
surface after the diving team had apparently entered the habitat safely.
This was a routine operation which took place several times a day in
diving spreads across the whole North Sea. Comex was the diving con-
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tractor on Byford Dolphin, and the spread was a two-chamber system.
A two-man work team had just returned to the surface. After pressure
had been equalised between bell and habitat, this pair left the bell for a
connecting tunnel where they removed their wet equipment. They then
entered the actual saturation habitat, where two other divers were still
resting on their bunks. Outside the habitat, a diver began to unscrew
the mechanism connecting the bell and the connecting tunnel while
the hatch into the habitat was still open. This caused an immediate
and explosive drop in pressure. The four divers inside the habitat – two
Norwegians and two Britons – were killed instantly. The diver who had
released the locking mechanism, also a Briton, was thrown backwards
and died later of his injuries. Another diver on deck was badly injured.
Both the police report and the commission of inquiry appointed after the accident concluded that it had been caused by “human error”.
No sign of any technical fault was found in the locking ring between
bell and habitat. The surviving diver on deck said that he was on his
way back from turning off the heating in the bell when he saw his colleague release the locking mechanism. According to procedure, this
should not be done until the go-ahead had been given by the diving
supervisor in the adjacent control room.
The latter claimed in his statement that he had not given any signal
to open the locking ring.77 The procedure stated that he should have
received a green light from the divers in the habitat that the door to the
connecting tunnel was closed and have reduced pressure in the tunnel
before giving a go-ahead. Why the diver had nevertheless started opening the locking ring therefore remained a mystery. He was experienced,
dived regularly with the same spread, and was fully aware of the fatal
consequences of a sudden pressure drop. Since no sound recording or
log was available for events in the relevant minutes, it remained unclear
what signals have been given by the divers in the habitat. Interviews immediately after the accident nevertheless revealed that a lot of informal
chat passed over the loudspeakers used for communication between the
supervisor and the deck workers. At one point, the supervisor was alleged to have concluded a conversation with a comment along the lines
of “get on with your work, you have job to do”.
No active discussion of the course of events prior to the accident was
pursued by the inquiry commission. It confined itself to observing that
a number of possible courses existed between the extremes of “1. The
supervisor ordered that the connecting lock should be released, even
though the tunnel was under pressure, 2. The operative by the connecting lock opened it without having received orders to do so”.78
On the basis of the specific information from the investigation and
witness statements, the police found no basis for bringing criminal
charges against the supervisor or any of the other survivors on duty at
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The Byford Dolphin drilling rig, where a seriLeteriggen «Byford Dolphin», hvor den alvorlige
ous diving accident occurred on 5 November
ulykken inntraff den 5. november 1983.
1983.
Foto: Bob Fleumer
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between the prosecuting authorities and the NPD, and partly questions
raised about the commission’s composition.80 In the mandate from the
Ministry of Justice, the commission was required to collaborate with
the police. However, this was prevented when the public prosecutor
for Rogaland county (which includes Stavanger) intervened to ban the
provision of interviews and witness statements to the commission with
reference to “elementary principles of due process”. This objection had
little practical effect on the information available to the commission.
Rosengren, one of its members on behalf of the NPD, had by virtue
of his position in the directorate rushed off and participated in questioning with the police immediately after the accident occurred. But
his and the NPD’s participation in the commission may have precisely
contributed to the public prosecutor’s action.81 Could the commission
be neutral when one of the parties was an active participant? On the
basis of the general mistrust of the NPD’s diver section, Nopef protested
about the commission’s composition. Rosengren responded by offering
to withdraw.82 However, he was urged to remain by the local government ministry. The latter felt that the NPD’s status as a party to the case
was counterbalanced by the presence of Nopef representative Melvin
Kvamme.

The commission of inquiry
Ever since Norway’s criminal law first included sections which make
employers and employees responsible for the safety of others, all accidents with a fatal outcome have been a matter for the police. The shipping industry, where insurance companies have also been a key party in
relation to wrecks, has had maritime accident inquiries at which those
involved are questioned in public. A common feature of both police investigations and the maritime inquiry institution has been a one-sided
concentration on clarifying responsibility, ideally to establish whether
those involved have broken possible laws or regulations. At the same
time, the idea has been that such processes will have a preventive function by giving everyone responsible for the safety of others a reminder
of the need to take their work seriously. However, many people have
felt that neither traditional police investigations nor maritime accident
inquiries are appropriate approaches if the aim is to identify important
causal relationships underlying accidents, which must be understood
in order to prevent repetitions. The practice of appointing independent
government commissions after major accidents with a mandate to view
the incident in a broader context therefore became established in the
mid-1970s. In many ways, the inquiry into the Bravo blowout provided
a coordinated review of deficiencies in offshore safety work.83 Similarly,
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the company bear when it is aware of the risk in advance while also
knowing that technology exists which will almost entirely eliminate
the hazard?
The Byford Dolphin commission’s report revealed that Comex’s safety systems had definite scope for improvement. It proposed the introduction of special procedures which ensured that greater attention was
paid precisely to transfers from bell to habitat. During inspections on
the rig, moreover, Comex was found to have breached one of its own
safety manuals by operating with two separate control panels for pressurising the tunnel between bell and habitat – one in the control room
for the bell and the other in the habitat control room. The company’s
safety manual specified that only one panel should be used to avoid
misunderstandings.
A clear conclusion by the commission was that the accident would
have been avoided if the available safety technology had been adopted.
On the other hand, it gave no clear answer to the question of how far
anyone in the companies and the safety institutions concerned could
be blamed for what had happened. In a concluding summary, the commission wrote:
The strong warnings given in the Comex manual about the dangers of
transfer under pressure, combined with fact that DNV decided about
two years before the accident to tighten requirements for locking systems in its rules, indicate that the locking systems on Byford Dolphin
were insufficiently safe. It emerges from the NPD’s explanation that
the directorate had already incorporated similar rules in the draft for
the revised edition of its regulations before DNV tightened its rules.
In the wake of the accident, it is easy to see that the above-mentioned
indications should have led to a safer locking system. Reaching a firm
opinion on how far the responsible instances can be criticised that
this did not happen is more difficult.88

Given the commission’s mandate and composition, more than such a
vague conclusion on the question of the responsibility and liability of
the institutions involved should not perhaps be expected. The commission took the unusual division of responsibility between the NPD and
the NMD as given, for example, without discussing how far the lack
of clarity at the interfaces between them contributed to delays in establishing rules which could have prevented the accident. Nor did it
discuss the problems related to the competing regulatory regimes created by the flag state principle. Even before the commission’s report was
published, however, DNV and the NMD ensured that new certification
rules requiring automatic locking mechanisms would now also apply to
existing installations. However, the flag state system meant that DNV
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did not cover all vessels with diving spreads. A number of DSVs and
rigs were classed by foreign classification societies which operated with
different rules from those adopted by DNV.

The WEA again
The consequences of applying the flag state principle to DSVs was at
least as unfortunate for the unionised divers as they had expected. To
be sure, Seaway Diving retained its long-term contract on Ekofisk. It
was also very important for the Norwegian diving community that this
company won the prestigious Statpipe job. Both assignments were to a
certain extent politically determined. Struggling with its image in the
wake of the Bravo blowout and the Alexander L Kielland accident, Phillips wanted to come across as a company willing to adapt to Norwegian
conditions. Statpipe was a national prestige project, where a key concern for Statoil was to show that Norwegian companies could overcome
major technological challenges. Unions and Norwegian working-time
regulations were thereby part of the package.
It was equally the case that the special working-time rules from
1981 helped to make Norwegian diving contractors more expensive
than their foreign rivals. While the former had to apply a working-time
scheme which gave workers three weeks on land for two weeks offshore,
the norm in foreign companies on long contracts was a cycle where the
divers spent up to four weeks on the field and a corresponding period on land. The practice revealed in Comex after the Byford Dolphin
accident moreover showed that the working-time restrictions incorporated in the NPD’s regulations, and which applied to both Norwegian
and foreign companies, were extensively flouted. Such breaches would
probably have been easier to identify if the company had possessed a
strong Norwegian union. The Norwegian divers who changed employer
in this period experienced clear differences in working culture between
Norwegian and foreign contractors. While conditions had improved in
Seaway Diving, most of the other diving companies retained the working culture which had applied in the late 1960s and early 1970s. A Norwegian diver who worked for a British diving contractor for a time in
the early 1980s reports:
The British supervisors who had previously been officers were the
worst. They hounded people in a military fashion. We had to greet
them almost in a military manner. I was once commanded to sit without eating while waiting for the supervisor himself to finish. I could
hate those British supervisors.89
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Union and employer representatives met
Arne Rettedal, minister of local government
and labour, before the government imposed
compulsory arbitration to halt an offshore
strike in 1984. The headline reads: “Rettedal
swings his whip”.
Photo: Stavanger Aftenblad

With Norwegians experiencing these and similar conditions, and with
the Byford Dolphin accident fresh in people’s minds, the divers in Nopef
decided that the time was ripe for a new drive to get the WEA extended
to all divers and to establish an integrated safety regime on both Norwegian and foreign vessels. A Nopef delegation met director-generals
Per Holm and Halden, from the justice and local government ministries
respectively, on 18 January 1984.90 According to the union, experience
showed that safety was “very seriously threatened” by the unfortunate
division of responsibility adopted in 1981. Myhre could report that the
Norwegian Seamen’s Union had no objections in principle to the WEA’s
working time provisions being extended to foreign rigs and ships operating on the NCS. The position of the seafarers was not unimportant
for this issue.
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Arne Rettedal was minister of local government and labour in 1984.
Despite being a Conservative, he was by no means hostile to Nopef.
Quite the contrary – when he took over the ministry in the autumn of
1981, and in complete contradiction with his party’s rhetoric during the
general election, he had taken the initiative to force foreign oil companies into the traditional Norwegian tripartite model.91 In his view, the
foreign companies contributed to creating turmoil and strikes through
their negative attitudes towards unionised Norwegian labour. At the
same time, they created differentials by paying some people extremely
well. Another problem was the militant unions outside the LO, which
were also unwilling to adapt to the government’s income policy framework. So Rettedal considered it advantageous that a more responsible
LO strengthened its position among offshore workers. As a former mayor of Stavanger, who turned an obedient ear to those calling for local
industrial development, he was also no opponent of solutions which
promoted the position of Norwegian companies. However, none of
these considerations were strong enough for the divers to succeed in
their campaign. The real barrier remained the trade ministry and Norwegian shipping interests. Nor did a Conservative Party which basically
opposed many aspects of the WEA want to override the traditionally
powerful shipping sector.
But Nopef did not give up. In 1985, LO legal officer Karl Nadrup
Dahl was commissioned to write an opinion on the possibility of extending the WEA to diving. He concluded that no international legal
provisions prevented this.92 Nopef promoted its views at every opportunity. When the non-socialist coalition under Kaare Willoch resigned
in the spring of 1986 after a lockout by the employers, the unionised
divers saw a fresh chance to secure a final clarification.
Leif Haraldseth, a long-serving LO functionary and its acting deputy
leader, was appointed local government and labour minister in Brundtland’s second Labour administration. At a meeting in the ministry on
3 October 1986, Nopef’s representatives again presented the whole of
their case.93 The union earnestly requested that steps be taken to ensure
that the whole diving sector was regulated in the same way as fixed
installations on the NCS. In a written summation of the arguments
presented at the meeting, deputy Nopef head Leif Sande noted that the
Norwegian diving industry had been established to serve activity on the
NCS and therefore did not have the same need for protection abroad as
traditional shipping services. Like many divers before him, he said that
diving had nothing to do with the maritime sector:
Divers ... work on fixed installations or pipelines connected to them.
Whether you inspect the fixed platform structures above the sea
surface or do the same work a few metres beneath it, it must surely be
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not established that all the provisions of the WEA applied to diving on
the NCS until the NPD issued its regulations on systematic follow-up
of the working environment (SAM) in 1995.100 By then, subsea work
had changed fundamentally since the first demands for the WEA to be
applied to divers were made.

A different section?
The NPD’s diver section was regarded with great scepticism by the divers. Rosengren’s background probably helped to give him a particularly
good understanding of the views of the diving companies in many of
the circumstances where conflict arose. As we will see, however, relations between the unionised divers and the NPD section remained difficult long after Rosengren had ceased to head the latter. This unit came
across as different from other NPD sections primarily because the divers faced a completely different legal regime than most other offshore
workers, and because the sharing of responsibility with the NMD had a
particularly unfortunate effect. Diving on the NCS would undoubtedly
have looked very different if the WEA had been extended to it as early
as 1977, and the NPD’s approach to the divers would also have been different. The reason oil activities were excluded from the WEA primarily
reflected forces outside the diving business. The most important hurdle
was represented by the trade ministry, which was motivated by general
shipping interests. As long as no politicians intervened, the ministry
could continue to block a final clarification. Only political intervention
from a higher level could have yielded a different result.
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Faksimile fra Bergens Tidende, 30. januar 1979.
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enterprise in Norway willing to invest capital in the project. Problems
related to DNV’s dominant ownership position increased as the NUI
developed its own role and identity in practice. At one point, DNV
moved into a vacant section of the NUI’s premises. The classification
society wanted at the time to expand its role as a consultant, certification authority and research institution related to subsea technology.
As a result, DNV found itself competing with the NUI in certain contexts. The outcome was that DNV withdrew from the NUI’s premises
and eventually also from the position of dominant owner. This became
difficult in the initial phase, since the NUI had problems securing sufficient capital. However, the goal was to make it self-financing through
assignments from the industry and the government. That all depended
on establishing a suitable pressure chamber spread.
In line with the ambitions to develop Norwegian expertise, the job
of designing the latter facility was awarded to Kværner Brug in Oslo,
which was to build on licence from Germany’s Drägerwerk. The NUI
was able to hold the official inauguration of a new building in the spring
of 1978. This contained a laboratory with top-quality pressure chambers and monitoring centre. Its first assignment was to conduct tests on
dogs to determine how anaesthetics functioned under high pressure.
This was not an insignificant issue for divers. What if one of them needed a serious operation while under saturation? The first jobs involving
human subjects were carried out in 1979, and a continuous flow of work
then followed.1
Given that extensive diving operations had been conducted on the
NCS for more than a decade, it had taken time to establish a dedicated
Norwegian underwater institute. It was more the product of enthusiasts than of strong government action. Nevertheless, establishing the
NUI faced no kind of opposition from the politicians. On the contrary, it accorded with the goals reiterated countless times in various official reports for securing the expertise required to cross the Norwegian
Trench with pipelines (see chapter 6). By facilitating the project, the
government demonstrated that Norwegian society wanted greater insight into the many challenges presented by diving.

The NUI’s role in international diving research
When the decision in principle on creating a Norwegian underwater
institute was taken, groundbreaking research on saturation diving was
under way in other countries. The world record set in March 1970 by
two British divers to a depth of 457 metres at the Royal Navy’s Alverstoke laboratory near Portsmouth was shattered.2 Divers conducted a
rapid dive to 609 metres in 1974 at the Comex laboratory in Marseilles.
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That same year, the French company sought permission from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to conduct an underwater experiment in a Norwegian fjord.3 The third trial in the Janus series, this involved welding
in 400 metres of water under normal atmospheric pressure in a habitat.
The application was sent to the DWP commission’s sub-committee
for diving, then in the process of completing its study of the possibilities
for laying pipelines across the Trench. Although several members of the
committee would have preferred to see the Norwegian diving community playing a larger role in such research, the request was naturally
received positively. At that point, divers had done work down to about
180 metres on the NCS. If the Comex experiment could extend the limits for realistic working dives, it would bring the government closer to
its goal of landing oil and gas in Norway. That represented a significant element in Norwegian oil policy, but depended on the feasibility
of laying oil and gas pipelines across the Trench. Accomplishing such
a landfall was conditional on the ability to repair a damaged pipeline
on the seabed. Documenting diver ability to work at such depths was
unquestionably a requirement.4
Comex wanted to conduct an experiment in a Norwegian fjord in
part because the conditions there were more like those in the North
Sea than in the Mediterranean, for instance. At the same time, the
company had commercial interests in possible future deepwater diving activity on the NCS. Both considerations could be exploited by the
Norwegian government to set terms which also ensured that the domestic diving community gained access to the result. This related not
least to the possible creation of an underwater institute in Norway. To
strengthen national involvement in the experiment, it was proposed
that a professionally qualified observer group be appointed from the
navy, the NLIA, the industry ministry and the NPD. This team would
have access to all information of a technical and medical nature during
preparation, execution and processing of data from the experiment. It
would be authorised to postpone or halt the trial if Comex was felt to be
failing to comply with the conditions.5 However, the experiment called
for lengthy preparations and was not ready to be carried out in the Er
Fjord until 1978. The NLIA was continuously informed about and involved in the project.6
In the meantime, Comex had set new records for work dives off
France in the Mediterranean. Six French divers conducted a six-day experimental programme called Janus IV, with two spending 20 minutes
at a depth of 501 metres and two others carrying out a good deal of the
work required to connect two sections of an oil pipeline on the seabed
in 460 metres of water.7
Diving research was also being pursued in the USA. A record was
set at the University of Pennsylvania during Predictive Studies IV, with
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i Skånevik
avsluttesinetter
at en av dykkerne
omkom. Staly longforsøket
time. The
diving physician
attendance
had no objections,
and
toil
og
Hydro
trakk
seg
da
fra
videre
deltakelse.
Taylor
Diving
og
Brown
maintained that the divers were in good shape when the experiment
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Tense minutes before the divers reach 500
Spennende minutter før dykkerne når femmetres. From left: Ragnar Værnes, Stein Tønhundre meter. Ragnar Værnes, Stein Tønjum,
jum, Steve Porter and Peter Bennett follow
Steve Porter og Peter Bennett følger med.
developments.
Foto: Anders Lindahl.
Photo: Anders Lindahl
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Bård
Holand kommer
gets intoi form.
shape.
Bård Holand
Photo: Anders Lindahl
Foto: Anders Lindahl
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&
Root Pipeline
ønsket derimot
å fortsette.
Dykkere
utstyr320
ble metres
flyttet over
til
ended.
connections
were welded
in aoghabitat
down,
9
and the actual
yielded
a satisfactory
result. Avar
film
Skottland
hvor welding
forsøketexperiment
ble gjennomført
som
planlagt. Dykkerne
44
was made
of the dive
for use
marketing
to Den
government
døgn
i metning,
noe som
varinuvanlig
lenge.
aktuelleagencies.
dykkerlegen
It was
in this
climate, characterised
by technological
optimism
and
hadde
ingen
innvendinger
og mente dykkerne
var i god form
da forsøket
opportunities
to
break
new
ground
in
both
human
and
diving
technolble avsluttet. Dykkerne utførte sveising på rørsammenføyning i sveiseogy terms,
thatmeters
the NUI
regular
operation ga
inet1979.
The aim of
habitat
på 320
dyp,began
og selve
sveiseforsøket
tilfredsstillende
the major
international
to demonstratesom
the kunne
safety benyttes
of deep9 Det
resultat.
ble laget enprojects
film omwas
forskningsdykket
water
diving.
The
depth
record
at
the
NUI
was
set
as
early
as
1981
with
til markedsføring overfor myndighetene.
a 504-metre
dive klimaet,
known as
DeepavExteknologioptimisme
II. It has not been og
broken
since.
Det var i dette
preget
muligheter
In
1981,
the
NUI
was
converted
into
an
independent
foundation
called
for å overskride grenser både på den menneskelige og dykketekniske
the Norwegian Underwater Technology Centre (Nutec). DNV and the
siden, at NUI kom i regulær drift i 1979. I de store internasjonale proNTNF were joined as owners by the three Norwegian oil companies –
sjektene var det om å gjøre å vise at det var mulig å dykke sikkert på store
Statoil, Hydro and Saga Petroleum. This trio was also responsible for
dyp. Dybderekorden ved NUI ble satt allerede i 1981 med 504-metersfuture pipelaying activities and pipeline operation across the Trench.
dykket – Deep Ex II. Den har blitt stående som norsk rekord. I 1981 var
They were now co-owners of Nutec and helped to finance research proNUI
omgjort
til en uavhengig
kalt Norsk
Undervanns
grammes
on deepwater
diving.stiftelse
That position
eventually
raisedTeknoloa numgisk
Senter
(NUTEC).
I
tillegg
til
Det
norske
Veritas
og
NTNF
kom
de
ber of problems related to research ethics.
tre norske
oljeselskapene
og Saga
Petroleum
inn på
This chapter
will lookStatoil,
more Norsk
closelyHydro
at some
of the
experimental
eiersiden.
De out
samme
oljeselskapene
sto bakThese
fremtidig
rørleggingsaktidives carried
between
1980 and 1990.
include
the Deep Ex
vitet
rørledninger
krysse
var in
de
seriesogindrift
1980avand
1981, the som
Trollskulle
dive in
1985Norskerenna.
and the OTSNå
dives
medeiere
av
NUTEC
og
var
dessuten
med
på
å
finansiere
forskningspro1986. Their common denominator was that they were conducted to test
grammer
dypdykking.
Denne
situasjonen kom etter hvert til å
equipmentinnen
and procedures
in deep
water.
reise
flereaddressed
forskningsetiske
problemstillinger.
Issues
here include
which experiments were conducted,
I dette
kapittelet
skal
vi se
nærmere
på noen
av forsøksdykkene
somthe
ble
what
results
they had
and
how
the divers
experienced
them. Finally,
reasonsmellom
why several
of the
dives
been
are considered.
utført
1980 og
1990.
Dethave
dreier
segcontroversial
om Deep Ex-dykkene
i 1980
The table
oppositei provides
an overview of
the most
important
dives
og 1981,
Troll-dykket
1985 og OTS-dykkene
i 1986.
De hadde
som felles10
conducted
theutført
NUI/Nutec
in 1979-2002.
nevner
at deatble
for å teste
ut utstyr og prosedyrer på store dyp.
Av spørsmålene som skal undersøkes er hvilke eksperimenter som ble
utført, hva som ble resultatene av dykkene og hvordan dykkerne opplevThe
Deep Ex dives
de
forsøksdykkene.
Til sist skal vi se på hvorfor flere av dykkene har vært
omstridte.
TheTabellen
first major
divingavprogramme
conducted
the NUI
was the
Deep
ved siden
gir en oversikt
over de at
viktigste
dykkene
som
ble
Ex series in 1980-81. It was led by US physiologist
Russell
E
Peterson
10
foretatt på NUI /NUTEC i perioden 1979–2002.
from the University of Pennsylvania, which had one of the world’s most
reputable specialist teams for deep diving. The ethics committee, which
was brought
in because the trials involved experiments with humans,
Deep
Ex-dykkene
demanded that the programme should also have a Norwegian leader.
Det
første store forskningsprogrammet NUI gjennomførte, var «Deep
This role was assigned to diving physician Stein Tønjum.11 The dives
Ex»
i
perioden by
1980–1981.
Det var
ledet avA/S
denNorske
amerikanske
fysiologen
were financed
a broad range
of players.
Shell, which
had
Russell
E. Peterson
fra metres
University
of Pennsylvania,
et avacde
discovered
the Troll som
fieldkom
in 300
of water
the year before,
mest
anerkjente
fagmiljøene
i verden.
Etisk komité,
counted
for the largest
share.innen
Otherdypdykking
contributors
were Statoil,
Hydro,
som
var
koblet
inn
siden
det
gjaldt
forsøk
med
mennesker,
krevde
proBP, DNV and the NTNF. The diving companies also participated,atwith
12
grammet
skulle
en norsk leder, og dykkerlege Stein Tønjum fikk
personnelogså
rather
thanhacash.
denne funksjonen.11 Dykkene var finansiert av et bredt utvalg aktører.
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NAME/PROJECT, PURPOSE, ETC

1979

9

3

1.5

Air saturation: debugging dive

1979

9

3

1.5

Air saturation: debugging dive

1979

70

3

1.5

Heliox-bounce: debugging dive

1979

150

2

1.5

Heliox-bounce: work capacity

1979

150

3

1.5

Heliox-bounce: work capacity with oxygen hit

1979

50

6

14

Air saturation: work capacity

1979

50

6

14

Air saturation: work capacity

1980

150

4

3

1980

100

2

1.5

Preparatory dive for Deep Ex

1980

150

2

1.5

Preparatory dive for Deep Ex

1980

300

6

19

Deep Ex with wet dive

1981

504

6

34

Deep Ex with wet dive and welding

Polar Bear I: survival test

1981

150

2

3

Polar Bear III: survival test

1982

100

4

1.5

Helium communication project

1983

350

6

17

Statpipe (3DP-Seaway) with wet dive

1983

350

6

24

Statpipe (3DP-Comex) with wet dive

1984

150

8

13

Welding qualification for Seaway

1985

450

6

30

Troll (Shell/Seaway) with wet dive

1986

360

6

18

OTS I (Oseberg) with Royal Navy

1986

360

6

25

OTS II (Oseberg) with welding

1986

360

6

27

OTS III (Oseberg) with wet dive

1989

220

3

14

OBS UBA-250 with wet dive

1990

5

6

28

Iseemsi – astronaut insulation for the ESA

1991

15

8

28

Oxygen dive – long-term effects

1994

10

8

2

Medical dive with medical/technical equipment

1996

5

8

2

Excursion bubble study

1998

111

8

10

100-metre dive

2000

111

8

13

DY2K

2002

250

8

21

250-metre dive

*metres of seawater.

Deep Ex, short for “deep excursions”, tested the way pressure changes affected the human body when the work depth was significantly
different from the habitat depth in very deep water. The programme
covered two dives, one of 300 metres in 1980 and one of 500 metres
the following year. The dives were made in the NUI’s pressure chamber
complex on land.
Medical research involving trials with humans is subject to special rules. Ethical guidelines for this type of work were adopted by the
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AEtrather
uncomfortable
bath.
litt ukomfortabelt
bad.
Photo:
Anders
Lindahl
Foto: Anders
Lindahl

World
Medical
Association
in the 1964
Helsinki Declaration.i 1964.
Providing
ble
vedtatt
av Verdens
legeforening
i Helsinki-deklarasjonen
Den
guidance
to
physicians
and
others
conducting
medical
research,
this
gir veiledning til leger og andre som driver med medisinsk forskning.
specifies
thatfast
“the
welfare
must always take
precedence
over
Der
slås det
at subject’s
«hensynet
til forsøkspersoners
velferd
skal gå foran
the interests of
and society”
andogthat
participation
in research
vitenskapens
ogscience
samfunnets
interesser,
at deltakelse
i forskningsproprojects must always be voluntary. All research related to the Deep Ex
sjekter alltid må være frivillig». All forskning i forbindelse med Deep Exdives accorded with these international ethical guidelines. Before each
dykkene foregikk i henhold til disse internasjonale etiske retningslindive, all subsidiary goals, methods and risks in the project were rejene. Før hvert dykk ble alle delmål, metoder og risiko i prosjektet
viewed. The research subjects signed a contract which allowed them to
gjennomgått. Forsøkspersonene skrev under på en kontrakt som innewithdraw from the experiment at any time. In theory, the subject would
bar at de kunne trekke seg fra forsøket på ethvert tidspunkt. I teorien
then be transferred to a separate chamber where decompression could
skulle
overføres
separat kammer
der dekombegin, da
andforsøkspersonen
a possible assistant
could til
beetpressurised
and introduced
to
presjonen
kunne
og en
eventuell
hjelpeperson
kunne trykksettes
the chamber.
Thestarte,
research
and
dive plans
for each operation
were subog
førestoinn
kammeret.
Forskningsog dykkeplaner
for hver operasjon
13
mitted
ani ethical
committee
for approval.
13
ble The
sendtprogramme
til en etisk for
komité
the for
twogodkjenning.
dives embraced a number of research
Programmet
for
de
to
dykkene
en rekke
forskningsprosjekprojects, which included testing inneholdt
the way various
gas
mixtures affectter.
Blant
annet
skulle
det
testes
hvordan
forskjellige
dykkegassblandinged the symptoms of high-pressure nervous syndrome (HPNS). This is a
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condition first described in 1969 during dives to 300 and 365 metres.
It takes the form of trembling in the hands and arms, decreased mental
performance, dizziness, nausea and vomiting. Early studies indicated
that the symptoms of HPNS became more pronounced with increasing
depth and/or rapid compression.14 Another Deep Ex experiment was
the “freeze test”. Several accidents had occurred where the diving bell
was torn free of the DSV and fell to the seabed. The danger of freezing
to death before the bell could be recovered was fairly high if its heat insulation was inadequate. To find satisfactory solutions to this challenge,
a survival suit was to be tested under high pressure while the divers
breathed heliox. One test sought to establish how heat loss affected the
diver’s mental performance when their body temperature approached
35.5°C. Thirdly, the Doppler technique – a form of ultrasonic investigation of the bloodstream in important veins and arteries – was to be
tried out as a method for measuring the formation of gas bubbles in the
blood, particularly in connection with pressure changes. Other tests
covered breathing apparatus and the use of tools such as welding gear
under high pressure.15 Six divers participated in each dive, with the necessary support personnel outside the saturation spread.16
All the subjects were highly motivated and open to exploring the
unknown. It was a feather in their cap to be selected from as many as
100 divers. They were to test the limits of human endurance under high
pressure, which can be considered in many ways as demanding an activity as being an astronaut. It was the first time a trial of this kind had
been staged in Norway, and everyone taking part wanted to show they
could do a good job. Good money was also to be made. The preparations
began a month beforehand with daily training on an ergonometric bicycle so that the subjects were in peak physical condition when the dive
began on 6 November 1980.17
Anders Lindahl, who hailed from Gothenburg, was one of the test
subjects. He found this dive to be a completely new experience:
The deepest I’d been earlier was a bounce dive to 160 metres. It was
very different to be pressurised for one hour 26 minutes to a depth of
250 metres and for four hours 44 minutes to 300 metres. My whole
chest and throat were somehow anaesthetised by nitrogen [trimix].
I found the pressurisation tough. During the whole process, we
answered various status questions both individually and as a group.
We were supposed to live at 250 metres and make excursions to 300
metres. In reality, however, the opposite happened – we lived at 300
metres and made excursions to 250 metres. An excursion from 300
to 250 metres took five minutes while an ultrasonic investigation was
made of the diver’s carotid artery.
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The excursion experiment was intended to verify the US Navy’s diving
tables, which had not originally been developed for commercial diving.18 According to these tables, a diver could leave deep water – such as
300 metres – and reduce depth by 50 metres without requiring decompression. Jan Onarheim, a physiologist who participated in the dive,
was responsible for operating the Doppler equipment with his team.
After reaching 250 metres, he amused himself by listening to the carotid artery and – to his great surprise – received a strong signal which
indicated gas bubbles in this blood vessel. Alf Otto Brubakk, who was
responsible for the Doppler study, was contacted and systematic measurements were made and recorded. In the worst case, gas bubbles in the
carotid artery can cause blood clots and tissue changes in the brain.19
This meant that the table being tested was unusable.
Two divers, including Lindahl, were selected for the freeze test at
300 metres. They were to remain at 4°C for 11 hours. The pair wore
thin wetsuits next to the skin and a specially made undersuit in the
sleeping bag. They wore masks and breathed in a Sodasorb box which
contained lime to keep the breathing gas free of carbon dioxide. The
test proved a tough experience. After only a few hours, Lindahl felt very
cold and began to have problems with his feet. The thermometers were
attached to his body and in his rectum. After about five hours, the unit
in his rectum ceased to function and had to be replaced. One of the other divers entered wearing Arctic clothing and a breathing mask, opened
the sleeping bag and pulled down the zip of the wetsuit, but could not
get at the thermometer under the tight clothes. He left to fetch a pair of
scissors, leaving Lindahl feeling indescribably cold. He recalls:
He comes in again and cuts open my wetsuit at the groin. But getting
in the thermometer was difficult. He tells the diving control room
‘The Swede is quite impossible and damn me if he doesn’t even have a
hole either’. He puts the cable and the thermometer on my stomach,
zips up the wetsuit and the sleeping bag and leaves the chamber. It
took me a long, long time to get it in position in my rectum.

The other diver taking part asked to be released from the freeze test before it had finished, and was told he was a poor team player. He decided
to continue, but lay crying for the last two hours of the experiment.
Once it was over, he could not stand and had to be carried from the
chamber. Following the dive, Lindahl’s colleague was mentally broken
and spent more than nine months on sick leave.20
When decompression began, it continued at a steady upward pace
of 30 metres per minute, but without the halt for sleeping to which
the divers were accustomed. At 125 metres, the divers were told that a
trial was to be staged with speeded-up emergency decompression from
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The divers are not in peak physical condition
Formen er ikke på topp under 504 meters trykk.
under 504 metres of pressure as they take
Dykkere tar blodprøver på hverandre. Fra
blood samples from each other. From left: Anvenstre Anders Lindahl, Bård Holand og Wigulf
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the breathing gas. This was a planned operation, but was not meant
to give the divers strong withdrawal systems involving anxiety, cramp
and hallucinations. The experiment thereby demonstrated that nitrogen could not be used to suppress HPNS symptoms. Although all six of
the divers continued on the heliox mix, only one of them managed to
function. According to diving physician Tønjum, the other five ranged
from miserable to unusable. One was unconscious for about an hour at
a certain depth, and another suffered substantial weight loss. Problems
also persisted after the dive. One diver felt depressed for months, while
another suffered trembling for almost a year.25
Lindahl, who had also taken part in Deep Ex I, believed there was a
huge difference between diving to 500 metres and to 300 metres. The
latter was demanding, but the greater depth was much worse. Simply
moving a hand rapidly through the air encountered so much resistance
at 500 metres that it felt like pushing through water.26
Bård Holand, who dived on trimix, was the one who fainted from
HPNS under compression. He described the dive as dramatic. At 250
metres, he began to feel that his brain was swelling inside his skull. He
suffered from tunnel vision, and also experienced a time lag between
seeing his hand doing something and feeling that he did it. He trembled
more than usual as well as feeling nauseous:
A growing feeling of general illness soon made it impossible to sit up.
I had to lie down and simultaneously felt terribly tired. I closed my
eyes in an attempt to sleep, but experienced what both I and others
have suffered under similar circumstances – the world rotates when
you close your eyes and have nothing to focus your gaze on. However,
the need and desire to escape the ‘misery’ through sleep took over and
the last thought I can recall before ‘blacking out’ was: ‘Christ, they’re
continuing the compression’.

When Holand fainted between 250 and 300 metres, he was unable to
demand a halt to the experiment even if he had wanted to. He only
recovered consciousness when compression ceased at 470 metres, but
when they reached 500 metres both he and the others felt nauseous and
wretched.27
The divers were due to carry out work in the water breathing trimix.
By the time they reached 504 metres, however, only Wigulf Schøll Larsen and Lindahl were ready to dive. Lindahl was in the best shape, so he
dived first. But when he came out of the water (into the habitat), his
body developed an odd reaction. One leg stuck out to the side and trembled. Larsen lay more or less ill on the edge of the pool and watched.
The physical reaction meant that he did not dive. So Lindahl is the only
person in the world to have made a wet dive to 504 metres on trimix.
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This letter was copied to the NPD. The question had now been raised
about how much control was being exercised over the health risks of
diving to 300 metres. The NPD had been warned against approving
diving to this depth. In addition, the impartiality of research at Nutec
had been questioned.
An article by Tønjum, who headed the diving section at Nutec, appeared in less than a week later in Norwegian technical weekly Teknisk Ukeblad. This concluded that all diving beyond 200-240 metres had
still to be regarded as experimenting with humans. Tønjum emphasised
that research dives should occur in the university system or the navy,
where stringent ethical guidelines had to be observed for experiments
involving people. The problem was that most diving research and development was conducted by the industry itself. A common denominator
of dives conducted to 300 metres or beyond by Comex, Taylor Diving
and Salvage Co, Wharton Williams and others was that the results were
carefully guarded company secrets and not publicly available. According to Tønjum, this was unacceptable and hampered efforts to find
solutions to a number of important questions which needed to be clarified if deep diving was to be permitted on a regular basis. The effect of
HPNS on people immediately and in the long term was unknown, for
example. Nor was it known what impact repeated pressurisations had
on the human body. The boundary which separated “shallow” and deep
dives had still not been determined. No rules existed for how thoroughly deep divers should be tested before being allowed to work. Another
question was the advisability of allowing deep divers to remain in saturation beyond 16 days, which the industry wanted for commercial reasons. Technical specifications for DSVs and the equipment they carried
had not been developed at the time. Deep diving would need the best
breathing equipment and heat protection available on the market. Tønjum concluded that more research was required, and that deep diving
still had to be regarded as experimental. Planned activities had to be
clarified ethically and be subject to medical supervision.33
Tønjum was not alone in such criticism. A report from Nutec researcher Erik Jacobsen, dated June 1983, was critical of the pressure in
the diving industry. He maintained:
The tempo of future oil and gas production in deep water (beyond
200 metres) on the NCS would depend on the available underwater
technology. This technology should be effective, reliable and secure
with regard to the work which is to be conducted below water. The
technology currently available is not satisfactory. It will not be easy
to meet this challenge, since the necessary technology will be very
complex.34
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Problems with deep diving had been identified on the medical, technical and organisational sides. The NPD had not least been warned. But
what was done about the weaknesses exposed? Did these results have
any effect on Nutec’s continued research activity?

Stronger industrial control
The criticism from the medical experts was undoubtedly hard to swallow for some in the Nutec system, which was under pressure from several quarters. Critical articles in the media were not what a company
which lived from contract work most needed. It was one thing to point
out that research by the diving industry itself failed to meet a sufficiently high ethical standard because the results were treated as commercial
secrets. It was an entirely different matter to question how far Nutec’s
research findings should be treated as public property. According to Jan
A Andersen, who headed the centre, the issue of unrestricted and open
use of medical-physiological and psychological data versus the desire
of clients for some degree of exclusive rights to the results was a recurring topic in discussions by the Nutec board. Research findings made
publicly available became headline news in the media, and the industry
felt that the resulting “clamour” did not serve its interests. Demands for
further research could help to delay the approval of new development
projects.
Andersen, who was himself a researcher, was shoved out of the system and into a job with Statoil in February 1984. He was replaced by
Thorvald Mellingen, who had been head of the underwater department
at Nutec and served before that with Saga. A majority on the board
wanted somebody who could provide firmer leadership and tighter financial management. Nutec was facing a financial crisis, partly as a
result of heavy investment in the Nutec Fjordbase research vessel and
new quay facilities. Another consideration was that the organisation
had expanded from 40 to 70 employees within a few years and had high
payroll costs. The centre lacked stable operating revenues and was very
reliant on contract work.
To escape from this financial predicament, the decision was finally
taken to wind up the Nutec foundation and to refinance and reorganise
it as a limited company owned 60 per cent by Statoil, 30 per cent by Hydro and 10 per cent by Saga from 1 January 1985.35 DNV and the NTNF
ceased to have any equity interest, which made the centre even more
dependent on the oil industry. Thorleif Enger represented Hydro on the
new board, along with Jon Huslid from Statoil and Bo Brennstrøm from
Saga.
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Det er en katastrofe for dykkernes sikkerhet og helse når NUTEC som vårt
eneste forskningssenter på disse områdene står i fare for å miste sin
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It represents a disaster for diver health and safety when Nutec, as our
only research centre in these fields, is in danger of losing its position
as a free and independent brake on the companies’ drive towards
using divers in ever deeper water. Hyperbaric medical research has
only been able to show that damage occurs in key areas. The reasons are still not known, and it could take a long time before all the
factors have been clarified and we can stand on a solid foundation.
The government must now see what might happen and ensure that
hyperbaric medical research is put on an acceptable footing before it
is too late.40

The bulk of international diving research was conducted by private
companies. But neither reports nor other documentation was available
from these commercial dives. This meant that researchers and other
relevant specialists could not utilise the information to improve diver
safety in greater depths.41 That made it all the more important for diving research in Norway to be conducted in open forms and to be checkable. However, the question now being raised both among employees
and in public was whether Nutec had sufficient independence to safeguard the ethical and moral aspects of the research. In many respects,
it was Nutec which – through its research – could give Norway the key
to recovering more oil and gas from fields in even deeper water and
bring it ashore in the country. The reorganisation meant that DNV and
the NTNF were no longer represented on the board. Statoil, Hydro and
Saga controlled this body. Although these companies were Norwegian
and two of them were wholly or partly owned by the state, they behaved
in many respects like other international players in the oil sector.
The next experiment, the Troll dive, was imminent. Developing
Troll would require the approval of dives down to 300-400 metres. Major assets were at stake. Was this why it seemed timely to tone down
critical voices within Nutec’s organisation?

Troll and ethics
Troll is the biggest gas discovery in the North Sea and contains 60 per
cent of the total gas reserves on the NCS. It was initially proven in block
31/2 during 1979. Since both Shell and Statoil were licensees in the
field, it was agreed that the former would serve as development operator with the latter taking over when production began. Negotiations
began in 1985 to sell the gas. The huge reservoirs were expected to produce for 70 years. Gas from Troll also represented a stable alternative
to Russian supplies in a political and security perspective – not least
during the Cold War. US president Ronald Reagan applied pressure for
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the Trench to be crossed on the way to Kollsnes. The Troll project accordingly depended on a research dive at Nutec being approved before
the development could get the go-ahead.
As development operator, Shell primarily wanted the actual installation of the massive concrete platform to be done without divers.
Remotely operated subsea technology was constantly advancing, and
Troll lay on the boundary for work dives. Diver-free solutions depended
on the development of subsea production equipment which could be
replaced, repaired and maintained from the surface or from a subsea
operating system which did not expose humans to the pressure found
at 300-400 metres. Since such equipment had not been fully developed,
Shell felt compelled to use diving to some extent in combination with
ROVs and modularised equipment.
To secure permission for the necessary diving, Shell and contractor Seaway planned in 1985 to conduct a research dive to 450 metres
at Nutec. Six people would participate, and the dive would last for
30 days. Before this plan was approved, however, disagreement arose
about its ethical clearance. Shell maintained that the dive was less a
question of research than of verifying that the company had full control over what was to happen on the field when development began.
Since the company had been responsible for a number of previous dives
to 300 metres, ethical clearance was unnecessary. Shell argued that it
only leased equipment from Nutec and had the medical expertise to
interpret the health data itself.43 According to Tønjum, the oil company
did not understand Norwegian culture and the ethical attitudes which
prevailed among Nutec staff. Shell was used to being able to do what
it liked around the world.44 All dives in Nutec’s diving spread had been
cleared from the start by an ethics committee, and the board decision
of December 1984 on compliance with the Helsinki Declaration meant
that no grounds existed for departing from this practice. The signals
from Nutec’s management were unclear, however, and the turbulence
in its organisation continued through the summer of 1985. Operations
manager Cato Hordnes resigned in protest only a few weeks before the
Troll dive was to begin.45 But planning for the dive continued.
The complicated division of regulatory authority for offshore diving
between the NPD and the NMD also helped to create a lack of clarity
over the experimental dives. The NLIA was responsible for supervising
all inshore diving, including dives in Nutec’s land-based spread. However, checks by the NLIA were confined to investigating the formal aspects of the dive, such as working-time provisions for technicians and
so forth, and to granting the necessary exemptions so that the work
could continue around the clock. The authority exercised no supervision of the medical experiments. Responsibility for that rested with the
diving physicians at Nutec and the Directorate of Health.46
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In purely formal terms, the NPD was merely an observer during
the research dives.47 This was a strange arrangement, given that all the
experiments were intended to acquire knowledge of relevance for offshore diving. As a result, the NPD was the regulator with the greatest
expertise – at least compared with the NLIA. The latter accordingly
used the former as a technical consultant. As soon as the trials were
over, the oil companies and diving contractors turned primarily to the
NPD – including for the interpretation of the results. In cases where
disagreements existed and things went wrong, such conditions could
easily lead to a fragmentation of authority.
Both the Directorate of Health and the NLIA gave their consent to
the dive.48 But it also had to be approved by an ethics committee. The
first meeting of the regional committee for research ethics in health
region 3 (western Norway) was planned for 4 September – the same
day as the original starting date for the Troll dive. The latter accordingly had to be postponed. Physician and professor Bo Anesjø chaired the
committee. Its other members were philosophy professor Gunnar Skirbekk, law professor Nils Nygaard and representatives from the health
service.49 The outcome was that the ethics committee also approved the
dive. This decision reflected a view that it was a research dive, since
little experience existed at these depths. Only 79 divers worldwide had
descended to the kind of depth involved here. Although various health
problems had arisen during the dives, none of the divers were known
to have suffered permanent health deterioration or had died. The committee was aware that the dive presented a clear health risk for the six
divers, but took the view that it did not conflict with medical norms
for research ethics. Emphasis was given to the right of the divers to
withdraw at any time, and to a good health insurance plan in the event
of possible accidents. The committee requested that the medical investigations after the dive be extended so that more could be learnt about
long-term effects. Since this was a research dive, the medical conditions
had to be fully public. No part of the result could be kept confidential.50
But the report from the dive, dated 24 October 1985, was classified
“Investigation for client, carried out according to client’s specification.
No distribution outside Nutec without permission from client”. How
transparent was that?51
One Irish, one Icelandic and four Norwegian divers took part in the
Troll dive, which was carried out in September-October 1985. Compression took two days. The divers then spent 11 days in saturation under
a pressure corresponding to 450 metres, followed by 17 days of decompression. They did jobs in a chamber with water at the bottom depth,
and then worked three-hour shifts. Their assignments included manual
work, heavy lifts, and motor and cognitive tests.52 Neurophysiological
and neuropsychological tests were conducted during the compression
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stage, at 450 metres and in the decompression phase. Four of the divers developed HPNS during this dive. Although they reported dizziness, nausea, tiredness and difficulties concentrating, however, this had
no effect on their work performance. Most of the symptoms occurred
around 200-300 metres. All functions returned to normal during decompression, and the divers all reportedly felt fine when they returned
to the surface. It was concluded that the divers were healthy at all depths
when decompression was conducted at a continuously slower speed and
with a number of stops on the way.53 Performing maintenance work at
350-400 metres had now come close to being found acceptable.
However, the assessment of the dive by the divers themselves once
again diverged clearly from the official reports. One participant, Lar
sen, who had previously taken part in the Deep Ex dive, characterised
the Troll test as “indefensible, unacceptable. We had great problems
in completing the experiment. Afterwards, we were completely exhausted.”54 Sigurdur Hafsteinsson, Bjørn Gjerde and Ole Molvær have
written memos about their experiences. They all recall that problems
were encountered in maintaining a stable temperature in the habitat
– they either sweated or shivered. It was difficult to sleep, and they
had strange dreams. The worst part, according to Hafsteinsson, was the
breathing difficulties they faced at 450 metres. The gas seemed much
too dense, and he thought he was going choke. But there was no point
in panicking when you were 17 days from the surface, and the choking
feeling eventually disappeared. The Icelander said nothing to his fellow
divers at the time. Strangely enough, however, when he told the others
about it a few days later, they all reported similar experiences. Nobody
had spoken up because they did not want to complain. Molvær reports
that even something as simple as eating was a challenge. The density of
the gas made it impossible to breath through the nose. Trying to breath
through the mouth when it was full of food being chewed posed problems. To overcome these, the routine became food in, chew, breath,
chew, breath and so on until you were ready to swallow.
A few days after decompression started, one of the divers became ill.
He collapsed during a meal and only a quick reaction by Hafsteinsson
cleared his respiratory passage so that he could breathe. He regained
consciousness after 10 minutes of mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, but
had great difficulties breathing. He suffered major problems for the rest
of the dive with itching all over his body and difficulties sleeping.
The bottom phase was to be concluded with a rescue exercise. The
divers were to cut part of an umbilical and swim with a dummy dressed
as a diver to the dry part of the chamber. They were equipped with
standard Heliox 18 respirators with an Ultraflow regulator. The latter
failed to supply sufficient gas, and cutting the umbilical proved more
difficult than anticipated. Hafsteinsson tried for as long as he could,
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and probably went too far because he was on the verge of collapse. He
had to abandon the rest of the test and needed a long time to regain sufficient energy to get into the dry section. He lost 10 kilograms during
the dive. It was highly stressful.55 The same applied to Molvær, who got
pains in his lower back and numbness in his legs during his first night
in a hotel after the dive. He was carried back to the chamber for treatment with pressurisation and oxygen breathing.56
That the dive was particularly tough was supported by clinical findings. Diver physician Alf Otto Brubakk, medical director for the dive,
warned the NLIA and the ethics committee that five of the six divers
showed signs of focal central nervous system dysfunction immediately
after the dive. Although the symptoms were only transitory, this was
very disturbing. It had been assumed that diving conducted in accordance with accepted procedures and without accidents involved no threat
to health. Another assumption was that diving deeper than about 180
metres which produced a number of central nervous system symptoms
would not have any long-term effects and that the decompression procedures used were acceptable providing no serious clinical symptoms
were encountered. These assumptions could no longer be regarded as
valid, Brubakk maintained. He argued that more findings were probably made on this occasion than before because the neurological examinations had been more detailed. It was accordingly important to
improve medical monitoring of the divers, particularly for damage to
the central nervous system. Brubakk called for research to continue in
order to establish where the boundaries lay in purely medical terms.57
The diver who lost consciousness and broke out in a rash also experienced pains when he approached the surface. He was monitored medically for three years after the dive.58
This experiment cost Shell almost NOK 20 million. Nutec’s total
contract for leasing its premises was worth NOK 4-5 million.59 The special feature was that the oil company itself interpreted the health data.
Nutec simply printed out the matrices and handed them over.60 The
dive took place while the big Troll gas sales agreement was being negotiated with European buyers. Whether that put any additional pressure
on the dive is difficult to determine, but it was unquestionably very
important that the operation was declared a success and that no delays
occurred. Statoil’s agreement with the German buyers of the Troll gas
was signed on 31 May the following year. The cost of the experimental
dive represented a microscopic part of the total development bill. By 31
December 2007, NOK 58.8 billion (in 2008 value) had been invested in
Troll Gas. The value of the field to Norwegian society is shown by the
fact that it originally contained 1 331 billion standard cubic metres of
gas, 25.7 million tonnes of NGL and 1.6 million standard cubic metres
of condensate (light oil).
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A team picture from the OTS dives to 360 meTeambilde fra OTS-dykket til 360 meter. Foran
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fra venstre: Rune Sundsdal, Tord Solberg, Ove
Solberg, Ove Stiansen and Max Ouzeane. Back
Stiansen, Max Ouzeane. Bak fra venstre: Trond
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Hansson, Harald Klinge, Tomas Bauer og Askil
Tomas Bauer and Askil Moe.
Moe.
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Residents in chamber 2 during the OTS II dive
Fra OTS-2 dykket til 360 meter i 1986. Beboerne
to 360 metres. From left: Harald Klinge, Askil
i kammer 2: Harald Klinge til venstre. Øverst til
Moe (top bunk) and Tomas Bauer.
høyre Askil Moe, nederst Tomas Bauer.
Photo: Trond Hansson
Foto: Trond Hansson
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The Pipeline Repair System in the large hall at
Testing av det automatiske sveisesystemet
Nutec. Testing this automated welding soluPipeline Repair System var en viktig del av
tion was an important part of the OTS series.
OTS-dykket. Her fra den store hallen på NUTEC.
Photo: Einar Andersen
Foto: Einar Andersen
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were extremely sensitive to temperature changes. They became very
cold in the habitat at 29°C and sweated if it was more than 31°C.64
After the dive, the subjects were to undergo an extensive health
check. Even more turbulence occurred among the medical professional
over these examinations. Norcem Comex wanted to serve the divers
alcohol to celebrate the conclusion of the first dive in May. The three
diving physicians protested about this. At a coordination meeting on
8 May, the issue of consuming alcohol during the four-day test period
was discussed. Tempers rose, and the physicians were threatened with
physical violence. The person concerned had made similar threats before and had attacked and half-throttled a third person during recent
months. The matter was accordingly raised in writing by physicians
Molvær, Arthur Dick and John Hjelle. They wrote to Mellingen, Getz
and Birkeland to ensure that their complaint was not allowed to drop.65
This was not the first time alcohol had been served after a deep dive.
Ever since the first Deep Ex experiment in 1980, the tradition had been
to take a glass of champagne when the divers reached the surface.66 In
the Troll dive, the decision was taken to give each diver a half-bottle of
whiskey when they reached surface pressure as a reward for the tough
physiological tests they had undergone. The bottles had been opened
and drunk before the post-dive investigations were complete, and no
physician had intervened.67 It was well known in medical circles that
the use of alcohol was unfortunate. Johan A Aarli, senior consultant in
the neurological department at Bergen’s Haukeland Hospital, wrote a
letter in the summer of 1985 to director general Mork at the Directorate
of Health:
A certain amount of alcohol consumption is not unusual immediately
after a deep dive. We would note as a preliminary observation that
relatively small amounts of alcohol led to EEG changes far greater
than we are used to observing from the influence of alcohol. That
appears to confirm the assumption that the central nervous system is
particularly vulnerable after a deep dive.68

There were several reprehensible aspects to the dive. The ethics committee, which was responsible for clearing the operation in terms of
medical and research ethics, was uneasy about the lack of continuity
in the project management and considered postponing the second dive.
It demanded that “the responsible physician for dive 1 remains in the
project management for dive 2”. In reality, this did not happen. Dick,
the project physician for dive 1, charged very high fees and was replaced
by Shields as the diving medical officer for Norcem Comex.69 After the
dive began, the latter demanded that all health information – including personal notes – be transferred to him. Medical personnel were
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asked to sign a declaration of confidentiality which contained a clause
concerning the ownership of original medical data and providing the
opportunity for onward sale of the information. This also applied to
the major expanded examinations before and after the dives, including
lung tests by Einar Thorsen, ear-nose-throat (ENT) checks by Molvær,
neurological testing by Ragnar Værnes, and neurological/neurophysiological examinations by Todnem.70 Giving away health data was an
unfamiliar concept for the Norwegian physicians, who maintained that
Norwegian law governing medical professionals and data protection
had to apply. Both Molvær and Todnem refused to sign and were threatened with dismissal.71 Norcem Comex presented a written demand on
4 July 1986 that Molvær, who had then taken over as medical director,
be removed from all activities related to the dive. The divers were then
at 360 metres. Nutec, with Mellingen in the forefront, refused to comply with this demand. If it had been accepted, Hjelle would have been
the sole person with diving medicine responsibility at Nutec, which the
centre could not permit on safety grounds. As a compromise solution,
Molvær signed with the reservation that the issue of the ownership of
original medical data should be considered by the legal faculty of the
University of Bergen, the Directorate of Health, and the Norwegian
Medical Association.72
The ethics committee furthermore demanded that a formal contract
be established between Nutec and Haukeland Hospital on the medical
assessment of divers before and after the dive. Norcem Comex refused
to accept the draft contract, and a signed version did not exist even after
the medical examinations for dive 2 had been completed.
The divers returned to the surface on 20 July. That same evening,
Norcem Comex invited them to a restaurant for a big dinner with copious amounts of alcohol. Molvær expressed regret at the incident in a
medical report for OTS dive 2, since the consumption of alcohol was
known to mess up the results.73 The divers were in the middle of their
medical examinations. EEG measurements as well as neurological, ENT
and neuropsychological examinations were scheduled for the day after
the party.74 But the damage had already been done. However, the next
dive – OTS 3 – was conducted as planned without irregular episodes.
How did the divers who took part in the OTS series assess the experience? Trond Hansson was positive. “He is an astronaut of the deeps,”
wrote Adresseavisen. Hansson was aware of the health risk associated with deep diving, and was initially sceptical to being a guinea pig,
but changed his mind after studying reports from earlier dives. After
the dive, he felt fine and could also contemplate participating in more
experimental dives.75 He thought he had been looked after well and
securely compared with the conditions familiar from his operational
diving – including DSV Tender Comet on Statfjord. He experienced one
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episode of HPNS, which lasted about 10 minutes, but had not had the
bends.76
The divers made good money, with a saturation supplement of NOK
185 000 for 24 days under pressure. That was on top of their regular
monthly pay of NOK 16 000. All in all, this added up to a very good
reward in a short time, but must be set against the fact that the body
was subject to such great stress that an individual could perform a
maximum of two such dives a year.77 Pay was accordingly not the most
significant consideration. It was the challenge, the excitement and the
“honour” which attracted.
Børge Ousland, a well-known Norwegian Polar traveller and mountaineer, was another participant in the OTS dives. Although he was in
very good physical shape, he found the experience extremely stressful.
“I wouldn’t do it again,” he said a few years later:
It’s not worth the money. But I was inexperienced at the time. The
excitement drove me. The deeper, the tougher. And then there was
this market value, of course. As a freelancer, you lived off an image.
Hydro paid Nutec in Bergen to conduct the pressurisation. The company wanted to prove that repair work was possible at such depths. If
I remember correctly, Hydro’s company medical officer went out and
described the experiment as successful and without problems while
the divers were still in decompression and nobody knew anything
at all about the outcome. I had problems getting out of bed in the
morning for six months after the dive. I was worn out. Exhausted.
Not in my body, but in my brain. Three hundred and sixty metres
is too deep. The breathing gas is as dense as porridge. The muscles
powering the lungs must work hard to force the thick gas through the
thin respiratory channels.78

Ousland suffered no lasting harm after the dive. But not all the participants were equally fortunate. Three other divers had their health
so badly undermined that they lost both their diving licence and their
ability to work.

Warnings against deep diving
As mentioned above, the NLIA and the NPD had different roles as official regulators with regard to the research dives and the diving business
in general. The former was authorised to approve the research dives,
but responsibility for approving and monitoring deep diving in practice
– with pipelaying operations, for example – rested with the NPD. Both
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regulators had the same access to information from the experimental
dives, but drew different conclusions about the safe depth for diving.
The NPD received a letter from the NLIA in April 1988 which noted
that three of the divers who had taken part in the OTS dives in 1986
had developed medical conditions – despite the fact that the operations
had been declared a success.79 The NLIA assumed that the illnesses
identified by the physicians were related to the diving and took the view
that such dives should be halted until the medical risks had been clarified. It asked the NPD to assess whether it was medically acceptable
to make deep dives offshore. Alternatively, even stricter requirements
should be set for the employer’s programme for medical supervision
and long-term monitoring of the divers.
However, the NPD was unwilling to listen. It took a sceptical view of
medical warnings that diving deeper than 180 metres involved a higher
degree of risk, and preferred instead to listen to that section of medical
opinion which was more solution-oriented towards deep diving. Providing the technology was improved, the depth limits could be extended.
How deeply this view had become entrenched in the NPD was revealed
by the Storting’s consideration of the OTS development project in 198384. The NPD then assured the Ministry of Local Government and Labour that it was fully possible to develop equipment which would make
diving operations in 350 metres acceptably safe. The NPD thereby
wanted to ensure that technical solutions were developed which made
diving at such depths secure while getting Oseberg developed with its
oil landed in Norway. Since 1985, the NPD’s official line had been that
diving to 200 metres could be conducted on a routine basis, to 300
metres was permissible with medical follow-up, and to more than 300
metres had to be demonstrated to the regulator as acceptable.80 In other
words, how deep diving would be allowed to go was determined by the
results of verification dives to those depths.
The NPD had to take account of overall resource management on
the NCS. At the same time, it was responsible for diver safety. But it did
not look as if the health and safety of the divers were the first priority.
Information manager Jan Hagland stated that the letter from the NLIA
would not change the NPD’s standpoint. “On the basis of current technical and medical knowledge, we believe it is acceptable to dive to 400
metres,” he said. At that time, it was not considered practical to replace
manual labour with remotely operated subsea technology. It would be
very expensive to develop such technology, the NPD maintained, and
argued that diver intervention was essential for repairing acute pipeline
damage.
A number of working dives deeper than 180 metres were conducted
on the NCS from 1978 to 1990, involving an estimated 40-50 divers.
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Tomas Bauer tests the UBA-450 breathing
Tomas Bauer tester pusteutstyret UBA-450 ved
system during the 220-metre dive at Nutec in
220-metersdykket ved NUTEC i 1989.
1989.
Foto: Trond Hansson
Photo: Trond Hansson
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the individual diver’s perspective. Those who suffered less visible damage – of a neurological nature, for example – could have their lives significantly worsened as a result of the experiment.86
Other hyperbaric medicine specialists, such as Brubakk, were more
open to the possibility of finding a future solution for deep diving. From
1985, he had been affiliated to the department of biomedical research
at Trondheim’s Centre for Medical Technology. He observed:
Todnem and I are in agreement right up to the conclusion. Saturation divers operate in rough environments under physical conditions
which inflict punishment if you breach them. The question is whether we have opportunities to conduct these operations without hazard
if we observe the rules of the game. The answer is probably yes, but
we are in certain grey zones … We humans are not constructed to
rummage about several hundred metres down. But seeking out elements we are not constructed for, but which we learn how to master
within certain limits, is precisely a characteristic of human nature.87

Brubakk concluded that it was still possible to dive close to 400 metres,
but that more research had to be done to improve procedures and control systems so that the diving became as safe as possible.88
Since dissent prevailed in medical circles about the long-term effects of deep diving, the NPD was free to choose the advice it wanted
to hear and allow the 400-metre limit to remain. As we will see in the
next chapter, the results of the research dives were not the only criterion involved when the NPD considered this limit.

Common interests
From 1980 to 1990, the decade when diving research was at its peak at
the NUI/Nutec, technological optimism was the dominant mood. The
major international projects aimed to demonstrate that it was possible
to dive safely to great depths. The depth record in Norway was set as
early as 1981 with the 504-metre Deep Ex II dive. A world record of 686
metres was set for a simulated dry dive at Duke University.
But this research was not conducted merely to set records and to
acquire knowledge for its own sake. The experimental dives took place
because the oil industry needed to show that it was safe to work at the
depths required by pipelaying across the Trench. Landing petroleum in
Norway was a significant component in Norwegian oil policy. The political guidance for this was established in the “10 oil commandments” as
early as 1971. By the 1980s and 1990s, the time had come for practical
implementation of the political visions. The operators were responsible
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for the actual laying and operation of the pipelines. And it was these oil
companies which financed research on deep diving.
For various reasons, everyone involved wanted the experiments to
succeed. The oil companies and diving contractors needed the dives approved in order to get permission for their development projects to start
as planned. The NUI/Nutec needed recognition from its clients (the oil
companies) to secure more research projects, and the divers wanted
a good reputation in the job market. However, a common feature of
subsequent reports from the latter was that the unpleasant effects of
deep diving – the difficulty breathing, the exhaustion, and the postdive weariness, not least mentally – had been significantly under-reported. Immediately after a dive, it was pleasure that the whole thing
had been successfully completed which characterised the press reports
among others.
The oil companies which had secured permission to develop and
which had “proved” that they could respond to emergencies with diving
joined forces in the 1990s to maintain the necessary preparedness. No
serious accidents occurred with either oil or gas pipelines, and remotely
operated subsea solutions developed in the meantime rendered diver
assistance in depths as great as 400 metres unnecessary.
The pragmatic solution embraced by the NUI/Nutec and the NPD
was fortunate both for the oil industry and for Norway’s oil-based economy. It never became necessary to use the contingency diving which
the oil companies had demonstrated that they could do, so the only
people who risked anything were the relatively few divers who provided
their own bodies for medical experiments to show that such dives were
possible. Some of them were injured and lost all or part of their health
because of these trials.
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What is the limit?
The NPD took action in November 2002 and declared that diving should
no longer be conducted in depths beyond 180 metres on the NCS. At
that time, this seemed like an obvious conclusion – there was a limit
to how deep humans could dive. The media described the treatment of
the North Sea divers as a national working environment scandal. But
it was not a new issue which Norway as an oil nation had to confront.
The warnings had been many and clear. This was a question not only
of whether the limit should be set at 180 metres, but also of the general
conditions to which divers had been subjected in the North Sea. It is
therefore pertinent to ask why the oil companies and diving contractors
had accepted that employees for whom they were responsible should
expose themselves to such a high level of risk. Why had the regulators
and the politicians failed to set clearer limits earlier?
One obvious answer presents itself – namely that Norway quite simply could not afford to set such boundaries until it was in a position to
manage without divers, that diver safety was sacrificed for economic
interests.1 Such an answer or explanation underlay not only the reports
many critical journalists wrote about the diver issue, but also to a great
extent the studies conducted on behalf of the Norwegian government.
Although this answer is accurate, it nevertheless fails to provide a satisfactory explanation of why so many dominant players took a different
view at the time. First, a number of measures were adopted which improved conditions for divers. Looking at the different interest groups
which contributed at various crossroads to extending the permissible
diving depth, each of them was undoubtedly convinced that they had
arrived at a reasonable position. That applied not least to the NPD,
which now finally took action but which had earlier vouched with great
apparent conviction for most of the deep diving which took place on the
NCS. It also applied to Nopef’s officials, who were in no way satisfied
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with the working conditions of their diver members but who were willing for a long time to accept a steady extension of deep diving.
As we have seen, the NPD paid close attention at all times to the
research dives at Nutec. When its diver section assessed possible negative health effects of North Sea diving, however, the tight-knit networks of dominant diving medicine specialists abroad were much more
influential. Knowledge and attitudes which prevailed in these groups,
particularly in the USA, the UK and France, were crucial for both the
major issues which dominated the NPD’s work from the mid-1980s and
into the 1990s – the acceptable depth limit for dives, and the problem
of competing diving tables.

The diving tables
The latter problem had, of course, been known ever since Winsnes and
Smith-Sivertsen first discussed the possibility of establishing standard
tables in the late 1960s. Critical questions had been posed by the divers over the tables used since they joined Nopef in 1977. The newly
created NPD diving section initially confined itself to requesting that
the companies report the tables they actually used.2 Regarding these
as commercial secrets, the companies complied only reluctantly. When
the NPD finally received the tables, however, staff in the diving section
were not quite sure what they should do with them. Just like Winsnes,
they struggled to identify criteria for an objective and scientific assessment of the tables.
It was one thing to conduct extreme research dives and investigate
whether the divers were injured by them. Assessing the nuances in the
tables used on an everyday basis in the North Sea was another matter
entirely. The question was whether anyone was actually capable of doing it. Know-how among the Norwegian specialists in the early 1980s
was weak compared with larger and more experienced professional
teams in the USA and France. Rosengren, head of the NPD’s diving
section, was certainly aware of that. He had himself participated in diving research for Comex.3 As long as no alternative existed, his section
ended up approving all the tables submitted to it. A possible temporary
solution would have been to adopt the US Navy’s tables as a minimum
standard. But these were by no means perfect. As mentioned above,
they were not tailored for lengthy work under the extreme conditions
prevailing in the North Sea – not least the cold water. It was generally
appreciated, both by the regulator and in the Norwegian diving community, that great uncertainty prevailed about long-term use of these
tables.4 But many divers nevertheless regarded the US Navy tables as
safer than the many company versions which used faster ascent times.
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this condition were often unclear. And a diver could have symptoms
without reporting them.

How far were the oil companies responsible?
The introduction of internal control by the NPD opened a way to prevent competition over diving tables – without the regulator setting a
standard. This regulatory philosophy required the oil companies to
ensure the best possible level of safety both for their own employees
and for contractor personnel. Where the government had not drawn up
regulations, the operator itself was required to develop procedures and
standards which gave good results. The combination of internal control
and the general spotlight on safety after the Alexander L Kielland disaster helped to give the safety proponents among top management greater
room to manoeuvre. Albert Johnsen, diving operation superintendent
at Mobil, was one of these enthusiasts. He told Stavanger Aftenblad in
October 1984 that the US oil major would demand that the diving contractors operating on Statfjord use the strictest decompression tables.10
He referred precisely to the fact that internal control also required Mobil as operator to accept responsibility for safety during diving.
Johnsen’s initiative was a model example of the action which internal control was intended to inspire. When a big operator made demands, the diving contractors had to accept them. But more than a
statement from a local diving superintendent in one oil company was
needed to overturn the basic competitive realities. First, all the operators had to set the same strict requirements. Moreover, what a safety
enthusiast stated one day could be undermined the next if procurement
departments in the companies still accepted the lowest bid. And the
pressure to identify the cheapest possible solutions was given a sharp
boost when oil prices virtually collapsed in 1986 and lay below USD 10
per barrel for a time.
At a conference on diver working conditions organised by Nopef
in 1987, Johnsen admitted that the problem of diving contractors who
competed by underbidding each other was far from overcome.11 Like
other members of the Statfjord organisation, he had by then begun to
work for Statoil. One problem he had encountered in his eagerness to
get Mobil and Statoil to take the safety challenges of diving seriously
was that the oil companies traditionally did not regard diving as part of
their business. It was a service they sourced externally. Of course, the
oil companies had long experience of buying services from contractors
in a number of areas – such as drilling. But the latter was historically
linked with the oil industry in every respect. Oil companies and drill-
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ing contractors had learnt how to work with each other, and the companies accordingly always had in-house experts who could decide at
any time to monitor the work being done. But they seldom had similar
knowledge of diving. When the industry expanded offshore, oil company representatives could stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the relevant
diving contractors and demand results. Few had any appreciation of
the challenges faced by the divers under water. In-house expertise on
diving needed to be built up before the oil companies could seriously
take on the responsibility formally assigned to them under the internal
control regime. Johnsen himself resigned from his diving-related job in
Statoil.12

How deep?
In the mid-1980s, the NPD’s diving section shelved all efforts to regulate the diving tables used by the contractors. It gave priority instead to
a pressing need to clarify how far down a diver could go. This issue had
not become less significant after diving associated with the Statpipe
project was completed in 1984. The first stage of the Gullfaks development was at its most hectic between 1984 and 1986. This field lay
in 130-220 metres. And the Storting gave the go-ahead for developing
Troll in 300 metres of water during December 1986. Installation of the
actual Troll A gas platform and associated pipelines to Kollsnes and
back across the Trench to Zeebrugge was completed in 1996. But the
parliamentary decision assumed that the required diving capacity was
available. In the meantime, a number of large and medium-sized oil and
gas discoveries would also require diving in deep water. Veslefrikk, in
185 metres, was approved for development in 1987 and came on stream
two years later. Saga received one of the biggest technological challenges in May 1988, when it was given the job of developing Snorre – a
difficult reservoir in 300-350 metres of water. Shell got the green light
during December 1988 to develop Draugen in 251 metres in the Halten
Bank area of the Norwegian Sea. Major projects – Sleipner, Oseberg
and so forth – with the potential to boost diving in rather shallower
waters were also approved in this period. All the principal installations
on Ekofisk were jacked up in 1987 because the seabed in the area had
subsided about seven metres since production began. This was enough
to have significant consequences for decompression time when diving
on the field. However, the picture which emerged was unambiguous – a
future was envisaged in which diving on the NCS gradually moved into
deeper waters.
The dilemma was clear enough for the Norwegian diving business
as a whole. A halt could be called by saying that diving was possible to
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such-and-such a depth, but no further. If this limit were set shallower
than what seemed the likely working depth on the many new installations, the scale of diving was likely to be drastically curtailed. The oil
companies and the subsea entrepreneurs had to turn the long-established vision of a diverless future into reality.13 There was every reason to believe that, were such a technology to become functional, it
would also undermine diving in shallower waters. The alternative was
to gamble on the assumption that the limit at which it was physiologically possible for people to work had not yet been reached, and that
the challenge lay in a continued improvement of equipment and safety
procedures.
When the Storting approved the development of Oseberg and the
landing of oil from that field in 1983, a crucial condition was that the
NPD would vouch for the ability to conduct diving operations down
to 300 metres.14 This decision also showed how science, politics and
responsibility could easily intermingle on major projects. The OTS pipeline to Øygarden would go as deep as 350 metres, giving a 50-metre
shortfall before a development could be regarded as fully acceptable.
The Ministry of Local Government and Labour nevertheless gave the
Storting the assurances it required to reach a development decision by
stating that developing the necessary equipment was entirely feasible.
In other words, the ministry assumed that no medical constraints existed for diving to 350 metres. The OTS dives at Nutec in 1986 confirmed
the final 50 metres for the NPD (see chapter 9). All the same, with a
very expensive development already under way, it would have taken a
lot for a different conclusion to have been reached.
The controversies associated with the many research dives at Nutec
helped to make it politically difficult to use the outcome of development-related tests by the oil companies as the only criterion when determining a limit for deep diving. The latter was not simply a matter of
suitable equipment and how much a person could cope with under the
conditions which prevailed in a controlled experimental dive. It was
also a question of how much risk was acceptable and what sort of general working conditions should apply for a diver. The local government
ministry accordingly wanted to secure a limit for deep diving which was
more firmly entrenched. A task force was established in May 1986 with
the mandate to assess “at which depths it was acceptable to conduct
diving operations on the NCS”.15 This body included representatives
from the NPD, the Directorate of Health and the NLIA. The AODC
represented the contractors, the Norwegian Industry Association for
Oil Companies (Nifo) the oil companies and Nopef the divers.
It was the Troll development which created a particular need to extend the boundaries for deep diving on this occasion. In practice, however, the task force had no real influence on this project. In December
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Storting’s speed-up of development decisions on Oseberg and Troll but
also opened for the Norwegian diving sector to follow the oil industry
into even deeper waters.

Knowledge, scepticism and consensus
The action team which assessed diving in deep water was naturally
aware of the experimental dives carried out under Nutec’s auspices (see
chapter 9). Børge Minsaas from the Directorate of Health, who represented the medical expertise on the team, was also well aware that
these experiments were controversial. In 1983, he had been a member
along with both Smith-Sivertsen and Tønjum of an internal diving medicine committee in the directorate.19 Possible health-related constraints
on a constant increase in the depth limit for diving were not a key issue
in the team’s work. References to possible long-term injury from deep
diving do not appear in the minutes and memos it left behind. On the
other hand, the team placed great emphasis on references to foreign
research results which could be interpreted to indicate that it was possible to work in very deep water without too much risk.
Instead of the Nutec research, the team clearly gave greater weight
to the impressions it had formed during a visit to Germany’s GKSS-Unterwasser-Simulationsanlage (Gusi) outside Hamburg.20 Recommendations from the German scientists noted in the team’s minutes were
optimistic. They saw no serious restrictions on diving operationally to
450 metres. Reference is made to claims that HPNS could be treated
without problems through reducing pressure by 10 bar, that constraints
on deep diving were not medical but purely technical, and that these
could be overcome through increased investment. The trip to Germany
must have helped to make it easier to discount the growing scepticism
in parts of the Norwegian medical community.

Union in deep water
Nopef was represented in the deep diving action team by Melvin
Kvamme and Trygve Gulliksen. Given the many objections this divers’
union had to safety regulation of diving in Norway, a more critical attitude might perhaps have been expected on increasing the depth of
diving on the NCS. The Nopef representatives on the team were clearly
concerned to promote demands that deep diving had to utilise the best
possible equipment and that the divers had to be given sufficient rest.
But neither Kvamme nor Gulliksen argued noticeably at any point for a
strict lower limit on diving depth.
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Action teams and committees can have their own dynamic. In this
case, nevertheless, it seems clear that Kvamme and Gulliksen were expressing the views of the Nopef leadership. At that time, Nopef did not
want a strict limit on the depth to which dives could be made. As a contribution to the work of the team, Nopef drew up a memo which began
by stating that working dives to 400 metres had been proved both physically and mentally possible. This memo is, moreover, the only place in
the written material left by the team which refers to the experimental
dives at Nutec – but then with a clearly positive interpretation.
The Nopef representatives were naturally considerably further removed from the discussions among the physicians than Minsaas from
the health directorate, for example. But even they could not fail to notice the dispute. When Tønjum quit Nopef, it was generally known in
diving circles that this related to his critical professional assessments of
diving on Statpipe.21 When the conclusion was nevertheless so unanimously in favour of moving the boundary, Nopef also chose to believe
the medical specialists who concluded that everything was under control.
Neither the unionised divers nor others in Nopef’s leadership had
any opportunities to check the claims of these experts. But few other
professional groups are likely know as much about their own physiology
as divers. Had Nopef been sceptical to extending the limits for deep
diving, the union would have had every opportunity to get the most
critical physicians to front for it. Individual divers were doubtful about
an extension on the basis of their own experience and that of their work
colleagues with deep diving.22 All the same, Nopef’s representatives can
hardly been blamed for acting contrary to the dominant attitude among
the divers. At that time, no diver was arguing loudly for a strict limit on
diving depth.
The question of deep diving limits presented Nopef with a conflict of
interest. On the one hand, the union wanted to promote the solutions
which best safeguarded the health of its own members. On the other,
it was clear that these self-same members would be hardest hit if the
depth limit was too strict. This duality clearly affected Nopef’s arguments. Although its memo was entitled “Maximum diving depth and
limiting factors”, a significant part of it dealt with the necessity of taking decisive action to protect the future of the Norwegian diving industry. Nopef also, of course, subscribed to the final conclusion reached by
the action team that not only should the permitted limit for deep diving
be extended but also preference should be given to Norwegian personnel in order to build up and maintain domestic diving expertise.23
Despite many underlying contentious issues, the statistics show a
noticeable improvement in operational safety during the second half
of the 1980s. The death of British diver William Carr after losing his
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of diver working conditions, however, fears grew that North Sea diving
could cause long-term damage.

The doctors and the divers
The 1977 Working Environment Act included a section which specified that pollution in the form of noise, gas and the like was prohibited
unless it was clear that this would have no ill effects for the workers.27
In other words, the burden of proof lay with the employer. But this Act
had not been extended to diving. The purely technical challenges of
diving could be improved through trial and error, although disastrous
consequences might ensue if everything was not in order to begin with.
Where the long-term effects of diving were concerned, however, the
divers had no option but to trust the physicians who said everything
was in order.
But diving can have negative health effects on various parts of the
body (nerves, lungs, bones and so forth). So this issue is to some extent
a question of different forms of medical expertise. A neurologist, who
is an expert on the interaction between brain and nervous system, will
take a different approach to a physiologist. The latter deals with the
body’s functions, a discipline closely allied to biology. The most important source of the problems associated with diving – the various gas
mixes pressed out of the body under pressure – nevertheless remains
the same. Hyperbaric medicine is the collective term for the medical
study of diving effects. Like other specialisms, this subject has developed various structures to determine what is to be regarded as an international consensus.
Compared with the other main medical specialities, however, the
practice of hyperbaric medicine was limited in global terms to a small
group. Research on the impact of deep diving was also particularly difficult, simply because there were few regions of the world where this
activity had been conducted systematically over a long period. Moreover, hyperbaric expertise differed from much other medical knowledge
in that a relatively large number of the physicians concerned were paid
directly by the same companies and institutions which exposed divers
to harm. That applied to naval, commercial and research diving. But
physicians and medical researchers working in association with these
institutions had the same type of education as most other doctors. In addition, they were supposed in principle to adhere to the same standards
of medical ethics. Many hyperbaric medicine specialists also swapped
between jobs in the public health sector and assignments financed directly by operational diving institutions. The financial ties between
diving physicians and the bodies conducting diving were nevertheless
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strong. If the doctors put their collective foot down and declared that
deep diving was hazardous, they would also undermine large swathes
of offshore diving and thereby the basis for the discipline in which they
were experts. In other words, they faced more or less the same dilemma
as the unions.
A number of the Norwegian physicians who joined the hyperbaric
medicine community from other and more independent medical specialisms reacted negatively to its close ties with the oil industry. Another typical feature has also been noted – many of the relevant physicians
were divers themselves.28 That was not necessarily negative. Experiencing personally what diving involved could help the doctors concerned
to pose the right questions, and give them a better understanding of the
individual diver’s problems. By diving themselves, however, many physicians became gripped with the same fascination which affected all
sides in the diver community. An outsider could experience this community as a specific kind of culture, where pushing back the boundaries
of the possible was as highly valued as it is in “extreme” sports today.
Regardless of the underlying material ties and attitudes which prevailed in the hyperbaric medicine community, discussions were cloaked
in very scientific terminology. As with all languages and jargons, however, plenty of scope existed for disputes over interpretation in which
dominant views could establish positions of power, and in which alternative thinking was either suppressed or frozen out.

International gurus in hyperbaric medicine
American Peter B Bennett and Briton David Elliott were regarded by
many in the diving community during the early 1980s as the foremost
specialists in hyperbaric medicine. They were the authors of The Physiology and Medicine of Diving, which became an international standard
work in the field when it first appeared in 1983.29 Bennett and Elliott described many forms of health damage which could occur when
diving in deep water. Bennett won recognition for the most detailed
description of HPNS. In some cases, the diver’s working memory was
shown to have been reduced. The two authors nevertheless insisted
for a long time that the relevant symptoms soon disappeared, and that
HPNS caused no lasting injury to the divers. They maintained that, as
long as a diver avoided the bends, no threat of long-term effects existed.
Their strong position was reinforced through the key role they played
in a number of the institutions developed for both diving in general
and hyperbaric medicine in particular. Both had worked for the oil industry alongside their academic positions. Elliott held various posts in
Shell from 1976. The pair also popped up repeatedly on leading boards,
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in publications and at conferences staged by such organisations as the
International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA), the European
Diving Technology Committee (EDTC) and the Diving Medical Advisory Committee (DMAC).30 Similar international institutions can be
found in most industries, where various researchers, civil servants and
company personnel forge networks to disseminate information and,
in some cases, harmonise regulations, standards and procedures. The
EDTC was a relatively open organisation in which government agencies, physicians and companies participated on an equal footing. Nopef
also attended a number of its meetings. The IMCA was an industry-run
institution, an international variant of the type of employer association affiliated to the Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise (NHO).
Since it was often the same people who represented their country and
their institutions in all these bodies, however, the division of roles could
become a little fluid. Where Norway was concerned, the NPD’s diving section was particularly active in these networks. Olav Hauso, a
long-serving member of the section and its head from 1993, was chair
of the EDTC for a period.31 Among Norwegian medical specialists, Alf
Brubakk was a long-standing participant in both the EDTC and the
DMAC. A physiologist, he led a number of studies related to compression problems commissioned by the oil industry.
Participation in international institutions provided the NPD and
other Norwegians in diving-related positions with useful information
and contacts. However, a number of physicians who entered the diving
field from outside could find its networks to be proponents of a fairly
unassailable unanimity which provided little opportunity to ask critical
questions. This reality would eventually generate considerable friction
between physicians and the NPD and within the Norwegian medical
community.

Norwegian diving research
The warnings about deep diving sounded in the early 1980s by
Smith-Sivertsen and Eidsvik, from their backgrounds as diving medical officers at Haakonsvern, were based not on independent research
but on their own experience with North Sea divers and general reading of the medical literature in the area. Both men worked actively for
more independent research on the subject.32 Smith-Sivertsen, who had
turned his attention in the late 1970s to occupational medicine, became
uncomfortable over time with the role he had personally played in connection with the DWP commission.33 Eidsvik, who had vouched to a
great extent for the Skånevik dive in 1978, had also developed a more
critical attitude. In January 1983, the Norwegian Research Council for
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itself. The main problem for the promoters of the plan was that the
NAVF did not have substantial funds of its own to provide. When the
programme was finally ready in the autumn of 1984, Statoil ranked as
the largest contributor to its funding.41 Plans called for the research to
continue to be pursued through Nutec. However, a substantial share of
the work was to be carried out at Haukeland, with the neurological department given a more central role than before. At the same time, much
contract research was planned with the issues defined and the funding
administered by the oil companies themselves.
Despite complex compromises between different interests, Norwegian deepwater hyperbaric medical research received a genuine boost
from the second half of the 1980s and into the 1990s. No other part
of the world allocated similar amounts for this purpose. The fact that
the oil companies provided much of the cash imposed financial ties
similar to those which already existed in the international hyperbaric
medical research community. Since much of the research was tied to
Nutec, which after all possessed the only realistic “lab equipment”, new
researchers were drawn into a setting with strongly established views.
But the sheer scale of the research and the fact that part of it was channelled through the NTNF meant that a large proportion of the work
was carried out by more independent universities and hospitals. That
also came quickly to affect its direction.
As head of neurology at Haukeland, Aarli was responsible for a
heavyweight department where diving was only one of a great many
issues. New research funds meant that criticism of the experimental
dives then under way eventually became increasingly vocal. Todnem,
a neurologist, was one of the scientists who had their first encounter
with diving through the Nutec experiments. She did not confine herself
to such research dives, and was soon beginning to look at the impact
of general work diving in the North Sea. Together with a number of
other researchers linked to Haukeland’s neurological department, she
submitted a preliminary report in the spring of 1989 which presented
strong indications that deep diving could have serious long-term consequences.42 The investigation had been financed by Statoil’s Gullfaks
C organisation. The initial report was submitted before the work had
been completed because plans called for relatively extensive diving in
about 217 metres of water that summer.
Although the warnings were clear enough, there was never any
question of cancelling Gullfaks C diving that summer. The content of
the report caused a stir when it became known. It was divided into two
sections. First, specific medical studies were conducted in connection
with individual dives. However, that part of the report which attracted most attention was a broad health survey covering 156 divers in all
– in other words, a large proportion of those working on the NCS at
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the time. Their health was compared with a control group comprising
non-diving offshore workers and policemen. While 133 divers in the
sample had done both saturation and air diving, 23 had only been involved with the latter.
The average age of the divers surveyed was 32. That in itself said
something about such personnel on the NCS in the late 1980s. It was
still not that many years since diving had really taken off in these waters during the mid-1970s. Although a diver with 10 years of experience was to be regarded as a veteran, this remained a group of relatively
young men. None of those involved in the study had been invalided as
a result of diving. But many other disturbing signs were found. No less
than 33 per cent of the divers had suffered from the bends with symptoms involving the nervous system, and 51 per cent had experienced the
bends with pain and/or nervous-system symptoms. Compared with the
control group, the divers were generally in poorer health – even though
they were keen to keep in good shape. The clearest negative effects related to their ability to concentrate, memory, muscular coordination,
skin sensation and so forth. Many of the negative findings were related to episodes of the bends. However, the survey also indicated that a
number of the negative effects were attributable to deep diving per se.
In addition, it was demonstrated that these effects increased with age
and fairly independently of whether the person concerned had experienced the bends.43
Labour Party representative Olav Akselsen referred to the investigation in the Storting’s Question Time on 29 October 1989.44 He gave
special emphasis to the information that half the divers surveyed had
suffered from the bends. However, Johan J Jacobsen, the non-socialist
minister of local government and labour, could reassure the Storting
that cases of the bends had been reduced from 54 in 1978 to five-six
per annum. In his question, Akselsen noted that the unions claimed
the results indicated that all saturation diving should be regarded as
experimental and had to be monitored accordingly. The NPD was not
going to let this allegation go unchallenged. In a letter to the ministry,
it stated that an industry which had operated on a large scale both internationally and on the NCS could not be considered experimental.45

Speaking up for the divers
With Todnem, the divers had for the first time acquired a heavyweight
specialist in hyperbaric medicine who not only expressed doubts about
the way diving was conducted but who also involved herself actively in
their cause. Edited versions of the Gullfaks investigation were subsequently printed in different variants in a number of respected interna-
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tional medical journals.46 In April 1991, Todnem defended a PhD thesis
based on the same material.47 This event attracted great attention, including a report across several pages in Dagbladet.48
In Norwegian academic practice, a PhD defence is an exercise which
seldom has direct consequences for the labour market. Todnem’s must
be the only thesis in Norwegian history which came close to causing a
strike. The following day, the executive committee of the union branch
in SNS resolved that no diver would descend further than 180 metres
until satisfactory insurance arrangements were put in place.49 The company responded with a letter which threatened to sue union officials
for any loss it might incur as a result of the resolution. Divers who took
part in such an action were threatened with dismissal.50 Employees
were asked to submit an individual written declaration on how far they
would observe the branch resolution. However, this strong reaction
by the SNS management did not go down well with the public. Nor
would the approach adopted by the union have had any genuine effect,
since the diving regulations already prohibited any diver being forced
to descend deeper than 180 metres. That was confirmed by the NPD
in response to questions from several newspapers.51 By compelling its
employees to forego the right to refuse to dive beyond this depth, SNS
was actually breaching a safety regulation. But the NPD, which was
responsible for enforcing the rules, would not take any action against
the company.
The unwillingness of the NPD to put SNS in its place could have
been influenced by a general distrust of the investigations which
formed the basis for the union’s threats of action. That such distrust
existed was clearly demonstrated a few days later when Hauso, from
the NPD’s diving section, stated in Stavanger daily Rogalands Avis that
diving posed no threat to health.52 “If you had a son who was a diver,
would you have recommended that he dive deeper than 180 metres?”
the journalist asked. Hauso replied that he would, providing the conditions were right and the “son” healthy enough. He also noted that continuous deep diving to 300-400 metres was being conducted in Brazil
without negative effects.
The NPD’s scepticism about the studies conducted by Todnem and
the other Haukeland doctors was demonstrated even more clearly when
a somewhat expanded and edited version came to be printed in the autumn of 1991.53 On this occasion, the NPD itself was among those commissioning the work. When the report had been printed and issued, the
NPD went to the surprising step of enclosing an unsigned insert containing a number of methodological objections to the investigation.54
Without citing a single reference, the insert concluded that further
studies were needed before any clear relationship could be established
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in deep water. Although the Working Environment Act had not been
applied to diving, it would be politically difficult to maintain offshore
diving on its current scale and in its current manner if the study’s conclusions were correct.
The NPD’s diving section – which had insisted for many years that
deep diving was harmless provided specific safety rules were observed
– would also feel it had suffered a loss of prestige. Hauso, with support from the directorate’s leadership, could be so adamant in public
even after Todnem’s investigation had been published because he was
convinced that she was wrong.57 He chose instead to believe the dominant view which prevailed among medical specialists in the international networks to which he himself belonged. Through his involvement with the EDTC and at various international conferences, Hauso
was personally acquainted with both Elliott and Bennett. The first of
these had a particularly strong position in Norway because he was a
member from 1984 to 1990 of the executive committee of the NAVF,
which channelled funds to scientists involved in research related to the
deep diving experiments at the NUI/Nutec. He held this role while also
acting as a diving adviser for Shell, which obviously had a special interest in deep diving as operator for the Troll Gas development. Bennett
and Elliott expressed their dislike of Todnem’s research on several occasions. While the latter’s articles were accepted by several international
professional journals, one was rejected by Undersea Biomedical Research
– where Bennett sat on the assessment committee.58 His objections
were very similar to the methodological concerns expressed in the
NPD’s “insert” to Todnem’s 1991 report. The same article was later approved for publication by another reputable British scientific journal.59
Todnem may have encountered considerable resistance in that part
of the medical community which was closest to the oil and diving companies, but she attracted great attention in the media. The diver safety
issue had not aroused such public scrutiny since the late 1970s. These
media reports played their part in encouraging divers to visit her and
tell their stories. Many of them felt that they had finally found a scientist who understood their position. Todnem described the hazards
of diving in a way that was easy to understand. She pointed out that,
even if experimental and deep dives were successful from a physiological perspective in that the divers survived and appeared to be in perfect
health, they were not necessarily a success from the individual’s point
of view. A person who suffered less visible injuries – of a neurological
nature, for example – could be seriously affected for life. She illustrated
the effect of the bends by suggesting that the condition could age the
sufferer by an extra 10 years.
From the platform provided by her new post as head of the occupational medicine department, Todnem proposed measures which could
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president Lars A Myhre and the then deputy president, Sande, sent a
letter directly in July 1991 to prime minister Gro Harlem Brundtland in
which they requested such an arrangement.63
Nopef’s failure to use Todnem’s investigations to press for an absolute lower depth limit for diving could be related to the conflict of interest facing divers in the early 1990s. Although it was becoming ever
clearer that diving could have serious health effects, the divers were
not in a strong negotiating position to demand improvements. After all,
calling for an absolute ban on deep diving could speed up the development they feared most of all – that the companies would replace the
bulk of their work with diverless solutions. However, the discussions on
Todnem’s studies contributed to the establishment for the first time of a
wide-ranging, integrated public inquiry on diving.
At the end of March 1992, Marit Kromberg was appointed by the
Ministry of Local Government and Labour to chair a commission of
inquiry which would asses the health and safety aspects of work diving and submit proposals for improving conditions.64 The commission
was to look not only at oil-related diving but also at other such work in
Norway. Kromberg was a department head at the Directorate of Health.
The majority of the other commission members were senior officials
from institutions which had long accepted the operating parameters
which had prevailed for diving until then.65 In addition to providing the
commission’s secretary, the NPD was represented by Hauso, who had
of course been active in the polemic against Todnem. Sande, who represented Nopef, was the most critical voice on the commission. Although
required to report as early as the following December, the commission’s
final conclusions were not submitted until December 1993 –
 a year behind schedule, in other words.66
Good reasons existed for asking the commission to look at all professional diving, including inshore work. Although great public attention
focused on North Sea diving, the accident frequency in diving activities
pursued by a number of small companies in rivers and lakes and along
the coast was higher than on the NCS. Whilst the last offshore-related
diving fatality had occurred in 1987, five inshore divers died between
that year and 1992 – in other words, about one a year. Conditions were
even worse in amateur diving, which was pursued more or less without
any form of regulation. Some 34 such divers died over the same period,
an average of almost six a year.67
The Kromberg commission’s comparison with inshore diving confirmed that a substantial improvement in operational aspects had occurred offshore. Equipment was better and more robust. Diving contractors, oil companies and divers themselves had developed procedures
and routines which helped to avoid many of the hazardous conditions
implicated in the fatal accidents of the 1970s. Moreover, the NPD had
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finally settled in 1991 on a common decompression table which could
serve as a standard on the NCS.

Decompression standard and new regulations
Work on the final formulation of a standardised decompression table
was led by Tønjum.68 By comparing the tables used by Oceaneering,
Subsea Dolphin, Rockwater, Comex and SNS, his team could see that
the differences were smaller than when the NPD had first attempted a
coordination in the early 1980s. Experience had prompted the companies to incorporate safety margins in certain areas. The final proposal was based on the most conservative sections of all the tables. This
standard remains in force at the time of writing in 2009.
The NPD also took the view that regulation of diving operations had
been tightened with a revision to the rules which came into force in
1991.69 In accordance with the internal control principle, the new regulations went even further in the direction of functional requirements
than the 1981 version. As an introductory general goal, section 12 of the
regulations states:
As far as is possible in practice, equipment and procedures used in
manned underwater operations must be such that no single failure
during use leads to unnecessary risk of health damage or life-threatening conditions for the personnel involved … Analyses must
accordingly be conducted to clarify the consequences of an individual
failure and a series of failures in and when using facilities which are
significant for the safety of underwater operations.

The underlying idea here and in a number of other sections was that the
oil companies and diving contractors subject to the regulations were to
conduct risk analyses at all levels of their operations. The significant aspect was not how the companies achieved greater safety, but their ability to demonstrate that such an improvement had actually occurred. On
certain points, however, the new regulations set stricter and more specific requirements than the earlier rules. These included specifications
for the size and level of comfort in compression spreads and bells. But
many divers were negative to an extension of the permitted duration of
bell runs from seven to eight hours.70 The time divers were allowed to
spend in saturation was also raised. Under the new regulations, a stay
at working depth could not exceed 14 days down to 180 metres and 10
days beyond that. Given the time required for compression and decompression, this represented in reality an extension compared with the
1981 rules.
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These changes were justified by the NPD as an adjustment to international practice. It had been possible to operate with similar durations
earlier, but only the basis of exceptions and exemptions. The directorate
took the view that safer tables and greater operational security would
offset the fact that some divers had to spend longer working underwater. Einar Wold Svendsen – who was a senior executive at SNS in 1992
– commented on the new regulations after they had been in force for
six months. In his view, they functioned well and provided a general
improvement in safety. At the same time, he supported the divers’ objections concerning bell runs and saturation time:
Has the duration of bell runs and saturation time increased? Of
course they have. To believe anything else would be impossibly naive.
Which company in its right senses would price a job on the basis of
poor efficiency and/or more ‘expensive’ divers in saturation than are
required by the regulations – which it moreover expects all its competitors to apply in their calculations? … In such cases, a maximum
duration equals a minimum duration, which also coincides with the
optimum duration (except for the divers).71

Lengthening bell runs and saturation times did not help to improve
relations between the NPD’s diving section and the unionised divers,
even though both regulations and statistics showed that a marked improvement had occurred in the technical aspects of safety. Nopef’s original demand had been to cut bell runs to five hours. With the increased
awareness of diver problems resulting from Todnem’s research and
the media reports, many divers hoped that the Kromberg commission
would produce a new consensus on the status of diving and, on that
basis, arrive at a common solution which served everyone concerned.
Given the way conditions in the diving sector developed while it was at
work, however, the commission could hardly have been anything other
than an arena for conflict. Its report discussed the importance of long
contracts and permanent employment for improving the stability and
security of diving as a career. While the findings were being finalised,
however, Stolt Comex Seaway – which was represented on the commission, of course – resolved to transfer to a foreign flag and make the
bulk of its permanent Norwegian employees redundant. In October
1993, just before the commission’s report was to be published, Sande
submitted a long list of points on behalf of Nopef which disagreed fairly
substantially with the proposed text.72 Most of the objections focused
on the way the sharp growth in personnel on short-term contracts represented a step backwards for most type of HSE work. Nopef’s many
dissenting comments produced no extensive changes to the report.
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However, they clearly had an effect on the foreword, which was introduced with the following laconic summary of the position:
The Norwegian-based diving industry in the petroleum sector is
changing, and is now dominated by foreign companies. No Norwegian diving companies exist today in the petroleum sector. Three of
the four remaining Norwegian-registered DSVs were transferred to
foreign registration in the spring of 1993, with the consequent dismissal of the Norwegian maritime personnel. This position might be
regarded as paradoxical.73

Godøysund
When the Kromberg commission approached the end of its work, nothing had happened to reduce the antagonisms which prevailed between
the hyperbaric medicine specialists. No matter how much coverage
Todnem received in the media, little changed as long as the NPD preferred to listen to the physicians who vouched for deep diving. In order
to achieve a final clarification of the potential for damaging long-term
effects, it was accordingly proposed to hold yet another consensus conference which brought together all the international expertise in this
field. Held at Godøysund outside Bergen in June 1993, the meeting
aimed to arrive at a statement or manifesto which summed up what
everyone was agreed on. That proved difficult, since neither Elliott nor
Bennett were willing to admit that they had failed to detect such after-effects in their studies. After much argument, the conference arrived at the following collective statement:
Changes have been identified in the bones, central nervous system
and lungs of divers who have not been involved in diving accidents
or exposed to other known working environment burdens. These
changes are largely small and do not affect the quality of the diver’s
life. However, they are of such a character that they could affect the
diver’s future health. Scientific knowledge is limited and further
research is required to determine more precisely the scale of the longterm effects of diving.

This “manifesto” was considerably more moderate than the conclusions
drawn by Todnem and her colleagues. The most important opponent of
the Haukeland team in Norway was Brubakk, who had supported Elliott and Bennett in the tussle over the conference’s final statement. He
was working at the time on a major research project financed by Statoil
in Trondheim. Following the conference, he spoke positively about the
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its foot down but because the oil companies eventually experienced so
many problems associated with diving that they decided to do without
it.
In some parts of the Norwegian diver community, it has occasionally been claimed – to put it fairly bluntly – that Todnum was responsible
for the complete collapse of diving on the NCS in the years after 1993.
As we will see in the next two chapters, this development had far wider
causes than safety alone. First, subsea technology had gradually been
devised which looked capable of providing an alternative to most forms
of diving. Second, the Norwegian diving industry was threatened by a
globalisation wave which produced a completely new type of company
within a few years. However, the decisions taken by the oil companies
to cease using divers were not unaffected by the bitter conflicts within
the medical community and the tensions between researchers, regulators and diver unions.
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Subsea technology
replaces the divers

In the late 1980s, when deep research dives were being repeatedly criticised in the media, subsea technology had made such strides that it
was on the verge of replacing divers and making them to some extent
redundant. Diverless systems offshore were becoming a reality. Forward-looking technology choices were made in this period. The systems
developed came to dominate in later development projects and can be
classified as a technological leap forward on the NCS. Subsea technology advanced along two paths. One involved the development of remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), which could be used for observation and
deepwater working. This allowed them to support and partially replace
divers. The second focused on the actual seabed production facilities,
with the oil companies gradually adopting solutions which could be installed and maintained entirely without diver support.
A number of factors promoted the development of flexible subsea
solutions during this period. The oil price slump in 1986, which left
prices stable at a low level of around USD 10 per barrel, meant that the
profitability of new projects had to be assessed more stringently than
a few years earlier when a barrel of oil cost USD 30 or more. This new
price regime created a growing demand for more intelligent and less
expensive solutions in terms of both investment in and operation of
offshore installations. Another factor was that the concrete technology
exemplified by the giant Condeeps was reaching its physical and financial limits. Alternatives were needed. The commitment and creativity
of Norway’s research and development teams blossomed, greatly assisted by politically driven support from the oil industry through technology or “goodwill” agreements with the Norwegian government. Ideas
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which had been tested on a small scale were further developed through
research projects and turned into standard solutions. A number of projects related to flexible diverless satellites were executed during the
1980s. Work involving diver inspection, maintenance and repair of underwater oil installations was both expensive and risky.
ROVs offered a good alternative. Moreover, diving technology was
banging its head against a physical depth limit. It did not appear that
research projects at Nutec or elsewhere could eliminate this barrier to
acceptable diving by humans. Where the limit lay was a matter of dispute, not least among medical specialists. That was also an important
reason why the oil companies made a commitment to developing diverless systems for offshore use.

Eyes under water – the first ROVs
Remotely operated subsea installations found today on Snøhvit, Åsgard
and many other NCS fields are specially designed to be installed, maintained and repaired by ROVs. The latter are equipped with manipulator
arms and specialised tools, and can perform a number of operations. In
addition to inspection, maintenance and repair of modules, they can
be used to survey pipeline routes, dig trenches and level out seabed terrain. Specialist ROVs can perform underwater flame cutting and welding. All these advanced jobs are controlled by operators on the surface.
The oil industry understood at an early stage that using machines
for subsea work offered major benefits. Hiring a DSV with a full crew
was expensive, and diving always involved a certain level of risk. Subsea
technology began with remotely operated underwater cameras to inspect drilling operations. Ocean Viking used two additional guidewires
to run such a camera up and down. Eventually, cameras were placed on
a moveable base so that they could film in all directions,1 but could not
be classified as submersible vessels. From the late 1970s, far more mobile cameras known as “eyeballs” were adopted. These were sufficiently manoeuvrable that they qualified as a remotely controlled vehicle
(RCV, an earlier term for ROV).
Phillips was the first oil company to adopt the eyeball on the NCS.
During drilling on Ekofisk, an RCV 225 unit was used to assist in installing the base plate used to route the drill bit. This RCV could also
observe gas escaping from the borehole. It was manoeuvred from a control room on the surface vessel via a cable. In addition to visual inspection, eyeballs were used to monitor divers in order to enhance their
safety. They were equipped with powerful searchlights which lit up the
worksite for the divers. These units made it easier to acquire an overview of a job and to plan the work in advance. On the other hand, the
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På Ekofisk ble eye ball av typen RCV 225 brukt
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2
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the
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in
tere både å få oversikt over og planlegge jobben på forhånd. På den andre
1976-77,
but experience
was notatentirely
positive.
The electronic,
siden
skjedde
det ikke så sjelden
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måtte redde
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trical
and
mechanical
components
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were
unstable
this
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eye ball-en
initial phase. Moreover, personnel had little training in their use. The
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technical problems were so great that they came close to frustrating
Også Elf begynte å bruke undervannsfarkoster relativt tidlig. I sluttfaElf’s whole commitment to ROVs. Slowly but surely, however, operators
sen av konstruksjonsarbeidet på Frigg-feltet i 1976–1977 ble ROVene
received better training and vehicle functionality became more reliabrukt som inspeksjonsfartøyer, men erfaringene var ikke bare positive. I
ble. Equipping ROVs with high-resolution low-light TV and colour phoden tidlige fasen var de elektroniske, elektriske og mekaniske kompotography cameras made them more useful for inspection jobs. It was
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in Oslo and was continued by the Continental Shelf Institute (IKU) in
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Developed in Norway, the Snurre ROV could
Den norskutviklede ROVen «Snurre» kunne
do simple jobs with the aid of its two gripper
utføre enkelt arbeid med sine to gripearmer.
arms.
Foto: NOM
Photo: Norwegian Petroleum Museum
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da
ned
med
et
spesialkamera
for
å
filme
i
mørke
og
and down the pipeline route several times, so that the actual laying
over
lange can
avstander
før en annen
ROV
sendes
lys og
faroperation
be carefully
planned.
ROVs
are ned
alsomed
needed
invanlig
the next
gekamera.
Såkalt
fjernstyrt
verktøy
(Remote
operated
tool,
ROT)
utføphase of the project. Where long free spans occur, the ROV can set up
rer
selveatjobben.
kantofor
eksempel
bestå i åItskifte
en modul.
trestles
suitableDenne
intervals
support
the pipeline.
can also
prepare10
trenchesfungerer
using a kind
of diggersom
or powerful
to
ROTen
da nærmest
en lastebilwater
som jetting
trekkerequipment
ut modulen.
excavatekan
soilogså
before
the pipeline
is laid.
ROTen
trekke
inn en rørledning
til undervannsmodulen og
koble den til. ROTer som skal arbeide i bunnrammer, må være så små at
de lett kan komme til.
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An
inspection ROV is serviced
before being
Inspeksjons-ROVen
trenger ettersyn
før den
placed
in itsi “garage”
and
submerged
the
plasseres
«garasjen»
sin
og senkesin
i sjøen,
sea,
ready
for
new
assignments.
klar for nye oppdrag.
Photo:
Tor Jan
Jan Wiik
Wiik
Foto: Tor

ROVs
have
become invaluable brukes
for removing
offshore installations.
Ved
store
rørleggingsprosjekter
en undersøkelses-ROV
for å
They
were
used
on
Frigg,
for
example,
to
cut
off
jacket
legs
so
that
large
kartlegge bunnforholdene. Utstyrt med et kamera filmer den sjøbuncrane barges could lift the resulting sections onto barges for towing to
nen. Den
kjører opp rørledningstraseen flere ganger, slik at nødvendige
land.11 These vehicles are being fitted with ever more advanced equiparbeidsoperasjoner ved rørlegging kan planlegges nøye. I neste fase i rørment designed for particular jobs. Imagination is almost the only conleggingsprosessen er det også behov for ROVer. Ved lange spenn i rørlegstraint on what an ROV can do.
gingstraseen kan ROVer sette opp bukker som støtter opp røret med passende mellomrom. ROVer kan også grave grøfter. Grøfte-ROVen
(trencher
ROV) er utstyrt
slags gravemaskin eller en kraftig høyROV operator
– a med
newenprofession
trykksspyler som feier massen til side før røret legges på plass.
ROVerqualified
har også people
blitt uunnværlige
vedtofjerning
Highly
are required
operateavanoffshoreinstallasjoinspection ROV.
Such
the operator
sitspå
and
monitorstil
theå kutte
camera
forplattform12 hours
ner.
Dejobs,
er forwhere
eksempel
blitt brukt
Frigg-feltet
over
a
day,
call
for
close
attention.
Personnel
doing
this
work
are
recertified
legger, slik at store heisekraner kan løfte seksjoner av plattformene over
other
year.
påevery
lektere,
som
sleper delene til land.11 ROVene utstyres med stadig mer
During
the first phase
of ROV
no special training
avansert
spesialverktøy
designet
for dedevelopment,
ulike arbeidsoperasjonene.
Det er
existed
for
their
operators.
Divers
often
took
these
jobs,
but
the
comnærmest bare fantasien som setter grenser for hva ROVene kan utføre.
monest approach was to employ people with technical qualifications.12
ROV operators were usually not stationed permanently offshore, but
flown out only when–something
went wrong and the ROV had to be
ROV-operatør
en ny profesjon
launched and controlled. The drawback with this approach was that
Det
høyt had
sertifisert
personell
forand
å styre
ROV-inspeksjoner.
Slike
thekreves
equipment
then stood
unused
uninspected
for a long time.
operasjoner,
operatøren
sitterunexpected
og overvåker
kameraet
tolvNor
timer
om
When it wasder
needed,
something
often
happened.
were
dagen,
krever
en
veldig
årvåkenhet.
Personellet
som
har
denne
funksjothe ROVs as reliable as they have become today. ROV operators are
nen,
hvert annet
nowresertifiseres
part of the permanent
rigår.
crew, and have acquired a higher status.
I
ROVenes
første
fase
var
det
ingen egenstationed
utdanning
ROV-operatøWhen such personnel are permanently
on for
board,
they can
rene. Ofte var det dykkere som ble ROV-piloter, men det mest vanlige var
å ansette folk med teknisk bakgrunn.12 ROV-mannskapet var som oftest
ikke fast stasjonert offshore. De ble tilkalt bare når noe gikk galt. Opera-
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Ettersyn
av «Scorpio»
pådeck.
dekk.
Inspecting
a«Scorpio»
Scorpio on
Ettersyn
av
på
dekk.
Foto:
Tor
Jan
Wiik
Photo:
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Jan
Wiik
Foto:
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Jan
Wiik

The ROV operator
on Sleipner
keeps
an
eye
on
ROV-piloten
på
følger
med
på
overROV-piloten
på«Sleipner»
«Sleipner»
følger
med
på
overthe
monitors.
våkingsskjermene.
våkingsskjermene.
Photo:
Tor
Jan
Wiik
Foto:
Tor
Jan
Wiik
Foto:
Tor
Jan
Wiik
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maintain the ROV, plan work in advance and customise the required
tools.
This
means
ROVs
have become
much
reliable
in operatørene
blefløyet
fløyetutthat
uttiltilplattformen
plattformen
deretter
åmore
sette
undervannsfarkostørene
ble
forfor
deretter
å sette
undervannsfarkostion.
The
ability
to
repair
them
on
the
vessel
rather
than
having
to take
tenpåpåvannet
vannetogoggjøre
gjørejobben.
jobben.Ulempen
Ulempen
ROVen
hadde
stått
ten
varvar
at at
ROVen
da da
hadde
stått
them
to
land
is
crucial,
since
an
ROV
out
of
operation
would
be
very
ubrukt
og
uten
ettersyn
i
en
lengre
periode.
Når
den
da
skulle
i
funksjon,
ubrukt og uten ettersyn i en lengre periode. Når den da skulle i funksjon,
13
expensive
for
itsnoe
owner.
skjeddedet
det
ofte
noeuforutsett.
uforutsett.
fjernstyrte
undervannsfarkostene
skjedde
ofte
DeDe
fjernstyrte
undervannsfarkostene
varvar
14
The
first
course
for
ROV
operators
was
held
at
Nutec
in
1982.
hellerikke
ikkesåsådriftssikre
driftssikresom
som
i dag.
ROV-operatørene
av righeller
i dag.
NåNå
erer
ROV-operatørene
enen
deldel
av rigSince 2000, these people have had their own professional training progensfaste
fastemannskap.
mannskap.Yrket
Yrkethar
harfått
fått
høyere
status.
Når
mannskapet
gens
høyere
status.
Når
mannskapet
er er
gramme leading to a vocational certificate.15 Apprentices now learn on
fast
vedlikeholde
ROVen,
planlegge
arbeidsfaststasjonert
stasjonertom
ombord,
bord,kan
kandede
vedlikeholde
ROVen,
planlegge
arbeidssimulators, providing very realistic exercises in all conceivable circumoppgaver
med
detdet
verktøyet
som
er nødvendig.
oppgaveri forkant
i forkantogogtilrettelegge
tilrettelegge
med
verktøyet
som
er nødvendig.
stances.
Det
gjør
at
ROVene
har
blitt
mye
mer
stabile
i
drift.
Det
er
avgjørende
å å
Det gjør at ROVene har blitt mye mer stabile i drift. Det er avgjørende
kunne
den
erer
uteute
påpå
fartøyet,
uten
å måtte
ta den
kunnereparere
reparereROVen
ROVenmens
mens
den
fartøyet,
uten
å måtte
ta den
til
land,
ettersom
det
er
veldig
kostbart
for
undervannsoperatøren
å
ha
til
land,
ettersom
det
er
veldig
kostbart
for
undervannsoperatøren
å ha
Diverless satellites and fields
13
fartøyet
fartøyetute
uteavavfunksjon.
funksjon.13
De
kursene
for
bleble
satt
i gang
på på
NUTEC
Deførste
første
kursene
forROV-operatører
satt
i gang
NUTEC
Weak
oil
prices
prompted
aROV-operatører
stronger emphasis
from
the
late
1980s
on i i
1414Etter år 2000 har ROV-operatører fått egen fagutdanning med
1982.
reducing
offshore
development
costs. Both the
companies
and themed
1982. Etter
år 2000
har ROV-operatører
fåttoilegen
fagutdanning
15 15
fagbrev
(FU-operatør).
Det
brukes
nå
simulator
i
opplæringen.
Lærgovernment
agreed that thisDet
wasbrukes
necessary.
Production
systems had
toLærfagbrev (FU-operatør).
nå simulator
i opplæringen.
lingene
får
da
en
svært
realistisk
øvelse
på
alle
tenkelige
situasjoner.
be
simplified
and
made
more
efficient.
Greater
attention
than
before
lingene får da en svært realistisk øvelse på alle tenkelige situasjoner.
was paid to investment and total life-cycle costs. What would the main-
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tenance bill be, and could equipment be recycled or removed later? The
latter question also had an environmental aspect.
Developing satellite and stand-alone fields without diver assistance
offered a solution to some of these challenges. Subsea technology also
made it possible to produce in ever deeper water and to introduce floating production units as a flexible new approach. Tension-leg platforms,
catenary-moored semi-submersibles and production ships could be tied
to subsea wells. In addition, existing production platforms could be supplied from remotely operated subsea satellites.
The first diverless production system on the NCS was developed
for Gullfaks and brought on stream in 1986. Proven in 1978, this field
lies 20 kilometres south-west of Statfjord in 130-220 metres of water.
Equipped with three concrete platforms, it ranked as the first large
NCS development with a Norwegian operator in the shape of Statoil.
Its subsea project built on basic research with underwater installations already conducted through the Skuld programme, which began in
1980. Backed by Elf, Hydro, the NUI and Sintef, this focused on remote
operation of installations over a distance of 20 kilometres. Elf, the biggest contributor to Skuld, built a simulation station to test the reliability of the control system, which involved electrohydraulic operation of
Xmas trees and a manifold. This solution proved reliable in operation
and could be installed without diver assistance.16 Statoil adopted the
remote control system for use on Gullfaks, where six seabed templates
were installed without divers even though the water depth was no
more than 140 metres and accordingly well within the 180-metre limit.
Tore Halvorsen, then assistant technical manager in the oil division at
Kongsberg Offshore (KOS), observes:
This was an extremely interesting period. We’d always previously
used divers if we ran into difficulties. We were probably the first company in the world to find a solution for diverless installation. And the
answers we came up with were developed from scratch.17

Elf drew on its experience from the Skuld programme to develop East
Frigg, a Frigg satellite brought on stream in 1988. Three templates were
installed using ROTs in roughly 100 metres of water without diver assistance. East Frigg was the first entirely platform-free field in the North
Sea. It was equipped with two production stations and a manifold station, which collected the gas before it was piped the 18 kilometres to
Frigg for processing. All production and control functions were remotely operated from the main field. The pilot projects developed for Gullfaks and East Frigg under the auspices of Statoil and Elf respectively
demonstrated that a market existed for diverless solutions on the NCS.
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Offshore
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find a solution
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Frigg,
av satellittfeltene
Frigg-feltet.isØst
Frigg ble
satt i drift
A
thirdetpilot
project worthtilmentioning
Hydro’s
diverless
Trolli 1988.
OseInstallasjon
av
i
alt
tre
bunnrammer
på
cirka
100
meters
dyp
skjedde
berg gas injection (Togi) development.
dykkerløst ved hjelp av fjernstyrt verktøy. Øst Frigg var det første helt
plattformfrie feltet i Nordsjøen. Feltet var utstyrt med to produksjonsstasjoner og en
sentral samlestasjon,
som samlet
gassen før den gikk i rør
Towards
standardised
subsea
solutions
til behandlingsplattformen på Frigg, som var 18 kilometer unna. All proA
numberogofalle
fields
were developed inble
thefjernstyrt
1990s with
production
duksjon
kontrollfunksjoner
fra subsea
Frigg. De
to pilotsystems.
Satellites
to
Statfjord,
Sleipner
and
Gullfaks
were
tied
back
to
prosjektene, utviklet i regi av Statoil på Gullfaks og Elf på Øst Frigg,
viste
Condeeps.
andforÅsgard
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provided på
with
production
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marked
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jack-up
concrete-hulled
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GasaInjection
(TOGI).TLP respectively, were also tied to production systems on the seabed.
The Statfjord North and East satellites were tied back to Statfjord,
with
three concrete platforms,
during the 1990s through subsea faMotitsstandardiserte
undervannsløsninger
cilities which ranked as the world’s largest at the time. These comprised
På 1990-tallet ble en mengde felt bygd ut med undervanns produksjonssix templates in 250-290 metres of water, with a total of 18 Xmas trees
systemer. Statfjord-, Sleipner- og Gullfaks-satellittene var tilknyttet
linked to Statfjord C.
Condeeper. Norne og Åsgard fikk produksjonsskip med tilhørende
Sleipner East, located west of Egersund and close to the UK-Norweundervannsbrønner.
Yme, somwith
var en
ogsubsea-completed
Heidrun, som var
gian boundary, was developed
twojack-up-rigg,
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var
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trees and
modules
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the ble
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Compared
with earlier
dette feltet,
somcontrol
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på
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the
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ible
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carried
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wellstream
the ship,
which was equipped
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å kunne
fraup
en to
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Nyskapningen
besto i at
with processing facilities on deck and oil storage tanks. The system was
det over bunnrammen ble foldet ut plater som fungerte som et deksel
extremely flexible compared with the big concrete platforms, and the
når installasjonen var vel nede på bunnen. Det var som å folde ut en
ship could
be transferred to produce other fields if desirable. It had diparaply.18 Et annet felt som gjorde det nødvendig å tenke dykkerløst, var
verless emergency response systems.
Norne, på 380 meters havdyp, som ble satt i drift i 1997. Feltet ble utbygd
Incorporating several fields in one and the same contract with
med
et produksjonsog to
lagerskip
fem Abunnrammer
medes14
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“tool pool” was
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Other
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the same
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Two
giant subsea
installations readygjøres
for klar
To gigantiske
produksjonsstasjoner
dispatch
to
Ormen
Lange.
Each
measures
for å sendes ut til Ormen Lange. Brønnram-44 x
33
metres.
mene
har en dimensjon på 44 x 33 meter.
Photo:
Hydro/Scanpix
Foto: Hydro/Scanpix

Anflyttes
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feltforward
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andgikk
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most important
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At flere felt
inn i en
og samme
hos Kongsberg
Offshore,a
standardised solution was the hinge-over subsea template (Host) conførte til større grad av samordning. Det ble blant annet opprettet en
cept, which began life as a collaboration between Statoil and Kongsberg
«tool-pool»-ordning mellom felter med felles teknisk design. Dermed
Offshore in 1993-94. This was intended to be a fully equipped fold-out
kunne feltene dele installasjonsutstyr og reservedeler, i stedet for at
subsea template – in other words, a further development of the idea
hvert
feltYme
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utstyr. Det førte til store besparelser. Andre lisensused on
andeget
Heidrun.
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design
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regardless
of thefikk
project
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i
samcould be assembled to suit any possible subsea development.
arbeid
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var å
Themellom
aim was
for the
equipmentOffshore
to be fari 1993–1994.
cheaper to Tanken
manufacturer and install
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templates,
and the
livedutstyr,
up to
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medresults
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had to be Vel
installed
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Host
system
could
be
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by
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20
supplytilpasses
ships andoljeselskapenes
handled by thespesielle
ordinaryog
crane
a rig. This offered
kunne
ulikeonfeltløsninger.
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savings
compared
with
day
rates
for
a
crane
barge.
More
klossene var de samme uavhengig av prosjekt og kunne settes sammen
over,
the
templates
with
their
subsea
Xmas
trees
were
quick
to
bring
on
slik at de passet inn på hvilket undervannsfelt det skulle være.19 Målsetstream once installed.
tingen var at utstyret skulle bli langt rimeligere både å produsere og å
A very solid reduction in development costs per well was achieved
installere enn konvensjonelle brønner. Resultatet svarte til forventningin 1986-98. Each well on Gullfaks A cost NOK 170 million in 1986.
ene. En enkelt HOST-modul veier rundt 25 tonn og en HOST-bunnramThat was down to NOK 85 million for the Statfjord satellites in 1992,
me under 100. Konvensjonelle bunnrammer veide mellom 400 og 600
and NOK 45 million for Norne by 1994. The cost per well utilising Host
tonn.
For came
å installere
tradisjonelle
var det nødvendig
modules
to NOK
30 million undervannsanlegg
in 1996.21
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Statfjord satellites tied back to the main field.
Statfjord
med tilknyttede satellittfelt.
Photo: Statoil
Foto: StatoilHydro
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From being a technology for the specially interested, subsea soluå bruke
store kranfartøyer, som er dyre i drift. Det modulariserte HOSTtions have developed into a key component of offshore developments.
systemet kunne transporteres med forsyningsskip og håndteres med
Few places on Earth have so many subsea wells as the NCS. Statoil is
den vanlige kranen på riggene.20 Det var mye å spare på dette med tanke
the second largest operator of such solutions, with 245 installations,
på dagraten kranfartøyene opererer med. Bunnrammene med undersurpassed only by Petrobras with 464.
vannsventiler
varfor
dessuten
å få i drift
nårbecome
de først var
installert.varDet
Applications
subsea raske
installations
have
increasingly
ble
meget solid
reduksjon
i utbyggingskostnad
perplatform
brønn i
ied oppnådd
over time.enProcesses
which
previously
took place on the
perioden
FortoGullfaks
kostet hver
brønnwhen
170 millioner
– such as 1986–1998.
water injection
maintainA reservoir
pressure
the field
kroner
Statfjord-satellittene
kostetout
85on
millioner
kroner
per
reaches ia1986.
mature
phase – are now carried
the seabed.
Underbrønn
i
1992,
mens
for
Norne
var
prisen
redusert
til
45
millioner
kroner
water separation is also possible today, reducing costs and improving
22 per brønn utbygd med HOST-moduler redusert
irecovery
1994. Videre
var prisen
substantially.
21
til 30
millioner
kroner
i 1996.
It is
important
in this
context
to appreciate the massive technologå være en
teknologi
for «spesielt
interesserte»
undervannsløsicalFra
progress
made
with diverless
systems
in order har
to understand
the
reduction
in diving
activity
the NCS during ved
the utbygginger
1990s.
ninger
utviklet
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Bruksmåtene for havbunnsinstallasjonene har etter hvert blitt veldig
Underwater activity has not declined over the past 20 years. On the
mange. Prosesser som tidligere foregikk om bord på plattformene, gjøcontrary, it has flourished as never before, but with the aid of ROVs
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I denne sammenheng er det viktig å kjenne til den voldsomme teknologiske utviklingen som har funnet sted med dykkerløse felt for å forstå
reduksjonen i dykkeaktiviteten på norsk sokkel på 1990-tallet. Det er
ikke mindre aktivitet på undervannsområdet de siste tjue årene som har
ført til reduksjon i antall dykkere. Tvert imot har aktiviteten blomstret
som aldri før, men det har skjedd ved bruk av ROVer og utvikling av standardiserte undervannsanlegg som kan installeres og vedlikeholdes uten
bruk av dykkere. Dette teknologiskiftet fikk, som vi skal se i neste kapittel, etter hvert stor innvirkning på sysselsettingen av dykkere.
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National
protectionism,
globalisation and
a new deal
Many people around the world view the way Norway has overcome the
challenges posed by oil operations in the North Sea with great admiration. In area after area, Norwegian specialists showed that they could
master the technological challenges. Domestic enterprises acquired a
dominant role both among the oil companies and on the supplies side.
Regardless of which causes led to which outcomes, Norway ended up
with a work culture, company structure and public support and regulatory regime in a fruitful relationship with each other. Although government supervision of diver safety faltered, a political desire always
existed for Norway to be a key player in the diving industry as well.
The starting point was good. An interest in diving and subsea technology existed in the Norwegian shipping sector, and a national diving
community had emerged in the navy and certain amateur diver groups.
While diving on Statpipe was in full swing, it was difficult not to think
Norwegian industry was succeeding in this business. With the contracts from Phillips on Ekofisk and Statoil on Statpipe, SNS was by far
the largest diving contractor on the NCS. From the mid-1980s, it nevertheless became clearer and clearer that Norway’s diving community
was heading for a crisis.
As the biggest company, SNS became vulnerable to general cyclical fluctuations in the oil industry. The oil price slump of 1986 created
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great uncertainty. This was also when the industry seriously began to
feel the impact of the very special regulatory conditions, where many
measures intended as improvements simultaneously undermined the
competitiveness of the Norwegian diving business. At the same time,
many people in the oil companies believed that Norway would manage
without diving in the future. That applied not least to Statoil and Hydro. Why strive to establish a suitable offshore-related diving education,
appropriate research institutions, viable Norwegian contractors and so
forth if there was no future for any of it? Why struggle to maintain a
domestic diving industry in the face of clearer and clearer signs that
this was hazardous for the divers?

Norwegianisation of the diving industry
The vision of a diver-free oil industry was launched in the late 1970s.
During the first half of the 1980s, this ceased to be a loose idea. Many
engineers in the oil sector believed that a development of this kind could
be right around the corner. Such expectations were frustrating for the
diving industry and particularly for the divers themselves. The 1986
Nopef memo on deep diving put the position as follows: “Since development began in the North Sea, diving has occupied an intermediate
position where people believed further progress was wasted in an industry which would soon be overtaken by diverless techniques.”1 Nopef
took the view that this was an unrealistic Utopia, and warned against
ending up in a position where diving was nevertheless required and
people were pressured to undertake unacceptable operations because
equipment, competent personnel and routines were lacking. Instead,
the union wanted to shift to a stronger commitment to Norwegian diving – including in deep water:
Norway has an opportunity to build leading-edge technology which
will place Norwegian industry in a special position for diving. Most
deep diving will take place off Norway in the future. We have technical and medical expertise to build on. In this area, we need to escape
from the servile approach of using foreign consultants and appreciate
that we are probably the country which knows most about deep diving today, and that we have the opportunity to become a leader in this
field in the future. This would make it possible for Norwegian industry to sell its knowledge to foreign industry, rather than vice versa.2

The Norwegian diving industry had long followed the same development path as the other offshoots of the offshore supplies sector. Companies such as Aker, Kværner, Norwegian Contractors, Smedvig, Odfjell
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and PGS all received various forms of start-up assistance, both directly
from the government and indirectly via Statoil. All these enterprises
also benefited from government initiatives to tailor various types of relevant research and education. By the mid-1980s, SNS was the only remaining large Norwegian company in its sector of the oil industry, just
as PGS had become the sole domestic survivor in seismic surveying.
With shipowning capital behind it and based on solid Norwegian
maritime traditions, SNS established a small fleet of modern DSVs
which were fully comparable with the vessels utilised by the foreign
diving contractors. Many foreign divers on the NCS believed that the
company had the best available diving equipment in the early 1980s.
But even SNS had not got where it was without initial help from the
government. First, it benefited from the general political demand that
the industry should be Norwegianised, which was enforced through
the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy. Foreign operators who wanted
to be on good terms with the authorities could achieve that precisely by
being positive to Norwegian suppliers. So, even though SNS had equipment which was well suited for the maintenance contract on Ekofisk,
its nationality helped it to retain that job. The company was aware that
it would hardly have won the big and important contract for the Statpipe development without pressure from the ministry and a positive
attitude by operator Statoil.3 This form of protectionism accorded fully
with practice in the rest of Norway’s supplies industry. It was usually
defended by pointing out that the foreign diving companies benefited
from similar support in their respective home countries. Norwegian
industrial interests often found themselves losing out to the informal
networks of engineers and procurement personnel in the oil companies
and their foreign suppliers. The oil companies had a tendency to stick
with firms they already knew at home, regardless of quality and price.
A widespread perception prevailed both in the Norwegian diving community and in other parts of Norway’s offshore industry that the British
oil sector pursued even more favourable protectionist policies. The fact
that activity in the UK sector had begun a little earlier made it all the
harder for Norwegian companies to win work there.
It was first towards the end of the 1970s that the Norwegian government made serious demands for an increased domestic share of deliveries. This approach was continued with undiminished vigour by the
centre-right governments under Kåre Willoch from 1981. Many foreign
oil companies hoped that access would be easier under a non-socialist
administration. That applied particularly to Mobil, which was fighting to retain the Statfjord operatorship against Statoil’s determination
to secure this role. Although Willoch was sceptical about the state oil
company’s dominant role, he was in a minority within his own coalition
government. His most important weapon for weakening Statoil was to
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give Hydro a more central role. Moreover, pressure for the largest possible Norwegian deliveries became particularly strong after large parts
of the Norwegian engineering industry were hit by a serious crisis from
1982.
The foreign diving companies naturally noted the government’s
Norwegianisation drive. They also saw that a growing number of future
diving contracts would be placed by Statoil and Hydro, and perhaps also
Saga. One way to succeed in such conditions was to secure as much of a
Norwegian identity as possible. The simplest way for a foreign company
to do this was to establish a Norwegian branch with a local office and
preferably a Norwegian name. No diving company admittedly went as
far as the US catering firm which established itself as “Norske Norwegian” (or Norwegian Norwegian).4 After all, most of the domestic
diving companies had English-sounding names. Nevertheless, an underlying reason for the many name changes which followed was the
desire to appear as Norwegian as possible.
Companies such as Oceaneering, Sub Sea International, Taylor Diving and Comex all had representation offices and a certain amount of
storage capacity in Stavanger as early as the 1970s. Comex’s Norwegian arm operated under the name Comex Norway. In the early 1980s,
all these companies resolved to strengthen their Norwegian appeal by
acquiring the many small domestic companies in the diving business.
This was the most important reason why SNS remained as the only Norwegian company. Taylor Diving, which generally operated in Norway
through its UK subsidiary 2W, strengthened its Norwegian affiliation
through a collaboration with shipping company Wilh Wilhelmsen. It
accordingly acted for a time under the names Wilhelmsen Underwater
Engineering and Wilbar. Oceaneering cooperated with Odd Berg, Norwegian Contractors and Sweden’s Safe Offshore (Consafe), and worked
for a time under the name Inocean. Sub Sea International joined forces
with Fred Olsen and Subsea Dolphin, which embraced the remains of
3X (see chapter 7). Comex initiated a collaboration with Norcem and
operated for a time as Norcem Comex in Norway. This jungle of names
because so complicated that even divers working permanently under
one and the same management on land had big problems remembering
the right name of the company employing them.

Value creators or foreign branches?
The acquisition of a section of the Norwegian diving community by the
foreign companies gave grounds for hoping that a larger share of the
value creation would occur in Norway. Examples existed of Norwegian
offshore suppliers where foreign ownership was not an issue, precisely
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because the bulk of the work and technology development took place in
Norway. Few in the Norwegian oil community, for example, cared that
Kongsberg Offshore was first owned for a long time by Siemens and later by a US company.5 Nevertheless, the actual Norwegian contribution
in the form of personnel, relevant engineering expertise, and research
and technology development remained relatively modest in the foreign
diving contractors.
Taylor Diving, Oceaneering and Sub Sea International – the three
premier diving companies of US origin – all had their main base for
North Sea operations in Aberdeen during the mid-1980s, where they
operated either through or in collaboration with UK partners. Even
when the Norwegian-registered branches secured work on the NCS,
a significant part of the resources required – such as project management, engineering expertise, divers and equipment – was transferred
from the UK. With the exception of Comex, which drew many of its
resources from its Marseilles headquarters, the UK and Aberdeen became the main centre for value creation from North Sea diving. Even
Comex transferred a significant part of its activities to the UK. The
Norwegian branches of the foreign diving companies largely remained
representation offices. Several of them gradually reduced the Norwegian content they had acquired by taking over the small domestic companies. Comex, 2W, Subsea Dolphin and Oceaneering had substantial
assignments on the NCS in 1986 with 20, 20, 10 and four employees
respectively in Norway.6 By comparison, SNS operated with 180 divers
in Norway.
Protectionist start-up assistance was of little benefit for SNS when
this was not followed up with a regime which ensured that all the companies were subject to the same type of regulation. As long as its competitors could operate on the basis of terms set by other flag states, a
level playing field would never be possible. The company could acquire
as much modern equipment as it liked, but the return on this investment remained dependent on how much diving work could be done
on the seabed. This meant that factors such as diving tables, shift/tour
routines, rules on permissible time in saturation, bell and water, and so
forth were crucial competitive factors. That would always be the case
in the diving sector. The chain of jobs done in one and the same company became increasingly lengthy and complex. Nevertheless, the willingness of divers to sacrifice themselves was ultimately crucial for the
return on the investment made.
Norway had many industrial facilities where the capital investment
was so large that their owners could not afford to leave them unused at
night. The oil installations on which the divers worked were an example.
Adopting the saturation method meant that diving similarly acquired a
more industrial character, with opportunities for a kind of shift work.
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But diving differed from most other types of capital-intensive industrial
work in that it ultimately always remained important how long and how
intensively the individual diver was willing to work. Bottlenecks on an
oil platform could always be removed by putting in extra personnel. The
advanced diving spreads were less flexible. Working time always had to
be related to a much larger number of hours and days spent in decompression. Once a diving spread was filled with divers, few opportunities
existed for expanding capacity. In circumstances where a bottleneck
arose in the work, capacity could naturally be expanded by hiring another DSV. That was also done, although it represented an expensive
option. In a great many cases, however, the same could be achieved
far more cheaply by persuading the individual diver or diving team to
accept an extension to the time spent in saturation. It would naturally
have been possible to develop a system which compelled the oil company and the diving contractor, and thereby also society, to pay the price
of a larger safety margin in diving. However, that could only function if
all the companies faced the same terms. This was not possible as long as
some companies could operate under a completely different regulatory
regime, with entirely different safety margins, than the one governing
the Norwegian contractors.
Norway had placed itself in a position where key measures to improve the working environment and safety of divers simultaneously undermined the chances of success for the only Norwegian diving company. Moreover, the rather strange position had been established in which
the domestic diving industry became a loser in relation to other Norwegian supplier companies. While the engineering industry eventually
became competitive without too many support measures, the differential between companies operating under the Norwegian regulatory
regime and those subject to other flag-state rules became simply wider
and wider. Oil companies could thereby make considerable savings by
maintaining a high Norwegian share of deliveries in those industries
where the gap between domestic and foreign tenders was narrow, and
concentrating the foreign share where the differences were substantial
– as in the diving industry. In periods when the pressure to reduce costs
was particularly heavy, it was tempting for the Norwegian oil companies to do the same.
SNS found the position so acute in 1986 that it wrote to Arne Øien,
the recently appointed petroleum and energy minister, to request his
help.7 The company had learnt that the inspection contract on Ekofisk
was to be almost halved in the following year. At the same time, it had
failed to win large and strategically important contracts on Oseberg
and Gullfaks. Operators Hydro and Statoil had in both cases given the
jobs to the lowest bidder. Øien was an economist who had been a director general in the Ministry of Finance. He was accordingly almost
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cy giants such as Jens Christian Hauge and Finn Lied. He played, for
instance, a key role when the government proposed the creation of a
separate Norwegian International Ship Register (NIS) in 1987. This allowed Norwegian shipping companies to move their vessels to a register
which allowed them in practice to avoid many of Norway’s regulations.
That represented a move in the opposite direction to the diver demand
that foreign-flag companies should operate under one and the same regulatory regime.
The announcement many had feared came in 1989, when Phillips
cancelled SNS’ long-term contract on Ekofisk. This was justified on the
ground that the installations had been in place for so long that constant
monitoring for possible crack formation and so forth was no longer so
necessary. The diving still to be conducted would be carried out on
short-term contracts. SNS was accordingly forced to make people redundant for the first time. Some 70-80 Norwegian divers on DSV Seaway Harrier had to find other jobs.9 That represented about a third of the
Norwegian divers in permanent employment. A number of the pioneers
who had long formed the core community among Norwegian divers
suddenly found themselves out of work. Seaway Harrier did succeed in
securing the occasional assignment on Ekofisk over the next few years.
The Norwegian divers could thereby see that Rockwater’s Semi II DSV
had a significantly bigger slice of the work. However, Phillips had abandoned all plans to maintain diving on the basis on long-term contracts.
SNS was less well placed than many of its competitors to secure the
short-term jobs.

Statoil – from supporter to
international oil giant
The other cornerstone which had helped to maintain a permanent staff
of Norwegian divers was the maintenance contract SNS took over from
2W on Statfjord. Diving there was conducted after 1987 by Seaway Pelican, which lay year-round out on the field with the exception of short
assignments on some of the neighbouring fields and even shorter periods at land.10 Divers flew to and from the ship by helicopter, like other
offshore workers. The unionised divers had hoped that Statoil, as far
and away the biggest operator on the NCS, would help to secure orderly conditions for their profession. Diving from Seaway Pelican was
the nearest they got to that. So many Norwegian divers were greatly
relieved when SNS secured a three-year extension of the contract.
However, this award had a sequel which showed that the job hung by
a thread. Foreign contractors Oceaneering and Subsea Dolphin, which
had bid unsuccessfully, appealed to the Ministry of Petroleum and En-
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set its own price. Since Statoil’s spent more on the job than it earned,
the whole business could be regarded as a subsidy for SNS. Even on the
basis of the invitation to tender for the big Statoil contract, SNS’s bid
for the Statfjord job had been calculated very creatively in relation to
the invitation to tender to ensure that it came out best. The investigation concluded that Oceaneering’s Stena Wellservicer would have been a
cheaper and technically superior solution.12
The controversy, which was blown up as an internal scandal in Statoil, contained many underlying political elements – not only among
those who had helped to secure the contract for SNS but also in the
team responsible for the critical internal investigation. Many people
on Seaway Pelican reacted to the way the report was presented in Aftenposten, and not least to a claim that the DSV was less seaworthy than
competing vessels.13 It is easy to imagine that this contract award could
have had a far more serious outcome for Statoil chief executive Harald
Norvik if his position in the company had been weak – and particularly
if the press had got hold of the story before the top management managed to deal with it.14 A number of journalists interpreted the personnel
changes as part of a clear-out of the regime which had been headed by
Norvik’s predecessor, Arve Johnsen.15
That an internal group in Statoil contributed to helping Norwegian
companies was clearly in accordance with the role played by the company in the 1970s and 1980s under Johnsen’s leadership. It was well
known in oil circles that SNS had problems, and that the company
largely stood or fell with the Statfjord assignment.16 Immediately before
the contract was awarded, SNS was kept alive with a loan guarantee
from Bergen Bank. At one point, the latter demanded an assurance that
the company would secure the relevant contract before agreeing to a
refinancing. The fact that SNS did not own Seaway Pelican itself but
leased the vessel from a limited partnership was an expression of its financial difficulties. This vessel was basically mortgaged – the company
could utilise it, but not receive its charter fees.
The contract award can be interpreted as a parallel to the rather
more unconscious form of protectionism which Norwegian companies
claimed they faced in the UK. Norwegian engineers in Statoil and at
many of the suppliers often had the same kind of education. They chose
each other quite simply because it was easy to deal with somebody who
spoke the same technical language and was familiar with the same
standards, and in whom one could have confidence. But such a communal feeling was hard to defend when many of the key participants
exploited the networks which existed to award each other financial
benefits. Norvik told Aftenposten that he could not exclude the possibility that a number of his own subordinates had profited from the award
of the contract to SNS.17
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the 1980s. The bottom had fallen out of the diving market on the NCS.
This meant that a profession had largely been wiped out. Stolt Comex
Seaway (SCS), which remained as the largest diving contractor on the
NCS, had to implement redundancies. Its workforce was reduced from
130 divers to a permanent core of 30-40 saturation personnel.27

From diving company to global diving contractor
However, what was in every respect a crisis for the North Sea divers
and Norwegian diving expertise was not such a problem for SNS and its
dominant owner, Jacob Stolt-Nielsen Jr. Although the number of divers
declined, the total amount of work for the diving contractors remained
unchanged. Its vessels and its expertise, with ever better and more flexible ROVs, meant that the largest Norwegian diving company was well
placed to secure contracts on the new fields which were due to be diverless. Before these technological opportunities could be exploited to
the full, however, the company’s business philosophy underwent a fundamental shift. The contrast between August 1986 – when SNS begged
for protectionist support from the Norwegian government – and the
early 1990s was so great that it can only be explained as a paradigm
shift.
The oil business and all its associated industries has always had an
international character. From the mid-1980s, the world economy experienced a sudden and sharp growth in direct foreign investment, which
would have major consequences for all oil-related operations. A wave of
mergers and acquisitions washed over the globe. In most cases, these
transactions were part of a process which created larger and more international combines. But a number involved hostile takeovers which were
pushed through in opposition to the local management and workforce,
and the relevant company ended up being divided into smaller units.
One book after another from around 1990 gave this new phenomenon
the title of globalisation.28
SNS found internationalisation both a necessity and an opportunity. Stolt-Nielsen himself and the company management naturally noted
both the visions of the Norwegian oil companies for a diverless future
and a growing scepticism towards supporting domestic enterprises
through various protectionist measures. To secure the company’s future, winning contracts on the UK continental shelf (UKCS) accordingly became more urgent. Oil companies operating on the UKCS had not
expressed corresponding visions of a diverless future. Moreover, British
offshore activity was largely being pursued in shallower waters than on
the NCS. SNS acquired a diving base in Aberdeen during 1989, and had
already registered a UK subsidiary. It thereby acquired the same posi-
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tion in the UK that several foreign diving contractors had long held in
Norway, and could – like them – easily employ British divers who could
be transferred to the NCS on UK terms of employment when required.
While the Norwegian safety regime had been a disadvantage in competing for contracts on the NCS, it would prove to be beneficial in other
parts of the world. The extensive use SNS made of ROVs and much
other advanced, automated subsea equipment represented in many respects an adaptation to the strict safety requirements on the NCS. This
technological expertise gave SNS an edge when oil operations moved
into deeper waters in other regions. At the same time, the 1990 contract from Statoil, which long hung by a thin thread, became crucial for
the company’s future. SNS suddenly began making money. That was
important at a time when everyone was seeking to buy up everyone
else. In 1992, it was announced that SNS was merging with Comex
to create SCS. This was no branch which changed its name to enter a
specific market more easily, but a genuine Norwegian acquisition of
ownership. The strategist behind the merger was Stolt-Nielsen. So the
takeover appeared on the surface to be a small victory for the Norwegian diving business. Which diver in Norway would have thought in the
late 1960s that mighty Comex itself would be acquired by a Norwegian?
In reality, however, the new company was yet another sign of the
weakening of Norway’s diving community. Comex – which began, of
course, as a product of a French national commitment to what was regarded as a technologically advanced industry of the future – had gradually become more British. Without support from the French state, the
company struggled to survive. When Stolt-Nielsen took it over, the winner was the British part of the company. Most of what was left of SNS’s
activities in Norway were transferred from Haugesund to the Comex
facility in Stavanger. Those SNS divers who had kept their jobs when
the Statfjord contract was lost at about the same time found the position particularly difficult since they were now spread around on Comex
DSVs. Most of the diving personnel on these were Britons who were
paid on the basis of day rates rather than the comprehensible pay system which the unionised SNS divers were used to. The Comex divers,
who were naturally also hit by the general decline in diving activity,
regarded the Norwegian newcomers as a threat. Such conditions do not
create a good working environment.
It soon became clear that Stolt-Nielsen’s strategy with the acquisition did not involve either strengthening Norway’s diving community
or developing Norwegian subsea technology expertise. The headquarters of the new company were placed in Aberdeen, where both SNS and
Comex already had offices. Locating the merged company’s research
and development in the Scottish oil capital was equally important. In
that context, SCS acquired the National Hyperbaric Centre, a British
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Subsea projects off west Africa accounted for around 40 per cent of
Acergy’s operations internationally in 2007. The company had a large
fleet of pipelaying vessels and ships specially designed for the installation and maintenance of subsea facilities. Among these were also a few
DSVs, including a converted Seaway Falcon under the new name Acergy
Falcon. Activities at the Norwegian subsidiary in Stavanger were not
insignificant, but this unit was clearly part of a large global player. After
Stolt-Nielsen sold out, the Norwegian majority on the owner side ended. Britons dominated both board and top management. The 14-strong
management team included only one Norwegian, with the rest British
or French.

A global industry
The merger of SNS and Comex was followed by corresponding developments in the rest of the diving industry. Despite the sharp reduction in
diving on the NCS, such activity was by no means over internationally.
On the contrary, in fact. The offshore-related part of the oil industry
expanded strongly off Brazil and west Africa as well as in parts of Asia.
None of these areas had diving restrictions comparable with those eventually developed in Norway. In a number of them, offshore installations
stood in water depths where ROVs and automated technology were the
only alternatives. However, operations in many regions were pursued
in a mix of deep and shallow waters where diving was regarded as the
best and cheapest option. The main trend was for pure diving companies to be replaced by a few dominant global contractors who spanned
the range from diving to advanced subsea vehicles. Companies also
emerged which specialised in delivering advanced subsea structures
and pipeline systems but which did not have their own diving sections.
A large part of the technological development in most of the companies
took place in Aberdeen or parts of the US Gulf of Mexico – the traditional centre for the diving industry. However, technology advances
in Norway were by no means insignificant. While the remains of the
former SNS went international, companies also existed which built up
a presence on the NCS to exploit Norwegian subsea and maritime expertise. Another period began when names changed more quickly than
even experienced divers could keep up with. On this occasion, however,
it was not national affiliation but a global presence which characterised
both mergers and acquisitions as well as the actual naming.
One of the few companies which retained its old name was America’s Oceaneering. Founded as a pure diving company in 1964, it had its
last Norwegian diving assignment in 1989 on Veslefrikk. In line with
the general trend in Norwegian diving, its subsidiary in Norway then
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resolved to drop all diving activity and concentrate on developing and
Teknologiutviklingen i Norge var imidlertid på ingen måte ubetydelig.
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This new relaxation of the rules was useful for Statoil and Hydro.34
It was easier to maintain an emergency diving response at 250 metres
than at 180, and would cover all the fields developed on the NCS. Pipelines and other equipment only lay deeper over a few kilometres in the
Trench. In the event of an accident, one option was to lay a new pipeline
in the deepest part of the Trench and tie it into the existing, shallower
sections on either side. Another option was to secure remotely installable mechanical connections. That made it possible to do away with
all diving-based emergency response between 250 and 360 metres.35
Although no operational dives were made at such depths during the
relevant period, maintaining such preparedness was expensive for the
companies.
With the increased political attention being paid to diving on the
NCS, however, extending the limit for deep diving solely on the basis of
what other countries considered acceptable was difficult. Many years
had passed since dives had been made to extreme depths in Norway. In
2002, it was 15 years since the OTS dives to 360 metres and 12 years
since the Gullfaks C experiment and the demonstration dive to 300
metres in Bergen’s By Fjord. To be on the safe side, a new test dive was
planned at Norwegian Underwater Intervention AS (NUI), which had
been split off from Nutec in 1998 to focus on work under water. The decision to amend regulations and standards had to rest on a Norwegian
scientific base.

Failed test prompts new diving standards
A dry simulated dive to 250 metres was carried out from 26 February to
18 March 2002 in the test chambers at NUI. One purpose of this exercise was to measure the occurrence of “silent” bubbles during pressure
changes and decompression to the surface. The dive was also intended to maintain and demonstrate NUI’s emergency response system for
evacuating saturation divers to a lifeboat-mounted pressure chamber
during a crisis. The procedures followed were the same that would be
used for a possible operational dive to this depth, and were in line with
the requirements set by the NPD. Eight test subjects took part. One
was a medical student, while the others were professional saturation
divers from Statoil, Hydro and Stolt Halliburton Joint Venture, which
was then Esso’s supplier of emergency deep-diving response. All seven
were part of the pipeline repair system (PRS) team maintained by the
operators, and were among those who would be drawn on if repairs
became necessary to pipelines or other installations in deep water.36
As with several of the earlier experiments at NUI/Nutec, however,
this test proved a failure. Six of the eight participants were recorded
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afterwards as suffering injuries. Some time after the dive, three were
out of diving for good as a result of this damage.37 The reasons why a
fourth diver left the industry were more uncertain. During the legal
action taken by groups of divers against the Norwegian government
(see chapter 13), various interpretations were presented of the extent of
the injuries suffered by these divers. But the test dive was sufficiently
unsuccessful for it to have immediate consequences.
When the results of the experiment became known through the media, the oil companies with Statoil in the lead adopted a self-imposed
operational limit of 180 metres.38 Internal control and the effort to develop regulations based on functional requirements, without too many
detailed rules, meant that an unambiguous ban was never formulated.
According to the internal control principle, operations should be acceptable at all times. As close to a ban as possible under the applicable
regulations was achieved when the NPD also stated that it regarded
diving beyond 180 metres as unacceptable. The directorate clarified its
position further by making it clear that permission would not be given
for diving deeper than 180 metres were the companies to seek such
authorisation under the existing regulations.
So what about the old demand that the companies maintain a diving-based emergency response in the event of an accident with pipelines down to 360 metres in the Trench? Karin Andersen from the
Socialist Left put this question to Conservative local government and
labour minister Victor Norman. He responded that, were something
to happen which could not be repaired without divers, the oil companies would have to shut down the relevant installations while awaiting
suitable technological solutions. Nobody followed up this reply with a
request for further amplification or studies. Norman’s brief response
represented a drastic break with what had been the most important
underlying political condition for petroleum-related diving. The oil
companies naturally had a substantial self-interest in being able to get
down in very deep water were something to happen at these depths.
From a purely financial perspective, they could nevertheless gamble on
everything going well in any event, and thereby drop the need to maintain a diving-based emergency response for very deep water. Research
activities at the NUI/Nutec in the 1980s would not have been so extensive without the political demand for a suitable diving-based response.
On most occasions, tighter safety regulations increase costs for the
businesses concerned. In this case, paradoxically enough, the outcome
was a reduction in spending. The signals given in the Storting told
the companies that they no longer had to maintain an expensive diving-based emergency response for deep waters. For those divers who
participated in the NUI test, and who were part of such an emergency response contract, this position represented a double paradox. Not
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words, a genuine revival of diving as a viable profession occurred in the
Norwegian petroleum sector.
It had long been envisaged that activity on the NCS would take place
in ever deeper water. And many important new fields did indeed lie in
depths beyond the limits now set for diving. Ormen Lange lay in 800-1
100 metres, Snøhvit in 310-340. Since both these fields were developed
with processing transferred to land, however, substantial diving work
was only involved on that part of their installations which were close
to shore. During completion of the Snøhvit landfall at Melkøya outside
Hammerfest, for example, divers were used to install valve stations on
the pipelines. Despite the many new fields in deep water, a recognition
emerged that a significant proportion of the remaining reserves on the
NCS were located in small discoveries associated with existing fields
west of the Trench. Divers were used for a hot tap operation (drilling a
hole in a pipeline without emptying it first) in 150 metres on the new
Tampen Link pipeline near Statfjord.40 The important aspect for the
future was its clear acknowledgement that diving had come to stay on
the NCS.
Although it had been accepted that divers should not descend beyond 180 metres, diving of the kind which took place on Tampen Link
was still demanding. Most of the earlier fatal accidents and long-term
injuries which had now been identified among the pioneer divers could
be related to dives at even shallower depths. Major health, safety and
environmental challenges accordingly continued to be posed by the diving revival. Had lessons been learnt from earlier errors? The accident
statistics suggested that they had. Despite the increased scale of diving, no fatal accidents had occurred since 1987. Nor were new incidents
of the bends recorded after 2000. But that does not mean the work
had become risk-free. Three serious near-misses were recorded in 2007
– including a fire in an engine room and a power supply failure on a
DSV. Both incidents could have been very serious for divers in the water
had they not been brought under control. In the third case, a diver was
pulled down from 22 to 35 metres by an ROV. The biggest uncertainty
remained the possible long-term effects of diving. Minimising cases of
the bends had largely eliminated what was regarded as the most important reason for the long-term injuries suffered by many pioneer divers.
Nevertheless, a degree of uncertainty continued to prevail about the
effect over time of possible types of decompression sickness which were
less serious and more difficult to record.
When diving was at a low ebb in the late 1990s, it was conducted on
short-term contracts. That practice continued after 2000. This meant
that, even if the jobs were given to Norwegian-registered diving companies, virtually all the divers – regardless of nationality – were hired and
paid by foreign firms registered in the UK and Singapore. Employment
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lasted only from the time the diver went on board until he left, so they
had no job security.
Statoil, as the largest operator by far on the NCS, took new steps
with the organisational framework for diving. It accepted that, in order to do something about diver safety, overall working conditions had
to be better organised. The use of short-term contracts was rejected.
An action team appointed in 2006 developed a specification for subsea
contractors hired to work for Statoil. This built on the results of a study
conducted by an action team led by Statoil, with representatives from
Hydro, Esso, Subsea 7, Acergy, the research institutions and the diver
education section at Bergen University College. Nopef and the NPD had
observer status. The team’s report laid the basis for all the measures
subsequently adopted by Statoil, Hydro and Esso to improve diving safety.41 These include requirements that divers be given a permanent job
and a career plan, combined with a commitment to develop new diving
equipment and build new DSVs.
Two five-year contracts awarded by Statoil in 2007 to diving and
subsea contractor Technip Norge AS represented a substantial expansion in the company’s diving capacity. The divers taken on had to have
a career plan which included a programme for monitoring their diving
exposure and long-term health follow-up. For the first time, the contract of employment for an individual diver accorded with the provisions of Norway’s Working Environment Act by setting no time limit.
Purely technological advances also made diving both safer and more
comfortable. Like so many other industries, diving had made considerable strides through exploiting the opportunities offered by modern
computer technology. That included controlling the right gas mixes.
Diving spreads on the latest DSVs were more ergonomic. Under its longterm contract from Statoil, Technip worked on a completely new type
of diving system which aimed to eliminate many of the hazards which
had earlier caused a number of serious incidents. Instead of receiving
breathing gas through a long umbilical, with mixing at the surface, a
diver would carry a back-mounted system to recirculate breathing gas.
A new type of electrically heated dry suit also eliminated the need to
pump hot water from the surface. In practice, that eliminated the umbilical which had been a hazard in itself, was heavy to drag around,
reduced diver flexibility and took up a lot of space in the bell. All that
remained was a thin cable for data transfer, which allowed surface
personnel to communicate with and monitor the diver. Once again, it
seemed, relatively stringent safety requirements on the NCS helped to
drive diving technology forward.
By 2009, the large global subsea contractors had a substantial number of DSVs with an associated group of divers as part of their core
expertise. The number of divers was small compared with the large
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groups of engineers and construction works which dominated these
companies. A high proportion of engineers reflected the fact that this is
a very technology-intensive industry. Where diving is feasible, however,
the competent diver still remains important for the offshore oil industry – even when using the most advanced subsea equipment. The many
challenges posed by offshore diving still have to be fully overcome, but
the new generation of divers works under operating parameters and
with equipment which the pioneers could only dream about. Many people were accordingly disappointed that virtually all public attention had
focused for a whole decade on the many errors made earlier.
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The diver issue
The years after 1993 proved an anticlimax for the Norwegian divers.
Only a few of them retained their diving jobs. Some secured either management posts or other types of work in the diving companies. Most
were forced to find something completely different to do. The labour
market was not at its best. Norway had been through a period of property and bank crises, and of relatively high unemployment. However,
the business cycle was on the way up again. Although few of the divers
had an education beyond their necessary diving training, their versatile
background as problem-solvers for all types of underwater work was
a good basis for alternative careers. Most also secured other kinds of
work. Many managed well. But it soon transpired that a worryingly
high proportion failed to cope with the transition. Their time as North
Sea divers had left its mark.

The Haukeland doctors
In many respects, the groups of experts who had dealt with the divers
in Norway also found the post-1993 period to be an anticlimax. That
applied not least to the medical specialists. With all research diving
halted and a diving industry which had swiftly declined to a fraction of
its previous size, the need to monitor active divers had been reduced to
a minimum. After being a recurring topic in public debate until 1993,
virtual silence descended on diving and the divers. The reduction in
work naturally also meant fewer acute diver injuries to deal with. The
role as the institution responsible for following up hyperbaric medicine
challenges accordingly had little practical significance for the occupational medicine department at Haukeland Hospital to begin with.
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Physicians at this newly established unit had more than enough other
problems to deal with.
From the second half of the 1990s, however, the physicians observed
that a growing number of former North Sea divers were being referred
to them from other health institutions around the country. They also
noted another worrying trend. Svein Eidsvik, who was still a diving
medical officer at Haakonsvern and had a finger on the pulse of the
earlier diving community, told Dagbladet in December 1997 that he
knew of six former North Sea divers who had committed suicide.1 He
received support for his comments from Harald Nyland at Haukeland,
who linked the many suicides to the position which former North Sea
divers suffering from occupational injuries found themselves in after
the diving market collapsed:
We know they’ve been successful people with good incomes and high
status. Their jobs suddenly disappeared. Nobody was prepared to
accept an overall responsibility for them any more. The government
hasn’t quite understood the problems facing these fellows. They have
to fight for years to get disability allowances, for instance. That leaves
them worn out and disillusioned. Many marriages fail …

The Haukeland physicians took the view that the complaints reported
by the divers were similar to those established by Todnem in her general health investigations. Many of the sufferers had got worse, making
the consequences for their quality of life all the more serious. The position was not improved by the fact that many of those who sought to
get help felt they were banging their heads against a brick wall of government bureaucracy. Haukeland’s occupational medicine department
was commissioned in January 1998 to study which types of diver injury
should entitle the sufferer to compensation. The Kromberg commission
had requested such a clarification as early as 1993. On its own initiative, the department also decided to study the issue in greater depth.
Senior consultant Einar Thorsen in the hyperbaric medicine section
secured the appointment of an internal committee which aimed to sum
up everything known about possible long-term consequences of diving.2
This body comprised 11 physicians from a number of Haukeland departments as well as Eidsvik and Jan Risberg from Haakonsvern. They
were all people who had viewed activities in the diving industry with
scepticism for many years.
Presented three months later, the committee’s report dealt with the
effects of diving on the individual’s pulmonary (lung) function, nervous system, hearing and balance, risk of developing aseptic bone necrosis, and possible damage to mental functions. Literature referenced in
all these medical fields identified major or minor effects from diving.
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before the final report was submitted, which represented a substantial
proportion of Norway’s North Sea divers. That such a large percentage
had been referred for health checks was a disturbing sign in itself. In
order to ensure the most representative sample, a number of those who
had been referred were excluded from the statistical calculations. The
report built on 81 former North Sea divers aged 35-66. This group was
considerably older than when Todnem conducted her investigations,
with an average age of 51.6 years and an active diving career averaging
18.6 years. Since the study was so detailed and covered such a large
proportion of former North Sea divers, it represented valuable research
material. As with Todnem’s studies, it was pointless to conceal from
the health personnel conducting the tests and interviews that those involved were divers.
Many people had earlier believed that divers treated for the bends
were completely cured. But the Haukeland investigation concluded that
a clear link existed between the most serious form of this condition
(neurological or Type II decompression sickness) and long-term effects
on the nervous system.5 Many divers had balance problems, disruption
of their sense of touch, and neck and back pain. The divers studied
showed “an intact ability to solve complex problems when speed was
not a requirement”. The speed, power and steadiness of motor skills
were also normal. On the hand, the subjects showed rather poorer results for tasks which called for attentiveness, concentration, memory,
mental speed and flexibility. Results also supported a number of other
earlier hypotheses about possible negative health effects after extensive
deep diving. The study made it clear that the causes of the divers’ problems could be complex. No less than 96 per cent of divers investigated
had been exposed to life-threatening incidents, which demonstrated in
itself that they had collectively survived very difficult working conditions. In order to come up with more answers, the Haukeland team
continued its investigations with the aim of mapping the health effects
on the largest possible sample of divers who had worked on the NCS.
An international consensus conference was again staged for the
world’s hyperbaric medicine community on 15 September 2005, this
time in Bergen. Most of the medical specialists who had made their
mark on the debate since the late 1970s were present, including Bennett and Elliott.6 While the various positions had not changed a great
deal, the most important difference from the Godøysund meeting in
1993 was that far more results were available to support the view that
deep diving could have long-term effects. As at earlier conferences, the
final declaration was disputed. However, the following statement acknowledged that the Haukeland team was right on significant points:
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preventive measures, including health monitoring, for future diving.7

Det er vitenskapelig dokumentert at forandringer i lungefunksjon,

Following
the conference, the Ministry of Labour and Social Inclusion
sentralnervesystemet, skjelett og hørsel/balansesystemet kan påvises hos
urged the Petroleum Safety Authority Norway (PSA) – the former safenoen yrkesdykkere. Størrelsen på disse forandringene er meget variable og
ty division of the NPD spun off as a separate regulator in 2004 – and
har potensial til å påvirke dykkernes livskvalitet. Kunnskapen om de
the NLIA to take the signals from the medical specialists seriously.8 The
nøyaktige mekanismene er fremdeles begrenset og tilsier mer forskning.
ministry referred explicitly to research at Haukeland and called on the
Dette tilsier iverksettelse av forebyggende tiltak inklusiv helseovervåking i
industry itself to apply the precautionary principle when planning and
framtidig dykking.7
executing diving work.
Etter konferansen oppfordret Arbeids- og inkluderingsdepartementet
Petroleumstilsynet og Arbeidstilsynet til å ta signalene fra det medisin-
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North Sea Divers Alliance
The increased attention paid by the medical profession to the divers
during the 1990s was not entirely self-generated. The diver community which had existed in association with the largest diving contractors
and at social meeting places in Stavanger and Haugesund more or less
collapsed with the sharp contraction of the industry in the early 1990s.
Divers found themselves spread around the whole of Norway. Many
returned to the local communities where they had grown up. Certain
of the divers who were suffering from long-term effects got legal help
from Nopef to secure their basis social welfare rights.9 However, a great
many struggled on their own with what they perceived as diving-related
health problems. During the 1990s, divers Rolf Guttorm Engebretsen
and Tom Engh took on the laborious task of contacting the divers suffering problems around Norway.
Engebretsen had grown up with a father who was a diver, and dived
for the first time in the North Sea as a very young man in the early
1970s. He was affiliated with Norwegian contractor 3X for a long time,
and became a foreman there in the late 1970s. His most important
diver-related experience had been on the Condeeps. Engh worked as a
diver for the Oslo Fire Brigade in the late 1960s. During the 1970s, he
was a colleague of Engebretsen at 3X. He became disabled after a dive
for ScanDive from DSV Arctic Seal in 1978, and was one of the divers
involved in Todnem’s general health investigation.10
Neither man belonged to the group of unionised divers who had promoted the diver cause to the companies and the government from the
late 1970s to the 1990s. Engh was invalided out at roughly the same
time as the SNS divers first unionised, while Engebretsen was a diving
supervisor and foreman. They accordingly got to grips with the diving
case without a background in the type of organisational culture which
the Nopef divers were trained in by the LO system. That would later
contribute to a good deal of internal friction between the divers. The
tireless efforts of Engebretsen and Engh to call attention to the diver
issue helped them during the 1990s to build a substantial informal network of divers who had suffered problems as a result of their North
Sea careers. This network also embraced divers who had been Nopef
members.
As with the unionised divers, appeals to the general public through
the media became the most important weapon available to the pair.
Engebretsen was an important source when Eidsvik reported in 1997
that six former North Sea divers had committed suicide. The breakthrough for their work was a big article across five pages in the magazine supplement of business daily Dagens Næringsliv on 15 May 1999.
This report began with an account by Engh of an incident during the
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The Lossius commission
The inquiry was given a very broad mandate. It was to assess all aspects
of the diving industry in the North Sea during the “pioneer period”,
defined as the years between 1965 and 1990.18 The commission was
to investigate whether any basis existed for claiming that injuries had
been caused by diving. This meant in practice that it was asked to provide a qualified assessment of the dispute on the consequences of diving which had prevailed in Norway’s hyperbaric medicine community
since the early 1980s. However, the mandate adopted by the Storting
specified that the commission should make use of the investigation of
diver health then being conducted at Haukeland.
Given that a link was established between diver injuries and the
type of diving which had gone on, the commission was to assess whether anyone could be held accountable for this and whether a legal liability rested on the government or other players. It would be up to the
Storting to consider the commission’s recommendations. As the mandate was formulated, the commission was required to come up with a
kind of historical judgement over North Sea diving. But it was given a
deadline of December 2001 despite the scope of the mandate, to ensure
that the divers would not risk another long wait.
The establishment of the commission, the extensive health studies
at Haukeland and the creation of the NSDA had once again dramatically changed the position of the divers. They had secured a number of arenas where they could act collectively. The Storting’s mandate specified
that the NSDA should be given observer status on the Lossius commission. This prompted certain moves to put it on a more formal footing,
and the organisation was officially founded on 26 August 2001.
Nevertheless, the NSDA continued to act as an informal network.
No reliable sources exist about the number of divers it represented
at any given time. The biggest growth in members and contacts was
achieved in connection with the media reports during the autumn of
1999. These recruits included former elected Nopef officials such as
Henning O Haug and Arne Jentoft. A substantial group of former North
Sea divers still existed who felt they had managed well, and who were
either still working for diving contractors or had secured other types of
jobs. This group could find the many stories about diver health problems difficult. A lot of them were proud of the work they had done in
the North Sea, and did not want to be regarded afterwards as invalids.
On the other hand, should the Storting end up proposing a general compensation scheme for everyone who had performed a certain number
of dives in the pioneering days, this group was also interested in the
NSDA’s efforts.
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During the first phase of the Lossius commission’s work, collaboration in the network of divers associated with the NSDA functioned
well. They made an active contribution not least by digging out the
names of former North Sea divers. Various NSDA representatives participated in many of the interviews conducted to acquire information
for the commission, and had the opportunity to put questions. As the
work advanced, however, a mutual distrust developed between several
commission members and the divers. Some of the former were felt by
the NSDA’s representatives to be too close to interests which might bear
a liability for the errors made. For its part, the commission found it difficult to relate to the untraditional, informal way in which the NSDA
was organised.
The OFS and Nopef unions withdrew in June 2002 from a contact
forum created in connection with the commission, reflecting growing
distrust among the divers in its work. On 30 September, the NSDA also
formally quit as an observer. One motive for establishing the commission had been to reach a kind of consensus on the errors committed. The
prospects for achieving that goal were not the best, since all the diver
organisations had broken more or less symbolically with the inquiry
even before it reported. This was a perspective discussed by professor
Henning Jakhelln, a well-known Norwegian specialist on labour law, in
Dagbladet immediately before the report was presented.19 He noted that
conflicts of interest existed because one commission member worked
for DNV, which had been a party with an independent responsibility on
the regulatory side. Another member was employed in a company partowned by DNV. Jakhelln also noted that both members with a medical
background came from only one of the two groups which had clashed
over the health consequences of diving. The Haukeland side was not
represented.

Report, White Paper and recommendation
The Lossius commission completed its final report on 31 December
2002, a year after the Storting’s original deadline. Immediately after
the New Year, it was presented to Victor Norman as minister of labour
and government administration. The report bore witness to the extensive work done by the commission.20 Despite the distrust expressed by
the divers during the final phase, a number of the commission’s principal conclusions represented an unambiguous admission that North
Sea diving had imposed extraordinary burdens on those who carried it
out. In a comment summarising its findings, the commission noted that
roughly three out of four divers had experienced accidents or illnesses.
More than half had suffered the bends. The report also pointed out that
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every fifth diver had lost consciousness during a dive, and no less than
83 per cent had experienced life-threatening conditions while diving.
Dealing with the roles of both the NLIA and the NPD as regulators,
it unambiguously concluded that regulation of diving up to 1978 had
been weak.21 Furthermore, the commission placed great emphasis on
the long-running dispute over which government agency should be
responsible for regulating the diving sector. It took the view that this
argument had delayed safety work and thereby probably contributed
to incidents.22 In its principal conclusion, the commission went a long
way towards suggesting that the Norwegian state had an objective legal
liability towards the divers:
The commission believes that, viewed overall, a strong argument
exists that the state has a legal duty and should therefore bear the
economic liability for the injuries suffered by a number of divers as a
result of diving in the North Sea and for injuries which could give rise
to delayed effects.23

When the Ministry of Labour and Government Administration submitted a White Paper in June 2003 based on the Lossius commission’s
report, it built on the most critical comments in that document – both
on diver health and on safety work by the government and the companies.24 The introduction to the White Paper was an unambiguous
admission that the government accepted a moral responsibility for the
mistakes made, and that the divers would be compensated for this:
The government’s intention is that the pioneer divers who did a
groundbreaking job in the North Sea from 1965 to 1990, also known
as the pioneering period, will receive reparation and the financial
compensation to which the Storting and the government believe they
are entitled. The government accordingly believes that a compensation scheme should be established for the pioneer divers, and that this
group should receive collective recognition.25

But the White Paper departed from the commission’s recommendations
on one key point. With reference to assessments by the legal department of the Ministry of Justice, the government denied that the state
had an objective legal liability for the position in which the divers found
themselves.26 This point was to be important in the further follow-up
of the diver issue. Where the framework of a compensation scheme was
concerned, the government presented only general formulations. It was
stated that compensation would not be related to possible previous payments. Furthermore, the White Paper emphasised that consideration
had to be given when determining the size of any payout to equal treat-
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Party, the Socialist Left and the Centre Party, wanted an individual approach where compensation was calculated on the basis of how long a
disability had lasted. According to the majority, each diver would receive a one-off payment of NOK 200 000. Pressure from the minority
led to some increase for various types of disability. The Storting finally
resolved on 9 March that compensation for full disability would be increased from NOK 1.7 million to NOK 2.3 million.29 Adding in the NOK
200 000 lump sum, the highest compensation any diver could receive
was thereby NOK 2.5 million.
Since relatively few divers would qualify for the maximum payout,
the difference between the majority and minority was not frighteningly
large. According to the majority, the final bill for the settlement would
be NOK 400-500 million. The minority calculated that its proposal
would cost some NOK 700 million. The majority recommendation represented the largest collective government compensation settlement
in Norwegian history. If the goal had been to reach a final solution to
the diver issue, an additional cost of roughly NOK 200 million might
not have been overmuch for Norway – particularly when the revenues
generated for the country by oil are taken into account. Government
income from the petroleum sector totalled NOK 200 billion in 2004,
and the government oil fund amounted in the same year to NOK 1 000
billion. The majority was unquestionably concerned with establishing a
precedent. Since the government insisted that the compensation should
be paid over the regular budget, rather than from the oil fund as the
minority was demanding, this represented a genuinely large outgoing
which had to be accommodated with other budget items. The diver issue may not have been finally resolved even with the minority’s proposal. In any event, the political effect of the majority recommendation
was predictable. Sandberg told Stavanger Aftenblad that the scheme
would arouse irritation among those the Storting wanted to help and
honour. “I don’t think we’re writing the last chapter with this,” he said.
His observation was immediately confirmed by Engebretsen as the
NSDA spokesman: “NOK 2.5 million is a laughably small amount. We
don’t accept it as an apology for the treatment we’ve suffered”.

Arguing over apology and compensation
Most Norwegians did not regard NOK 2.5 million as a small amount.
That was undoubtedly also the basic view of the Storting majority,
which wanted a ceiling for payments to the divers. The amount involved was of such a size that the divers risked losing a certain degree of
public sympathy if they demanded more. With the payout scheme now
proposed, none of the divers could claim to be in any acute distress.
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But Engebretsen nevertheless had most of them on his side when he
concluded unambiguously that the amount was insufficient. Only those
who were completely disabled would receive the maximum payout. The
divers maintained that the total would not look so large if it was divided
by the number of years the relevant recipients had had to suffer from
their injuries. Those divers who had been most closely involved in the
process leading to the final Storting decision undoubtedly also found
the way the scheme was agreed a further source of dissatisfaction. The
divers had hoped that they would in practice have been included in the
negotiations, that the Storting would end up with a plan which they
could support. Instead, they felt once again excluded.30
The process for paying compensation was nevertheless implemented, regardless of the divers’ protests. These payouts and the assessment
of each diver were left to a specially appointed board. Although many
divers remained dissatisfied, the efforts by the NSDA to get the diver
issue into the limelight had yielded genuine financial results. Many divers had received payments in several stages. Some had received insurance payouts from their own companies. For the majority, the first payment had come since 1 July 20002, when the then Ministry of Health
and Social Affairs established a scheme for North Sea divers who had
suffered lasting ill health which reduced their earning ability. They
could receive a grant of up to NOK 200 000. The following November,
Statoil established its own compensation scheme for all divers on the
NCS – including those who had not worked on its own projects. The top
payout was NOK 750 000. Financial support was also provided for surviving family members. As with the ministry’s scheme, Statoil linked
payouts to the level of disability. A diver’s assets above a certain level
were taken into account, too. The company allocated roughly NOK 77
million in all to this scheme.
The final payments under the Storting’s compensation scheme began in 2005. Those who wished could take the money in small amounts
over a lengthy period. However, virtually everyone opted for a lump
sum. Some NOK 500 million had been paid at 1 January 2009.31 This
was allocated to about 200 divers who had been able to establish that
they were fully or partly disabled as a result of their work in the North
Sea.

The court case and diver divisions
Instead of being finally settled by the Storting’s compensation scheme,
the diver issue persisted as an unresolved conflict. The next logical step
for the divers was legal action. Their lawyers focused on the finding
from the Lossius commission – rejected by the justice ministry’s legal
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department – that the state might have an objective liability for the
divers’ fate. It was assumed that, could this be established, the compensation sums might also be increased. For many divers, the conflict with
the government had acquired a character which meant that a judgement against the government for its behaviour in the diver issue could
be seen as a form of restitution in itself. From that perspective, the dispute retained both a political and a psychological aspect.
But the consideration of the issue by the Storting also ended the
solidarity between the various diver groupings. As early as 2001, it had
been proposed that the NSDA should develop a more formal democratic
structure.32 That was rejected. Until the final vote by the Storting, most
of the divers accepted the NSDA’s mode of organisation. During the
relevant years, a number of divers with a background as elected officials
in Nopef – including Haug – also served as spokesmen alongside Engebretsen and Engh.
During 2004, several underlying conflicts found expression in a fullscale split. A number of divers left the NSDA on 18 October 2004 to
establish the Offshore Divers Union (ODU). Like most other organisational breakups, the clash between the divers contained elements of
personal antagonism, with mutual accusations of lies, inappropriate behaviour and so forth. The distinctive background of the divers may have
helped to reinforce this aspect of the conflict. It also seems possible that
the disagreements were exacerbated because many of the numerous
journalists who had espoused the divers’ cause joined in the disputes
on one or other of the sides. Nevertheless, the split was an expression
of genuine underlying antagonisms among the divers. People associated
with Nopef were the main supporters of the ODU, which also received a
certain amount of start-up help from the LO. It was not unnatural that
those who reacted most strongly to the NSDA’s structure were divers
with organisational experience.
At its most heated and personal, the conflict found partial expression in claims that divers in the rival group had exaggerated how many
saturation dives they had made and the like. These allegations also had
a basis in reality. With their background in SNS, the divers organised in
Nopef had suffered their biggest burden in the form of hours spent in
saturation. As we have noted earlier, however, saturation diving might
have been burdensome but was conducted in more orderly forms than
the less organised bounce diving which prevailed in the 1970s, where
Engebretsen and Engh had their background. For their part, the latter
pair and their supporters frequently maintained that Nopef as an organisation had never secured a breakthrough for the divers’ interests.
They highlighted the links between the Nopef leadership and the Labour Party, which had been in government with a political responsibility for diving in many of the relevant years.
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In the time which followed, the diver organisations devoted substantial time and energy to rebutting each other’s accusations. These
clashes did not help to strengthen the divers’ cause in public opinion.
The clearest expression of the hostile relationship between the two
sides was provided by a documentary on the TV2 channel, which largely reflected the distrust of the dominant NSDA leadership among some
of the ODU divers.33 A key element in the programme was the presentation of the Cormorant episode in 1977 by Engebretsen and Engh.
Whether this incident occurred in the way it was described in retrospect did not affect any of the main trends in Norway’s diving history. It
was primarily important because of the central role it played in the account presented by Engebretsen and Engh to the media when the diver
issue really captured public attention during the late 1990s. The many
divers who flocked to the NSDA at that time chose to believe the episode because they had experienced many similar incidents themselves.
It was first when antagonism between the diver groups increased that
the story was seriously questioned. The problem for Engebretsen and
Engh was that part of the account rested solely on their own evidence
and that of a third diver.
Despite the disagreements between the two diving groups, both
agreed that the government settlement was inadequate. They opted to
take legal action against the state separately and with their own lawyers. The original plan was to hear the NSDA’s case first. Since that
organisation refused to accept the appointed judge because it alleged
a conflict of interest, the ODU was the first to appear in the Oslo District Court during the winter of 2007. Conducting its case together with
the LO union Industry Energy, it secured a judgement in August 2007
that the government was liable to pay compensation on an objective basis.34 The government appealed. The NSDA’s case started on 28 January
2008 and ran until 9 May, with the court finding for the government in
September.35 At roughly the same time, the state won its appeal against
the ODU in the Borgarting Court of Appeal. An attempt by the NSDA
to appeal directly to the Supreme Court was rejected. So the ODU case
remained to be heard by the Supreme Court in the spring of 2009.
The legal process over the diver issue acquired its own dynamic and
a scope which goes far beyond the parameters of this history. Unless
a compromise is reached which all sides can accept, the case will be
making its way through the legal system for a long time to come. Compared with the period when the issue lay with the Lossius commission,
which was supposed in principle to act as an independent third party
but which presented an assessment or “judgement” on a more general political basis, the legal process became in many respects a reprise
of earlier conflicts. The commission, Norman’s White Paper and the
local government committee’s recommendation were unambiguous in
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finding that the divers had suffered an injustice, and the government
accepted a moral liability for that. From that perspective, one might
have expected that the actual court cases could be confined to more legal hairsplitting over the state’s objective liability. For many divers, the
hearings nevertheless became an arena for presenting their story to the
public in its full breadth. The civil servants who conducted the cases on
behalf of the government responded to that and sought to strengthen
their position before a final judgement by denying that personnel at the
NPD and other relevant agencies had committed any errors. As a result,
the legal process failed to produce reconciliation and consensus over
possible errors. On the contrary, it reinforced old antagonisms.
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Jobs exist which are more dangerous than others, but which nevertheless get done because they are regarded as particularly important. Diving on the NCS provides an example. The divers who toiled to bring early production from Ekofisk on stream, who found themselves day after
day during the 1980s in cramped saturation spreads and diving bells so
that the first pipelines could be laid across the Norwegian Trench, who
helped to recover the dead from the wreck of Alexander L Kielland, or
who were involved in the intensive construction phase for the strategically important Snøhvit field in the far north have all done work of invaluable significance for Norway. It could be argued that being involved
in something so important has an intrinsic value – and many divers
have felt this t o be so.
Right from the start, however, everyone fully appreciated that the
type of work being performed on the oil installations out in the North
Sea was hazardous. That applied to the oil companies, the diving contractors, all relevant government agencies which dealt with diving at
different levels, and the divers themselves. During the early years, this
was confirmed by the many fatal work accidents and a large number of
cases of the bends. At the same time, nobody knew for certain what the
long-term consequences for a person’s health might be if they spent a
whole career exposing their bodies and minds to the extreme burdens
involved in working under high pressure.
As we have shown in this volume, uncertainty persists about the impact of subjecting the human body to the type of loads experienced by
divers in deep water. It remains unclear how deep it is possible to dive
without incurring burdens which could cause lasting injury. But, as we
have also seen, it was possible to make diving a far safer job. Diving
tables have improved. Better, more robust and safer diving technology,
tailored to diver needs, has been developed over the years. Government
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regulation of diving has become both stricter and more precise. At the
same time, Statoil’s recognition after 2000 that secure employment
terms for the individual diver also have consequences for safe diving
demonstrates how important financial and organisational parameters
can be. But it remains a pertinent question whether this could have
happened earlier.
As we have shown, there were many good reasons why things developed as they did. It is hard to imagine that an industry involving so
much risk could have avoided a period of trial and error before all the
challenges faced had been seriously overcome. Nevertheless, there was
nothing fated about the history of North Sea diving. Many crossroads
existed where action by the government, the oil companies, the diving contractors and the divers themselves could have taken a different
route. Much would probably have looked different if safety regulations
had been introduced by the government at a far earlier stage. However, such regulations would not have changed much by themselves. The
British, who put safety rules in place before Norway, had even more
accidents. This was a question not only of whether the regulations imposed the right requirements but also whether an organisation existed
to enforce them.
Excluding diving from Norway’s Working Environment Act for so
many years was undoubtedly far more important for further development than delayed regulations. The seasonal nature of the international
diving industry when it came to Norway, along with short contracts,
relatively small companies and poor conditions for unionisation, did
not provide the best conditions for getting to grips with safety challenges.
The Working Environment Act built on the basic assumption that
the workplace or the technology had to be tailored to the person rather
than vice versa. The burden of proof for possible negative health effects
from the work carried out rested with the responsible companies, not
the individual employee. Several sections of the Act helped to facilitate active participation by unions. The Act’s provisions contrasted so
sharply with practice in the diving sector that it would have influenced
the type of company which won contracts. So it was not without good
reason that the unionised divers campaigned so hard to get this legislation extended to them. Had they succeeded with that in the late 1970s,
and if the Act’s provisions had really been taken seriously, there would
either have been no diving at all or this work would have had to be done
in a completely different way.
Safety work for divers on the NCS took many strides forward when
the NPD established its diving section in 1978. From lagging behind
the UK, the Norwegian divers were then better placed. But the NPD’s
opportunities to intervene were limited as long as the Working Envi-
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ronment Act did not apply and diving regulation was partly subject to
the shipping regime – which included acceptance of the flag-state principle. Defended by the Ministry of Trade, the latter meant in part that
foreign DSVs could operate with different working-time rules from vessels registered in Norway. The flag-state principle created the impossible position that important safety improvements could simultaneously
weaken the competitive position of Norwegian companies. This was a
known problem. Different governments were reluctant to deal with it
because shipping interests were given greater weight than the negative
consequences for diving.
With the development of the internal control system, initially in
the form of regulations and from 1985 through primary legislation, the
NPD contributed to a crucial clarification of responsibility for the safety
challenges posed by diving. From then on, this lay unequivocally with
the oil company operating the exploration blocks, fields or pipeline projects where the divers worked. The oil companies and the diving contractors had a responsibility for the way diving was conducted as clients
and employers even before the introduction of internal control. It was
the oil companies which were awarded licences and which thereby secured access to big revenues if they found oil and gas. Under the Norwegian licensing system, it was up to the oil companies to determine the
organisation of work in the petroleum sector. Nothing ever prevented
the oil companies from carrying out the necessary diving themselves,
developing their own diver teams and acquiring other relevant diving
technology competence. There were good financial reasons why they
opted instead to hire such expertise from dedicated diving contractors.
They also set crucial guidelines for the way diving was to be conducted
through their contractual terms. With internal control, the oil companies could not hide behind the fact that diving risk had been contracted
out or the lack of regulatory development and supervision by the government. Accidents must not occur. Work was to be done in a safe way.
It was up to the oil companies to ensure that this happened.
The oil companies continued to use diving contractors even after the introduction of internal control. As a direct consequence of
the clarification of responsibility, however, they strengthened their
own diving expertise. A number of the companies, not least Norway’s
Statoil and Hydro, paid greater attention to diver safety and health both
when awarding contracts and in following up the work. At the same
time, the clarification of responsibility through internal control helped
to speed up work on old plans to develop diverless technology. Applying the same type of risk calculations used for other safety work in the
petroleum sector indicated that phasing out all types of diving was the
most obvious solution to the challenges. When the oil companies acknowledged a few years into the present century that a certain amount
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of diving could not be avoided, they were much more aware than before
that they set the operating parameters for this activity.
The Lossius commission and the Storting’s decision placed an unambiguous political and moral responsibility on the Norwegian state
for the fate of the pioneer divers. At an overall level, the conclusion of
this historical review of the North Sea divers and diving off Norway
must be the same as that reached by many other assessments of the
diver issue – diving was speeded up for long periods in spite of its high
risk because the work done by the pioneer divers on the NCS was too
important to be halted. That perspective makes it meaningful to claim
that diver safety was sacrificed for economic interests. For a Norway
increasingly dependent on oil revenues, these interests were very large
indeed.
Regardless of whether the moral, political and legal responsibility
for the errors committed in the diving sector is assigned to the companies, the government or both, the history of North Sea diving cannot
be understood without also taking account of the beliefs, attitudes and
culture which have dominated among the divers themselves and in the
specialist groups surrounding them. The work culture which prevailed
among the pioneer divers suited in many ways the underlying financial and political interests. These were young men who were willing
to sacrifice something in order to overcome the challenges they were
presented with. For many of them, mastering difficult jobs was a matter of honour. In addition, the combination of insecure employment, a
generally tough pressure of work, and bonus systems helped in a number of cases to promote a form of behaviour where the individual diver
was willing to take chances. Even when the divers joined unions, it was
difficult to overcome such attitudes among them. Nopef pursued active
campaigns to improve their safety conditions, but even it was ensnared
by the conflicted position of the divers over the issue of how deep it was
acceptable to dive. Given the outlook for the future of diving on the
NCS from the mid-1980s, divers correctly feared that stringent requirements could help to reduce jobs.
Similarly, diving technology specialists could reveal attitudes which
put a high value on extending boundaries. The establishment of the
NUI/Nutec provided Norway with a competent hyperbaric technology
facility which was also highly significant for diver safety. But the terms
on which this centre was founded, the financing of its assignments and
the strong political desire to cross the Norwegian Trench and produce
oil in deep water, meant its expertise could hardly be clearly neutral.
Diving medical officer Smith-Sivertsen’s warnings that it should not allow itself to be governed by “financial interests or be steamrollered by
technological enthusiasm” identified an important aspect of Norway’s
diving technology and hyperbaric medicine communities.
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The key issue for both foreign and Norwegian hyperbaric medicine
specialists was long to clarify how far it was possible to push the human
body, rather than to identify possible long-term injuries. The NPD, on
behalf of the Norwegian government, could point out repeatedly that
heavyweight international hyperbaric medicine specialists vouched for
the boundaries applied at any given time in the Norwegian regulations.
That was correct. But the research referred to by the NPD was simultaneously closely tied financially to the oil industry. The divers needed a genuinely independent body which could protect them from the
financial interests of the oil companies and the government. In many
respects, they also needed somebody who could protect them from
themselves. This first emerged when an independent hospital team got
to grips with the diver issue. A growing number of physicians began to
ask questions about North Sea diving. The breakthrough for a different way of thinking came when a team at Haukeland Hospital secured
sufficient funds to conduct research based on hypotheses which partly
threatened to undermine important preconditions for the whole industry if they proved correct.
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